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3

2

introduction

Throughout the last century, nearly all commentators on the Revelation of John
have acknowledged that imperial cults—that is, institutions for the worship of the
Roman emperors—played a crucial role in the production of John’s text. This,
however, is the first book-length examination of the topic, mainly because a com-
parison of imperial cults and the Apocalypse requires an examination of literature,
inscriptions, coins, sculpture, and architecture—a daunting task.

The diversity of the materials creates two kinds of challenges: disciplinary and
theoretical. Scholars in the discipline of New Testament studies are not usually
trained to work with the archaeological artifacts, and scholars in Roman studies do
not usually analyze early Christian literature. As a result secondary literature has been
produced for specialists in one discipline or the other, without much conversation
between them. One challenge in the topic, then, is to foster discussions across dis-
ciplinary boundaries. The theoretical challenge is just as great. How do we com-
pare the remaining imperial cult monuments with a text from a marginal religious
group? How shall we relate literature to material culture? What social theory will
enable us to draw connections? Furthermore, we have only fragmentary evidence
for either side of the comparison. The second challenge, then, is to develop, from
limited data, a coherent method for the analysis of artifacts (e.g., literary, epigraphic,
numismatic, sculptural) from differing societal levels.

A third challenge arises from the categories of modern interpreters, who have often
wondered whether imperial cults constituted a religious or political phenomenon. To
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modern eyes, imperial cults often appear to be insincere religion, or mystified poli-
tics, or both. Such interpretations of imperial cults, however, represent a failure of the
disciplined imagination. The third challenge is to examine the ancient evidence with-
out inscribing inappropriate notions of “religious” and “political” on it.

The first chapter lays out the method I employed to meet these challenges. Using
a phenomenological history of religions framework, I focus on four thematic cate-
gories: cosmogony, cosmology, human maturation, and eschatology. This frame-
work provides categories broad enough for my comparative interests, but has liabili-
ties as well. A phenomenological method tends to be static and abstract, often
emphasizing the normative while ignoring dissent. So I supplement the framework
with the concept of discourse to move beyond the static abstractions, and I adopt a
postcolonial strategy—contrapuntal interpretation of dominant and resistant his-
tories—to keep from ignoring marginal voices. Together, these components com-
prise an amended phenomenological method, one that aids analysis of texts in their
socioreligious settings.

With this amended phenomenological framework, chapters 2–7 examine the
roles played by imperial cults in the urban polytheism of the province of Asia dur-
ing the early empire. I contend that imperial cults have been misunderstood because
they have not been situated properly as an imperialist elaboration within Greco-
Roman polytheism. The phenomenological categories allow us to pinpoint the spe-
cific roles played by imperial cults within the larger religious system: imperial cults
had some relevance for cosmogony and human maturation, but they were prima-
rily concerned with a heightened imperial cosmology. Space was centered on Rome
and time was organized around Augustus and the accomplishments of empire. These
cosmological interests were so strong that they produced an eschatological absur-
dity: the best one could hope for was the eternal continuation of Roman rule.

The second section of the book examines the Revelation of John through the
same prism. This approach demonstrates the character of John’s opposition to
Roman imperialism. The overwhelming eschatology of Revelation left its cosmol-
ogy severely weakened. Space was centered neither on the imperial capital of Rome
nor on the sacred center of Jerusalem, and time was not organized around the ac-
tions of the emperors. In Revelation space and time centered on the absent throne
of God, which was accessible only through worship. To those who were not deceived
by the claims of empire and who were faithful until death, Revelation promised
unending worship in the eternal presence of the Lamb and the One seated on the
throne. John was on a collision course with the imperial way of life.

John’s vision of the world has implications beyond his first century setting, for
John was not simply anti-Roman; he was anti-empire. His understanding of his world
produced a religious critique of hegemony that transcended his particular historical
location. The visionary argument built a broader case, one that questions every
imperialist project. John’s apocalyptic imagery depicted Rome in ruins and would
lay waste to the structures of modern hegemony as well. John’s religious criticism
elevates Revelation as a crucial voice in the contrapuntal Christian canon. His criti-
cism also makes the Apocalypse an important witness to humanity’s struggles for
the establishment of a just community in the context of humanity’s record of ubiq-
uitous oppression.
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1

religious criticism

The worship of political leaders is not an unusual phenomenon in human history.
It has been practiced at many times in many regions of the world.1 However, schol-
ars have treated the worship of the Roman emperors mostly with bewilderment or
disdain.2 Modern western scholars have tended to operate with a parochial defini-
tion of religion based on the recent history of Europe and North America, where
politics and religion are thought to be distinct spheres of activity.

This chapter draws on the discipline of religious studies to place modern west-
ern theory in perspective and then proposes an amended phenomenological method
for the comparison of Revelation and Roman imperial cults. The method draws on
work in the history of religions and on aspects of postcolonial theory to develop a
broader framework for a socially situated analysis of the ancient materials. This frame-
work illuminates two forms of religious criticism: a practitioner’s variety exempli-
fied by John’s Revelation and an academic variety found in the writings of several
historians of religion.

Aberrant Modernity

Several religionists from diverse orientations have argued that European and Ameri-
can definitions of “religion” during the last few centuries have not described what
most groups and individuals have experienced as religious. Three theorists provide
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the main lines of the argument and reveal a common problematic—the develop-
ment of a comparative understanding of religion despite the hegemonic claims of
western rationality.

Wilfred Cantwell Smith contextualized western rationality by constructing an
intellectual history of “religion” in the west. The term has been reified over the last
2,000 years, according to Smith, and this reification reveals “a long-range develop-
ment, accumulating until today, of diversion of interest from man’s3 personal sense
of the holy to what we might call the observable product or historical deposit of its
outworking.”4

During the Renaissance a process began to intellectualize the concept of religion
that “was part of the emerging claim of the mind to understand the universe and as-
sert its domination; but it was part, also, of a response to the strident claims of many
religious groups to refute each other.”5 Smith concluded that the academic develop-
ments were related to Europe’s internal religious problems and to its imperialism.

If we sum up this period, then, we may say that some Renascence humanists and
then some Protestant Reformers adopted a concept of religion to represent an
inner piety; but that in the seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries this was
largely superseded by a concept of schematic externalization that reflected, and
served, the clash of conflicting religious parties, the emergence of a triumphant
intellectualism, and the emerging new information from beyond the seas about
the patterns of other men’s religious life. These provided the foundations of the
concept for the modern world.6

The nineteenth century brought other developments. On one hand, common
people in Europe were attached to the older notion of religion as piety, nourished
by liturgies and catechisms and relatively detached from the intellectual arguments
of the European elite. The elite arguments, on the other hand, increasingly repre-
sented religion as an abstraction with its own existence. Schleiermacher was the first
to write a book on religion as a generic entity, but Hegel and Feuerbach went fur-
ther. Hegel asserted that religion was “a great entity with which man has to reckon,
a something that precedes all its historical manifestations.”7 Feuerbach then focused
on the nature of that essence. Innumerable subsequent studies have sought the es-
sence of a particular religion or the essence of religion itself.8

In this way Smith explained how modern western ideas of religion tend to mean
personal piety (to discriminate religion from indifference or rebellion), an ideal
system (to discriminate one religion from another), an empirically manifest system
(also to discriminate between “religions”), or a generic summation (to discriminate
religion from other domains of society). All four of these usages, he insisted, are
misleading and unnecessary.9 They are the result of a long process of reification that
first made religion into an independent phenomenon, then came to conceive of it
as an objective entity, and finally posited a series of such entities—the religions of
the world.10

Mircea Eliade also questioned the conceptualization of religion in the modern
west. Rather than building an intellectual history, Eliade explicated religion as a
mythic worldview that shields humanity from “the terror of history.” By this phrase
he meant that the actual course of human life is brutal. Individual or communal
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pain is endurable if it is explicable within some larger framework. Without such a
framework, suffering is insufferable.11 Religion, then, is best understood as part
hermeneutics and part theodicy. Western rationality, according to Eliade, is too
limited to answer the question of whether human life has meaning in the face of
human suffering.

Eliade argued that most humans have lived within a mythic view of reality. He
described this orientation as archaic, premodern, or traditional, but he used none
of these terms in an overtly pejorative manner. In fact, Eliade seemed to admire such
an orientation, at times to the point of idealization.12 An archaic worldview escapes
the terror of history by ignoring the anomalous. It posits a transcendent, primor-
dial reality and recognizes only those actions that imitate the archetypes of that
mythic reality: “[T]he desire felt by the man of traditional societies to refuse his-
tory, and to confine himself to an indefinite repetition of archetypes, testifies to his
thirst for the real and his terror of ‘losing’ himself by letting himself be overwhelmed
by the meaninglessness of profane existence.”13

The persuasive power of a mythic world is maintained in part through sacred
sites that define geography. The world is transformed through the construction of
centers that imitate celestial reality. These territories, temples, and cities link the
archetypal realm and this world and channel reality to other institutions, actions,
and persons.14 Ritual plays a crucial role in this, for the sacred center provides space
where divine archetypes can be imitated through drama, dance, and ceremony.
According to an archaic ontology, rituals are the truest of actions, for they repeat
those of the gods or of the cosmogony.15

Rituals also redefine the character of time for they unfold not only in sacred
space but also in sacred time.16 As rituals reenact the original divine actions, they
abolish time as the sequence of events and create time anew.17 The ritual cycle es-
tablishes a continuous renewal of time that cleanses and restores the world. History
cannot terrify those who inhabit an archaic world. Through periodic, creative acts
of imitation, a genuinely new era can arise.18

In contrast to the archaic worlds of most communities, a relatively new ori-
entation has developed in the west, which Eliade called “historical man” or “mod-
ern man.” In this condition, archetypes and repetition are rejected in favor of
human autonomy.19 Time and space are not justified by their relation to the mythic
structures of the world; history is its own justification. “From Hegel on, every effort
is directed toward saving and conferring value on the historical event as such, the
event in itself and for itself.”20 Whereas Hegel posited the will of the Universal
Spirit in history, Marx completely separated history from the transcendent. Ac-
cording to Eliade, “[history] was no longer anything more than the epiphany of
the class struggle.”21

From that point on, historicisms of the west made the terror of history more
unbearable. Although Eliade admitted that these offer some consolation in their own
ways, especially to elite groups, the end result of secularism was for him unacceptable:

For our purpose, only one question concerns us: How can the “terror of history”
be tolerated from the viewpoint of historicism? Justification of a historical event
. . . by the simple fact that it “happened that way,” will not go far toward freeing
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humanity from the terror that the event inspires. . . . We should wish to know, for
example, how it would be possible to tolerate, and to justify, the sufferings and
annihilation of so many peoples who suffer and are annihilated for the simple
reason . . . that they are neighbors of empires in a state of permanent expan-
sion. . . . And in our day, when historical pressure no longer allows any escape,
how can man tolerate the catastrophes and horrors of history—from collective
deportations and massacres to atomic bombings—if beyond them he can glimpse
no sign, no transhistorical meaning; if they are only the blind play of economic,
social, or political forces, or, even worse, only the result of the “liberties” that a
minority takes and exercises directly on the stage of universal history?22

According to Eliade, historicism cannot establish sustainable community life
free from despair in the face of human suffering. Those few optimists who have tried
to argue the case for historicism, Eliade suggested, have relied on their privileged
positions. A more accurate reading of history comes from the Baltics, the Balkans,
and the colonized world.23

Smith and Eliade both raised fundamental questions about the structure of
modernity, but did so from different perspectives. Smith’s approach was historical
and personalist, Eliade’s was phenomenological and concerned with questions of
the construction of ontology. Smith wrote as an Islamicist and comparativist, who
experienced firsthand the ethno-religious tragedies of decolonization in India, and
as a Canadian in the Congregationalist Protestant tradition. Eliade, on the other
hand, wrote as a comparativist and as an exile from the socialist reorganization of
his native Romania. The most influential religious traditions in his life were those
of Romanian Orthodox Christianity and of south Asia. Both men questioned the
viability of standard secular analysis, Smith because of its peculiar view of rational-
ity and Eliade because of its presuppositions about reality. For a better explanation
of the connection between western rationality and western imperialism, however,
we turn to another religionist.

Charles Long’s definition of religion is similar to that of Eliade; both under-
stood religion in terms of “the continual quest for the meaning of human existence,”24

not to be understood in an individualistic sense.25 Religious studies seeks to find
“the existential structures of the life of human communities,”26 and to explore “re-
ligion—or, more precisely, the holy, the sacred—as the basic element in the consti-
tution of human consciousness and human community.”27

Rather than charting a development in specific thinkers (Smith) or exploring
the maintenance of a mythic worldview (Eliade), Long raised fundamental ques-
tions about the nature of knowledge in the west.28 Current Euro-American episte-
mology evolved, Long argued, as a facet of European global conquest. The encoun-
ter with radically different peoples during European expansion into Africa, Asia,
the Americas, and the Pacific created a crisis. The number and varieties of human
communities were much greater than westerners had imagined. How was this di-
versity to be explained?

Scholars from the west drew on the western philosophical tradition to under-
stand this strange “new world,” in reality just as old as their own “world.” Data from
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the new world were gathered and brought back to the academic centers to be orga-
nized and interpreted. The presupposition that undergirded the organization of
knowledge was this: in all human knowing, there is a common mode of knowledge
which is characterized by rationality and logic. This way of knowing characterized
the development of the modern academic disciplines.29

Such an epistemology created a peculiar imaginary geography, the western world
at its center and data gathered at the margins. Knowledge was generated in the pe-
ripheral areas, but the center was not subject to interrogation:

The problem of knowledge thus constituted a structure of distance and relation-
ships. Objectivity as a scientific procedure allied itself with the neutrality of
distancing in time and space. The issue of relationship was a bit more difficult to
negotiate. At what level of the knowing subject did one find a correspondence
between what was known and the epistemological center?30

The relationships between the center and the margins have usually been de-
scribed in two ways. Cultural evolution described the relation between periphery
and center as distance in time, so that the exotic others represented an earlier stage
of history through which western civilization had passed centuries earlier. A second
alternative was to describe cultures that did not fit the epistemic norm through
pathology: they were chronically irrational, hysterical, or insane.

Long called this process of defining another in terms of one’s own categories
signification. It was based on Saussure’s theories of language, but Long meant it to
indicate a social process by which the powerful determine how others will be known.
As a social process, signification is arbitrary because there is normally little neces-
sary connection between the sign and that which is signified. Signification is not,
however, neutral:

In other words, what leads one to locate the differences within what is the
common [i.e., within humanity]? More often than not, the differences that bring
a culture or a people to the attention of the investigator are not simply formed
from the point of view of the intellectual problematic; they are more often than
not the nuances and latencies of that power which is part of the structure of the
cultural contact itself manifesting itself as intellectual curiosity. In this manner
the cultures of non-Western peoples were created as products of a complex
signification.31

Thus, Long brought out the imperialist origins of modern western epistemol-
ogy, joining Smith and Eliade with a different objection to the claim that western
rationality should be the sole arbiter of human experience. For these reasons, a study
on imperial cults, the Revelation of John, or any facet of ancient religion cannot be
confined by narrow definitions of “religion.” The modern western intellectual tra-
dition has fostered a secular reification of mythic consciousness that is imperialistic
in intent and in historical origins. The very notion that politics can be severed from
the sacred is a misconstrual that would lead this study astray and would allow one
to dismiss imperial cults as “bad” religion or politics. Human experience is too broad
to be confined to such narrow categories.
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Critical Mythic Consciousness

Working out of very different paradigms within the study of religion, Smith, Eliade,
and Long engaged in an academic practice that I call religious criticism.32 In differ-
ent ways, each used the religious experience of humanity to point out that current
western intellectual trends are embedded within a complex matrix of social, eco-
nomic, and political hegemony. Religious theory provides one of the best resources
for analyzing imperialism, representation, and contingency, because it develops a
broad historical and cultural framework within which to discuss questions of the
experience of reality. Because people often confuse religion with gullibility, we need
to explore the practitioner’s variety of religious criticism, i.e., the phenomenon of a
critical perspective based in a person’s or community’s religious experience.33 I draw
again on Long for an explication of the critical character of religious experience and
then turn to the work of Lawrence Sullivan for a model of critical mythic conscious-
ness within a communal setting.

Long argued that the bankruptcy of western signification leads to a much broader
issue: “What is the meaning of the human now that the West must realize that those
who were formerly considered lesser or second-class human beings have in fact al-
ways been fully human?”34 They can no longer be labeled primitive to provide a
foil for the “civilized” west, nor can they be labeled irrational to define western modes
of rationality as universal.35

Long did not propose an accumulative strategy, as though harmonious,
multicultural diversity would emerge from the mere collection of examples of
human cultures:

The intellectual challenge has to do with a critical language that recognizes the
situation and is able to undercut the very structures of cultural language that
undergird the problematical situation itself. . . . As an Afro-American, the
situation to which I have alluded is an issue of experience and the locus of an
intellectual critique. The religion of those who have had to bear the weight of
this confrontation in the modern world should generate forms of critical
languages capable of creating the proper disjunctions for a restatement of the
reality of the human in worlds to come.36

Here, Long effectively used Otto’s notion of the encounter with the wholly other,
especially the concept of mysterium tremendum. According to Long, the encounter with
the transcendent—that which is wholly other—is the experience of reality unmedi-
ated by signification, symbolization, or discursive practices.37 This experience of real-
ity as a priori elicits mysterium tremendum: a sense of the radical contingency of human
existence. All human projects, plans, and hopes are revealed as arbitrary and insignifi-
cant, just as humans themselves are revealed in their creatureliness. Long calls this
overpowering sense of reality the oppressive element in religion because it is ambigu-
ously negative: “It is the oppressive sense evoked by the power and majesty of the divine,
the belittling of the creature and the human project itself.”38

The experience of the wholly other also relativizes the arbitrary signification
that characterizes the social structures of oppression. The mysterium tremendum
produces a sense of identity and of creaturehood that is independent of the rela-
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tionships of oppression. That crucial dissonance provides not only the possibility
of social criticism but also an experience that might be the basis for a new mode of
human community.39 Thus, Long’s work argues that religion—specifically the re-
ligious experience of the oppressed—provides the most likely resource for a new
critical language from within the relationships of oppression that undercuts those
relationships and moves toward a new type of human community.

Does Long allow oppressors to be religious?40 His writing suggests that people
with a privileged position in an oppressive social system have only limited access
to religious experience. In his discussion of religion in America, Long observed
that mainstream American religion is characterized more by mysterium fascinans,
that is, the entrancing, dizzying, alluring aspect of the religious experience. There
is a shallowness in American culture, a disconnection from the depths of the
people’s heritage:

American culture through its concealment of the blacks and the destruction of
Indians has at the same time concealed from itself its inner primordial experi-
ence and a definition of the human mode of being which includes richness and
variety.

American culture has yet to come to terms with its “native sons”—and this is
just another way of saying that America has yet to come to terms with itself.
Religiously speaking, America must be afforded the religious possibility for the
experience of the mysterium tremendum, that experience which establishes the
otherness and mystery of the holy.41

Thus, in Long’s system religious experience seems to be available to all, but one’s
ability to interpret it is directly related to one’s location in society: those who sig-
nify are perhaps less likely to react to the experience of ultimate signification in this
way. This limits his work’s usefulness for analyzing dominant religion because the
mainstream is defined as pathological. On a historically distant topic such as Roman
imperial cults or early Christian texts, the problems are magnified because we have
so much less data with which to challenge or confirm the theory. For the purposes
of this study, then, I accept Long’s broader definition of religion as orientation to-
ward ultimate meaning that is both personal and communal. When working on the
Roman imperial period, however, I do not grant the religions of the oppressed a
privileged theoretical position.

By bracketing Long’s conclusions about the religions of the oppressed, I move
back toward Eliade’s axiom that religious experience is fundamentally related to
human suffering, but the relationship is understood as Long outlined: the experi-
ence of suffering and the encounter with death has the potential to call all human
projects into question. I interpret oppression as a secondary category within the
broader concept of suffering; religious experience is theoretically open to all who
suffer, i.e., to everyone. The types and qualities of suffering to which one is vul-
nerable are distributed with great inequity in society (and in nature), and this plays
a dramatic role in the evolution of religious life. In this approach, we can recog-
nize that religion can be used in the service of hegemony as well as in support of
resistance.
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Lawrence Sullivan showed how a critical mythic consciousness functions in a
particular social context. He also proposed an explicitly comparative model for analy-
sis that deals with the issues raised by Smith, Eliade, and Long and provides catego-
ries applicable also to the examination of ancient Mediterranean religion.42 Sullivan’s
work has several strengths to commend it. It provides a model directly related intel-
lectually to that of Eliade and Long and more distantly to that of Smith.43 More-
over, his model is grounded in comparative work beyond the narrow confines of
Euro-American Christianity. Finally, Sullivan’s choice of South America was moti-
vated in part because the continent has been a site of conquest. South America en-
tered “civilized” western imagination as a part of the “primitive” world.44 By work-
ing out from an imperial geography, he hoped to develop the critical language Long
called for, a language that acknowledges western conquest and critiques the knowl-
edge generated by contact.

According to Sullivan, the critical potential of the mythic consciousness grows
out of the foundational character of myth as the reflective and evolving action of
the imagination:

Myth is the imagination beholding its own reality and plumbing the sources of
its own creativity as it relates to creativity in every form (plant and planetary life,
animal fertility, intelligence, art). . . . Mythic symbols signify the possibility,
variety, and meaning of cultural imagery. Myths are paradigmatic expressions of
human culture; as significations that reveal the nature of significance, they make
effective metastatements about imaginal existence.45

In this way myth weaves an ordered world into a wholeness expressed at many lev-
els, but this wholeness is never total. Signification through myth is dynamic rather
than static. It repeatedly pushes the limits of its own mode of knowing.

The four important foci of the critical mythic consciousness that emerged from
Sullivan’s study of South American religions are cosmogony,46 cosmology, human
maturation,47 and eschatology. Sullivan proposed these categories as “the corner-
stones of religious life,”48 and they shape the comparison of imperial cults and Reve-
lation throughout this book. None of them functions here primarily as they are used
in western Christian theology, though there are generic similarities. These four cate-
gories allow us to elaborate the mythic consciousness and its critical potential.

Cosmogony may involve chaos, creation ex nihilo, and multiple ages. These
eras define realms inhabited by absolute beings who are what they appear to be; there
is no signification, no pointing to a greater reality, for each primordial symbol is
“an exhaustive expression of its own mode of being.”49 Thus, cosmogony provides
a way of imagining pure existence. Because imagining the world without significa-
tion is accomplished only through signification, the imagination is pushed to ex-
plore its own nature and significance and the primordial age provides the starting
point from which the mythic imagination begins. Without this starting point, real-
ity could not be known, but unless the primordium is left behind, there can be no
real habitation of this world. So the primordial age often ends with cataclysm, di-
saster, and destruction. The age of absolute being must be closed so that the mythic
imagination can explain why the contemporary world has appeared and the mean-
ing of its appearance.50
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Cosmology, Sullivan’s second category, is the structure of meaning of the cur-
rent symbolized universe. This world is characterized by many kinds of existence,
so a mythic cosmology must both maintain and arrange multiple perspectives on
reality. Diverse manifestations of the world are known primarily through space and
through time. Space itself is differentiated in many ways. Each mode of being has
its appropriate space. Vestigial beings of the primordium inhabit the heavens, but
the underworld and the earth have a variety of beings as well. Mediating structures—
such as spirits, ancestors, objects, colors—facilitate communication between the
many spatial meanings of the universe and thus perpetuate a dynamic, even para-
doxical universe. The earth itself is understood through centers, peripheries, and
mediators. The centers are the points where revelation, communication, and pas-
sage between the many kinds of space occur. By establishing peripheries around the
centers, the imagination defines fields within which relationships can be established
so that critical reflection is possible.51

The dynamic spatial relationships of a cosmology are known through time. In
all cultures humans experience qualities of time governed by solar or lunar move-
ments, seasons of the year, labor (whether industrial, domestic, agricultural, or other),
phases of life, and so on. The premier device for weaving these disparate times
together is the calendar, which coordinates times, spaces, and ritual actions to provide
expression and closure for the many aspects of the universe. Festivals are crucial
moments in the calendar. Through sacrifice, dance, music, ritual combat, competi-
tion, and immoderation, festivals link qualities of time, space, and being. Partici-
pants think, feel, and act critically, in time and space, as they experience the de-
struction, renewal, and differentiation of life:

Within the framework of cosmic periodicity, culture aims at a shuffled perfec-
tion, a stylized arrangement of all the possible qualities of being symbolized by
diverse times. Toward this end, each mode of primordial reality finds its place
on the calendar-round and returns to the center, but only for that calendrical
moment that also celebrates it passing. Through the calendar of sacred feasts, the
human appetite for being is satisfied in a piecemeal way.52

Thus, human history becomes the cycle of mythic history.53

Within this mythic context, human maturation (Sullivan’s third category)
emerges and evolves. The site of human origins is always a sacred starting point for
the fabrication and transformation of humans. A soul (sometimes multiple) guar-
antees the continuity of the person as he or she experiences parts of reality. The body
is both container and vehicle for many of these experiences. Complex symboliza-
tions shape initiations that cultivate the development of person and community
through cycles of growth and decay. Religious specialists assist in the more difficult
phases (e.g., birth, puberty, illness, marriage, death).54

None of this would make sense without the final category: eschatology, which
covers the destiny of the human race and of its individual members.55 The broad
category is meant to denote speculations about the terminal conditions of existence:

[D]eath and eschatology are the final strain gauges of human and worldly
significance. These endings test language, trying to the limit its capacity to reveal
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and communicate primordial meanings. Whereas myths of creation and origin
reach toward the imaginative limits of primal chaos or sublimity, images of
demise measure language against the final, outer reaches of experience and
against the very end—both termination and telos—of meaning itself. Subjected
to this end, the creativity of first appearances goes on trial; the meaning of death
and the end of time subject signification to its ultimate test. Can symbolism
completely account for itself by revealing the meaning of the end?56

Rituals, sites, and stories collaborate to answer this challenge. Geographies of
the afterlife bring closure and confirmation to the moral implications of space and
time in the symbolizing world. Funerary rituals monitor and effect the transforma-
tion of a person into new spaces, times, and states of existence. For the community,
the eschaton is a summation:

The end is an essential religious element of the integrity to which individual
symbols point, and it is the completion for which the symbolic condition as a
whole yearns. . . . Eschatologies do not only comment on immediate social
circumstances; they also assess human life and the material universe as states of
being defined by constant confrontation with the obliterative condition of
cosmic life. The fate of all creation, its status as a religious condition, appears in
the signs of its decay, for creation is a terminal condition. The symbolic orders
of space, time, color, sound, the food chain, the cycle of prey, social structure,
and political hierarchy are the residual effects of the primordial catastrophe.
Signs of this world’s demise promise hope for a new emergent order.57

The new emergent order of the eschaton might take many forms. Time and
space are dissolved, but as humans encounter the realm of absolute being, transfor-
mations abound. The festive cycle continues but without the constraints of differ-
entiated time and space. There is feasting without saturation, dance without fatigue,
music without end. The periodic destructions are themselves destroyed:58

Historic being has not been for nought: the end transforms the matter of history
and preserves, in transfigured forms, its significant achievement of having
suffered change. The new mythical geography, which participates eternally in
the transitional condition of immortal human beings, is the final age, a ceaseless
feast, a world without end.59

In this study, then, “religious” does not mean gullibility or mystification. Reli-
gion here refers to a way of knowing the world that recognizes multiple perspec-
tives and negotiates the difference integratively. Through symbol, rite, and centers,
paradoxes become coherent wholes. Reflection on the world can move beyond
western rationality. The logic of a critical mythic consciousness is not restricted to
the mind; it includes the rest of the body, the emotions, spirits, dreams, and visions
as well. The results can be innovative and critical, as well as passive and submissive.

This approach allows us to envision imperialistic religion and resistance reli-
gion without labeling either as pathological. In this broad paradigm, critical mythic
thought can serve aggressors and subjugated people. The system is flexible enough—
and reality is diverse enough—to allow for permutations limited only by the
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human imagination. Violence, appropriation, destructions, and sacrifice are all a
part of the symbolized life.

Such a description of religion is an appropriate paradigm for examining both
imperial cults and the text of Revelation. It helps us to move beyond an analysis
that posits “religion” and “politics” as two separate sectors within society. This axi-
omatic separation has plagued the study of imperial cults for too long, leading to
irrelevant arguments about whether the inhabitants of the Roman Empire really
thought their emperor was divine, whether the worship of the emperors was reli-
gious, and so on.60 Most studies were based on implicit modern western Christian-
izing theories of religion. Sullivan, on the other hand, based his hypotheses on the
study of indigenous and other religions from several areas of the world. His mor-
phology allows us to affirm that political administration of the Roman Empire was
distinguishable from sacrificial ritual, but that the two were also intimately related.

This morphology also facilitates religious criticism as an academic practice. Most
interpreters to date have dismissed imperial cults as degraded or false religion be-
cause they do not fit western definitions of religion. Such a procedure misses out on
one of the great benefits of studying antiquity—the opportunity to gain a different
perspective on our own contingent existence. An approach informed by the work
of these religionists turns the tables. In a comparative framework, it is clear that
imperial cults were religious. The important questions are: What kind of religious
phenomenon are we dealing with? What are the implications for us of our encoun-
ter with this system? Unless the study of antiquity can interrogate modernity and
question modern self-understandings, the task is not complete.

Edward Said and Postcolonial Theories

The model I have adopted is not perfect. Like most phenomenological approaches,
it tends to produce a static reconstruction of a dynamic reality. Its focus on norma-
tive society can allow the interpreter to ignore marginal or deviant material.61 More-
over, a phenomenological model often feigns objectivity62 yet overlooks issues of
domination and imperialism that undergird a particular religious system.63 Because
the topic of imperial cults and Revelation requires special attention to these sorts of
problems, I need to supplement the model with two features from postcolonial stud-
ies. This section discusses the appropriateness of using postcolonial strategies on
Roman imperial materials. Subsequent sections then describe discourse and con-
trapuntal interpretation in the writing of Edward Said.

Events of the last fifty years allow us—and perhaps compel us—to read texts
from imperial settings differently than was formerly possible. Political developments
during the last half of the twentieth century have resulted in new insights and new
theories about the interrelationships of literature, power, and empire. The official
dismantling of colonial empires after World War II resulted in the establishment
of nearly one hundred new nations in areas previously ruled by European and
American powers.64 The results rippled through all sectors of societies, including
academic institutions.

Aijaz Ahmad noted that the emergence of the term “postcolonial” was directly
related to these events. The partition of Pakistan and the creation of Bangladesh in
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the early 1970s constituted a crisis in the status of nations in formerly colonized
areas of south Asia. Among intellectual activists, these events led to theoretical dis-
cussions about the nature of the state in decolonizing areas,65 and in this context of
political science the term first gained currency.66 The term soon became useful in
other disciplines as western universities began to employ significant numbers of
scholars from colonial and formerly colonized areas.

One crucial study was written by Edward Said, a Palestinian-American literary
critic from the field of English literature whose interests span several disciplines. The
publication of Said’s Orientalism in 1978 is generally considered a turning point in
the articulation of alternative perspectives regarding the relationships between texts
and imperial power.67 In Orientalism, Said set out to expose how the scholarly dis-
course about the Middle East helped maintain the political and economic subjuga-
tion of the Middle East to European powers. He argued that the academic practice
of Orientalists allows us to understand “the enormously systematic discipline by
which European culture was able to manage—and even produce—the Orient po-
litically, sociologically, militarily, ideologically, scientifically, and imaginatively
during the post-Enlightenment period.”68 European culture came to define itself
against this imaginatively constructed Orient and greatly strengthened itself in the
process.69

Since the publication of Orientalism, a corpus of postcolonial theories, meth-
ods, and studies in a variety of fields has accumulated.70 These studies examine the
relationships between power and knowledge in an imperial setting, with special focus
on the experiences of those subjected to imperial rule. Diverse and at times irrecon-
cilable points of view have emerged.

Said is, along with Gayatri Spivak and Homi Bhabha, one of the leading theo-
rists in this recently developed and growing field of interdisciplinary research with
primary attachments in the humanities and the social sciences. 71 It focuses on the
practices, experiences, and perdurance of Euro-American forms of colonialism dur-
ing the last two to three centuries. Although all academic disciplines and all institu-
tions of learning embody certain kinds of political commitments, postcolonial studies
emphasize political activism on behalf of peoples who were colonized by European
or American nations.72

Given the modern focus of postcolonial studies, is it an appropriate way to
approach ancient materials? There are reasons to be cautious. Because postcolonial
studies have become fashionable within certain sectors of the American university,
we should be suspicious. Postcolonial studies developed precisely as an alternative
to the histories and literatures validated in European and American higher learn-
ing. Why, then, has postcoloniality become popular in those very circles? Is this
another example of global capitalism’s tremendous ability to coopt and to market
its opposition? Is it a case of the university institutionalizing and neutralizing a sub-
versive cultural theory?73 Are we dealing with a survival strategy of immigrant intel-
lectuals in the United States?74 Or is this simply part of an imperialist pattern in
which the west uses the experiences of the rest of the world in its effort to under-
stand itself ?75 And whatever the cause, is it plausible that a Caucasian, third-
generation American man like me could characterize aspects of his study as
postcolonial? I do not think that the answer to any of these questions is obvious,
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and they remind us that the politics of scholarship are no less tangled at the turning
of the millennium than at any other time.

Problems of content emerge as well. As already discussed, the origins of post-
colonial criticism can be located fairly precisely, and this historical context is cru-
cial for its practice. Nearly all of the theoretical and analytical studies have been
devoted to topics relevant since the Enlightenment, and to problems forged with
the hammer of nationalisms on the anvil of decolonization. But how might post-
colonial analysis pertain to topics from ancient history?76 Even Said, who seems to
have the broadest interpretative ambitions, does not address empire as a panhistorical
phenomenon. He confines himself to the peculiar character of imperialism since
the eighteenth century.77

All of this suggests that a detailed and direct application of postcolonial meth-
ods to New Testament studies or Roman studies would be ill advised. There is an
urgent need for a postcolonial reassessment of the history of New Testament inter-
pretation since the eighteenth century, for these methods are well suited (perhaps
even tailor-made) for that task. The ancient Mediterranean is a different case alto-
gether. The dynamics of culture, knowledge, economy, religion, and power in the
Roman world are too distant to be approached in exactly the same way.

My solution—or at least my resolution—is to posit that modern European and
American empires and the ancient Roman Empire all belong to the larger category
of “imperialism.” For the purpose of this study, we can accept Said’s broad defini-
tion of imperialism as “the practice, the theory, and the attitudes of a dominating
metropolitan center ruling a distant territory.”78 Here Said uses “metropolitan cen-
ter” as a technical term that many postcolonial theorists also employ to refer to a
dominating center that controls extensive geographic regions. It is normally con-
trasted with “periphery” to indicate a complex differential in power between the
dominating city and the rest of an empire. In discussions of the Roman Empire, the
city of Rome functions as the metropolitan center (though I tend to use “imperial
center”); the province of Asia would be one of many peripheral areas.79

At present, the methods and theories with the most promise for understanding
ancient Roman imperialist topics are being developed in postcolonial studies. Be-
cause postcolonial methods were designed to examine a different historical period,
they must be applied with less detail. However, I expect that the generic features of
imperialism will make the transference appropriate.

An Imperial Discourse

One fundamental axiom for this study is that the exercise of imperialism is accom-
panied by an imperial discourse. “Discourse” requires definition because it has been
used in many discussions in various disciplines, often imprecisely. This makes the
task more complicated. First, I describe the term’s usage and then I produce an
intellectual genealogy for my definition.

The term is generally used to describe the systematic ordering of society in a
way that validates the authority of certain institutions, behaviors, values, and iden-
tities. Such a discursive system embodies rules or expectations prevalent enough to
be nearly invisible from within the system. These define the relationships of indi-
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viduals and groups of people. A discourse normally involves a language or vocabu-
lary that determines acceptable kinds of concepts and thinking. The system is sup-
ported by institutions and authorities that also play a role in devising and main-
taining the system.

The work of Michel Foucault has been extremely influential for understanding
discourse as espoused by Said and many postcolonial theorists. Foucault attempted
to articulate a way of viewing the world that redefined such basic notions as truth,
selfhood, and knowledge. He sought to define a theory that could explain how power
normalizes certain social relationships but not others. He allowed no recourse in
his explanations to alleged essences or to personal agency. Rather than appealing to
such interiorities, he sought to imagine the world in terms of its exteriority. In
Foucault’s system, there is no defining center, no individual who creates, discovers,
or explores. His study was rather “an attempt to define a particular site by the
exteriority of its vicinity; rather than trying to reduce others to silence, by claiming
that what they say is worthless, I have tried to define this blank space from which I
speak, and which is slowly taking shape in a discourse that I still feel to be so pre-
carious and so unsure.”80

Said’s Orientalism showed strong influences from the work of Foucault in the
general notion of discourse as well as in some technical terms.81 Said also employed
new categories that were not a part of Foucault’s system.82 Said’s most serious de-
viation was a reintroduction of personal agency into the analysis of discourse. Fou-
cault wanted to define personhood as formed within the confines of discourse.83

Said rejected this aspect, insisting instead that the “determining imprint of indi-
vidual writers” must be taken into consideration.84

By the time Said wrote Culture and Imperialism, his dissatisfaction with Fou-
cault had grown. According to Said, Foucault overextended his theoretical founda-
tion when he tried to derive general theories of society and power from detailed
studies of institutions of incarceration.85 The result, according to Said, was an un-
acceptable totalizing of power projected from the prison onto all of society. Foucault’s
focus on the individual and the development of the microphysics of power did not
lead to a broader understanding of colonial and metropolitan societies: “[I]gnoring
the imperial context of his own theories, Foucault seems actually to represent an
irresistible colonizing movement that paradoxically fortifies the prestige of both the
lonely individual scholar and the system that contains him.”86 This in turn became
a justification for political quietism on the part of sophisticated western intellectu-
als who, following Foucault, wanted a historical orientation that appeared to be in
touch with the machinations of power in the world.87

I consider Said’s critique appropriate. Foucault’s definition of the self is a luxury
that can be afforded only within the metropolitan center. For the victims of impe-
rialism, to whom subjectivity has been denied and for whom identity has been de-
fined in foreign terms, exteriority is no great improvement.88 Discourse is a helpful
analytic tool only if it is freed from its Foucaultian fetters. This study, then, will
present discourse as a hierarchical system within which identities, knowledges, and
values are defined and legitimated. Such systems are supported by institutions that
have vested interests in their maintenance. I do not reject the role of individuals
and groups in the formation or disintegration of such systems. Even if the efficacy
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of individuals tends to be exaggerated in popular American culture, individual ac-
tion is a part of the dynamics of both critical thought and hegemonic dominance.89

Thus, when I write that imperialism is accompanied by an imperial discourse,
I mean that the exercise of imperial power is accomplished with a more or less suc-
cessful effort to define society in terms that make this power seem normal, or at
least inevitable. In the Roman province of Asia, imperial cults were a crucial part of
this discourse, and a careful examination of the existing archaeological evidence can
pinpoint precisely how this was accomplished. That is the task of part I in this book.

Before that analysis, it is important to note that the concept of discourse also pro-
vides the justification for comparing archaeological and literary texts. Discourse in
postcolonial theory is often detected through the analysis of literary texts or written
documents, but this study will not be so confined. Foucault’s analyses of discourse
ranged far and wide through many kinds of materials as he sought the hidden pow-
ers that shape “reality.” Though Said is a literary critic by training, his theoretical
foundations also allow for a broader examination: “[Said’s] method fragments the
works of individual authors, jars them loose from their secure moorings in autho-
rial intentions and ‘universal’ standards of truth and objectivity, and imparts to them
a unity as enunciations of a discourse distributed across different disciplines, peri-
ods, institutions, and texts.”90

Such fragmentations and realignments need not be confined to literature. As
“a structure of attitude and reference,” the imperial discourse is dispersed through-
out various material or conceptual aspects of culture.91 The imperial vision is main-
tained not only by sheer force but also by persuasion (though we must not forget
that this takes place within a hegemonic context). The exercise of persuasion over a
long period of time results in “the quotidian processes of hegemony,” which find
their expression throughout a society: in the physical transformation of the realm,
in the emergence of new elites and new subcultures, and in artistic expression.92 Here
I find justification for my analysis of not only ancient literature but also coins, in-
scriptions, sculpture, and architecture. To confine ourselves to literature would not
only restrict our findings; it would also deny the rich connections of those texts with
their worlds. I violate these boundaries with trepidation but also with the hope of
detecting previously unnoticed synthetic elements.

Contrapuntal Interpretation

In Culture and Imperialism, Said moved beyond his critique of Oriental studies in
the west and broached the larger topic of the relationship between literature and
imperial power. He also articulated a method that responded to criticisms of his
earlier work. Dissatisfied with the totalizing, self-serving justifications of empire as
well as those of Third World nationalisms, Said pioneered a “contrapuntal read-
ing” that took account of both the official histories and the resistance histories.93

Through this method he hoped to work toward a global but not totalizing theory.94

Said employed the concept of counterpoint as a metaphor for the interpreta-
tion of society. His use of the metaphor is based on western musical theory in which
counterpoint denotes “one or more independent melodies added above or below a
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given melody” or a “combination of two or more related melodies into a single
harmonic whole.”95 Like any good metaphor, this one leaves room for ambiguity.
Does the metaphor suggest that even resistance serves the purposes of the imperial-
ist harmonic whole? Does the metaphor privilege one voice instead of another?

Said changed the nuance of the metaphor later in his study to avoid the ap-
pearance of assuming that imperial power has total control of society. “[T]his glo-
bal, contrapuntal analysis should be modelled not . . . on a symphony but rather on
an atonal ensemble; we must take into account all sorts of spatial or geographical
and rhetorical practices—inflections, limits, constraints, intrusions, inclusions, pro-
hibitions—all of them tending to elucidate a complex and uneven topography.”96

So we must beware of placid social depictions that ignore dissonance. A contrapun-
tal reading of society might reveal an unruly, unharmonious ensemble.

The ambiguity of this metaphor is apt for at least two reasons. First, any social
setting is composed of multiple experiences and readings. No single theory or in-
terpretation will do justice to the historical experiences of the real people who make
up the society under scrutiny.97 Second, a text is connected to society in manifold
ways: “Texts are protean things; they are tied to circumstances and to politics large
and small, and these require attention and criticism. No one can take stock of every-
thing, of course, just as no one theory can explain or account for the connections
among texts and societies.”98

A contrapuntal reading, then, is not necessarily aligned with one particular
systematic theoretical orientation. It is the beneficiary of several theoretical tradi-
tions, but it focuses on the historical experiences of people as they maneuver within
the localized manifestations of global forces.99 The common theme is the imposi-
tion of power by foreigners in a global and historical perspective. This expansive
scope requires a flexible theoretical orientation, because every text is formed and
read in particular settings, and can have real effects on people’s lives in specific set-
tings.100 This expansive scope is also required because the ancient materials show a
range of compliant viewpoints and a range of resistant viewpoints. We should not
confine our analysis to just two voices, the dominant and the resistant. All the ma-
terials should be taken into account.

Some reviewers conclude that Said did not succeed in his goal of developing a
global theory attentive to historical specificity. Ernest Gellner criticized Culture and
Imperialism over this issue of overextension. Gellner dissected Said’s handling of co-
lonial topics in North Africa and concluded that Said was more interested in his gen-
eral thesis about literature in the service of colonialism than in actually grounding that
theory in the historical struggles of the colonized people about whom he wrote.101

The eclectic theoretical foundation of Said’s work has also drawn criticism. James
Clifford saw it as a serious flaw that produced confusion in Said’s analysis.102 Ahmad
saw darker forces at work: the lack of a systematic theoretical foundation was a sign
that Said—and indeed most postcolonial intellectuals—had been seduced by the
power of the western academy. According to Ahmad, Said and Co. pulled away from
a Marxist political critique and offered in its stead a more palatable framework that
sounded radical but had no real power.103

Even if Said overextended his argument, we should not overlook his central
achievements. Said is a polemicist who pushed the argument to extremes in an at-
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tempt to make the whole world understandable. He is a literary critic who does not
accept the prescribed tasks of literary criticism without question. Rather, he seeks
to delineate the relationship of literature and power:

What is important about Said’s “contrapuntal reading” of works of literature—a
reading in which ordinarily separate histories are allowed to play against each
other, to produce not harmony but a complicated polyphony—is not its
occasional bluntness or its sometimes overstated claims, but the range of insight
and argument it makes possible. . . . It is a matter of learning how to find, in
literature and elsewhere, what Said calls “a heightened form of historical
experience”; which I take to mean finding history in places where it ought not to
have been lost.104

For the purposes of a study on imperial cults and the book of Revelation in the
Roman province of Asia, contrapuntal reading allows me to draw connections be-
tween the early Christian text and its first-century setting. The problem of overex-
tension is ameliorated by the tightly focused scope of this study. The charge of eclec-
ticism would be more serious in a study that presented itself as a treatise in political
or economic theory. This book, however, is about the symbolic lives of communi-
ties and about the assertions about human communities that shape such systems of
symbolization. To that end, a judicious synthesis seems preferable to a restrictive
metatheory.

The Stakes

I hesitate spending too much space describing my motives for undertaking such a
study because a good part of the enjoyment of reading a book, in my opinion, comes
from the search for the author’s axioms, blindspots, and agenda. Nevertheless, a few
words are in order about why I think the historical topic warrants consideration some
nineteen centuries later and why I have engaged these particular conversation part-
ners (without their consent).

There is a fundamental issue at the heart of all the theorists I have cited. All of
them ask, in various ways, if there is hope for the establishment of a just human
community. Is it feasible? And, if so, upon what is it founded? I consider Said to be
an ally because of his persistent critical vision and his empathy for those who suffer
unjustly. Moreover, Said provides a method of interpreting history contrapuntally
that helps integrate materials and voices normally confined to separate studies. As a
practicing, believing Christian from the Mennonite tradition, I disagree with the
secular assumptions of his procedure.105 That is why religionists like Smith, Eliade,
Long, and Sullivan supply the main framework for my historical task. All four are
as urgent and compassionate as Said in their readings of the human condition, but
their conclusions about the significance of religious experience in that condition are
more similar to my own.

The same fundamental issue is at stake in our ancient materials. The worship
of the Roman emperors and the book of Revelation both exhibit crucial concern
for the proper ordering of human society. In the chapters that follow, I make the
case that the two were at odds with each other in unequal battle. The vision of
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Revelation, understood as a strident denunciation of official orthodoxies, is both
appealing and terrifying. I cannot say that I fully embrace the text. I am commit-
ted, however, to supporting its extreme message as an unexpendable voice in the
contrapuntal Christian canon.

If I thought that an examination of the relationship between imperial cults and
Revelation should be limited to readers with a Christian commitment, however, I
would have written a very different book. The pagan phenomenon and the Chris-
tian text, both of which seem bizarre to modern sensibilities, touch on central is-
sues in the meaning of human experience. All governments validate their power by
claiming to be operating in the best interests of those governed. All imperial powers
legitimate their hegemony with proclamations of their good intentions for those
they rule. To what extent are these claims justified? How should one act in the face
of such claims? To these perennial problems, imperial cults and Revelation offer
their respective responses and each is an affront to modernity in its own way.



I

the logic of participation

The next six chapters survey the structures, values, and functions of emperor wor-
ship in the province of Asia. The temporal boundaries for the discussion begin with
the Augustan period (31 BCE–14 CE) and end in the early second century CE. I begin
with provincial cults of the emperors, move to the municipal cults, and then con-
sider evidence for groups or individuals who worshipped members of the imperial
family. A final chapter describes imperial cult religion, using the categories of cos-
mogony, cosmology, human maturation, and eschatology.

This progression moves in the opposite direction to that used by Christian
Habicht (1973) in his excellent article on the worship of the emperors in this same
period. His study began with individuals, moved to municipal cults, examined pro-
vincial practices (east and west), and ended with considerations of the emperor’s
own understanding of his status in society and cult. I work in the opposite direc-
tion to highlight not the self-understanding of the emperor but rather the functions
of imperial cults in the Roman province of Asia.
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2

provincial imperial cults of asia
under augustus and tiberius

By the end of the first century CE, Asia had established three viable imperial temples
sponsored by the entire province. This chapter examines the available evidence for
Asia’s provincial imperial cults1 during the reigns of Augustus and Tiberius. The
next chapter completes the overview of provincial imperial cults by covering the rest
of the first century. I want to develop as complete a picture as possible of these in-
stitutions based on the extant materials and to show the part played by provincial
cults in the religious discourse of imperial authority in the province.

Rome and Augustus at Pergamon

The practice of establishing provincial temples drew the attention of Roman lite-
rati, alerting us to the fact that these institutions were considered an essential part
of dominant imperial histories. Dio Cassius recounted the establishment of the first
provincial temple at Pergamon in the context of a discussion of events from 29 BCE;
he referred to Octavian as Caesar:

At that time Caesar was attending to general matters, and he permitted the
establishment of precincts to Rome and to (his) father Caesar—calling him the
hero Julius—in Ephesos and in Nicea, for these were then the most distin-
guished cities in Asia and in Bithynia respectively. He ordered the Romans who
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had settled among them to honor these two. But he allowed the foreigners—
whom he called Hellenes—to consecrate precincts to him, the Asians in
Pergamon and the Bithynians in Nicomedia. Beginning there, this (practice)
continued under other emperors, not only among the Hellenic nationalities but
also among the others, in so far as they are subject to the Romans. For in the
city (of Rome) and in the rest of Italy there is no one who dared to do such a
thing, however worthy of renown. Yet even there, various god-like honors are
given after their death to those who rule uprightly; and heroic shrines are even
built (to them). These things occurred in winter, and the Pergamenes also
received (the right) to hold games called “sacred” in honor of his temple.2

Dio’s Romanocentric perspective is obvious in this excerpt: the empire is com-
posed of Romans and foreigners. His historical distance, writing some two and a
half centuries after the events, requires us to treat some details with reserve, but certain
features of the text are important for our understanding of imperial cults in gen-
eral. Dio recognized multiple imperial cult systems at work in the empire; three are
specifically mentioned here. He described the system in Rome in terms of hero
worship: god-like honors were appropriate for good rulers after death. He called
such a shrine a heroon (shrine for a hero), reserving the term temenos, or “precincts,”
for imperial cult temples in the provinces.

Dio mentioned two other imperial cult systems in the provinces of Asia and
Bithynia. For Romans living abroad, Augustus established in both provinces a
temenos with a double dedication: to Rome and to the hero Julius. This modifica-
tion of the system for Rome did not include honors for the living Augustus but rather
for his divinized adoptive father Julius and for the city of Rome. This implied fidel-
ity to Augustus, and equated it with fidelity to Rome.

The foreign Hellenes were allowed to establish a third imperial cult system that
Dio thought would be scandalous if practiced in Rome because it included worship
of Augustus and of the goddess Rome. Dio also indicated his interpretation of the
primary meaning of the imperial cults of the Hellenes. Such cults indicated subser-
vience to Rome. Thus, the implied reason for the existence of different systems of
imperial cults was that they involved different kinds of hierarchical relationships:
among Romans in Rome, between expatriate Romans and the imperial center, and
between subjugated foreigners and the imperial center.

The cults of Rome and Julius did not make a lasting impression. No ar-
chaeological evidence has been found for them, no other literary references to them
are preserved, and there is no sign that other temples were set up to follow this
pattern.3 The only possible evidence consists of foundations at Ephesos that once
supported either a double temple or a double altar (fig. 2.1). The argument for
identifying these foundations with the cult of Rome and Julius, however, is cir-
cumstantial. The Ephesian remains represent the right historical period—last half
of the first century BCE. The location near the prytaneion (civic religious center)
and the bouleuterion (meeting place of the city council) would be appropriate
for a cult with governmental implications. Moreover, the foundations and the
modest courtyard are the earliest known example in Asia of a distinctive Italian
design, in which a podium temple is set near the back wall of a peristyle court-
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yard.5 Although identification as the temenos of Rome and Julius is likely, de-
finitive proof has not been found.6

The provincial temple approved in 29 BCE for Pergamon for the use of Hellenes
was much more influential. Dio Cassius remembered the temple as the starting point
for imperial cult practice spanning several centuries. Some of his terminology was
not precise, and he did not recount the historical setting that led to these innova-
tions. For this information we need other sources. Dio neglected the fact that the
temple for the Hellenes also had a double dedication. The official title of the temple
was “of the goddess Rome and of Augustus,”7 but Dio mentioned only Augustus.
This oversight was not unusual. A damaged inscription from Mytilene on the is-
land of Lesbos, probably the oldest extant reference to the temple, omits Rome as
well. The decree, issued sometime between 27 and 11 BCE while the temple in
Pergamon was still under construction, proclaimed various local honors for Augustus
at Mytilene and stipulated that copies of the Mytilene decree were to be set up in
several major cities throughout the Mediterranean, including one copy “[in the
temple being cons]tructed for him by Asia in Pergamon.”8 Augustus was clearly the
dominant figure in this religious institution.

The temple at Pergamon was dedicated by the whole province of Asia, not simply
by a city or by an individual, although Dio did not clarify this point. A standard
imperial procedure developed for the approval of such provincial temples; I discuss
it later in this chapter in conjunction with Asia’s second provincial temple estab-
lished at Smyrna. More evidence for the procedure relates to that temple, and we
do not know if the procedure was in place for the first provincial temple at Pergamon.
Clearly Asian officials requested permission to initiate cultic honors for Augustus
in some form: Tacitus said that Augustus did not prohibit Asia from building the
temple and Dio wrote that Augustus allowed the Hellenes to do so.9 Modern inter-
pretation tends to conclude that the Hellenes in Asia requested a temple for Augustus

figure 2.1 Axiometric reconstruction of the double foundation, Ephesos ( JÖAI 51
[1976–77] 57).4 © The Österreichisches Archäologisches Institut, Vienna.
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and that the princeps added a cult of Rome because he wished to avoid offending
the elite sectors at Rome while he was in the process of consolidating his author-
ity.10 It is not clear who proposed Rome, however, because the Asian elite would
have been aware of Roman sentiments11 and could have requested a double dedica-
tion on their own. The temple of Rome and Julius was more likely the result of an
amendment by Augustus, for it is hard to imagine the koinon of Asia requesting
temples for the use of resident Romans.12 Furthermore, because no lasting record
of the temple remains, we may infer that the idea was not Asian but foreign.13 The
format reflected the Roman divus system in which good emperors were divinized
after death by vote of the Senate. The emperor was then called divus (divinized one),
not deus (god). Because no similar system existed in the Greek world Dio described
it according to the closest analogy—hero worship.14

We may never know for certain who proposed which features. Apparently, to
establish these temples, a complex negotiation took place between the emperor
Octavian and a small group of the most prominent men of western Asia Minor.
Because the unusual combination of temples was granted for both Asia and Bithynia,
we may assume that the two provinces acted in concert. The provincial elites would
have recognized the need to establish a cult recognizable to Asians and to Bithynians,
but an equal or greater concern would have been to stabilize their relationship with
Octavian. Less than five years earlier, Mark Antony and Cleopatra had spent the
winter of 33/32 in Ephesos while tensions with Octavian were increasing. Early in
32, Antony and Cleopatra were joined in Ephesos by 300 Roman senators opposed
to Octavian. This apparent attempt to form a government in exile failed; when
Antony was defeated by Octavian in 31, Asia’s future under Roman rule was very
much in doubt.15

Octavian had his own problems. Control of the provinces was certainly one,
but the question of support from the Roman elite was equally important. Octavian
had effectively used religious propaganda against Antony, accusing him of assum-
ing the royal pretensions of an eastern autocrat.16 Would Octavian now raise suspi-
cions in Rome about his own intentions by allowing the eastern provinces to wor-
ship him as a god during his lifetime?

This particular historical context makes the unusual arrangement of 29 BCE

intelligible. Temples of Rome and Divus Iulius were ordered for Romans living in
Asia and Bithynia and placed in the two cities where many of them resided. These
cults were organized so that they would be acceptable to Romans in the Greek east
by combining the divus system of divinization17 with the eastern deification of the
city of Rome.18 In this way, worship at these temples by Romans inextricably tied
loyalty to Rome with support for Octavian.

Temples built for the use of Hellenes drew on other traditions to consolidate
Octavian’s authority in western Asia Minor. The province of Asia had a history of
cults for the goddess Rome at least to the early second century BCE.19 A provincial
festival honoring a Roman proconsul20 and municipal games for another proconsul
at Mylasa are attested from the early first century BCE.21 Evidence from the middle
of the first century BCE shows an Asian tradition of cults for Rome combined with
cults for Roman officials.
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An important precedent was set by a cult for Publius Servilius Isauricus, who
had sided with Caesar during his lifetime, claiming the office of consul in 48 BCE.
He served as proconsul of Asia late in Caesar’s life from 46–44.22 After Caesar’s death,
Isauricus supported Octavian, who was married to Isauricus’s daughter for a short
time. During this period Isauricus became known as a great benefactor in Asia.
Magnesia on the Meander honored him for his donation to the temple of Artemis
Leukophryne by setting up a statue of his father.23 Pergamon named him as savior
and benefactor of the city who restored its ancestral traditions and its democracy.24

In Ephesos, he was honored with a cult “of Rome and of Publius Servilius Isauricus.”
The title is known from two epigraphic references to priests of this cult.25 The ref-
erences derive from the early second century CE, so this municipal institution sur-
vived at least a century and a half after his two years of service in Asia.

Such priesthoods and festivals that simultaneously honored Rome and a particu-
lar Roman official set important precedents for Asia’s first provincial cult, but they
also highlight the decision Octavian faced when Asians requested the right to build a
temple for him in Pergamon. If Octavian approved the request, the Senate might use
it against him as a sign of his desire for absolute rule. If Octavian refused cultic honors
for himself, he could anticipate the continuation and probable proliferation of cults
for Roman officials and would thus assist possible usurpers. By approving a cult for
himself, Octavian began the process by which all ruler cults in Asia focused on the
emperor and the imperial family. After his reign, no new cults of Roman officials were
founded and cults of emperors spread.26 Thus, a local cultic format turned the wor-
ship of the provincials toward the emperor and his family in Rome.

The provincial temple for Rome and Augustus at Pergamon has not been lo-
cated. However, coins from Asia provide an image of what the temple may have
looked like. A series of coins—silver cistophoroi minted from 20–18 BCE—appeared
with a bust of Augustus facing right on the obverses. Three different reverses occur
on these coins: a triumphal arch, a round temple of Mars, and the provincial impe-
rial temple identified by the inscription ROM.ET.AUGUST on the architrave above
the columns (fig. 2.2). Another inscription in the open fields on either side of the
temple names the donor: COM(mune) ASIAE, “the koinon of Asia.”27 The temple
is depicted with six Corinthian columns in front on top of a five-step crepidoma
(foundation base). The corners and the apex of the roof are surmounted by palmette
acroteria. Although perhaps not exact, this representation of the Rome and Augustus

figure 2.2 The Temple of Rome and Augustus portrayed on a silver cistophoros
of Asia. Augustus is on the obverse. BMCRE 1.114 #705. © The British Museum.
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temple is probably accurate in broad outline, and it is certainly an image that spread
throughout the province and beyond.

Images of military victory recur in the iconography related to the provincial
temple at Pergamon. Other coins depicted the temple with the two central columns
removed in order to show the statues inside.28 Bronze coins of Pergamon from the
years 4–5 CE began this practice during the Augustan period: two center columns
were omitted to show Augustus in a cuirass (military breastplate) and holding a spear
in his right hand.29 A similar image appears on coins of the Tiberian30 and Neronian
periods.31 An Asian tetradrachma from the reign of Claudius removed two more of
the columns and depicted both statues within the temple (fig. 2.3). The standing
Augustus is again clad in military uniform with spear in hand. To his left is the
goddess Rome, her right hand raised to crown the victorious emperor, in her left
hand a cornucopia.32 These coins probably portray the statue accurately, for the
public icon remained constant for at least a century and probably longer. The temple
images thus focused on Augustus and his military victories. The founding of the
temple probably related directly to his triumph over Antony at Actium, but the re-
curring image would have been appropriate throughout his career and provided
important imperial imagery during the reigns of his successors as well.

Several new religious offices were created in Asia with the establishment of a pro-
vincial cult. The most prominent would have been the high priest of Rome and
Augustus. The high priesthood should not be confused with the office of Asiarch.
Although many studies have accepted the identification of these two offices, the liter-
ary and archaeological evidence for the Asiarchate shows that it was not a provincial
office33 but rather a municipal office with a wider range of duties sometimes related
to imperial cults. The high priest, on the other hand, led the sacrifices at the annual
provincial festival at the temple of Rome and Augustus at Pergamon and would have
supported the sacrifices financially. This official is often mentioned in decrees from
Asia’s koinon, so he may have had particular responsibilities in the provincial council
as well. Candidates for the position were elected by the koinon to serve in perhaps the
most prestigious office in Roman Asia. The candidate pool was composed of a small
percentage of the wealthiest male members of Asian society.34

A provincial temple like the one in Pergamon also required a neokoros, an offi-
cial who underwrote the costs of maintaining the sacred temenos and sometimes as-
sisted with ritual activities.35 Although this office was not nearly so prestigious as a

figure 2.3 Rome crowns Augustus. The reverse of a tetradrachma of Asia
shows the statues within the temple of Rome and Augustus at Pergamon. The
emperor Claudius is on the obverse. © The British Museum.
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provincial high priesthood, the names of a few such officials have been preserved. An
inscription from Pergamon honoring one of them raises several important issues:

OiJ nevoi ejtivmhsan
Gavion !Iouvlion Sakevrdwta, to;n
newkovron qea÷" @Rwvmh" kai; qeou÷
Sebastou÷ Kaivsaro" kai; iJereva
Tiberivou Klaudivou Nevrwno" kai;
gumnasivarcon tw÷n dwdekavtwn
Sebastw÷n @Rwmaivwn tw÷n pevnte
gumnasivwn, ajleivfonta ejg louthvrwn
di j o{lh" hJmevra" ejk tw÷n ijdivwn,
pronohvsanta th÷" te auJtw÷n kai; tw÷n
ªejfºhvbwn ajgwgh÷", novmou" te patrivou"
ªkai; h[ºqh kata; to; kavlliston
ªajnºanewsavmenon.36

The neoi honored Gaius Julius Sacerdos: the neokoros of goddess Rome and of
god Augustus Caesar; priest of Tiberius Claudius Nero; and gymnasiarch of the
12th Sebasta Romaia for the five gymnasia, who supplied oil for the washings
throughout the whole day at his own expense, who provided for their games
[those of the neoi] and also for those of the ephebes, renewing the ancestral laws
and customs according to what is most noble.

This inscription mentions one neokoros of the provincial temple, Sacerdos, a
municipal aristocrat who served the city in several ways and was also priest for a
municipal cult of Tiberius. The text focuses on his service as gymnasiarch for the
games connected to the provincial cult Dio mentioned. The official name for the
games is used here—the Sebasta Romaia.37 We learn that the competitions of the neoi
and the ephebes lasted one day, though other competitions probably extended the
festival to several days. The position of gymnasiarch also seems to have been a
municipal responsibility of the Pergamenes in conjunction with the provincial fes-
tival because the dedication is from a local organization regarding service to local
groups and because the offices are civic (except perhaps that of neokoros).

The frequency of the Sebasta Romaia games is disputed, but this inscription helps
narrow the options: they were either annual or biennial. The name in this inscription
for the future emperor Tiberius was no longer used after 4 CE when he was adopted by
Augustus, so the inscription must represent an earlier date. If the Sebasta Romaia were
initiated immediately in 29 BCE, a four-year cycle for the festival would be impossible
because the twelfth festival would have occurred later than 4 CE. If the festival was held
every two years, the date for the inscription would be 7 BCE; an annual cycle would
provide a date of 18 BCE. Neither date is supported by compelling arguments. A cult
for Tiberius without any imperial nomenclature would be conceivable in 18 BCE, but
this reference to a priest of that cult would be surprisingly early. The later date of 7 BCE

would make a reference to the priesthood more probable. However, by 7 BCE, Lucius
and Gaius were Augustus’s clear choices as heirs, and a reference to a cult of Tiberius
would be increasingly less likely.38 So the date remains debatable.
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The Sacerdos inscription also raises the issue of the language of divinization used
in imperial cults. The reference to Augustus as qeov" (“god”) in a provincial cult
setting during his lifetime is unusual. Municipal cults were not restricted in this way,39

but provincial cults before Hadrian avoided the use of this explicit divine language
out of deference to Roman expectations.40 Augustus was normally described as a
“son of god” in provincial documents that mention this temple before his death.41

Municipal documents like the Sacerdos inscription were more flexible.42

One last office of the provincial cult requires comment. The Sebasta Romaia
games required an agonothete to fund the competitions and lead the festivities. This
prestigious position was higher in status than the neokoros but did not reach that
of the provincial high priest. The high priest sometimes undertook the office of
agonothete; several scholars have concluded that these titles were part of the same
office.43 However, the agonothesia was a lifelong office, whereas the high priesthood
lasted only for one year. Moreover, the identification of the offices provides no ex-
planation for the fact that some men are listed as high priest, and others as high
priest and agonothete.44 Three consecutive high priests of “goddess Rome and of
Emperor Caesar Augustus, son of god,” from the years 4–2 BCE illustrate both points.
The first two men were described only as high priests; the third was both high priest
and “agonothete for life.” The agonothesia of the Sebasta Romaia was a separate
office that involved leading one of the province’s great athletic competitions.

In summary, Asia’s first provincial cult was forged in 29 BCE in the aftermath
of major struggles for control over the Mediterranean world. Asia had backed the
wrong general (Antony) and then needed to affirm its support of the new ruler
(Octavian). The unusual aspects of the arrangement—the double dedication to Rome
and the emperor and the separate temple for resident Romans—in this historical
context are the result of efforts to negotiate differences in cultic systems because of
changing political realities. These cultic formats were not replicated later because
the limitations of that historical situation were temporary. Nevertheless, the temple
of Rome and Augustus had a great effect on the province and beyond. Several new
offices were established that needed to be filled by members of the highest levels of
Asian society and by the wealthiest citizens of Pergamon. A major new festival that
included sacrifices and competitions became a stable part of Asia’s festal cycles. Fi-
nally, the cult in Asia, along with the lesser known cult in Bithynia, became the
starting point for an expanding phenomenon of provincial imperial worship through-
out the empire. With the establishment of the cult of Rome and Augustus, new
symbolic resources entered public life.

Asia’s New Calendar

Within 20 years after his victory at Actium, the koinon of Asia sought greater means
for honoring Augustus. Around 9 BCE, the members of the provincial council de-
creed a competition: whoever could suggest the highest honors for Augustus would
be awarded a crown by the province. The winning proposal came from the Roman
proconsul of the province, Paullus Fabius Maximus. The beginning of the proconsul’s
edict has been lost, but the extant portion records both his proposal and reasons for
honoring Augustus (whom he calls Caesar):
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[It is difficult to know whether?] the birthday of the most divine Caesar is a
matter of greater pleasure or greater benefit. We could justly consider that day to
be equal to the beginning of all things. He restored the form of all things to
usefulness, if not to their natural state, since it had deteriorated and suffered
misfortune. He gave a new appearance to the whole world, which would gladly
have accepted its own destruction had Caesar not been born for the common
good fortune of all. Thus a person could justly consider this to be the beginning
of life and of existence, and the end of regrets about having been born.

Since on no (other) day could each one receive a starting point more
beneficial for corporate and personal improvement than the day that has been
beneficial to all;

And since it happens that all the cities of Asia have the same date for
entrance into local office, which is an arrangement that has clearly been formed
according to some divine counsel in order that it might be the starting point of
honors to Augustus;

And since it is difficult to give thanks equal to such benefactions as his
unless we devise some new manner of reciprocation for each of them;

And since people could celebrate more gladly the birthday common to all
because some personal pleasure has been brought to them through (his) rule;

Therefore, it seems proper to me that the birthday of the most divine
Caesar be the one, uniform New Year’s day for all the polities. On that day all
will take up their local offices, that is, on the ninth day before the Kalends of
October, in order that he might be honored far beyond any ceremonies per-
formed for him and that he might rather be distinguished by all, which I
consider to be the greatest service rendered by the province. A decree of the
koinon of Asia should be written encompassing all his virtues, so that the action
devised by us for the honor of Augustus should endure forever. I will command
that the decree, engraved on a stele, be set up in the temple, having arranged for
the edict to be written in both languages.45

Maximus—the proconsul sent from Rome to rule the province—argued that
the greatest honor Asia could give to Augustus would be to reorganize time around
the birthday of Augustus. September 23 would be the beginning of every new year
as well as the date when new municipal officeholders would begin to serve. This
proposal would not have required a drastic change for most cities, for they tended
to mark the new year at the autumnal equinox.46 The proconsul’s edict, however,
was not couched in pragmatic terms about convenience for the cities. Rather, his
rationale for reorienting time was based on the accomplishments of Augustus. From
this official Roman perspective, the world was in disarray and headed for ruin until
Augustus restored and transformed the world. Therefore, his birth was the most
appropriate symbol for New Year’s Day. The old world was given a fresh start, a
new origin (ajformhv).

Another reason given for the proconsul’s proposal was that local officeholders
could assume their duties on the birthday of Augustus. The play on the word ajrchv
(“beginning” or “rule”) in the edict was not frivolous. The “beginning” of their “rule”
on September 23 affirmed the legitimacy of Roman imperialism. Local authority
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depended upon the regime of Augustus. The alignment of these local inaugurations
with the birthday of the emperor promoted a vision of history based on the rule of
Rome. The fact that most cities already inaugurated new officeholders at the equi-
nox was said to have been no mere accident; some divine authority had preordained
this in anticipation of the honors due to Augustus.

Finally, the centralization of the municipal calendars around the birth of the
emperor was said to surpass even the ceremonies (qrhskeiva) performed for
Augustus. No matter how big the festival, an imperial cult involved only a segment
of the population for a limited period of time. The calendar reform, on the other
hand, would involve everyone every day. It represented the transformation of all
life. This is one reason why the text emphasized both corporate and personal exis-
tence. All individuals and all communities were said to have been given new life
through Augustus. The principle of reciprocity could be satisfied only through the
reorganization of all facets of their lives.

The provincial council, as we might expect, responded positively to the pro-
posal of the Roman proconsul. They composed a decree as he “suggested” and in-
scribed it along with his edict:

A decision of the Hellenes in Asia; proposed by the high priest Apollonios
son of Menophilos of Aizanoi. Whereas the providence that ordains our whole
life has established with zeal and distinction that which is most perfect in our life
by bringing Augustus, whom she filled with virtue as a benefaction to all
humanity; sending to us and to those after us a savior who put an end to war
and brought order to all things; and Caesar, when he appeared, the hopes of
those who preceded [. . .] placed, not only surpassing those benefactors who had
come before but also leaving to those who shall come no hope of surpassing (him);
and the birth of the god was the beginning of good tidings to the world through
him; and [when the highpriest was] Lucius Vulcacius Tullus and when the
secretary was Pap[ias . . .] Asia passed a decree at Smyrna [that a crown should be
given] to the one who could devise the greatest honors to the god; and Paullus
Fabius Maximus the proconsul—sent for the well-being of the province by his
[i.e., Augustus’s] right hand and decision—has made myriad benefactions to the
province, the extent of which benefactions no one could adequately express; and
now that which was unknown until this time by the Hellenes he devised regarding
the honor of Augustus: calculating time to have begun at his birth.

For this reason, with good fortune and for salvation this was decided by the
Hellenes in Asia. The new year will begin in all the cities on the ninth day before
the Kalends of October, which is the birthday of Augustus. In order that the day
be always aligned in every city, the Roman date will be used along with the
Greek date. The first month will be observed as Kaisar(eios), as decreed earlier,
beginning from the ninth day before the Kalends of October. The crown that
was decreed for the one proposing the greatest honors on behalf of Caesar will be
given to Maximus the proconsul, who also will always be proclaimed publicly in
the athletic contests at Pergamon, the Romaia Sebasteia, with, “Asia crowns
Paullus Fabius Maximus, who most reverently proposed the honors for Caesar.”
Likewise he will be proclaimed in the Kaisareia, the games celebrated in the city.
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The rescript of the proconsul and the decree of Asia will be inscribed on a
marble stele, which will be set up in the temenos of Rome and Augustus. The
public advocates for the year will see to it that the rescript of Maximus and the
decree of Asia will be engraved on marble steles in the leading cities of the
districts. These steles will be placed in the Kaisareia.

The months shall be observed as follows: Kaisar(eios), 31 days; Apellaios,
30 days; Audnaios, 31 days; Peritios, 31 days; Dystros, 28 days; Xandikos, 31
days; Artemisios, 30 days; Daisios, 31 days; Panemos, 30 days; Loos, 31 days;
Gorpiaios, 31 days; Hyperberetaios, 30 days.47

The decree of the koinon provides several more details about the new calendar.
One important adjustment was that the first month of the year formerly named for
Zeus (Dios) would be renamed in honor of Augustus (Kaisareios). The names of
the other months of the year would be regularized as well: local municipal varia-
tions were to give way to a standard rotation of months.48 Finally, the exact stipu-
lation of days per month coordinated the new Asian calendar with the Roman cal-
endar, ensuring that every Asian month would begin on the 23rd of the Roman
month. In this way, every month of the year would begin with another smaller
observance of the birth of Augustus.

The decree of the koinon exhibits a shift in focus from the existing portion of
the proconsul’s edict, though the missing portion of his edict prevents us from know-
ing its full extent. The language of benefaction is more pronounced in the koinon
decree, with the result that Augustus is portrayed within a hierarchy of relationships
rather than strictly as the founder of a new epoch. The hierarchy articulated by the
koinon decree starts with Providence at the top, who ordains all of life and who
filled Augustus with virtue. Augustus thus is able to be the benefactor of all human-
ity, and his primary accomplishments are said to be the cessation of war and the
establishment of order. In the case of Asia, the hierarchy includes the proconsul as
the one sent by Augustus. The proconsul mediates the benefactions of Augustus and
adds his own for the benefit of the province. In this instance, the proconsul also
mediates the proper response of the province to the emperor.

The decree presupposes that the next level of the hierarchy is filled by the koinon,
whose members represent the cities and stipulate appropriate actions required of all
the inhabitants of the province. These actions include appropriate honors toward
those above them in the hierarchy, especially the proconsul and the emperor. As
the winner of the competition to praise Augustus, the proconsul was himself awarded
honors within the context of Augustan imperial cults. He would be publicly ac-
claimed both in the provincial games for Rome and Augustus and in the Pergamene
municipal games for Augustus.

These texts were to be inscribed and posted in the provincial precincts of Rome
and Augustus as well as in local imperial cult shrines in the district capitals. The
display of the texts went further than this, however. Fragments from copies of the
inscription have been found at Priene, Eumeneia, Apameia, and Dorylaia.49 Of these,
only Apameia is known to have been a district capital.50

The calendar reform was not an attempt to replace the calendars of the cities
with the Roman calendar. Rather, a uniform system for reckoning time was added
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to older ones and all appear to have coexisted. The older systems probably remained
predominant for most purposes, and the old names of months continued to be used
in many places.51 So the point was not to impose an exclusive framework for the
experience of the passage of time. Rather, the new calendar added an important
dimension to the old framework to develop, in Lawrence Sullivan’s terms, “a shuffled
perfection, a stylized arrangement of all the possible qualities of being symbolized
by diverse times.”52 The new calendar expressed and enforced the growing impor-
tance of the province as a fundamental unit of organization, the increasing influ-
ence of Roman rule in the ordering of human communities in Asia, and the impor-
tance of Augustus in the understanding of time.

A Provincial Temple at Smyrna

In the middle of the reign of Tiberius (14–37 CE) Asians requested permission to
build a second provincial imperial temple, even though no province had more than
one such temple at the time and several appear to have had none. Roman historians
took note of the request, and Tacitus has preserved a good deal of information about
it, allowing us to discuss the occasion for the request, the procedure by which such
cults were approved, and some meanings attributed to the cult.

According to Tacitus, Asia’s request was a direct response to two court cases.53

The first case, heard in 22 CE, began with charges of extortion (repetundae) against
Gaius Silanus, proconsul of Asia, which were brought to the attention of the Senate
by representatives of Asia. Roman senators soon brought additional charges against
Silanus, including the crimes of sacrilege against the numen (“divine essence”) of
Augustus and contempt for the maiestas (“majesty, grandeur”) of Tiberius. The
opposition to Silanus grew among the imperial elite when his subordinate officers
(a quaestor and a legate) supported the charges. Asia’s most accomplished lawyers
went to Rome to argue the case and to seek restitution. Tiberius took an active role
in hearing the case and made it clear that he was seeking a guilty verdict. Tacitus
recorded that the emperor asked pointed questions, allowed Silanus’s slaves to be
interrogated under torture, prevented the proconsul’s friends from testifying in his
defense, and even required the public reading of an Augustan indictment against a
former proconsul of Asia. Silanus was found guilty, exiled to an island, and stripped
of his property.54

The next year the province of Asia brought another case to trial in Rome. This
defendant was Lucilius Capito, procurator of the imperial property in Asia. The
provincials accused him of usurping the power of a military official by using troops
against them. Tiberius again took an active interest in the case, opening the pro-
ceedings with a stern warning to the defendant about the seriousness of the charges.
Capito was found guilty and condemned. Then Tacitus noted, “The cities of Asia,
gratified by this retribution [ultionem] and the punishment inflicted [vindicatum
erat] in the previous year on Gaius Silanus, voted a temple to Tiberius, to his mother,
and to the Senate, and were permitted to build it.”55

This statement by Tacitus provides another perspective on reasons for establish-
ing a provincial imperial cult. In the third century Dio noted that the general phe-
nomenon of imperial cults was a sign of subjugation to the city of Rome, which was
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probably one imperial view from the top of the imperial hierarchy. The perspective
of the Asian elite in the early first century was somewhat different. In 23 CE, Tiberius
and the Senate could be celebrated as the avengers of Asia, for they had punished those
who afflicted the province and exacted restitution.56 By decreeing a temple for their
distant Roman allies, the Asians were simultaneously creating leverage against the lower-
ranking Roman authorities who were closer at hand. This provincial temple was in-
tended in part to build a direct connection to the central imperial authorities that
bypassed appointees such as the proconsul and the procurator.

The province had taken a risk by bringing provincial officials to trial before the
Senate and the emperor. If a defendant in such cases was acquitted, he and his allies
remained in their provincial offices where they could take revenge on the accusers.
Even when such cases were won, a province could acquire a reputation for being
litigious and suffer consequences later.57

Tiberius was criticized for approving the Asian request for a temple. Rumors
spread about his ambitions and vanity. Two years later, in 25 CE, Hispania Ulterior
requested the right to build a temple to Tiberius and his mother Livia, citing the
precedent set by Asia in 23 CE. Tiberius took this opportunity to defend himself
before the Senate and to set future policy for provincial worship. According to
Tacitus, Tiberius defended his approval of Asia’s cult for two reasons: he was fol-
lowing the precedent of divus Augustus, who had allowed the temple to be built in
Pergamon; and he permitted Asia a second provincial temple only because the Sen-
ate had been included in the dedication. As to future policy, Tiberius announced
that the proliferation of provincial temples would trivialize the worship of Augustus.
Hispania’s request was refused and Tiberius grew increasingly disdainful of divine
homage for himself.58

One year after Tiberius refused the request from Hispania Ulterior, Asia’s ap-
proved temple came before the Senate again. A lengthy dispute had taken place in
Asia about which city would have the right to provide a site for the provincial cult.
In 26 CE, the cities had to send representatives to Rome for the Senate to hear their
cases. Tiberius attended the hearing, which lasted several days. Eleven cities com-
peted for the privilege, and the record of this argument supplements our understand-
ing of the values inherent in imperial cults.59 Four cities—Hypaipa, Tralleis,
Laodikeia, and Magnesia—were disqualified as having too little strength (parum
validi), in part a reference to the amount of municipal wealth needed to maintain a
provincial cult. Such a temple should be placed in an impressive city with symbolic
resources such as Ilion, which was not among the great cities but had a Trojan heri-
tage.60 Representatives of Pergamon argued that their temple of Rome and Augustus
made them the natural candidate for a second provincial temple, but this argument
was used against them; one temple was considered to be sufficient honor for the
city. Prominent temples of Artemis in Ephesos and of Apollo in Miletos likewise
damaged their petitions.

In the end the choice was between Sardis and Smyrna, and these cities argued
their cause on two bases: loyalty to Rome and mythic genealogies that established
kinship to Rome. Sardis representatives elaborated the common origins of the
Etrurian and Lydian peoples through the two sons of King Atys, documented loy-
alty to Rome in the Hellenistic period, and noted the natural resources of Lydia.
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Smyrna’s representatives also cited traditions of consanguinity but focused on the
dangers the people had faced to support Roman interests both in Italy and abroad.
Smyrna’s arguments carried the day. The provincial cult located there confirmed
the city’s grandeur, its sincere loyalty to Rome, and its blood relations with the
imperial rulers.

The provincial temple has not yet been located, but the structure is shown on
the reverse of a bronze coin from Smyrna (fig. 2.4). The architecture is schematic,
showing the front of a Corinthian temple on a stepped crepidoma. The central space
in the middle of four columns was left open to depict a statue of Tiberius sacrific-
ing. The inscription indicates that the coin was issued while Petronius was procon-
sul (26–35 CE). The obverse contains two busts facing each other: Livia on the right
and the Senate on the left. Thus, the coin confirms the unusual dedication of the
temple as recorded by Tacitus. The format of the first provincial cult at Pergamon—
Rome and the emperor—was not duplicated, but the triple dedication of the temple
at Smyrna did preserve the general conception of that first cult: Tiberius was not
worshipped alone but only in conjunction with a representation of Roman corpo-
rate authority (the Senate) and with a dynastic connection to Augustus (Livia). The
iconography of the temple statue was significant as well. In contrast to the cuirassed
Augustus, Tiberius was depicted as a priest engaged in sacrificial rituals. Whereas
his predecessor was remembered as a conqueror who established a new order in the
realm, the emperor Tiberius was portrayed by the provincials as one who carried on
a tradition in a righteous fashion.

The procedures described in the accounts of Tacitus regarding provincial temples
became the standard process for such institutions. Representatives of a province voted
to initiate a cult of the emperor, and this decision was sent to the Roman Senate.
The senators would hear the case and deliberate. The participation of the emperor
would often determine the outcome of the hearing. So, to establish a provincial cult,
the provincial elite needed to assess their own capacity for carrying the project
through and the chances that they could navigate the machinations of politics among
the elite at the imperial center. In some instances, it was a dangerous undertaking.

figure 2.4 Livia and the Roman Senate are portrayed on the obverse of
a bronze coin from Smyrna. The Senate is personified as a young man
(left). The reverse shows the provincial temple at Smyrna and the statue
of Tiberius as a priest sacrificing. © The British Museum.
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3

provincial cults from gaius
to domitian

Gaius and Miletos

Dio Cassius wrote that the emperor Gaius ordered the Asians to build him a temple
at Miletos.1 The discovery of an inscribed statue base near the southwest corner of
the temple of Apollo at Didyma provides information about the organization of
this cult.

[Aujtokravtora Gavi>on Ka]ivsara Germaniko;[n]
[Germanikou÷ uiJ]o;n qeo;n Sebasto;n neopo-
ioi; oiJ prwvntw" neopoihvsante" aujtou÷
ejpi; ajrcierevw" Gnaivou Oujergilivou Kapivtwno"
tou÷ me;n ejn Meilhvtwi naou÷ Gaivou Kaivsaro" to; prw÷-
ton, th÷" de; !Asiva" to; trivton, kai; Tiberivou !Ioulivou,
Dhmhtrivou nomoqevtou uiJou÷, Mhnogevnou", ajrcierevw"
to; deuvteron kai; newkovrou tou÷ ejn Meilhvtwi naou÷, kai;
Prwtomavcou tou÷ Gluvkwno" !Ioulievw" tou÷ ajrcineopoi-
ou÷ kai; sebastonevwi kai; sebastolovgou ejk tw÷n ijdiv-
wn ajnevqhkan ktl.2

His first neopoioi dedicated (the statue of ) emperor Gaius Caesar Germanicus,
son of Germanicus, god Sebastos, from their own funds; when Gaius Vergilius
Capito was high priest of the temple of Gaius Caesar in Miletos the first time—
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his third (high priesthood) of Asia;3 and (when) Tiberius Julius Menogenes, son
of Demetrios the lawgiver, was high priest the second time and neokoros of the
temple in Miletos; and (when) Protomachos of Julia, son of Glukon, was the
leader of the neopoioi and sebastoneos and sebastologos.

The inscription confirms that this was a provincial cult of Asia: the technical phrase
“the temple in Miletos” (tou÷ ejn Meilhvtwi naou÷) and the equation of the high priest-
hood of the temple with the high priesthood of Asia make this clear. The statue
that once stood upon this inscribed base was probably commissioned in the first
year after the establishment of the cult, before the temple was even completed.

The inscription also provides significant information about the organization
of the cult. Three eponymous officials were named: the high priest, the neokoros,
and the archineopoios (leader of the neopoioi). The neopoioi of a temple were the
members of a committee charged especially with the maintenance and administra-
tion of the sacred facilities.4 As the inscription and statue of Gaius were commis-
sioned by the first neopoioi, these men were probably in charge of the construction
of the temple. The neopoioi are all listed by name and by city of origin in the ten
lines that follow the translated section. There were thirteen neopoioi for this temple,
including Protomachos, their leader. Louis Robert’s study of their cities of origin
led to significant findings. He showed that the cities were not randomly chosen.
Each represented a conventus, an administrative district of Asia.5 Thus, the construc-
tion was overseen, and probably financed, in a way that involved all parts of the
province. The archineopoios in this instance also held two other offices; he was
sebastoneos and sebastologos. The meaning of the former term is unknown; the latter
title was analogous to the office of theologos in other cults and designated the per-
son who delivered a formal eulogy praising the emperor.6

Signs suggest that this cult went beyond the acceptable in a provincial cult set-
ting. Dio’s text says the emperor ordered the temple, which, if accurate, would have
been unseemly in the middle of the first century CE. The inscription confirms the
excessive character of this cult by using qeov" to refer to Gaius. Moreover, no corpo-
rate figures like Rome or the Senate were worshipped along with the emperor. Af-
ter his death in 41 CE, the emperor barely escaped the damnatio memoriae of the
Roman Senate, and the cult would have been discontinued at that time.

Dio also commented on why Gaius chose Miletos for a provincial temple: “The
reason he [Gaius] gave for choosing this city was that Artemis had preempted
Ephesos, Augustus Pergamon, and Tiberius Smyrna; but the truth of the matter was
that he desired to appropriate to his own use the large and exceedingly beautiful
temple which the Milesians were building to Apollo.”7 This text has led several schol-
ars to conclude that Gaius wanted to appropriate the temple of Apollo at Didyma
for his provincial cult. B. Haussoullier first argued that Gaius ordered the province
to build a magnificent temple for him. As the Milesians were already rebuilding the
Didymeion for Apollo, Gaius had the koinon supply the necessary funds for the
project so that Apollo’s temple could be used for the provincial imperial cult. Ac-
cording to Haussoullier, it is unclear whether Gaius wanted to be enthroned there
with Apollo or wanted to take over the precincts for himself. When Gaius died, the
province and the city dropped the unfinished project, which was no longer feasible
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or desirable.8 This scenario developed before the discovery of the Gaius inscription
noted previously. With the publication of the inscription, Haussollier’s hypothesis
went into remission because of the references to the temple in Miletos (rather than
Didyma).

Peter Herrmann has recently sought to revive the theory, pointing out that
Didyma was within the territorial limits of Miletos, even though it was outside the
urbanized center, and reviewing the circumstantial evidence of provincial involve-
ment in the Didymeion rebuilding effort. His scenario was similar to that of
Haussoullier: Gaius ordered the temple for himself; a small provisional temenos was
established at Didyma, composed perhaps of only an altar in a designated area; and
renovations were carried out to turn the Didymeion into a provincial temple.9

Although the Didymeion could have been designated as a provincial temple
for Gaius, more likely it was not. Suetonius, who was a century closer to the events
than Dio, noted that Gaius helped rebuild the Didymeion but did not accuse him
of trying to take over the precincts, even though this would have suited Suetonius’s
polemical aims.10 The inscription commissioned during the reign of Gaius by the
official representatives involved in the project specifically mentions a temple (naov",
not tevmeno") of Gaius in Miletos. The reference to Miletos rather than Didyma is
not the main problem in the phrase. This phrase must refer either to the alleged
temporary temple (if so, we have to imagine an extra provincial temple built some-
where for Gaius) or to the Didymeion (if so, the venerable sanctuary of Apollo had
already been completely coopted by Gaius). Neither of these situations is probable.
More likely Gaius ordered a provincial temple for himself to be built in Miletos,
but the Didymeion was not used for these purposes. Because he provided assistance
for the rebuilding of the Didymeion, there may have been speculation that he hoped
to be enthroned with Apollo just as he had requested to have his statue set up in the
temple of YHWH at Jerusalem.11 Dio either believed such speculation, reached the
same conclusion on his own, or was simply confused about the actual events.

The short-lived provincial cult for Gaius provides a rare example of an impe-
rial cult that failed. Financial resources and provincial organization were not the
problem. The signs of exaggerated piety (i.e., the emperor’s demand for a temple
and the use of qeov") were unusual for a provincial cult but acceptable in municipal
institutions. Because this third provincial temple was ordered within 15 years after
Asia’s second provincial temple was assigned to Smyrna, suspicions may have arisen
among the imperial elite in Rome, especially as no other province had two such cults
at that time. The cult was not viable because it was tied so closely to a single figure,
who reigned briefly, was immediately discredited, and ultimately did not deserve
such an honor.

Reorganizations

Two major developments took place in the provincial worship of Asia after the
approval for the provincial temple at Smyrna in 23 CE and before the year 60 CE.
First, the title “high priest of Asia” (ajrciereu;" !Asiva") emerged.12 Most second-
ary literature on imperial cults uses high priest of Asia as a generic term for the pro-
vincial high priesthoods of the province. If the hundreds of references to these offi-
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cials are placed in chronological order, a different picture emerges. When Asia’s first
provincial cult was established in Pergamon, the main sacrificial official was called
the high priest of Rome and Augustus in accordance with the dedication of that
temple,13 or simply the “high priest” in official documents and coins of the koinon,
where the reference would have been clear.14

The first datable attestation of the title “high priest of Asia” comes from around
40 CE, found in the Miletos inscription for the statue of Gaius translated at the
beginning of this chapter. There, Capito was said to be serving a third time as high
priest of Asia. A damaged example of the title comes from 41 CE15 and another is
known from 44 CE.16 After this, high priest of Asia becomes standard nomenclature
for this provincial office.17 The title is even used for the high priests of the temple
in Pergamon, who were formerly called high priests of Rome and Augustus.18

The reason for this shift can be surmised, though there is no explicit proof. When
Asia received the right to build a second provincial temple, several practical prob-
lems arose. First, “high priest of Tiberius, Livia, and the Senate” would be an awk-
ward title for general use. More important, there were now two annual high priest-
hoods to fill, and there would have been questions of relative status between them.
Should the high priesthood of the living emperor be ranked higher or lower than
that of the deceased Augustus? Which of the two cities involved would admit to a
less important temple? How would Tiberius, Livia, or the Senate be viewed in later
decades? The solution seems to have been to adopt the title high priest of Asia for
both provincial cults, thereby creating an equivalent ranking between the temples
at Pergamon and Smyrna while minimizing the possibility of future embarrassments.

The new terminology signified an important shift in meaning. The high priest-
hoods were no longer identified by the object of worship but rather by those offer-
ing worship. The public rhetoric of the most prestigious imperial cult offices thus
came to be framed in terms of the province’s role. This process would have been
inappropriate in the early Augustan period, during the subjection of the province
to its new ruler. With the routinization of the relationship and the stabilization of
foreign control over the course of 50 years, an assertion of provincial identity was
no longer threatening because Asia was now firmly incorporated within the frame-
work of the Roman imperial system.

Moreover, the new title avoided the need to identify individual rulers, a trend
identified both for local imperial cults19 and for the general phenomenon of em-
peror worship in the post-Augustan period.20 The title thus lent itself to a corpo-
rate understanding of provincial worship and implied a more developed adminis-
tration of the institutions. We do not have enough information left from the first
century CE to determine whether this was the intention or the result of the new ter-
minology, and it is not necessary to decide. The new title both reflected and shaped
an evolving socioreligious phenomenon.

A second important development occurred in Asia’s provincial worship during
the second quarter of the first century CE: women began to serve for the first time as
high priestesses of Asia. An inscription from Magnesia preserves the name of the
woman and allows us to ascertain an approximate date. The inscription was dedi-
cated by the boule and the demos of the Magnesians in honor of Juliane. Several of
her offices were listed but the enumeration began with ajrªcievºreian geªnomevnhnº
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th÷" !Asivaª" prºwvthn tw÷ªn gunaikw÷nº ktl., “who first among women was high
priestess of Asia.”21 Although the inscription is badly damaged, the restored text is
quite defensible.22 Juliane was the first high priestess in Asia’s provincial imperial
cults and quite probably the first high priestess in any provincial cult of the empire.

An approximate date for the inscription can be determined from one of the
offices Juliane held. She was a stephanephoros, gymnasiarch, priestess of Aphrodite
and of goddess Agrippina the mother for life,23 as well as priestess of Demeter in
Ephesos for life. The lacunae are more serious here, but the reference to Agrippina
the mother is reliable, so the inscription could have been made only in two periods.
Agrippina the elder was on bad terms with Tiberius, who had her arrested in 29 CE

and banished to Pandateria, where she starved to death in 33. She was survived by
three daughters and her son Gaius, who succeeded Tiberius as emperor. So one
possible date for a cult for Agrippina the mother would be 37–41, during the reign
of Gaius.24 The priesthood could also refer to Agrippina the younger, however, the
daughter of the elder Agrippina and the sister of Gaius. Agrippina the younger
married the emperor Claudius in 49 and persuaded him to adopt her son Nero.
She may have been involved in the poisoning of Claudius, which allowed Nero to
ascend to the throne. So a cult for Agrippina the younger as imperial mother would
be possible between 54 (Nero’s ascension to the throne) and 59, when the emperor
had her assassinated.25

Thus the date of service for the first provincial high priestess was clearly in the
middle of the first century CE, sometime between 37 and 59. The precise signifi-
cance of the participation of high priestesses in the provincial imperial cults, how-
ever, is debatable. Earlier writers assumed that “high priestess of Asia” was an hon-
orary title awarded to wives of high priests and that it involved no actual participation
in the sacrificial rituals.26 More recently, scholars have agreed that high priestesses
were participants in the provincial rituals, and the debate has focused on the nature
of their participation: did these women serve alone27 or only with a male relative?28

This complex issue does not need to be resolved for the purposes of this study.29

Two points are relevant here. First, the appearance of high priestesses in the epi-
graphic evidence confirms that the provincial imperial cults were dynamic institu-
tions that changed over time. Second, this change in the nature of the high priest-
hoods demonstrates that the provincial cults were one method for gender definition
in public culture; imperial cults played a role in the process of gender construction
in the first century. This second point reminds us that the provincial imperial cults
were involved in the definition of personhood, Sullivan’s third cornerstone of the
religious life. The provincial cult materials deal especially with cosmology and,
to a lesser extent, with cosmogony, whereas the definition of personhood is more
pronounced in the imperial cult activities of groups. However, the meaning of
human maturation is a consideration at the provincial level as well and should not
be ignored.

The Temple of the Sebastoi at Ephesos

In contrast to the earlier provincial temples, the one established at Ephesos in the
late first century CE is not mentioned in extant writings of the Roman historians. It
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is, however, the only temple of the three whose remains have been identified. Enough
archaeological evidence has accumulated to provide a wealth of information about
the building and the related institutions.

Thirteen inscriptions from the dedication of this temple have been discovered.
The inscriptions were commissioned by cities from throughout the province and
represent a much larger number of statue bases originally set up in the temple pre-
cincts by the cities of Asia.30 All thirteen have similar texts, which appear in two
variations depending on the status of the city. The formula for the subject cities
began with a dedication to “Emperor Domitian Caesar Sebastos Germanicus.” Then
followed the name of the proconsul, the name of the demos that raised the statue,
a reference to the temple, the benefactor who provided the statue on behalf of the
city, and the name of the provincial high priest.31 The free cities followed the same
format but added a statement about their status after the city name, a statement
about their relationship to Ephesos after the name of the temple, and the verb
ajnevsthsan (“erected”) after the statement about Ephesos.32

The base commissioned by the city of Aphrodisias provides an example of the
longer variant (fig. 3.1).

Aujtokravtori ªªDomi-ºº
ªªtianw÷iºº Kaivsari Se-
bastw÷i ªªGermanikw÷iºº
ejpi; ajnqupavtou Mavrkªouº
Foulouivou Givllwnoª"º
oJ filokai÷sar !Afrodeisiªevwnº
dh÷mo" ejleuvqero" w[n kaªi; auj-º
tovnomo" ajp j ajrch÷" th÷i tw÷n Seªbas-º
tw÷n cavriti naw÷i tw÷i ejn !Efevsªwiº
tw÷n Sebastw÷n koinw÷i th÷" !Asivªa"º
ijdiva/ cavriti diav te th;n pro;" tou;" ªSe-º
bastou;" eujsevbeian kai; th;n pªro;" º
th;n newkovron !Efesivwn ªpov-º
lin eu[noian ajnevsthsan
ejpimelhqevnto" !Arivstwªno" tou÷º
!Artemidwvrou tou÷ Kalli ª º
w" iJerevw" Plouvtwno" ªkai;º
Kovrh" kai; neopoiou÷ qea÷ª"º
!Afrodeivth", ejpi; ajrcierªevw"º
th÷" !Asiva" Tiberivou Klaudªivouº
Fhseivnou ªª ºº
ªª ºº
ªª ºº
ªª ºº33

To Emperor [[Domitian]] Caesar Sebastos [[Germanicus]]. When Marcus
Fulvius Gillo was proconsul. The demos of the Aphrodisians, devoted to Caesar,
being free and autonomous from the beginning by the grace of the Sebastoi,
erected (this statue) by their own grace on the occasion of (the dedication of )34
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figure 3.1 Statue base with inscription for the Temple of the Sebastoi,
dedicated by the Aphrodisians. The top stone with angled sides is from a
different, unrelated statue base. Author’s photo.

Asia’s common temple of the Sebastoi in Ephesos, because of reverence toward
the Sebastoi and (because of ) goodwill toward the neokoros city of the
Ephesians. Supervised by Arist[ion son of] Artemidoros son of Kalli[. . .], priest
of Pluto and Kore and neopoios of the goddess Aphrodite, when Tiberius
Claudius Pheseinos was high priest of Asia [[ erasure ]]

Several important facts can be gleaned from this group of inscriptions. The texts
provide us with the full official name of the temple: Asia’s common temple of the
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Sebastoi in Ephesos. The inscriptions also allow us to date the dedication of the temple
precisely to the year 89/90 during the reign of Domitian.35 Moreover, the termi-
nology shows that the exaggerated piety of the aborted cult of Gaius at Miletos was
avoided. The term theos was not used for the reigning emperor, nor was the cult
focused on one individual.

The temple of the Sebastoi at Ephesos was innovative in its own way. The
cult differed from Asia’s first two provincial cults because it did not include the
corporate figures of Rome or the Senate. Instead, the “Sebastoi” were venerated,
and the cult focused only on the imperial family rather than on another corpo-
rate object of veneration. So the third successful provincial temple instituted
changes in its cultic format, but it maintained continuity with provincial cult
expectations through its worship of the collective “Sebastoi” and by its standard
language of divinization.

The inscriptions do not inform us of the specific Sebastoi who were venerated,
but they allow us to draw some reasonable inferences. Domitian would obviously
have been included. His wife, Domitia, could possibly have been worshipped along-
side him: they were paired in at least one local cult from Tmolos;36 she was hon-
ored as the New Hera at Stratonikeia;37 and she appeared on an Ephesian coin of
this period.38 Domitian’s brother and predecessor emperor, Titus (79–81 CE), was
certainly included because fragments of his temple statue have been found.39 The
inclusion of Domitian’s father, Vespasian (69–79 CE), is almost certain, though the
evidence is circumstantial. As the first emperor to have his biological sons ascend to
the throne,40 Vespasian was a much more important figure than Titus. This suppo-
sition is confirmed by the erasures in these inscriptions. After the assassination of
Domitian in 96 CE, the Senate condemned his memory and ordered that his name
be removed from public documents. The personal names Domitian and Germanicus
were chiseled off of the statue bases in the precincts of the temple of the Sebastoi,
and on several bases the dedication was changed to read, “To Emperor God Caesar
Sebastos Vespasian,” rather than the original, “To Emperor Domitian Caesar Sebastos
Germanicus.” The Julio-Claudian emperors would not have been among those to
whom the temple was dedicated: Augustus and Tiberius were already venerated in
provincial cults of Asia, Nero and Gaius were unacceptable, and Claudius was too
insignificant to be added some 35 years after his death.

So the cult certainly included Domitian and Titus and likely Vespasian as well.
Domitia is a strong possibility, whereas other Flavian women remain theoretical
possibilities. None of these people appears in the official name of the temple, how-
ever. The temple was designed to be appropriate for the long term, and this aspect
of the institution served it well. After Domitian’s death, the temple continued to
function. The dedications to Domitian were excised from the public record and often
replaced with dedications to the god Vespasian. Domitian’s image would have been
removed from the temple as well. With these minor modifications, the provincial
temple at Ephesos continued to be a sacred site and a source of honor for both the
city and the province. The image of the temple was displayed on Ephesian coins
well into the third century CE (fig. 3.2).41

The language of the inscriptions shows that this provincial cult gave rise to
discussions about the relationships of the cities under Roman imperialism. So it was
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a cosmological event, an opportunity to delineate and redefine the meaningful order
of life in Roman Asia. The inscriptions constructed the following hierarchy, begin-
ning at the top: the Sebastoi, Asia, the free cities, and the subject cities, with a ref-
erence to the proconsul as a mediating figure between the emperors and the prov-
ince. All the cities were part of Asia; together they established a temple to the Sebastoi
in Ephesos. So this provincial cult established both the corporate unity of the cities
and their religious relationship to the imperial dynasty. Within Asia, the distinc-
tion between free cities and subject cities was confirmed.

The stilted language in the midsection of the inscription also reflects a more
specific debate about the relationships of Ephesos and the other free cities. The earlier
contention over which city would be awarded the second provincial cult that even-
tually went to Smyrna in 26 CE showed that the major cities considered such a temple
to be a great honor. With the award of the third temple to Ephesos, the other free
cities tried to mitigate the advantage gained by the Ephesians. This struggle is evi-
dent in the inscription’s use of the language of benefaction. The free cities asserted
that their rights and autonomy were granted directly from the emperors through
imperial grace and then cast themselves as the benefactors of Ephesos in two ways.
First, they asserted that they had awarded the temple to Ephesos by their own grace,
thus comparing themselves to the emperors.

Second, the free cities employed traditional reverence/goodwill terminology of
benefaction in their effort to subordinate the Ephesians. The two terms occur often
in the epigraphic record of western Asia Minor with standard general meanings. Rev-
erence (eujsevbeia) was the proper attitude one displayed toward superiors, espe-
cially toward divine beings, who had acted graciously on one’s behalf. Goodwill
(eu[noia), on the other hand, was the gracious attitude one manifested toward those
in an inferior position.42 Thus, the other free cities tried to place Ephesos in their
debt by claiming that they had bestowed the temple on the city. Ephesos was to be
the neokoros—merely the caretaker—for Asia’s temple.

The strategy of the free cities was ultimately unsuccessful. The word neokoros
appears for the first time as a title for a city with a provincial imperial cult temple in
these inscriptions, and it is the last known attempt to use the title to downplay the
importance of such a city. The Ephesians began to use neokoros as a title of honor

figure 3.2 The reverse of this Ephesian coin from the third century shows the
provincial Temple of the Sebastoi (right?), the Temple of Artemis (center), and the
Temple of Hadrian (left?). BM Ionia 83 #261. © The British Museum.
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figure 3.3 Plan of the city of Ephesos. © 1995 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College. Reprinted by permission.
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in their own civic inscriptions. Smyrna and Pergamon soon adopted the title for
themselves on the basis of their older provincial temples.43 In the second and third
centuries, the term spread throughout the eastern Mediterranean as the coveted title
of any city with a provincial imperial cult temple.44 In the imperial setting of the
late first century, the rhetoric of freedom and autonomy was becoming anachronis-
tic. Free city status had been important in the Hellenistic ebb and flow of contest-
ing regional powers.45 Under the empire, it became increasingly problematic—an
obstacle to good administration, as one emperor so innocuously described it.46

Neokoros proved a better metaphor for an age of imperialism, providing degrees of
honorable subjection and religious devotion.

Architectural and sculptural evidence adds to our understanding of the pro-
vincial cult of the Sebastoi at Ephesos. Excavators were examining an area near
the Ephesian upper agora in 1930 in hopes of finding the site of the Parthian monu-
ment when they began to unearth the remains of a cella (figs. 3.4–3.6). It soon
became clear that they had found the ruins of a medium-sized temple whose
precincts were set atop an artificial terrace (85.6 × 64.6 m.) on the slopes of
Mt. Korresos.47 The temple was similar in broad outline to the images of earlier
provincial temples in Asia known from coins: a Greek-style temple on a multi-
step crepidoma set near the middle of the precincts. In the Ephesian case, the
temple was a tetraprostyle with a pseudodipteral colonnade (8 × 13 columns) on
a six-step crepidoma. The interior measurements of the cella were approximately
7.5 × 13 m. The architectural order used for the temple is not known because few
fragments of the superstructure have survived. The Corinthian order was normally
used for such a temple in this region during the first century, but coin images of
the temple appear to employ the Ionic order. Bluma Trell suggested that the Ionic
order was simply a numismatic convention for temples on the Ephesian coins,
caused by assimilation to the Ionic order of the Artemision, which was also por-
trayed on these coins.48

Underneath the terrace in a barrel-vault cryptoporticus, excavators found por-
tions of one of the temple statues.49 The extant fragments include a colossal head,
the left forearm, and the left big toe (fig. 3.7). The original excavators identified
the head as that of Domitian,50 but a later monograph on Flavian portraiture showed
that the head represented his older brother, Titus.51 The identification was ham-
pered because of the huge dimensions, which may have caused some distortion in
the features,52 and because the regional style did not imitate the standard imperial
portrait types.53 The head fragment measures 1.18 m. high; from chin to crown
0.74 m. The left forearm is approximately 1.8 m. long from elbow to knuckles. The
left hand was clenched around a staff or spear, suggesting a military pose reminis-
cent of the statue of Augustus from Asia’s temple at Pergamon.

The provincial temple was given a prominent location in the city. The precincts
were located on an artificial terrace that provided a flat area above the slope of Mt.
Koressos. The south side of the temple terrace was close to ground level, but the
north side was raised approximately 10.4 m. above the descending slope, providing
an opportunity for the construction of a monumental facade—a three-story stoa
overlooking a plaza. The first story was executed in the Doric order. Behind the
hall at this level was a series of small shops and a monumental stairwell ascending to
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the precincts above. The second story of the stoa was ornamented with engaged fig-
ures of deities on the columns, and the third story was probably Corinthian.54 Only
two of the engaged figures are preserved, and these have been reinstalled on a reerected
portion of the facade (fig. 3.8). The extant statues depict Isis and Attis, so some have
suggested that the second story facade was outfitted exclusively in eastern deities.55

As there were originally 35–40 figures along the north facade, a wide variety of gods
and goddesses probably were represented here.56 Even though very little of this fa-
cade is preserved, this pantheon of deities clearly would have made a powerful im-

figure 3.4 Model of the Temple of the Sebastoi at Ephesos. © The Kunsthistorisches
Museum, Vienna.

figure 3.5 Reconstructed plan of the Temple of the Sebastoi. © The Österreichisches
Archäologisches Institut, Vienna.
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pression on the viewer, who would have perceived the unity of the empire and the
divine support of the Sebastoi.

An annual festival probably coincided with the major sacrifices at the temple of
the Sebastoi including competitions in athletics, music, drama, poetry, or other skills.
The modern secondary literature normally assumes that Asia’s provincial games, the
koina; !Asiva", were athletic events connected with the provincial cults of the emper-
ors. Luigi Moretti challenged this assumption with convincing arguments, showing
that Smyrna claimed to be the first to hold such games, even though it was not the
first in Asia to have a provincial cult.57 He also demonstrated that some cities held
games called koina; !Asiva" long before those cities had provincial cults.58

For the provincial cult at Ephesos, evidence suggests that the city initiated its
own municipal Olympic games in honor of Domitian as Zeus Olympios. The
amount of data is small but convincing. An inscription from Iasos listed the nu-
merous victories of the athlete Titus Flavius Metrobius,59 among them a victory in
the Ephesian Olympics. On the basis of another inscription about Metrobius,
Moretti was able to date the reference to the Ephesian Olympics to about 90 CE.60

Such games would have been discontinued after Domitian’s death, so no other ref-
erences to such games appear for about the next 35 years. Late in Hadrian’s reign
(i.e., around 125 CE) references to Ephesian Olympics reappear and accumulate
rapidly (over 30 have been found). This evidence has led to the conclusion that the
games were reinstituted at the beginning of the second quarter of the second cen-
tury, this time to honor Hadrian Zeus Olympios.61

Provincial Worship in Roman Asia

The Temple of the Sebastoi finishes this survey because Asia’s next temple signaled
a turning point in provincial worship. That temple in Pergamon was granted by

figure 3.6 Temple of the Sebastoi, overview of precincts. Author’s photo.
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figure 3.7 Head and arm from the statue
of Titus, Temple of the Sebastoi. Courtesy of
the Efes Müzezi, Selçuk.

Trajan late in his reign around 113 CE. The format of the cult is not definitely known
because the evidence is incomplete: inscriptions and statue fragments suggest that
the cult was probably established for Trajan and Zeus Philios, but Hadrian appears
to have been included as well.62 Whatever the format of the cult, the establishment
of a second provincial temple in Pergamon was a clear innovation that set the stage
for multiple provincial cults in major cities and for the proliferation of such institu-
tions under the emperor Hadrian.63

During the period examined here, however, provincial cults in Asia operated
within other parameters. Within the specific historical context, these cults are im-
portant components of an evolving imperial discourse. The discourse defined rela-
tionships between the imperial center and the peripheral areas in a way that was
continually changing to meet new challenges. The provincial temples exemplify this
discursive trajectory. At Pergamon at the beginning of the empire, Augustus was
portrayed as the conqueror with Rome as his base of authority. At Smyrna some
50 years later, the emperor Tiberius was portrayed as the successor who maintained
justice within the imperial framework. The cult emphasized continuity by includ-
ing Livia, the imperial mother, and the Roman Senate. The provincial cult of Gaius
at Miletos transgressed the boundaries of acceptability, as did the emperor himself,
and like him the cult was shortlived. By the late first century CE, expectations for a
provincial cult had changed so that there was no longer any need to include the Senate
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figure 3.8 Reerected north facade
fragments with engaged statues of
Attis (left) and Isis, Temple of
Sebastoi terrace. Author’s photo.
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or Rome in the cultic format; a dedication to the collective Sebastoi at Ephesos was
appropriate, though unacceptable a century earlier.

Even though Asia had three provincial cults by the end of the first century CE,
they were still rare compared to other forms of imperial cults. Asia’s provincial cults
particularly dealt with cosmology: the maintenance and nourishment of the
province’s relationship with Rome and with the centers of authority within the
imperial city. Because the provincial imperial cults were most clearly directed to-
ward Rome, they were necessarily the most restricted of imperial cults. The num-
ber of the provincial cults, the language, the formats, and the procedures for estab-
lishing them all depended on Roman authority in a way that was not true for other
imperial cult institutions. Only the wealthiest members of the provincial elite could
fill the offices in such cults, and only a relatively small percentage of the province’s
population would have attended the festivals. Such selectivity heightened the im-
portance of these institutions and underscored a particular view of the world.

One result was a reordering of spatial imagination: in the new imperial geogra-
phy, space centered on Rome. Another result was a temporal reorganization: mean-
ingful time should be calculated by the actions of the Roman emperors. The calen-
dar reform of the Augustan period was probably not very effective in this regard,
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though it had great symbolic importance. The regular festivals of the provincial cults
were probably much more influential in the life of the province because they cre-
ated a cycle of annual competitions and festivity that marked the passage of time in
imperial Asia.

In this process, the provincial cults also established a new provincial discourse
that dealt with regional (rather than strictly imperial) issues. Cities found new ways
to compete with each other within the imposed structures of Roman imperialism,
seeking favorable positions within the imperial hierarchies. This civic competition
could be quite contentious, but imperial cults provided one venue in which such
problems could be negotiated and (temporarily) resolved. Roman imperial author-
ity allowed these tensions to surface and also provided a framework within which
they could be addressed.64

One of the most significant developments in the provincial cults of Asia was
the emergence of the term neokoros in the late first century CE to describe a city
with a provincial imperial cult temple. We can infer that the term became so promi-
nent so quickly throughout the eastern Mediterranean because the metaphor ex-
pressed a fundamental aspect of urban life under Roman rule at that time, for
neokoros—a caretaker of a temple of the Sebastoi—became the most coveted civic
title. The worship of the emperors was becoming one of the most important char-
acteristics of civic and municipal identity.

In these and other ways, provincial cults created, maintained, and refined mean-
ingful order in the world. Although there were other functions of these institutions,
the provincial temples served as crucial symbols of the cosmology that supported
imperial rule, that defined the evolving identity of the province, and that promoted
provincial obedience at various levels of society.
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4

municipal imperial cults
A Survey

When we move from the provincial to the municipal imperial cults, new difficul-
ties appear. It is not always easy or desirable to disentangle provincial and munici-
pal worship, so this chapter begins by explaining how these categories overlap.
Another difficulty arises in extant documentation: even though there were many
more municipal cults of the emperors, less information is available. This suggests
that we are dealing with an aspect of imperial worship that operated within a differ-
ent level of society with a distinguishable function. To handle the episodic nature
of the evidence, I survey the contexts in which municipal worship is known to have
occurred. In the next chapter I focus on two particularly well-documented cases of
municipal worship from Aphrodisias and Ephesos to add depth to the survey.

Municipal Involvement in Provincial Worship

Municipal imperial cults were distinguishable from provincial cults in form and
procedure, but the demarcation between municipal and provincial responsibilities
was not nearly so clear. The categories aid comparisons but should not obscure the
complexities of the topic. Moreover, I do not wish to specify every detail of mu-
nicipal cults. I am more interested in the social groups that participated in these
cults and how these cults structured social intercourse. So let us begin by blurring
the categories.
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In the previous two chapters several forms of municipal participation in pro-
vincial cults already surfaced. Every provincial temple needed a neokoros every year
who would assist with the costs for maintaining the facilities. Thus, the pattern
appears to have been that neokoroi lived in the city in which the provincial temple
was located. For example, the inscription to G. Julius Sacerdos, discussed in chap-
ter 2 called him the neokoros of the goddess Rome and of the god Augustus Cae-
sar.1 The scope of the inscription, as well as the offices that he held, suggests that
the neokoria was a municipal liturgy. Another neokoros is attested for the provin-
cial cult of Gaius in Miletos (discussed in chapter 3), even though the institution
could not have functioned more than two or three years. This neokoros, Ti. Julius
Menogenes, was probably a Milesian, for only he and the Milesian Capito are listed
without their cities of origin; the other 13 provincials named in the text are all iden-
tified by the cities where they lived.2 We also know that the prominent Ephesian
Ti. Cl. Aristio was the neokoros of the Temple of the Sebastoi in the year after it
was dedicated in his city.3 Because few references to neokoroi of provincial temples
have survived, we may surmise that it was not as prestigious an office as the provin-
cial high priesthoods.

The athletic games established in Pergamon for the provincial Temple of Rome
and Augustus required several officials, some of whom undertook their responsi-
bilities on behalf of their city. The gymnasiarch was almost certainly a municipal
responsibility. As noted in chapter 2, the reference to Sacerdos as neokoros of Rome
and Augustus came in the context of honoring him for his service as gymnasiarch.4

Again, there are few references to this office, suggesting it was less prestigious than
the provincial high priesthoods.

The agonothesia for the games of Rome and Augustus was probably within the
jurisdiction of the koinon. As I argue in chapter 2, the office was not simply one
aspect of the provincial high priesthood, as some have suggested,5 but rather a sepa-
rate office, as the two have different terms. A list of decrees inscribed and displayed
in Sardis from 5–2 BCE include official documents from Augustus, from the koinon
of Asia, and from the city of Sardis.6 The four koinon documents name the four
high priests of Rome and Augustus from these years. Three of them were called “the
high priest of goddess Rome and of Emperor Caesar Augustus, son of god,” and
one was also “agonothete for life of the great Augustan Caesareia [i.e., games in honor
of Caesar] of goddess Rome and of Emperor Caesar Augustus, son of god.”7 This
particular agonothete was from Thyatira. The other high priest and agonothete for
life of the provincial temple in Pergamon known from this period was from Sardis.8

So the agonothesia was a provincial office.
Provincial institutions offered other opportunities for the participation of cit-

ies and municipal elites. A dramatic example comes from the Temple of the Sebastoi
at Ephesos. The surviving inscriptions from the dedication of this temple were set
up by various cities of the province.9 We can assume that many more such statue
bases once graced the precincts of this provincial imperial temple. The inscriptions
follow the same text until near the end, where each city names municipal benefac-
tors who paid for their statues.10 This feature provides us with a sample of a group
of men from the municipal elites who facilitated the contributions of cities to the
provincial imperial cult. The information is summarized in table 4.1.
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at Ephesos

Other service or
Individuals honors listed City Bibliography

1 Cl. Menandros first archon Aizanoi IvE 2.232, 232a
(exact copies)

2 Aristo[ ] son priest of Pluto and Kore; Aphrodisias IvE 2.233
of Artemidoros neopoios of the

goddess Aphrodite
3 Glykon son ejrgepistavth" Keretapa IvE 2.234

of Agathokleos (superintendent of
public works)

4 Ti. Cl. Quirina strategos Klazomenai IvE 2.235
Charmos, son
of Kleandros

5 T. Fl. Quirina first archon; Philadelphia IvE 2.236
Praxeos, son priest for life (from coin) Münsterberg
of Hermongenes 145

6 M. Cl. Agrippa strategos Silandos IvE 2.238
7 [ ] ªajrgurºotamiva" Teos IvE 2.239

(city treasurer) BullÉp (1967)
506

8 [ ] [ ]archon[ ] Kyme IvE 2.240
9 Aulus Livius Agron grammateus of the demos; Tmolos IvE 2.241

financial officer (tamiva")
 of the boule; son of the
boule; priest and neokoros
of [[Domitian]] Caesar and
 Domitia Sebaste and of
their house and of the
Senate for life

10 Athenagoras Tmolos IvE 2.241
Lysimachos
Boutos?

11 Lo[ ] [ a]rchon[ ] [ ] IvE 2.242
12 Timotheos son archon Caesarea IvE 5.1498

of Timotheos Makedones
Hyrkanioi

13 Metrodoros son archon Caesarea IvE 5.1498
of Metrodoros Makedones

Hyrkanioi
14 Menophilos son Caesarea IvE 5.1498

of Apollonios Makedones
Hyrkanioi

15 Menogenes son Caesarea IvE 5.1498
of Metrophanos/es? Makedones

Hyrkanioi
16 Menekrates son of Caesarea IvE 5.1498

Iucundus Makedones
Hyrkanioi

17 Phil[ ] [ ] Synaos IvE 6.2048
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The inscriptions yield a catalogue of 17 individuals, all men, who made it pos-
sible for their cities to participate in the provincial cult dedicated at Ephesos in the
late first century CE. The names of 12 of them are completely preserved and 1 more is
mostly intact. Two names are unknown due to lacunae, and two more are extremely
fragmentary. Of the 17, it is clear that 5 were Roman citizens and 8 were not; the
citizenship of 4 is uncertain. The inscriptions provide information on high municipal
magistracies held by at least nine (and perhaps two more) of the men. The group of
men included a grammateus of the demos, four archons (and perhaps two more), a
strategos, a city treasurer, and a superintendent of public works. Two others are re-
corded with titles from offices related to temples and one other man (#5) is attested
elsewhere as holding a priesthood. None of the men is said to have held a provincial
high priesthood nor are any Asiarchs listed.11 Although the individuals named here
likely held other municipal offices that were not recorded, regional offices would prob-
ably not have been omitted in texts for this important provincial setting.

The resulting picture is fairly clear. The major public players were male mem-
bers of municipal elites: men from the stratum of wealthy families who ran munici-
pal institutions but whose influence did not extend far into regional, provincial, or
imperial affairs. These particular donations on behalf of their cities were not espe-
cially expensive—a statue or two upon an inscribed base, sometimes financed jointly
by two or three families. In return, their names were recorded on small monuments
in the precincts of a provincial temple. Their history of municipal service and their
local networks of personal connections gave them the opportunity to integrate their
cities into the province’s worship of the Roman emperors.

Municipal Imperial Cults in Temple Contexts

The preceding section demonstrates that “municipal” and “provincial” are not com-
pletely exclusive categories for the analysis of imperial cults. Certain offices and
certain individuals connected these levels of organization. Clear distinctions between
the categories also need to be recognized. The most obvious distinction involves
procedure. Provincial cults were established through a particular process: the pro-
vincial council made its request to the Roman Senate, the Senate assessed the re-
quest and the preferences of the emperor, and a decision was rendered. An approval
sometimes required modifications of the original proposal. The process was heavily
influenced by the emperor and required the province to navigate a tangle of alli-
ances and animosities within the imperial elite in Rome.

Municipal cults were not subject to this procedure. They could be instituted
by local initiative and were funded from local sources. The city might send notifi-
cation or even an embassy to Rome to announce the establishment of a temple, but
this was not a requirement.12 An inscription from Mytilene suggests that sending
notices to other cities as well was not unusual.13 The inscription announced the
founding of games, sacrifices, and other honors for Augustus at Mytilene and was
to be displayed in several major cities, including Pergamon, Actium, Brundisium,
Tarraco, and Antioch on the Orantes.14 The people of Mytilene also hoped to be
allowed to display the text in Rome on wooden plaques in the house of Augustus
and in the temple of Jupiter Capitolinus.
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The career of Aulus Livius Agron, the ninth entry on table 4.1, takes us directly
into the arena of municipal imperial worship. Along with his numerous civic duties
and honors, he was also a prominent supporter of a local imperial cult at Tmolos.
He served as priest and neokoros for life of an imperial cult established within the
previous 10 years, during Domitian’s reign. His titles reveal the format of the cult:
iJerevw" kai; newkovrou ªªDomitianou÷ºº Kaivsaroª"º kai; Domitiva" Sebasth÷" kai;
tou÷ oi[kou aujtw÷n kai; th÷" sunklhvtou dia; bivoªuº ktl., “priest and neokoros of
[[Domitian]] Caesar and Domitia Sebaste and of their house and of the Senate for
life.”15 The municipal temple included the range of important Roman figures: the
emperor, his wife, their whole household, and the Senate.16

The erasure indicates the nature of this particular cult. When Domitian’s name
was banished from public memory after his assassination, only his personal name was
removed from this phrase. The stoneworker who removed Domitian’s name did not
excise the name of the whole cult. He apparently assumed that the temple would
continue to function, or at least that the phrases would not be offensive even if the
cult ceased operation. The presence of the name of the cult was not an oversight on
the part of the stoneworker; he found this unusual reference to Domitian buried deep
in the midsection of this inscription. Nor would it have been too difficult to remove
the rest of the phrase; four of the temple dedication inscriptions have three to four
line erasures.17 He chose instead to leave the name of Domitia and the references to
the Flavian family and the Senate. All of this suggests that the municipal cult was much
more than a means for currying favor with the current emperor. Most of the Flavian
household and the Roman Senate were still worthy of veneration, even as dynastic
politics shifted at the imperial center. This temple remained an important sacred site
for the city of Tmolos, despite the demise of one deity.

Few temple structures in Asia have been positively identified as municipal
temples for the members of the imperial family, so most of our information about
municipal temples for the emperors comes from oblique references in epigraphic
sources such as that just noted. The many references in inscriptions lead to sev-
eral inferences. First, the inscriptions suggest that there were more temples to
Augustus than to other emperors.18 These cults for Augustus sometimes included
the worship of Rome, following the model set by the provincial cult in Pergamon.19

In other cases, however, temples employed other cultic formats. Miletos had a
temple dedicated only to Augustus.20 An inscription from Samos refers to a priest-
hood of Augustus, of Gaius Caesar, and of Marcus Agrippa. This priesthood im-
plies a different format (the emperor, his lieutenant/son-in-law, and his grand-
son/adopted son), and it may not have been attached to a temple but to some
other cultic setting.21

Temples of other emperors are epigraphically attested as well. A white marble
block from the island of Kos bears the following inscription from the Claudian period
(41–54 CE):

Tiberivwi Klaudivwi
Kaivsari Germani-
kw÷i Sebastw÷i
Aujtokravtori
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to;n nao;n oJ
da÷mo" oJ !Isqmi-
w<i>ta÷n kaq(i)evr-
<er>wse.22

To Tiberius Claudius Caesar Germanicus Augustus Emperor; the city of the
Isthmiotans dedicated the temple.

The inscription exemplifies the municipal imperial temples that must have been
established in many places but for which little evidence has survived. The temple
was built by a small community, the quality of the engraving is not high, and the
reasons for the establishment of the cult are no longer clear. In fact, imperial temples
were not necessarily monumental complexes in the major metropolitan areas. We
should expect that most—if not all—small cities and towns had imperial temples,
some more modest than others, that complemented the array of religious institu-
tions of each community.

Given the dearth of architectural evidence for municipal imperial cults, the
numismatic images provide valuable evidence for such buildings, though it is sel-
dom clear whether these images were accurate representations. A series of images
appeared during the Claudian period on the coins of Hierapolis that represented a
municipal imperial temple in that city (fig. 4.1). The coins all name M. Suillios
Antiochos and portray Dionysian themes on their obverses—one series with a bust
of Dionysos crowned with ivy,23 and another with Agrippina the younger as a devotee
of Dionysos.24 The reverses all portray a hexastyle temple on monumental steps,
and three coins bear a description of the cult: GENEI.SEBASTWN, “to the family
of the Sebastoi.”25 This legend on the reverse reflects a post-Augustan development
of the first century CE: the tendency to dedicate imperial cults to a collective or an
institution rather than to an individual.26 In this case, the general term gevno",
meaning “family” or “race,” provided a suitably inclusive category that could in-
corporate men and women from both branches of the Julio-Claudian dynasty.

Another image of a municipal imperial temple surfaces in coins from Laodikeia
during the Domitianic period (81–96 CE; fig. 4.2). These coins bear images of
Domitian,27 of Domitia,28 or of both29 on the obverses. On the reverses are images
of a temple on three or four steps. The temple is portrayed frontally with six col-
umns, or with the two middle columns missing to provide space for images of stat-

figure 4.1 The reverse of this bronze coin from Hierapolis depicts a municipal temple
for the imperial family. Dionysos is on the obverse. Mid first century CE. BM Phrygia 229
#11, pl. 29.4. © The British Museum.
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ues.30 The theme emphasized throughout is military victory. The bust of Domitian
is clothed with a cuirass. When complete statues are shown in the temple, they portray
the emperor in cuirass with a spear in his left hand and a trophy in his right. One
reverse also has an inscription across the architrave frieze: EPINEIKIOS, “conten-
tious, warlike.”

These Laodikeian coins portrayed a municipal temple for Domitian and
Domitia. A comparison with the Domitianic cult at Tmolos discussed before shows
how two contemporaneous imperial cults from different cities might portray the
imperial couple. Both cults apparently included the emperor’s wife. The format of
the Tmolos cult was focused more on relations with the Roman elite, for it explic-
itly included the extended imperial family and the Senate. The Laodikeian cult may
have included other members of the imperial family or the Roman aristocracy as
well, but in its public iconography Laodikeia chose to emphasize the imperial couple
and the emperor’s military victories.

In some cases, municipal imperial cult activities were added to an existing temple
cult and no new temple was built. A short-lived but impressive example of such joint
worship comes from Pergamon, where the boule and demos honored the Pergamene
Otacilia Faustina, daughter of Gaius Otacilius Faustus, during the Tiberian period.
She was described as “priestess of [Athena] Nikephoros and Polias [and] of Julia,
enthroned with (Athena), new Nike[phoros], daughter of [Germa]nicus Caesar.”31

The Julia who was the object of worship is also known to us as Livilla, the sister of
emperor Claudius (41–54 CE).32 She was born around 13 BCE to Germanicus (Drusus
the elder) and Antonia the younger, and twice became a widow, of Gaius Caesar
(d. 4 CE) and then of Drusus the younger (d. 23 CE).33 In 31 she was condemned to
death for complicity in the poisoning of Drusus.34 The cult for her in Pergamon
probably stems from the period beginning around 20 CE when her husband Drusus
was heir apparent in Rome and could not have lasted more than decade, at least not
beyond her condemnation in 31. In such a setting, a combined cult with Athena
made sense and gave maximum flexibility in case of changing fortunes in the impe-
rial family. For my purposes, however, the cult is an important example of the way
an imperial family member could be associated with a major municipal deity. For

figure 4.2 A municipal imperial cult temple at Laodikeia. The obverse shows Domitian
in military attire. The reverse portrays a temple for Domitian and Domitia. Late first
century. BM Phrygia 307 #185, pl. 37.6. © The British Museum.
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the duration of her cult, Livilla would have been accorded some of the highest mu-
nicipal honors. The festivals and sacrifices to Athena would have been offered to
her as well.35

Other examples of joint worship, in which the worship of the imperial family
was incorporated into existing cultic activity, come from the worship of Demeter
in Ephesos. At least two major institutions for the worship of Demeter are attested
from Ephesos.36 One center was the Ephesian prytaneion, called the temple (naov")
of Demeter Karpophoros in one legal text.37 The prytaneion served as the focal point
for the administration of many municipal cults38 and was also the location of the
city’s hearth and the center of the worship of Hestia Boulaia. Sacrificial activities
for other deities were carried out there, and prayers of people who had finished their
terms as prytanis were normally addressed to Hestia Boulaia, to Demeter, to Kore,
to the undying fire, and to all the other gods.39

An inscription involving the worship of Demeter at Ephesos demonstrates joint
worship of the goddess and of members of the imperial families. The text, found on
a marble base that has been damaged so that the end of the text is missing, can be
dated precisely to the year of the dedication of the provincial Temple of the Sebastoi
at Ephesos because it records an official appeal to the proconsul of the province in
89/90 CE. The inscription reads as follows:

To Lucius Mestrius Florus, proconsul;
from Lucius Pompeius Apollonios of Ephesos.

Mysteries and sacrifices, oh lord, are performed every year at Ephesos for
Demeter Karpophoros and Thesmophoros, and for the gods Sebastoi by the
mystai with great purity and according to established customs together with the
priestesses, having been maintained for many years by kings and Sebastoi and
the proconsuls for each year, as contained in their appended letters. For this
reason, with the mysteries approaching also in your time, oh lord, it is necessary
that those who must perform the mysteries appeal to you through me so that
you might recognize their righteous [. . .]40

In this case we have no evidence for naming a member of the imperial family as
a new Athena. Rather, this example seems to incorporate imperial cult rituals along-
side existing traditions. This could be accomplished quite simply through the addi-
tion of prayers or hymns, or (with a few more complications) through the addition
of an altar and perhaps statues. The incorporation of imperial cult activities and
objects was probably common in cultic settings. In an appeal to authorities such as
this one to the proconsul, where great effort was made to establish the innocuous
character of the rituals, the presence of imperial sacrifices (and perhaps imperial
mysteries41) could only enhance the argument.

A second Ephesian institution involving Demeter was a group known as the
Demetriastai Before the City, an officially sanctioned group that celebrated mys-
teries of Demeter outside the city walls. Although their sanctuary has not been
located, it was presumably also outside the city. One inscription mentions some
of the officials of this group: a priest for life (who, in this case at least, was also a
priest of Dionysos Phleus), a hierophant, and a benefactor who underwrote the
mysteries.42
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A decree publicized by the Demetriastai provides an example of three mem-
bers of the extended imperial family who were assimilated to various deities, rather
than worshipped jointly alongside other deities. The decree was inscribed on a large
stele of blue marble around the same time as the preceding example of the cult of
Livilla at Pergamon. The beginning of the text is missing, and the surviving stone is
broken in two. The existing portion of the decree lists the ways in which a bene-
factor—probably the Servilius Bassus mentioned later—had served the city and
the group. He held (and paid the expenses of) the magistracy over the ephebes
(kosmhteiva), the gymnasiarchia, the command of the night-watch (nukterineiva),
and the office of superintendent of the water supply. The decree continues:

Because of this the Demetriastai, who marveled at his goodwill toward them,
judged that he should be given fitting honors in return. Since they are priests for
life with a double portion and (with) aleitourgesia—(Servilius) Bassus of
Artemis, Servilia Secunda of Sebaste Demeter Karpophoros, and (Servilius)
Proklos of the new Dioscuri, the sons of Drusus—therefore: painted statues of
them will be made; and these will be placed in a suitable location on land
belonging to the demos with the appropriate inscription, after there is a decree
from the boule and the demos.

This has been decided by the Demetriastai Before the City; it shall be
(enacted) just as it has been written.43

The three honorands all held important lifelong priesthoods, two of them for
imperial cults. Servilius Proklos was named as a priest of the twin sons of Drusus and
Livilla, and the two boys were venerated as “new Dioscuri.” Servilia Secunda was a
priestess of an imperial woman who was assimilated to Demeter Karpophoros. This
might have been another example of a cult for Livilla (the mother of the twins), but it
was more likely a priesthood for Livia because she provided the twins’ living genea-
logical connection to Augustus and because there is ample evidence for other cults of
Livia in Asia Minor during her lifetime.44 In any event, the inscription can be dated
after the birth of the twins in 19 CE and probably before the death of Drusus in 23 CE.45

Both of these Demeter inscriptions from Ephesos highlight the connections
between municipal imperial cults and other levels of organization.46 Just as the dis-
tinction between “municipal” and “provincial” was blurred by the participation of
cities in provincial cults, so here we have a blurring of the lines between “munici-
pal” and “group.”47 The decree of the Demetriastai mentions two imperial priest-
hoods—of Livia or Livilla and of the sons of Drusus—that should probably be clas-
sified as municipal because they provided aleitourgesia, exemption from other
leitourgies. In other words, the city recognized the municipal importance of these
priesthoods that involved only certain groups within the city. Moreover, their ser-
vice to the city in these and other offices provided the rationale for requesting public
land and for an official decree of the city for the erection of statues of these benefac-
tors. Yet the priesthood of Sebaste Demeter Karpophoros was probably maintained
through the Demetriastai, a group that did not include the whole city. We cannot
rule out municipal administration because of the connection of Demeter Karpo-
phoros with the prytaneion, but neither can we prove active municipal involvement
because of the small amount of documentation.
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Despite the lack of clear evidence about the structure of the institution, we can
make certain observations. Through this imperial cult priesthood, the Demetriastai
were able to contribute to the functioning of the city and to increase their own status
within the city. The families of those who held these priesthoods were similarly af-
fected: through participation in imperial cults, the Servilii made important contribu-
tions to the city and gained public honor in the city. Imperial cults were not the only
way to gain honor in a city like Ephesos, but they were a prominent way. More im-
portant, the inscription reminds us that imperial cults were one of the only religious
institutions with symbolic coherence within family, group, city, and province.

The request of the mystai of Demeter through L. Pompeius Apollonios to the
proconsul L. Mestrius Florus in 89/90 is less clearly municipal. These imperial cult
activities could simply belong to the rituals of a segment of the municipal popula-
tion. They are included in this chapter on municipal cults for several reasons. The
rituals of Demeter were a venerable tradition in Ephesos that had played a part in
the city’s well-being for centuries.48 These rites were significant enough to require
annual oversight from regional authorities. Even if the city was not involved in their
administration, the festivals were a concern of the whole community in its relations
with the provincial governor and with the divine realm. The imperial cults incor-
porated into this ritual complex acquired some of the same importance as the cer-
emonies of Demeter, and thus extended the meanings of imperial cults. Whereas
provincial and municipal imperial cult temples tended to involve cosmological is-
sues, imperial cults in a mystery setting would have assumed some of the meanings
for which mysteries were known. Initiation and the development of human charac-
ter would involve one spectrum of meanings; personal eschatology may also have
been involved.49 At the same time, imperial cults would have extended the signifi-
cance of the Demeter rituals into the cosmological arena, as they forged new con-
nections between the mysteries and imperial authority.

Municipal Imperial Cults Without Temples

Municipal imperial cults were not restricted to temple contexts. In fact, they are
attested in all the major public spaces in the cities of western Asia Minor. The exca-
vations of the north hall at Priene provide an example of a strong connection be-
tween imperial worship and the agora in the city center (figs. 4.3–4.4). The agora
of Priene went through three major renovations, each based on a particular image
of that area’s function within the city. The first phase occurred at the refounding of
the city in the fourth century BCE, when the major features of the area (agora,
bouleuterion, Athena temple) were laid out in a pragmatic fashion using available
space on the steep south slope of Mt. Mykale (modern Gülübahçe). This pragmatic
approach was followed as other structures—such as an early north hall and the
bouleuterion—were added with only an indirect connection to the agora. By the
end of the third century BCE, however, other buildings around the west, south, and
east sides transformed the area into an Ionic agora, in which functional consider-
ations were giving way to Hellenistic demands for order and clearly demarcated
public space. A third phase in which symmetry was imposed on the area was ac-
complished by the end of the second century BCE.50



figure 4.3 City plan of Priene. Reprinted, with permission, from Schede 1964. Courtesy of the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Berlin.
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figure 4.4 The Agora at Priene, ca. 100 BCE. Reprinted, with permission, from IstMitt 1993:392. Courtesy of the Deutsches
Archäologisches Institut, Berlin.
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The construction of a new north hall for the agora was an important part of
this third phase. The new north hall was built sometime between 150 and 130 BCE

as a two-aisled stoa with a row of 15 small rooms behind the aisles (fig. 4.4). The
hall provided a stronger definition for the northern boundary of the agora by ex-
tending it further to the east and by hiding the bouleuterion’s irregular use of space.51

The north hall also provided new, more accessible space for the public display of
honorific inscriptions. The antis walls of the Athena temple had previously been
used for this purpose, with extant inscriptions dated from the time of Alexander to
about 133 BCE, but this function appears to have been taken over by the new north
hall. The small west and east sides were covered with honorific inscriptions, the oldest
dating to around 130 BCE.52 According to these texts, the walls of the north hall were
known as “the most distinguished place in the agora.”53

By the middle of the first century BCE, the north hall was known officially as
“the sacred stoa in the agora.”54 There is no overt reason why the stoa should be
called sacred except for the evidence from room 9, which is near the north-south
axis of the agora.55 Room 9 was one of three unusual rooms at the back of the stoa:
each had an enlarged opening rather than a small door, giving it the character of an
exedra, and each had marble revetment on the walls. Two inscriptions from the antae
of room 9 lead to the conclusion that it was dedicated to the worship of Roman
rulers. One inscription is a fragmentary copy of a letter or decree from the Roman
proconsul that can be dated to the middle of the first century BCE.56 The other in-
scription contained a long text from Asia’s koinon, which mandated the reorgani-
zation of the calendars of the cities around the birthday of Augustus.57 Line 67 of
this second inscription required that the inscription be displayed in the Caesareia
of the cities of Asia. Thus, room 9 likely served as a municipal imperial cult site for
the city center.

Because the row of rooms was built about a century before the advent of the
Caesars, the original function of room 9 is unknown. It may have originally been
built as a shrine for the goddess Rome. Martin Schede, however, thought the cult
of Rome was probably introduced later than the construction of the rooms. He sug-
gested that Sulla’s victories over Mithridates led to the renaming of the whole build-
ing as the sacred stoa.58 Although this early history is unclear, by the late first cen-
tury BCE the room probably had been given over to (or had come to include) the
cult of Augustus. The room itself was not imposing, but the site of this imperial
cult was among the most prestigious in the city with a crucial location in the civic
center.59

The city of Miletos provides evidence for another kind of nontemple imperial
cult that would have been a part of urban life in many cities of Asia. In this case, we
have an example of a monumental altar in the courtyard of the city’s bouleuterion
(figs. 4.5–4.6). The foundations (9.50 m. wide × 7.25 m. deep) and superstructure
fragments from the courtyard of the bouleuterion were first excavated in the fall of
1899. The foundations could not have been for the bouleuterion altar because such
altars were normally located inside the building rather than outside.60 The struc-
ture in the courtyard was clearly built later than the rest of the bouleuterion, so
excavators concluded that they had uncovered the remains of a monumental tomb
for a benefactor of the Roman imperial period.61
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figure 4.5 Miletos city center. The bouleuterion is the building with semicircular seating and a peristyle
courtyard near the center of the plan. © Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Berlin. Reprinted with permission.
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The problems of identification and reconstruction of the monumental altar were
reexamined by Klaus Tuchelt in 1975. His comparative study showed that archi-
tectural and typological features ruled out the possibility that the building was a
monumental grave or honorific monument. These features pointed instead to a
monumental platform altar common to the region with walls on three sides and
steps on the fourth side62 that led to an interior space containing a rectangular sac-
rificial table.63 Around the exterior were orthostats decorated with boukrania, gar-
lands, and lion heads whose style suggests an early imperial date. Above the orthostat
level were 12 sculptural reliefs: 4 on the back, 3 on each side, and 1 on either side of
the front steps. The reliefs were separated by small columns. It is impossible to re-
construct the sculptural program from the few remaining fragments of reliefs, but
the identification of a few figures is possible. One relief showed Leto, seated on a
throne in archaizing style, with water nymphs from Mykale at her feet and with
Artemis and Apollo nearby. There is evidence for at least one more Leto relief and
one showing Tyro’s sons, the mythic founders of Miletos.64

The evidence that ties the structure to the worship of the emperors is less direct
than the evidence for other buildings in this chapter, but a fairly convincing case
has been made.65 There are two lines of argument. First, the propylon that gave access
to the bouleuterion courtyard was inscribed with texts regarding donors to a local
imperial cult.66 The earliest texts are datable to the Augustan or Tiberian period,

figure 4.6 Reconstruction of the imperial altar in the courtyard of the
bouleuterion at Miletos. Reprinted, with permission, from IstMitt 1975:138.
Courtesy of the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Berlin.
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and the latest ones come from the time of Nero. The presence of these lists at the
bouleuterion is understandable if there was an altar of Augustus in the courtyard
that was reached through this propylon. Second, the ornamental and architectural
style of the structure in the courtyard enjoyed popularity in imperial cult settings
during the early empire.67 The best-known example is the Ara Pacis Augustae at
Rome, similar to the building in the Miletos bouleuterion courtyard.

If Tuchelt’s reconstruction is accurate, then we have valuable information re-
garding municipal imperial cults in Miletos. The altar was placed in a strategic gov-
ernmental location directly in front of the bouleuterion. The boule was one of the
quintessential expressions of ancient democracy as practiced in the cities of the Greco-
Roman world. The altar of Augustus in front of the bouleuterion of Miletos made
a dramatic statement about the importance and validity of imperial rule. The
bouleuterion was no longer simply a municipal institution of an autonomous city;
the building and the city were now within an imperial framework.

A second observation relates to the use of myth on this altar, which integrated
empire into a local cosmology. The fragments of the sculptural reliefs suggest that
the worship of Augustus was located within local myths. The few fragments point
to the importance of local traditions, whether the narratives involved Olympians
(Apollo, Artemis) or other less exalted figures (Leto, Mykale, Tyro). Therefore, we
should not expect to find a uniform mythology of “imperial cult” in the Roman
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empire. Rather, we encounter a variegated religious landscape within which impe-
rial cults could flourish.

Baths and gymnasia are other public spaces for which municipal imperial cults
are well attested in Asia. Every city needed such establishments, not just for the
cultivation of the body but also for the development of the whole human commu-
nity. Baths provided settings for important social interaction. Gymnasia provided
scientific, philosophical, cultural, civic, and religious training that was the founda-
tion of urban life. We should not be surprised, then, to find these were also impor-
tant contexts for the worship of the emperors.

Most of the major gymnasia known from imperial Asia had a large room off
the exercise courtyards (fig. 4.7) that were usually rectangular, fitted with aediculae
and tabernacle architecture, and reveted with marble. The rooms are sometimes called
marble courts, but the name imperial hall (“Kaisarsaal”) was coined after the exca-
vations of the Vedius bath-gymnasium at Ephesos revealed an imperial period altar
(Antonine) in front of the marble court.68 Later, Fikret Yegül built a case that this
specific architectural form in gymnasia was designated expressly for the purpose of
imperial cults.69 The circumstantial evidence is impressive but there are few clear
attestations to confirm his conclusion.70 The marble courts may have always been
the site of imperial cults, but we should not overlook the evidence for imperial cults
throughout such complexes.

The evidence from the great gymnasium at Pergamon illustrates the indirect
nature of the data (fig. 4.8). A small temple once stood at the northeast end of the
long narrow middle terrace; it was probably dedicated to Hermes and Herakles, the
patron deities of the establishment. About 10 m. northwest of the temple was a small
rectangular exedra with two Doric columns. Inside this exedra at the back was a
podium (0.70 m. high, 1.70 deep) added in the Roman period. In the exedra the

figure 4.7 Reconstructed marble hall of the Sardis bath-gymnasium complex. ©
Archaeological Exploration of Sardis/Harvard University.
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figure 4.8 Pergamon gymnasium complex. © 1998 by the President and Fellows of Harvard College.
Reprinted by permission.
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excavators found an inscription with a dedication to Augustus and Livia, the qeoi;
Sebavstoi, and to Hermes and Herakles. The podium may have supported statues
of the divine imperial couple, but it is not completely certain that the inscription
originally came from the room. Thus, we are assured that divine honors were of-
fered to the imperial couple at the gymnasium, but the exact location of the shrine
and the nature of these honors have not been determined.71 Likewise, the upper
terrace of the same gymnasium includes a room near the northeast corner of the
terrace shaped more like a standard marble court. It has often been called an impe-
rial cult room, but this description is based only on the dedication of the room to
the emperor and to the city of Pergamon. The evidence on the upper terrace is sug-
gestive but not unassailable.72

I do not suggest that there were no imperial cults in gymnasia; on the con-
trary, such cults were widespread in these contexts. The proliferation of athletic
competitions in honor of the emperors and their families during the Roman pe-
riod makes this conclusion unavoidable. Along with specific competitions known
from the inscriptions of Asia, we should assume that most major imperial cults
were accompanied by athletic games to round out the festivities.73 The bath-gym-
nasium complex near the harbor at Ephesos apparently was built (or perhaps re-
modeled) for such purposes. When Ephesos received the right to provide a temple
for the provincial temple of the Sebastoi, the city probably established Olympic
games in honor of Domitian as Zeus. The bath building and palaestra were named
the “baths of the Sebastoi” (or perhaps “baths of Sebastos”),74 suggesting that the
whole complex—and not just its two marble courts—was dedicated to the ven-
eration of the emperor.75

The divine imperial family was recognized at baths as well. Lollia Antiochis paid
for a local bathing establishment at Assos in the first half of the first century CE. The
inscription noted that her husband Quintus Lollios Philetairos was priest for life of
Sebastos God Caesar (Tiberius), and she dedicated the building to Aphrodite Julia
(Livia) and to the demos.76

An inscription from Pergamon brings together several of the phenomena dis-
cussed in this chapter with startling economy. The inscription was found in 1929
in the Pergamene Asklepieion near the temple of Asklepios, engraved on a statue
base in the early imperial period not later than the first century CE. The text came
from the boule and the demos of Pergamon with the intent of honoring a certain
Demetrios. The text describes him as

iJerevªaº th÷" tw÷n Sªe-º
ªbasºtw÷n Eujsebeiva" dia; bivªou, º
ªkºaqeurovnta panhvgurin ejªnº
ªtw÷ºi tou÷ Swth÷ro" !Asklhpªiou'º
ªteºmevnei Sebastw÷n Swtªhv-º
ªrwºn kai; televsanta th;n ajgªw-º
ªnoºqesivan ejk tw÷n ijdivwn ª. . .º77

priest of the Reverence of the Sebastoi, who founded a festal assembly for the
Savior Sebastoi in the temenos of the the Savior Asklepios, and who completed
the agonothesia from his own funds [. . .]
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From this damaged inscription we learn that Demetrios, who was not a Roman
citizen, was involved in local imperial cults in at least two significant ways. First, he
was priest of a cult with an unusual format, a Romanizing imperial cult, imitating
the sort of format one might expect in Rome, where his office would have been
known as a sacerdos Pietatis Augustorum. Second, he initiated a regular imperial fes-
tival and served as its first agonothete. The festival was dedicated to the Sebastoi,
probably Augustus and Livia, who are associated in this way with the city’s interna-
tional sanctuary. The epithet “Savior” assimilated the imperial family to the local
deity Asklepios, in whose precincts the festival was held. This competition may have
been dramatic or musical, for no gymnasium has been identified near the Asklepieion.
The inscription shows, nevertheless, the implication of municipal imperial cults in
organized competitions, the worship of other deities, the mediation of Roman in-
fluence, and the creative efforts of local elites to supplement the religious life of their
cities and regions.

Imperial Cults and the City

Before moving on to consider two well-documented cases of municipal imperial cults,
I offer a summary of the main features in the preceding survey. An examination of
the epigraphic, numismatic, sculptural, and architectural remains demonstrates that
imperial cults permeated community life. Various temples and small shrines for the
imperial family were found in towns and cities, and imperial cults were part of
worship at many temples of other deities as well. Municipal imperial cults were part
of many institutions besides temples, such as the agora, the bouleuterion, the gym-
nasium, and the baths. Festivals normally involved processions beyond the sites of
the sacrifices themselves, so all public spaces were involved in such activities at dif-
ferent intervals.78 Imperial cults were an aspect of urban life encountered often and
in diverse forms.

Second, municipal imperial cults were dedicated to a wider range of members
of the imperial family than was true of the provincial cults. Wives of emperors played
an important part, but possible successors to the throne were also emphasized. I
already cited the example of Drusus, Livilla, and their sons. Others examples can
be added to these, such as a dedication to “Marcus Agrippa, God Savior and Founder
of the city”;79 Gaius Otacilius Chrestos’s priesthood of Augustus and agonothesia
of the children of Augustus (Gaius and Lucius);80 or the temples for Augustus, Livia,
and the sons of Augustus at Eresos on Lesbos.81

Third, several distinctive features are evident at the municipal level. The lan-
guage of divinization operated differently at the municipal level from its  use in the
provincial cults. As Christian Habicht noted, the use of theos was unrestricted in
municipal cults in Asia, even though it was avoided in provincial cults of the early
empire.82 The practice of joint worship—incorporating imperial worship into the
cult of another deity—was widespread. There was also a marked tendency to as-
similate the emperors and their families to specific deities, which was completely
avoided in provincial cults of Asia from this period. Several examples have been noted
in the chapter, but we should also note that there appear to have been regional varia-
tions. Mytilene, for example, seems to have been more prone to the practice of as-
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similation. References from there mention institutions honoring Augustus as Zeus
Caesar Olympios Sebastos;83 Julius Caesar Nero (brother of Drusus and brother-
in-law of Livilla) as the son of the new theos Germanicus and of the goddess Aiolean
Karpophoros Agrippina;84 and his sister Drusilla as the new Aphrodite.85

Finally, municipal imperial cults were more closely attuned to local piety and
local fashions. They were more flexible in terms of the possible formats and more
easily integrated into a variety of contexts: sometimes they emphasized local heri-
tage; other times they trafficked in Romanizing traditions. Administratively they
were subject to local authorities. There was no need to petition the Roman Senate
to establish such cults, and announcements about the foundation of such cults were
sometimes sent to Rome and to other cities despite the non-Roman character of
their formats. At the municipal level a variegated, decentralized (but not uncon-
trolled) series of buildings, officials, and rituals emerged that could be found in any
community in Asia. For more details about the religious potential of such institu-
tions, we need to look carefully at two instances with fuller documentation.
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5

municipal imperial cults
Two Case Studies

The preceding chapter produced a survey of municipal imperial cults in Asia based
on available occasional evidence. This chapter presents two important cases with
more definitive evidence. The Aphrodisian example provides insight into the ar-
rangements and functions of a municipal imperial cult temple precinct, with epi-
graphic, architectural, and sculptural evidence taking us deeper into the phenom-
enon of imperial worship. The Ephesian example provides salient information about
the relationship of the precinct to the city. Together, these two cases enhance our
understanding of the importance of imperial cults in an urban center.

The Sebasteion at Aphrodisias

In 1979 an extraordinary structure came to light in Aphrodisias during the razing
of a modern house near the ancient theater (figs. 5.1, 5.2).1 As fragments of inscrip-
tions, buildings, and sculptures appeared, excavators became convinced that a rare
municipal imperial cult sanctuary had been uncovered. The evidence is convinc-
ing. There are multiple building dedications to Aphrodite—the city’s main deity—
and to the “gods Sebastoi,” and statues from the propylon and reliefs that lined the
precincts confirm these conclusions. This site could have been the Sebasteion men-
tioned in passing in an Aphrodisian inscription,2 but there could have been more
than one structure fitting that description in a city like Aphrodisias during the im-
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figure 5.1 Aphrodisias city plan. © New York University Excavations at Aphrodisias.
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figure 5.2 Plan of the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias, with findspots of ethnos bases (black rectangles) and reliefs (cross-hatched rectangles). Reprinted, with
permission, from JRS 1988:52 fig. 1. Courtesy of the New York University Excavations at Aphrodisias.
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perial period.3 Because this site was clearly dedicated to imperial cult activity and
the official title of the complex has not yet been uncovered, it has become conve-
nient to refer to it as the Sebasteion.

The Sebasteion was accessible from a major north-south thoroughfare that ran
from the theater perhaps as far as the temple of Aphrodite. The imperial cult com-
plex was composed of five elements: a narrow rectangular paved courtyard (ca. 14
× 90 m.); two portico-like buildings, one on each of the two long sides; a propylon
on the short west side; and a temple on the short east side.4 For unknown reasons,
the precincts projected east from the street at an angle that does not align with the
city’s grid.5

Construction on the site lasted several decades and was complicated by destruc-
tions and renovations. Analysts agree that work began under Tiberius and that an
earthquake during the reign of Tiberius or Claudius damaged some buildings be-
fore the whole complex was completed. Construction was resumed and continued
into the reign of Nero. Even though it was closely connected to the Julio-Claudian
dynasty, the temenos continued in use long after the demise of that family.6

In spite of the extended period of construction, the entire Sebasteion complex
was built according to a unified plan with a propylon, two porticoes along the sides
of the precincts, and a temple opposite the propylon. The first building a first-century
visitor would have encountered was the propylon—the monumental gateway be-
tween the street and the western end of the precincts (fig. 5.3). This two-story
propylon was an innovative structure.7 A viewer from the street would have seen
three small stairways leading into the precincts that were separated by two square
tabernacles with four columns each and no back walls. At the extreme ends of the
propylon, alongside the outer stairways, were two more columns to mark the edges
of the gateway. There were two stories of columns, the lower order Ionic and the
upper order Corinthian. In general, the propylon created a transparency that al-
lowed the viewer from the street to take in the propylon structure and to look through
it for a partial view of the precincts.8

Inscriptions provide us with information about the programmatic character of
the propylon. The architrave inscription indicates that the propylon was dedicated
to Aphrodite, to the gods Sebastoi (qeoi÷" Sebastoi÷"), and to the demos by the
same family that dedicated the north portico (more on them later). It also says that
the donors provided the statues in the propylon.9 Several of the bases from these
statues have been found, and they show that the dedication was part of a discursive
statement about the relationship of the civic deity Aphrodite and the Julio-Claudian
dynasty. One statue depicted “Aphrodite, progenitor of the Gods Sebastoi.”10 Other
bases found at a distance from the Sebasteion but probably belonging to the propylon
held statues of Agrippina the elder (mother of emperor Gaius), her husband
Germanicus, a rare Atia (mother of Augustus), Julia Sebaste (probably referring to
Livia), Nero, and M. Aemilius Lepidus (husband of Gaius’s sister Drusilla).11 Aeneas,
Lucius and Gaius, Ti. Claudius Drusus (first-born son of Claudius who died young),
and others were included as well.12 The meaning of the sculptural programme is
clear enough, even though some of the statue identifications are unknown and a
few of those mentioned might come from other contexts. The inscription and stat-
ues indicate that the complex commemorated the connection of Aphrodisias to the
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figure 5.3 Reconstruction of Sebasteion propylon with precincts and temple in
background. Reprinted, with permission, from Les Dossiers d’archeologie 139 (June 1989)
49. Courtesy of the New York University Excavations at Aphrodisias.
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Roman imperial dynasty by equating the city’s principle deity with Venus Genetrix,
the mythic progenitor of Julius Caesar and his successors.13

Upon entering the precincts, a visitor would have seen porticoes on the left and
right sides of the paved courtyard (fig. 5.4). The term “portico,” however, is only
an approximate description for these structures because the interior arrangements
and external ornamentation were unlike other buildings known to us from that era.14

Contrary to normal expectation, the interior arrangements of the porticoes allowed
for no hallway. Instead, there were separate rooms with little or no provision for
access between them, and the rooms on the second and third stories may have been
completely unused.15 The exterior was unusual as well. The porticoes were quite
tall for such close quarters—approximately 12 m.—and the colonnade was partially
filled in by marble plates on the first story. On the second and third floors, relief
panels completely covered the area between the engaged columns, leaving no win-
dows or openings into the rooms.

The north portico was built soon after the propylon.16 The north portico had
two architectural features that distinguished it from its counterpart to the south. It
was somewhat longer than the south portico (50 rather than 45 intercolumniations)
and had a single constant width between columns (1.63–1.64 m.).17 The architrave
inscription indicates that the north portico was dedicated to Aphrodite, the gods
Sebastoi, and the demos by the same family that provided the propylon. The do-
nors were two brothers named Menander and Eusebes, and Apphias the wife of
Eusebes. A later inscription informs us that the two buildings were subsequently
damaged by an earthquake and had to be restored. The brothers were apparently
dead by the time of the renovations, for the project was underwritten by Apphias,

figure 5.4 Sebasteion courtyard, partially reconstructed; view from temple toward
propylon. Courtesy of the New York University Excavations at Aphrodisias.
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her daughter Tata, and her grandsons (also named Menander and Eusebes).18 The
later inscription from after the earthquake refers to the emperors as Olympians: Qeoi;
Sebastoi; !Oluvmpioi.19

The south portico was built later than the propylon, for the point at which it
joined the propylon took into account that the propylon had already been com-
pleted.20 Two partial dedications come from the south portico. The most complete
inscription was part of the western end of the architrave somewhere over rooms 9–
12. It contains a damaged dedication and the names of benefactors:21

!Afrodivthi star Qeª ºi Sebastª..3–4..Tiberºivwi Klaudivwi Kªaivºsari star
tw÷i dhvmwi dolphin Tibevrio" Klauvdio" Diogevnh" filopolivth" a{
ejphngeivlato Diogevnh" oJ path;ªr aºujtou÷ kaiv !Attaliv" kai; uJpe;r !Attavlou
tou÷ qeivou to; kaq j eJauto;n mevro" ajpokaªqºevssthsen.22

To Aphrodite, to The[ ] Sebast[. . . Tiber]ius Claudius Caesar (and) to the
demos. Claudius Diogenes, loyal to (his) fellow citizens, restored that which
Diogenes his father and Attalis (on behalf of Attalos the uncle) promised, as his
own contribution.

The fragmentary dedication at the beginning is difficult. J. Reynolds concluded
that the best possibility was “to Thea Sebaste (i.e., to Livia) and to Tiberius Claudius
Caesar.” A much more fragmentary inscription that was part of the architrave near
the temple end of the south portico was recovered. This inscription included a dam-
aged reference to Apphias and a dedication to Aphrodite, the Theoi Sebastoi, and
to the demos.23

The fourth building of this complex—the temple—sat on a terrace at the east
end of the paved court that was approached by a flight of steps.24 It is the building
about which the least is known. Enough pieces are preserved, however, to show that
it was a prostyle podium temple with six Corinthian columns.25 The combination
of the terrace and the podium raised the temple considerably higher than the paved
court, with the temple stylobate approximately at the same height as the Doric ar-
chitrave above the first stories of the porticoes.26 Fragments of the architrave in-
scription from the temple have come to light. Although they represent only a por-
tion of the text, it is clear that Tiberius and Livia were named. The phrase [. . . . uJpe;]r
!Attavlou . . . indicates that Attalis (on behalf of Attalos) and her family paid for
this structure as well as the south portico.27

These four buildings—donated by two Aphrodisian families who may have been
related to each other—defined a sacred space.28 It was not modeled on typical Greek
or Asiatic temple precinct designs, nor even on known Italian sanctuaries. The pieces
of the ensemble are eclectic: the temple is Roman imperial, the porticoes are an
unusual experiment with the Hellenistic stoa genre, and the propylon is an innova-
tive Asian imperial development. The overall plan, however, is based on Roman
models, particularly on the Forum of Julius Caesar and the Forum of Augustus. Both
of these fora had portico-like sides leading to a temple near the back of the pre-
cincts. In the Julian Forum the temple was of Venus Genetrix; the temple in the
Forum of Augustus was dedicated to Mars Ultor but also included Venus. The Forum
of Augustus included engaged statues above the porticoes as well. These Roman plans
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were not simply copied. The Aphrodisians took the basic Roman outline and adapted
it according to the limitations of this specific urban site and according to the expec-
tations of local tradition. Thus, the architectural design was the result of a confluence
of Roman, Hellenistic, and local influences.29

Each of the four buildings had its own significance for the functioning of the
precincts: the propylon provided access to the sacred space, the porticoes directed
the viewers toward the temple, the temple housed the sacred images, and so on. The
synthesis of all these components, however, relied on the paved courtyard. In terms
of the impact of the precincts on mortals, the court was the most important com-
ponent. The buildings framed this space for the participants in the festivals. People
gathered in this long, narrow container for the periodic sacrifices held here. The
terrace where the sacrifices would have taken place was seven steps above the level
of the crowd. The temple itself was raised even higher above the level of the viewers
and was somewhat more distant. Thus, the courtyard was framed to direct the at-
tention of the people forward and upward toward the imperial cult temple.

The porticoes were not utilitarian buildings: there is no evidence that the rooms
on the ground floor were put to regular use, whereas the second- and third-story
spaces were unusable and perhaps not even accessible. The primary function of
the porticoes was public display, and for these purposes the sculptural reliefs on the
second and third stories were crucial. About 10% of the original 100 reliefs in the
north portico survive, mostly from the eastern and western ends that stood longer
than the middle section of the portico. The shorter south portico held 90 reliefs,
but about 75% of these have been recovered.30 As the heights and widths of the
stories varied, the known reliefs can be assigned to their original porticoes and their
correct stories; some can even be assigned with confidence to particular rooms. An
examination of these panels results in a fairly good idea of the sculptural programme
that lined the precinct: the north portico focused on imperial rule throughout the
world, whereas the south portico dealt with the emperors and the Greek world.31 A
brief consideration of the sculptures from each of these buildings provides valuable
information on the use of mythology in a municipal imperial cult context.

The upper and lower registers of the north portico had distinctly different styles
and subjects. Very few pieces from the sculpture of the upper (third) story have sur-
vived: of the 50 panels, only 3 are extant. Two of these are allegorical personifica-
tions: Hemera (Day) and Okeanos (Ocean).32 They were found with their inscribed
bases at the east end of the portico. Both figures were portrayed frontally with drap-
eries that billow up behind their heads. The male Ocean is bearded and naked; the
female Day is clothed. Their presence implies that the missing panels from the third
story included also a Night relief and an Earth relief. Morning, Noon, and Evening
are also possibilities.33 A third relief from the upper register was quite different from
these two Hellenistic allegories. The third relief depicts a specific historical moment:
the accession of Nero to the throne. Nero wears military clothing and holds a spear;
his mother Agrippina the younger (on the right) crowns him with a laurel wreath.
This particular panel did not stand as long as the north portico, for it was found face
down in the back northeast corner of the north portico’s room 9, where it was reused
as a floor slab. The dimensions of the panel indicate that it was displayed in the upper
story; its reuse indicates that it was removed in 68 CE after the death of Nero.34
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This leads to two possibilities for the contents of the poorly attested upper reg-
ister of the north portico. One is that the upper register included a series of univer-
salizing allegories, with an imperial series in the midsection.35 A second possibility
is that the upper register was purely allegorical, with the accession of Nero panel
added when the new member of the dynasty came to power in 54 CE.36 In either
case, the upper register (i.e., the third story) at least sets out to portray the broad
temporal and spatial categories of human existence and perhaps includes also the
Roman imperial family as another defining category.

The reliefs of the north portico’s second story are much clearer and more uni-
form. The sculptures in this register depicted a range of peoples and places of the
empire in the following manner. Between each set of engaged Ionic columns was a
lower panel with a statue base in high relief and an upper panel with an engaged
statue above the base (fig. 5.5), creating the impression of a line of 50 statues. Each
base had a mask with thick garlands draped on either side. Near the top of the base
was an inscription identifying the figure above. The extant pieces record 13 national
groups and 3 islands.37 The seven or eight existing statue panels show that the groups
and islands were personified as clothed females, with attributes specific to the subjects.

This is a peculiar group of statues, and J. Reynolds first recognized that the one
theme tying most of them together was Augustan conquest. Nearly all of the known
personifications from the second story of the north portico were defeated by
Augustus.38 R. Smith added nuance to this observation by pointing out the hetero-
geneity of the personified topics: some were administrative provinces, some were
parts of provinces, and some were outside the empire. Even so, all the known refer-
ences can be categorized in one of three ways: defeated in battle, defeated and added
to the empire, or brought back into the empire under Augustus.39

Smith went on to look for models for such a series.40 It is hard to imagine the
Aphrodisians composing a series like this on their own because of the “bizarre sub-
jects, stylistic homogeneity, and careful iconographic differentiation.”41 There are
few literary references and even fewer archaeological attestations regarding groups
of personified peoples or areas. The most likely candidate to have served as the model
for this Aphrodisian series is either the Porticus ad Nationes or the funeral proces-
sion of Augustus.42 The Porticus ad Nationes is known from Servius, who wrote
that it was a building where Augustus erected images of all the peoples, each with
distinguishing characteristics.43 According to Dio Cassius, the funeral procession
for Augustus also included images of “all the peoples (ethne) acquired by Augustus.”44

These and other examples show that there was a list of Augustan conquests, official
or semi-official, and that models available at Rome depicted the peoples who had
been defeated by Augustus. The Aphrodisians could have obtained drawings from
Rome, or they could have had copies made by shops in Rome that were then sent to
Aphrodisias.45

The peoples may have been arranged geographically on the north portico, but
the evidence does not allow certainty: the findspots of the western ethne fragments
tend to be in the western end of the precincts, and those of the eastern ethne toward
the temple end, but some other findspots do not fit this pattern.46 More important
is the imaginary cultural geography propagated by the figures. Subtle distinctions
in the representation of the various peoples and places distinguished those that were
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figure 5.5 Drawing of Piroustae statue with base and engaged columns. Reprinted,
with permission, from JRS 1988:54 fig. 3. Courtesy of the New York University
Excavations at Aphrodisias.
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“barbarian” and those that were “Greek.” The contrast is clear, for example, in the
following two panels. Both are unidentified but show deliberate iconographic dis-
tinctions in terms of costume, pose, hairstyle, and so on.

The first panel presents a female figure in the Hellenistic tradition (fig. 5.6).47

Though most of the head is missing, enough of the hair remains to identify a known
ideal Greek portrait hairstyle gathered tightly at the back with one curl released onto
the neck. The peplos is richly defined, though not quite accurate according to clas-
sical canons. The himation comes over the figure’s right shoulder, across the chest,
and onto the hanging left forearm.48 The disposition is frontal with weight on the
right leg. Both hands once held objects difficult to reconstruct. The raised right hand
probably held a staff or spear; the left had a baton-like attribute. In sum, the panel
presents a classic Greek figure who is free rather than subject to foreign powers. She

figure 5.6 Unidentified ethnos or Greek island ( JRS
1988, pl. 3). Courtesy of the New York University Excava-
tions at Aphrodisias.
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probably represented one of the three islands or perhaps another Hellenistic group
or area whose name is no longer attested.

A second extant panel represents its subject quite differently (fig. 5.7).49 The
disposition is similar—frontal pose, weight on right leg, head in three-quarter view
(though to the figure’s right rather than left)—but the pose immediately indicates
that this is a subject people or area, with the arms crossed and right hand grasping
the himation. The arms are not bound to indicate captivity; rather, the clothing
and hair reinforce the image of a semi-hellenized subject. The peplos has slipped
down the right arm so that one breast is partially exposed. The hair is executed
between the extremes of the tight Greek bun and a completely disheveled barbarian
coiffure. The figure of a bull at her right is ambiguous: it could allude to a specific
national stereotype, or it could simply heighten the barbarian features of the relief.

figure 5.7 Unidentified ethnos with bull ( JRS 1988, pl.
2). Courtesy of the New York University Excavations at
Aphrodisias.
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This panel was found near the base of the Dacians, but it could also have repre-
sented some other group or place at the margins of the Greco-Roman world.

In the north portico, then, there was an emphasis on the categories that de-
fined life in the world where Roman power was exercised. There is even the sugges-
tion that the edges of the Roman world are the edges of human civilization.50 Within
the civilized world, temporal, geographic, political, and cultural categories were
elaborated in variegated detail through allegory and stereotype. The unassailable
character of these categories was heightened by the relentless, uniform spacing of
the engaged columns in the north portico and by the constant sunlight on this south-
ern exposure. Such a world was brought into existence by the work of the gods and
the conquests of Augustus.

Empire, deities, emperors, and conquest resurface in the reliefs of the south
portico in new ways and to new ends. The reliefs of the second story are the best
attested of the registers in the precincts, with all or significant parts of most of the
45 panels intact. The panels were devoted to scenes from Greek mythology. Some
are known stories; others are references to unrecognizable narratives. In spite of the
gaps in our knowledge, the cycle clearly was not governed by a rigorous programme.
There is a culmination at the east end nearest the temple, where the last major scene
is of Aeneas’s flight toward Rome, and where images of Aphrodite and sacrifice
predominate.51 There does not seem to be a steady development toward this culmi-
nation in the rest of the register. The myth panels seem to cluster around certain
figures or events, with popular figures such as Herakles and Dionysos more frequent
than others.52 The heroes and legends are not local; they participate rather in a more
general, common Hellenistic mythology. Nor do the reliefs line up vertically to show
a correspondence with panels in the register above them, though the vertical align-
ment of Aeneas’s flight (second story) and the victorious Augustus (third story) over
the center of room 1 seems intentional.53

The myth panels of the second story, then, present an episodic collection of
images about the narratives that defined the Greek world, with an emphasis on
Aphrodite near the end and her son Aeneas, who became both the ancestor of Rome
and the tradent of Greek culture to Italy. In this sense, the south portico reliefs of
the second story amplify the definition of Hellenic civilization contrasted with gra-
dations of barbarity on the second story of the north portico and direct that defini-
tion of Hellenic civilization toward the Julio-Claudian emperors.54

The third story reliefs of the south portico were devoted to portraying the victori-
ous emperors as Olympian gods. About a third of the 45 panels in the upper regis-
ter presented members of the Julio-Claudian dynasty: Germanicus with a captive,
Claudius overcoming Britannia, Claudius and Agrippina, Nero conquering Arme-
nia (fig. 5.8), two princes (Gaius and Lucius?), and so on.55 All the emperors are
rendered in idealizing nudity that would be unthinkable in historical battle scenes
commissioned in the city of Rome. At Aphrodisias the victories are cast in terms of
Hellenistic mythic grandeur: the defeat of Britannia is designed as an Amazonomachy,
and Nero’s Armenian victory is overtly modeled on Achilles and Penthesilea (which
also appeared at some point in the second-story reliefs). The use of myth is evoca-
tive rather than literal, however; Penthesilea died but Armenia was only vanquished.
The purpose is to elevate the status of the Julio-Claudians rather than to create his-
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torical allegories. One imperial woman was deemed worthy of her own panel.56 She
was presumably Livia, shown sacrificing in a normal Hellenistic chiton with himation
over one shoulder (fig. 5.9). The damaged panel shows the bottom of a round altar
upon which she was probably pouring a libation.

Augustus occupied a crucial position in the third-story programme. The cen-
tral panel of room 1 in the upper register is a crowded composition (fig. 5.10). A
naked Augustus stands left of center and a nike on the right, with a military trophy
between them.57 At the base of the trophy we see a captive barbarian from the back
with his hands bound and head turned to the left.58 Below Augustus’s lowered right
hand is an eagle.

Another central panel, this one probably from room 9 or 10 based on the
findspot, featured Claudius in a dynamic context, with land and sea under his con-

figure 5.8 Nero defeats Armenia; relief from Sebasteion
south portico, third story (JRS 1987, pl. 16). Courtesy of the
New York University Excavations at Aphrodisias.
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trol.59 In this scene a naked Claudius strides forward dramatically (fig. 5.11). Be-
hind his head billows a drapery whose ends loop over his forearms. A smaller earth
figure has placed a cornucopia in his right hand; a sea figure has put the steering oar
of a ship in his left. The message is straightforward and clear: the exalted emperor
has brought prosperity to the world—fertility to the land and safety to the seas.

Other subjects were included in the third-story reliefs, all related to imperial
themes. The known subjects included Dioscuri flanking the Augustus with nike
panel, the goddess Rome and Ge (Earth), the goddess Rome and Aphrodisias per-
sonified, a veiled god, an Asklepios, a cult statue of Aphrodite, Aphrodisias crowned
by an allegorical figure, and several winged victories, including a nike (victory) of
the Sebastoi.60 The register revolves around the Olympian accomplishments of
Augustus and his successors and the relationship with Aphrodisias.

None of the topics in either register of the south portico is based on Roman
models, as was the case with the ethne series of the north portico. The subject mat-

figure 5.9 Relief: Livia (?) pouring a libation; from the
Sebasteion south portico, third story ( JRS 1987, pl. 22).
Courtesy of the New York University Excavations at
Aphrodisias.
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ter, the occasional compositional problems caused by poor design, and the imperial
nudity all indicate that the south portico reliefs—as panels and as an ensemble—
were an Aphrodisian project not intended for audiences at the imperial center but
for consideration in this particular place in this province. Romans would not por-
tray the emperor as an Olympian in an historical narrative relief, nor would they
appreciate such bold claims to supremacy by the first citizen. In the Sebasteion,
however, as viewers looked up from the paved court, they encountered the mythic
dimensions of the Julio-Claudian dynasty. The members of the imperial family were
gods, not replacements for the old deities but “a new branch of the Olympian pan-
theon.”61 These new Olympians were not foreign to the Aphrodisians but rather
relatives through their common ancestor Venus/Aphrodite. Through this connec-
tion, the Aphrodisians created kinship between themselves and their conquerors.
Hellenic was related to Roman, with “barbarian” as the category of the exotic other
against whom both could be understood.

The reliefs from the porticoes are an integral part of the structural meaning of
the precincts as a whole. The architecture, iconography, and dedications together
present a synthesis of Roman, Greek, and Aphrodisian interests. The perspective of

figure 5.10 Augustus with nike, trophy, captive, and eagle;
from the Sebasteion south portico, third story ( JRS 1987 pl.
4). Courtesy of the New York University Excavations at
Aphrodisias.
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this municipal imperial cult, however, is thoroughly local. The Sebasteion provides
us with a rare glimpse of a public statement on Roman rule from the provinces.
This particular site may be more Romanizing than many others because of
Aphrodisias’s early history of fidelity to Rome,62 but there are clear signs of appro-
priation in both directions, even as the power relationship is made manifest. The
official narrative of Rome—the princeps who is first among the citizens as the natural
heir of Rome’s history and religion—was insufficient for this place. The Aphrodisians
had to retell the story, recasting the emperor as the natural heir of Greek history
and religion and redefining themselves as loyal relatives of the rulers.

In the Sebasteion, then, a crucial distinction between provincial and municipal
imperial cults emerges. The provincial cults had limited contact with the lives of
ordinary Asians in the early imperial period. The players in the provincial cults were
the wealthiest members of the elite; the participants were limited mostly to the
populations in the handful of largest cities where such festivals took place. This was

figure 5.11 Emperor Claudius over Land (left) and Sea (right); from the Sebasteion
south portico, third story ( JRS 1987, pl. 6). © New York University Excavations at
Aphrodisias.
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appropriate because the functions of provincial cults were directed more toward the
definition of the imperial center and the delineation of the hierarchies created in
relationship to that center. Proper language from the center was employed; proper
procedures were followed with the Roman elite. In these ways the relationship be-
tween imperial center and province was negotiated and corrected.

Municipal cults, on the other hand, were everywhere. The players included a
wider range of local elites; the participants were the inhabitants of cities, towns,
villages, and countryside. The functions of the municipal cults were directed at
local conditions and responsive to local themes. They brought an opportunity for
creativity unmatched by provincial cults or even by other established religious in-
stitutions. Proper language and proper procedure consisted of whatever the local
authorities decided and enforced (with an eye on extramural reaction, of course). A
municipal cult could absorb local piety and bring the imperial family closer to the
subjects but at the same time avail itself of intercultural influences (from Rome and
elsewhere) that are an unavoidable byproduct of imperialism. A whole new aspect
of religious discourse was evolving in the empire, one with potential for symbolic
coherence at several levels of community life.

An Augusteion at Ephesos

The Ephesians set up at least one early temenos for Augustus, but the precise loca-
tion has been difficult to determine. An early hypothesis placed it within the pre-
cincts of the Artemision, but two recent proposals have argued that it was located
in or near the upper agora. This example of a municipal imperial cult provides less
information than the previous example about the precincts itself but a good deal
more information about the relation of a precinct to the rest of its urban context.
This section starts with a description of features of the upper agora pertinent to the
argument about the Augusteion, beginning with the monuments that can be securely
identified and moving to those that are debatable. A discussion of the place of the
temenos in the city follows, and the chapter concludes with a comparison of the
municipal institutions at Aphrodisias and at Ephesos.63

The upper city area was an important part of Ephesos during the Hellenistic
period, but much of the evidence has been concealed or destroyed by later rebuild-
ing (figs. 5.12, 5.13). The most important rebuilding project was a thoroughgoing
renovation during the Augustan period in the area now known variously as the upper
agora or state agora.64

The largest building in this area was a monumental basilica, a three-aisled hall
167.7 m. long and 16.3 m. deep that covered the entire north side of the agora.65

The basilica opened onto the agora through 67 Ionic columns above a four-step
crepidoma. Enough pieces of the exterior architrave have been found to provide a
secure reconstruction of the entire dedication inscription.66 The inscription was
carved in Latin and then in Greek in one line along 80 m. of the architrave. The
basilica67 was dedicated to Ephesian Artemis; to Emperor Caesar Augustus, son of
god; to Tiberius Caesar, son of Augustus; and to the demos of the Ephesians. The
benefactors—G. Sextilius Pollio along with his wife Ofillia Bassa, their son
G. Ofillius Proculus, and their other children—were members of one of the most
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influential families in Ephesos during the Augustan period. This inscription allows
the building to be dated to the years 11–13 CE.68

At the east end of the basilica was a smaller room (approx. 12 × 16.3 m.) entered
through the main aisle of the interior. The room has come to be known as the chalki-
dikum. Two inscribed statue bases were found here; one was made for a statue of G.
Sextilius Pollio and the other for a statue of Ofillia Bassa.69 Numerous other pieces of
sculpture were found in this room as well, including a lifesize head of Augustus and
many fragments from two overlifesize seated statues, one of Augustus and another of
Livia (fig. 5.14).70 These statues of the imperial couple and the local benefactors were
probably displayed either in the chalkidium or in the hall itself, for stoas and halls such
as this were often used for the display of paintings and statuary.71

Very little excavation has taken place along the western and southern edge of
the upper agora (figs. 5.13, 5.15). The western end may have been marked by a

figure 5.12 Ephesos, plan of upper city. Courtesy of the Österreichisches
Archäologisches Institut, Vienna.
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simple hall or perhaps just by a wall with a marble bench along its length. The long
south side of the agora was defined by a building now referred to as the south stoa
(160 m. long, one story, Doric order).72 The corner where the south stoa met the
eastern side of the agora provided one of two known entrances to the agora: a gate
with a 6.75 m. wide opening and four Doric columns on its exterior.73 The other
known gate to the upper agora was located at the western end of the south stoa. It
is very poorly preserved but clearly faced west, allowing traffic from the so-called
Domitianic Street to enter the southwest corner of the agora.74 The limited num-
ber of gates into the upper agora is peculiar. The gates served at least to highlight
the monumental facade of the basilica as one entered the agora. The restricted ac-
cess points may also indicate that this area had a strong sacral character.75

Three other monuments clustered behind the basilica are important indicators
of the character of this part of the city: the prytaneion, the bouleuterion, and the
controversial double foundation between them. A prytaneion could have several func-
tions in any city. It was normally the site of the city’s common hearth and the place
where ambassadors and official visitors to a city were entertained. Beyond this the
prytaneion might also play a role in governmental or religious institutions of the
city. The main official, the prytanis, would normally play an important part in all
of these.76

In Ephesos, a prytanis served for one year and would be particularly involved
in four kinds of activities.77 Two are relatively generic for this kind of office: the
prytanis had to maintain the cult of Hestia and the eternal fire78 and would also
receive official municipal guests for dinner parties in the prytaneion.79 Two other
kinds of activities were more specifically Ephesian. One important responsibility

figure 5.13 Model of upper city, Ephesos. © The Kunsthistorisches Museum, Vienna.
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was to exercise oversight, along with the Kouretes, for mysteries of Artemis, which
were celebrated every year to commemorate the birth of the city’s most important
goddess.80 Finally, the prytanis was in charge of an official cycle of 365 sacrifices
throughout the city for various deities.81

Thus, the prytaneion was one of the most important institutions in the array
of activities that constituted the religious life of the city. It was approached from a
street—now called the clivus sacer—that ran along the back side of the basilica. From
the clivus one entered the peristyle courtyard (approx. 31.5 m. sq. including halls)
in front of the prytaneion and confronted the six-columned Doric facade of the

figure 5.15 Overview of upper agora, Ephesos. Author’s photo.

figure 5.14 Overlifesize statues of Augustus (left) and Livia (right). Courtesy of
the Efes Müzezi, Selçuk.
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prytaneion. The columns and the walls of the porch behind it were inscribed with
the names of prytaneis and other officials who had completed their terms of ser-
vice.82 Two doors led from the porch into the building. One door led to side rooms
on the left; the other led into the main room on the right. The main room
(13.5 m. sq.) was probably the location of festive dinners and perhaps the site of
the municipal hearth.83 The other rooms probably served as meeting rooms or as
storage for equipment associated with the activities centered here.

About 35 m. east of the prytaneion is a semicircular building with seating for
about 1,400 people. The structure is less securely identified than the basilica or the
prytaneion; even though it was among the first buildings to be excavated in the
middle of the nineteenth century, its function is still debated. J. T. Wood unearthed
part of the structure beginning in 1864 and gave it the name odeion because of its
size and shape.84 Further excavations were undertaken in the first half of this cen-
tury,85 but as adjacent buildings were explored in the 1960s and 1970s, a reevalua-
tion of the semicircular building took place. Since that time, there has been a grow-
ing tendency to call the building a bouleuterion because several other buildings in
the area seem to have civic or governmental functions. This building was larger than
necessary to serve as the meeting place of the city’s boule, which was composed of
about 200 men, but it was not uncommon for a city to use its bouleuterion for
concerts, orations, and other sorts of meetings.86 Also favoring the identification as
a bouleuterion are the absence of a scene building (suggesting deliberation rather
than entertainment) and the posting of imperial letters on the scenae frons.87

The date of the bouleuterion is probably later than the period with which we
are concerned. The building was dated to the middle of the second century CE due
to a fragmentary dedicatory inscription from the years 160–169.88 Wilhelm Alzinger
pointed out, however, that this inscription could also have commemorated a remod-
eling, which would mean that the building was established closer to the first cen-
tury CE.89 There is also a possibility that a Hellenistic structure with the same func-
tion occupied this spot and was replaced by the current one. As no excavations have
delved beneath the floor of the bouleuterion, this remains only a hypothesis. So the
function of the building probably reflects the general character of this section of the
upper city.

Between the bouleuterion and the prytaneion are the remains of a much more
controversial precinct—one of two monuments yet to be considered. This 33 (east-
west) × 28 m. precinct is fairly easy to describe, even though the visible remains are
overlaid by a series of later renovations. It was composed of two main parts: a court-
yard with Rhodian peristyle next to the west side of the bouleuterion, and a po-
dium at the west end of the courtyard that supported two small structures. Lime-
stone blocks from the stereobate of the podium are still in situ and show that the
podium was built to hold two small structures side by side and facing east (fig. 2.1).
Because it has not yet been established whether the small structures were altars or
temples, I refer to the complex as the double foundation. A flight of at least seven
steps along the front east side of the base led up from the courtyard. Marble orthostats
lined the other three sides of the podium.90

Interpretation of the double foundation complex was made more difficult by
early hypotheses that proved incorrect. The excavators tentatively labeled the com-
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plex as the municipal altar (“Staatsaltar”) and dated it to the Hellenistic period on
the basis of the peristyle colonnade.91 Further evaluation showed that the Hellenis-
tic date for the complex was wrong. The colonnade was Hellenistic, but it was
brought there from some other older monument to be reused for the courtyard of
the double foundation.92

The identification as a municipal altar has also been questioned, although none
of the evidence has proved conclusive. Alzinger drew attention to the Italian char-
acter of the monument: the high podium against the back wall of a precinct was an
unusual feature in Ephesian architecture during the Augustan period. The Augustan
date and the double shrine suggested a connection with the cult of Rome and Divus
Julius described by Dio Cassius.93 The small scale of this precinct, tucked away in
an important but less accessible area, would have been appropriate for the double
cult specifically established for Romans.94

When these monuments were the only ones known, the area appeared to have
the necessary prerequisites for a state agora, or the city’s agora where governmental
institutions were centered. In 1970, however, excavators unexpectedly found the
remains of a moderate-size temple on the east-west axis of the agora (toward the
west end) that greatly affected interpretation of this part of the city of Ephesos.

Because so much of the temple had been removed before excavation, there was
very little evidence regarding the dedication of the temple.95 Early publications of-
fered a theory that the temple might have been dedicated to Isis or perhaps to sev-
eral Egyptian deities.96 Under normal conditions such a prominent location would
not be expected for a temple of the Egyptian deities, but the peculiar situation of
Ephesos in the late Republic gave the theory a certain plausibility. In the winter of
33/32 Mark Antony and Cleopatra stayed in Ephesos. Three hundred senators came
to them there, and for a time it looked as if Ephesos might become the center of
opposition to Octavian.97 In this context a prominent temple to Isis in honor of
Cleopatra might be plausible.98

The discovery of the agora temple gradually led to major reconsiderations of
the whole area. Werner Jobst argued that the agora temple was dedicated to Augustus
and that the entire upper agora area was related to this temple. His argument began
with a convincing critique of earlier suggestions that the city’s Augusteion was lo-
cated near the temple of Artemis.99 If the Sebasteion was not located near the
Artemision, then where was it? Jobst pointed out that several pieces of evidence have
been found in and around the upper agora, suggesting the presence of a Sebasteion
there. One inscription honored a man who had put up a statue of Augustus and
had consecrated the temenos (probably of Augustus).100

Another inscription is even more explicit and is important for several reasons:

uJpe;r th÷" tou÷ [kurivou hJmw÷n]
Aujtokravvtoro" T[ivtou Kaiv-]
saro" uJgihva" kai; diamonh÷" th÷"
JJRwmaivwn hJJgemoniva" ajpokatestav-
qh to; blabe;n periteivcisma tou÷ Auj-
gousthvou, ktl.101
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On behalf of the health of our Lord Emperor Titus Caesar and (on behalf of )
the permanence of the rule of the Romans, the damaged wall surrounding the
Augusteion was repaired.

This interesting inscription mentions an Ephesian municipal imperial temple and
uses the unusual “Augusteion” in a Greek text. More important for the purposes of
this study, the inscription suggests some of the official motives for participation in
imperial cult institutions. The repair work is said here to be simultaneously a desire
or prayer for the health of the ruling emperor and a statement in support for the
continued rule of the Romans. Thus, the physical maintenance of the Augustus
precincts was to be understood as a symbol of support for the ongoing authority of
the current emperor Titus and for Roman imperial rule.

These and other inscriptions, along with the statuary mentioned before, lead
to the conclusion that a temenos of Augustus existed in or near the upper agora.102

Jobst made the case that the agora temple was indeed built for the worship of
Augustus. The case is circumstantial and will remain ambiguous until more direct
evidence surfaces. The overall redevelopment of the area is important, nevertheless.
A unified plan to organize the area was undertaken in the early Augustan period.
The agora floor was raised. A dramatic new basilica was constructed to ornament
the north side. The prytaneion was established nearby, as well as the double foun-
dation precincts. Nearly all of the central institutions of Ephesian life were then in
this area, giving it the character associated with fora of Augustus in other cities.103

The main road from the Magnesian gate avoided cutting across this area but came
close enough to allow easy access.

The other alternative to the identification of the agora temple as the city’s main
temple of Augustus is to turn instead to the double foundation. Peter Scherrer lo-
cated the Augusteion at the double foundation precincts with the second structure
of the double foundation dedicated to Artemis.104 This set-up would have allowed
the cult of the first emperor to be brought into the civic center in a relatively unob-
trusive manner. According to this interpretation, the agora temple then probably
served as the home for the cult of Rome and Divus Julius.105

Because neither of these two options is incontrovertible, a certain amount of
ambiguity must be maintained in this analysis. In either case, cults related to Rome
and Roman figures loomed large in this area. In terms of probability, the case for
the agora temple as an Augusteion is stronger: it takes more of the existing data into
account and is supported by parallels from other cities.106

Two Municipal Temples

These two municipal imperial temples at Aphrodisias and at Ephesos illustrate the
differences one encounters within the category “municipal imperial cult.” The sanc-
tuary at Aphrodisias was a fairly simple project whose sculpture is well preserved
and whose identification is secure. The architecture can be reconstructed, and there
is extensive information about mythic and global themes. The other temple, at
Ephesos, was part of a complicated series of buildings. Each building has its own
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problems of interpretation and identification, and the coherence of the whole com-
plex is debated. There is little or no information on the use of myth; instead, we are
rich in architectural evidence. Despite this imbalance, there is enough material to
allow profitable comparisons between them.

If we reflect on the two imperial cult sites discussed in this chapter, we see that
each is firmly grounded in its local situation. One way into this topic is to examine
the size of the two precincts. The Ephesian temenos of Augustus was much larger, so
large that the entire paved courtyard of the Aphrodisian precincts would have fit into
a little over half of the Ephesian basilica. We would expect no less, given the different
sizes and histories of the cities. Ephesos was one of the largest cities in the empire,
boasted a long history stretching back centuries, and had pretensions that Aphrodisias
could not afford. The Ephesian project reflects those pretensions with a huge temenos
whose dimensions exceeded 167 × 58 m. Aphrodisias had a much shorter history. It
was probably the result of a synoecism in the late Hellenistic period and began to flour-
ish as a small city only in the early imperial period. With fewer resources and less of a
heritage in monumental architecture on which to draw, Aphrodisias constructed a
temenos that reflected Aphrodisian resources and aspirations.

In overall style, both municipal cults entered into the imperial traditions but did
so in different ways. Aphrodisias looked directly to Rome, the imperial center, for
inspiration, drawing specifically on the capital’s forum tradition (particularly the Fora
of Julius and of Augustus) and on the Roman iconographic tradition of personified
nationalities. The Aphrodisians did not simply copy these imperial models but rather
used them to their own advantage. This Romanizing tendency of the Aphrodisians
was not a new development with the Sebasteion.107 As a small, relatively young city
with strong ties to Rome, Aphrodisias demonstrated piety that had been developing
for some time and that was manifest in its municipal imperial cult.

The strategy of looking toward the capital is distinguishable from the strategy
used at Ephesos. The Ephesian precinct looked toward the developing urban impe-
rial tradition of the eastern Mediterranean. The point of the Ephesian strategy was
to establish the place of Ephesos among the great cities of the empire. Its architec-
ture shows more affinity with late Hellenistic tastes than with Roman styles. The
design of the basilica drew on the stoa and hall traditions of the Greek world, not
on the forum genre developing in the west. The agora temple shows similar choices:
the temple was built in good Hellenistic fashion, not according to Italian designs.

Finally, the Ephesian municipal imperial cult dominated the upper agora, the
sector where social organization was administered. Governance, sacrifice, and ad-
ministration took place in this area, all within the shadow of the Augusteion. Per-
haps the emperor loomed so large here because Ephesos was the provincial capital
and had a heightened sensitivity to the influence of the empire in everyday life. The
presence of imperial officials, the periodic visits of dignitaries, the processions and
ceremonies in Ephesos would have affected citizens’ perceptions of imperial rule,
which would have found expression in their city imperial cults. Because there were
fewer imperial administrators and fewer imperial politicians in Aphrodisias, the
worship of the emperors took on a more distant and more abstract quality. This
may be one reason why the Aphrodisian temenos was dynastic and the Ephesian
temenos was limited to a specific emperor. Individual rulers made less difference in
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the small cities of the province. The Aphrodisian elite certainly kept abreast of the
developments within the dynasty, as shown by the wide range of imperial figures
displayed as statues on or around the Sebasteion propylon. In Aphrodisias, how-
ever, changes in policy between emperors probably had less effect than in Ephesos.

With the passing of time, the temple of Augustus at Ephesos continued to be a
powerful symbolic resource. When the city finally received a provincial temple under
Domitian, the new temple was positioned directly west of the upper agora’s south-
west corner.108 Was the site of the Flavian temple designed to show continuity and
legitimation through proximity to the temenos of Augustus? Or was its elevated
position above the temenos a sign of supersession? Such questions are probably not
answerable some 1900 years later. The ruins of empire show clearly, however, that
municipal imperial cults were part of a new discursive practice in Asia. These reli-
gious institutions provided a new range of options for the creative representation of
identities within the imperial framework. They possessed considerable symbolic
resources for incorporating human communities into the world created by the
Sebastoi.
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groups and individuals

The categories used in this study to examine imperial cults—provincial, municipal,
group,1 and individual—help us understand the phenomena, but, like all heuristic
devices, they have limits. The first section of this chapter illustrates this through a
discussion of hymnodes—male choirs that sang at religious events. Because some
hymnodes cross at least three of these categories, and perhaps all four, they could
have been included in chapters on provincial cults or municipal cults. I discuss them
here because most of their activities took place in group settings, but they also illus-
trate the interconnections across the categories. The second section of the chapter
presents imperial mysteries, an aspect of imperial cults that emphasized group set-
tings more than others. The chapter closes with votive offerings individuals made
for members of the imperial household.

Hymnodes in Imperial Cults

Singing, chanting, and reciting poetry are among the most widespread of religious
practices. Evidence from Roman Asia provides examples of groups of singers known
as hymnodes, who were specially trained to perform such duties for many deities.2

The epigraphic references to hymnodes are mostly to men, and do not usually specify
the cult to which the hymnodes belonged. Several refer to hymnodes of Artemis,3

and some contexts suggest other cults, such as that of Apollo,4 Zeus and Hekate,5

and perhaps Dionysos.6 Many other cults probably had such choirs.
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Hymnodes were part of many imperial cults as well, and several documents in-
crease our knowledge of such choirs. The following text is part of an inscription
originally displayed at Hypaipa, near Ephesos. The inscription originally included
at least three distinct texts, but it is now fragmentary at the beginning and breaks
off at the end.7 To make matters worse, the left side is damaged and some of the
right side is missing as well. Despite the gaps, the inscription provides important
information about the activities and organization of imperial hymnodes.

One of the three texts was a copy of a koinon decree from the provincial coun-
cil of Asia from around 41 CE. Enough of the text is preserved to allow the follow-
ing reconstruction:

Decision of the Hellenes of Asia. Proposal of G. Iu. Anaxagoras, son of [. . .],
loyal to Caesar [filovkaisar], high priest of Asia, and agonothete for life of the
goddess Rome and of god Augustus Caesar, Zeus Patroos, emperor and pontifex
maximus, father of the fatherland [patriv"] and of the whole human race. Since
it is appropriate to provide a public display of reverence and of pious consider-
ation toward the imperial household during the year, the hymnodes from all
Asia—coming together in Pergamon on the most holy birthday of Sebastos
Tiberius Caesar God—complete a great work to the glory of the assembly,
making hymns to the imperial house and completing sacrifices to the gods
Sebastoi, leading festivals and hosting banquets [. . .].8

The end of this text provides a concise summary of the activities for which im-
perial hymnodes were responsible: they sang hymns to the imperial family, partici-
pated in imperial sacrifices, led celebrations, and hosted banquets.9 The occasion
for these activities is important as well. The gathering was in Pergamon for the birth-
day of Tiberius (Nov. 16). In 41 CE, however, there was already a provincial temple
for Tiberius, Livia, and the Senate in Smyrna. So why did the hymnodes gather in
Pergamon rather than at the temple of Tiberius in Smyrna? Another inscription (see
next paragraph) suggests that these hymnodes began as a network of choirs from all
Asia that gathered to sing the praises of Augustus at the provincial temple in
Pergamon. Their duties apparently expanded as new emperors took the throne, new
festivals arose, and more travel was necessary. The group retained their connection
to the Pergamene provincial cult, though, and this reminds us that a provincial temple
would have been the site of a cycle of festivals throughout the year for various mem-
bers of the dynasty.10

The inscription reveals aspects of the organization of the hymnodes. The de-
cree assumes the presence throughout the province of these hymnodes who gather
on particular holidays, so we should imagine that many communities had similar
male choirs who traveled to imperial cult festivals. A second text from the Hypaipa
inscription—the dedication text that preceded the koinon decree—supports this
supposition. The dedication text explained who commissioned the inscriptions
and why. The extant portion began with a familiar rationale for participation in
imperial cults, provided a date for the inscription by naming two local officials,
and then recorded the people who commissioned the inscribed texts. The hym-
nodes responsible for the inscription would have been the local imperial choir from
Hypaipa:
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[. . . on behalf of the etern]al continuation of Tiberius Claudius Caesar Sebastos
Germanicus and his whole house. When the stephanephoros was Tiberius
Claudius Quirina Trypho, son of Asklepiodoros; when the grammateus of the
demos and neokoros and disperser of the imperial funds was Alexander son of
Apollonis.

The hymnodes dedicated (this) according to the decree that is in Pergamon
from the holy assembly, (the hymnodes) engraving the rights and privileges
given to them. Hosios son of Apollonios Herm[. . . oversaw this?]11

Another organizational aspect emerges from this dedication text. The central
congress of the hymnodes from all Asia, called in the dedication text the holy synod,
hJ iJera; suvnodo", met in Pergamon. The existence of this synod is probably con-
firmed by the third text from the inscription—the opening fragment of a letter from
the emperor Claudius. The name of the addressee is damaged, but the reconstruc-
tion is reasonable: “[to the hol]y [synod] of the hymnodes.”12 The imperial titulature
in the opening also provides a specific date for the letter between January 25 and
December 31, 41 CE.13

Thus, the probable events presupposed by the inscription’s three texts follows
this sequence: the hymnodes of Asia convened in Pergamon, probably for the birth-
day of Tiberius. The koinon then issued its decree that praised the hymnodes for
their actions. A copy of the koinon decree went to Rome, and the emperor Claudius
responded with the letter, which is only partially preserved. The imperial letter from
Claudius approved of the celebration and may have stipulated conditions for its
continuation. Afterward, the synod of the hymnodes voted its own decree about
their newly approved rights and privileges. This synod decree was displayed in
Pergamon, probably in the precincts of the Temple of Rome and Augustus. The
hymnodes from Hypaipa ordered a copy of the decree to be engraved in their home-
town, and hymnodes from other communities certainly did the same.14

Three years later, in 44 CE, the proconsul Paullus Fabius Persicus issued an edict
with more information about the imperial hymnodes of Asia. The edict was issued
to resolve irregularities in the financial affairs of Ephesos. Much of the text focused
on financial administration related to the Artemision, which included questions
about funding for hymnodes of Artemis. This discussion required the proconsul to
clarify Ephesian funding for imperial cult hymnodes:

Likewise regarding the hymnodes—to whom no small part of the municipal
income is paid in order that this service be performed—it is resolved: the
ephebes, whose age and worth and ability to learn are better attuned15 to such a
liturgy, shall provide this need without payment. Lest I seem to have judged the
case for all hymnodes everywhere, I exempt those singing hymns in Pergamon to
the god Augustus himself in the temenos dedicated by Asia. There the first
assembly gathered, not as though hired but voluntarily and without payment.
For this reason also the god Augustus preserved the privileges decreed later
regarding the succession of those who came after them, that their expenses be
defrayed not only by the Pergamenes, but by the whole of Asia, because such a
contribution would be a burden for a single city. Even though the city of the
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Ephesians is freed from this expense and the service is transferred to the ephebes
according to their proposal, they must see to it that the ephebes complete the
duty carefully and with appropriate attention, singing hymns to the divine
household in a fitting way.16

This edict provides useful information about the history of the hymnodes of
all Asia. The reference to hymnodes comes in the context of a discussion of the or-
ganization of festivals for Artemis. We learn that, at least until 44 CE, the normal
practice in Ephesos was for hymnodes for Artemis to be paid from municipal funds,
and that this had become a burden to the city. The Ephesians requested17 that they
be allowed to free themselves of this expense by holding the ephebes responsible for
the singing of hymns to Artemis, and the proconsul agreed. He stipulated, how-
ever, that his ruling did not free the Ephesians from their responsibility to send
hymnodes to the provincial temple in Pergamon; in the process the proconsul pro-
vided historical details of those institutions. The gathering of hymnodes at the temple
of Rome and Augustus in Pergamon began as a unpaid service. Pergamon probably
financed many of their activities, for later it was decreed—with the approval of
Augustus—that the costs should be underwritten not just by Pergamon but by all
the cities. Persicus affirmed the ruling of Augustus and concluded that the Ephesians
would still be responsible for the participation of their ephebes at the provincial
imperial cult celebrations.

The next section of the edict is fragmentary but clearly moves on to the topic
of hymnodes for Livia, who had been divinized by Claudius and the Senate three
years earlier in 41 CE. Those who sang for her were to receive the same rights as those
singing for Augustus, so the cities were probably liable for those expenses as well.18

Thus, Persicus allowed the Ephesians to require their ephebes to serve at municipal
festivals without payment, but required the city to maintain the delegations sent to
Pergamon for imperial cult festivals during the year.19

The evidence is ambiguous regarding how long this arrangement persisted. On
one hand, an inscription from around the third decade of the second century, con-
sistent with the edict of Persicus, reports that when the emperor Hadrian visited
Ephesos, the ephebes sang hymns in the theater while he listened.20 On the other
hand, more than a dozen references in the Ephesian inscriptions mention men called
hymnodes, which would be an unusually small number if all the wealthy young men
raised in the city served in this function as ephebes. Either everyone would mention
it, or no one would mention it because everyone had served in this way.

The ephebes were not the only group of hymnodes involved in imperial cults;
separate male choruses were apparently attached to provincial temples in Asia. Ref-
erences from the second or third century mention hymnodes “of the temple of the
God Hadrian” at Ephesos.21 A list of donors from Smyrna referred to the decree by
which the city had been granted its second provincial temple (under Hadrian), along
with sacred games, theologians, and hymnodes.22 Another inscription notes that the
hymnodes of the provincial cult in Smyrna included 24 men.23

These official decrees provide information about the organization and admin-
istration of certain male choirs. Information about the internal affairs of a particu-
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lar group of imperial hymnodes comes from an inscribed altar of the early second
century CE. In September 1885, the altar was found in the lower city area of ancient
Pergamon, 3 m. below the nineteenth-century street level (fig. 6.1). The altar stood
1.045 m. high; it was a little over 0.5 m. wide and about 0.5 m. deep. All four sides
were inscribed.24 The front (side A) contained a dedication formula and the name
of the group: “With good fortune. To Emperor Caesar Trajan Hadrian Olympios,
Savior and Founder. The Hymnodes of god Augustus and goddess Rome (dedicated
this).”25 A list of the members followed this dedication. The bottom of the stone
was lost, and parts of three lines have been erased in the middle, but at least 39
hymnodes were named. The erasures and lacunae probably named another four to
six men who were members.

The other three sides of the altar are in better condition and contain texts that
identified regulations for the activities of the hymnodes. Several comments on or-
ganization and ritual follow this translation:

SIDE B (to the right of side A)

With good fortune.
What the eukosmos provides during the year of his office.
In the month of Caesar on Augustan day, for the birthday of Augustus: one mina.
In the month of Peritios on the Kalends of January: one mina and one loaf.
In the month of Panemos on Augustan day, for Rosalia: one mina and one loaf.
On the third of the month of Loos for the mysteries: wine, one mina and one loaf.
On the next to the last day of the month of Hyperberetaios: one mina and one loaf.

The eukosmos will provide crowns for the hymnodes on the monthly celebration
of the birthday of Augustus and on the other birthdays of the emperors. For the
mysteries he (will provide): a crowning ceremony in the hymnodeion; crowns for
the hymnodes and for their sons each day; and a round loaf, incense, and lamps
for Augustus.

For those who pass away, the official will provide 15 denarii for incense,
which he will receive back from the successor (of the deceased). The slaves of the
undertaker will receive 12 denarii from the common (funds) for incense.

SIDE C (back side)

With good fortune.
What the priest provides during the year of his office.
In the month of Peritios on the Kalends of January: wine, table setting, one mina,

and three loaves.
On the second of Panemos, for Rosalia: wine, table setting, one mina, and three

loaves.
On the second of Loos: wine, one mina, and three loaves.
On the next to the last day of Hyperberetaios: one mina and three loaves.
On the 30th of the same month: wine (for the hymn sung) by the altar, and

table setting worth one denarius.

The hymnodes being appointed from outside will give 50 denarii for the images of
the Sebastoi.
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figure 6.1 Drawing of an inscribed altar of the hymnodes of god Augustus and
goddess Rome, Pergamon. Reprinted, by permission, from AvP 8,2 #374. Courtesy of
the Deutsches Archäologisches Institut, Berlin.
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SIDE D (left of side A)

With good fortune.
What the grammateus provides during the year of his office.
On the next to the last day of Hyperberetaios, for the birthday of Sebaste (i.e., Livia):

wine, table setting worth two denarii, and one mina.
During the month of Peritios on the Kalends of January: one mina, one denarius, and

nine asses in local coinage.
On the third of Panemos, for Rosalia: table setting worth one denarius, one mina,

and one loaf.
In the month of Loos on Augustan day, for the mysteries: wine, table setting, one mina,

one loaf [. . .]
[. . .]

Upon admission, the appointed hymnode will provide 100 denarii for the
sacrifices of Augustus and of Rome; 15 denarii for each hymnode (for the gods a
double share of 30 denarii), wine, and three loaves; for sons, one loaf and one
half mina. The one who succeeds his father (as hymnode) will give: to the gods
15 denarii; to each hymnode 7 denarii, wine, and table setting. The officials
shall also refund 50% in local coinage to sons who have paid choral fees.26

These regulations reveal several aspects of the organization of the hymnodes of
god Augustus and goddess Rome. The exclusively male group had its own building
for meetings. The number of memberships was set at around 35–40, with new
members added only after the death of a hymnode. At least 34 of the men were
Roman citizens and 4 were not. With regard to admission, procedures for the in-
corporation of members were in place, but the sons of members received prefer-
ence, participating in some activities for a small fee and paying a lower price of ad-
mission to the group.

Three different officials are named in sides B–D: the eukosmos, the priest, and
the grammateus. It is difficult to discern any hierarchy. Fränkel suspected that the
order—starting at the front and moving to the right—provided a ranking, but his
calculations that the annual contributions of the three officials were roughly equiva-
lent27 seem to contradict that conclusion. The titles of the offices suggest functional
distinctions. Because “eukosmos” means “orderly, decorous, well behaved,” this
official probably was responsible for general oversight, ensuring proper protocol.
The priest clearly would have been in charge of sacrifices, so the grammateus per-
haps held administrative duties. Side A also mentions a theologos. None of the regu-
lations requires him to provide anything for the meetings of the hymnodes. His title
shows that he was responsible instead for delivering sermons or encomia, praising
those worshipped in the meetings.28

The contributions listed on the altar show some distinctions between the of-
fices, although the existing lists did not exhaust the responsibilities of these officers.
The contributions of the eukosmos consisted mostly of a mina (= 100 denarii) five
times a year, bread, wine, costumes (wreaths for the fathers, and sometimes for the
sons), and ritual paraphernalia for the mysteries. The priest also supplied money
for the feasts (one mina four times a year) and wine; his contribution of bread seems
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to have been a triple portion, and he provided table settings three times. The
grammateus gave a mina only three times; the other requirements for him were simi-
lar to those of the others (table settings, wine, bread).

The official name of the group does not quite match the official title of the
provincial imperial cult institutions. The official title of the provincial temple in
Pergamon began with Rome and then included Augustus, but by the Hadrianic
period the goddess had receded in significance. The order of the deities in the offi-
cial name of the hymnodes—Augustus first and then Rome—reflected this second-
century context. Thus, the group’s name, as hymnodes of “god Augustus and god-
dess Rome,” placed the goddess in second place. More telling, however, there were
no rituals or regulations listed for her veneration at all.

“Hymnode” should also not mislead us; the men were involved in other activi-
ties as well. For example, reference to care for deceased choir members appears twice,
in the festival of Rosalia and in the guidelines for paying for funerary incense at the
end of side B. The inclusion of sons and grandsons also gave the group a trans-
generational character and a socialization function, frequent meetings no doubt
encouraging business and economic collaboration.

From the extant texts a ritual calendar for the group can be constructed. In gen-
eral, the hymnodes participated in three kinds of meetings during the year: four large
festivals involving banquets and often lasting more than one day; a series of smaller
annual gatherings (for which the only recorded donation is crowns for the hymnodes
supplied by the eukosmos); and two types of occasional events at irregular intervals
(funerals, admission of new members). If the hymnodes observed all the imperial birth-
days, they met at least 19 times each year, about one meeting every three weeks. A glance
at the dates shows that they had fewer meetings in certain periods. However, they met
at least once a month, since the first day of each month was a celebration of the birth-
day of Augustus. The busiest periods were late September and May through June.

The calendar is laid out as in table 6.1, with the dates of the larger festivals in
italics and parentheses indicating probable meetings.29 The year began with a three-
day festival ending with the birthday of Augustus on September 23. The celebra-
tion started with a large feast to commemorate the birth of Livia on September 21.
Her actual birthday was January 30, but this group celebrated it in conjunction with
that of Augustus.30 The second day—the last day of the year—was spent at least in
part at another banquet that included a special hymn sung at the altar. The dona-
tions for the third day, which was the actual birthday of Augustus, are relatively
meager: a mina from the eukosmos but no food, wine, or table settings. Because
September 23 was the date of the annual festival for Rome and Augustus at the
provincial temple in Pergamon, the hymnodes were probably occupied there and
elsewhere in the city at public gatherings on this auspicious day.

Two major festivals exhibited a distinctly Roman character: the Kalends of Janu-
ary and Rosalia, which were imported feasts, one for the beginning of the new year
according to the Julian calendar and the other a three-day commemoration of the
dead.31 I discuss the final major festival, a three-day celebration of the mysteries, in
the next section of this chapter.

How was this group connected to the provincial cult in Pergamon? Most scholars
have concluded that these were the hymnodes for the provincial temple cult.32
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Date Festival Official Donation

Sept. 21–23 Birthday of Livia (Sept. 21) Eukosmos Mina, one loaf.
Priest Mina, three loaves.
Grammateus Wine, table setting worth

two denarii, mina.
Day before birthday of Priest Wine for the altar hymn,
Augustus, and last day of table setting worth
the year (Sept. 22) one denarius.
Birthday of Augustus, Eukosmos Mina, crowns for
New Year’s Day (Sept. 23) hymnodes.

(Sept. 30?) Birthday of Titus Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
Oct. 24 Apellaios Augustan day Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
(Nov. 8?) Birthday of Nerva Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
(Nov. 16?) Birthday Tiberius Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
(Nov. 17?) Birthday of Vespasian Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
Nov. 23 Audnaios Augustan day Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
Dec. 24 Peritios Augustan day Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
January 1 Calends of January Eukosmos Mina, one loaf.

Priest Wine, table setting,
mina, three loaves.

Grammateus Mina, one drachma,
nine asses.

Jan. 24 Dystrios Augustan day Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
(and birthday of Hadrian?)

Feb. 21 Xandikos Augustan day Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
March 24 Artemisios Augustan day Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
April 23 Daisios Augustan day Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
May 24–26 Rosalia, 1st day (and Eukosmos Mina, one loaf.

Panemos Augustan day)
Rosalia, 2nd day Priest Wine, table setting,

mina, three loaves.
Rosalia, 3rd day Grammateus Table setting worth one

denarius, mina, one loaf.
June 23–25 Mysteries, 1st day (and Grammateus Wine, table setting,

Loos Augustan day) one loaf [. . .].
Mysteries, 2nd day Priest Wine, mina, three loaves.
Mysteries, 3rd day Eukosmos Wine, mina, one loaf.
Mysteries, each day Eukosmos Ceremony for

hymnodeion; crowns
for hymnodes and their
sons; round loaves,
incense, and lamps
for Augustus.

July 24 Gorpiaios Augustan day Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
(August 1?) Birthday of Claudius Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
August 23 Hyperberetaios Augustan

day Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.
(Sept. 18?) Birthday of Trajan Eukosmos Crowns for hymnodes.

Dates of larger festivals are in italic. Dates in parentheses indicate imperial birthdays that probably were
observed even though the inscription does not enumerate them. I have listed Tiberius, Claudius, Vespasian,
Titus, Nerva, Trajan, and Hadrian as possibilities, leaving out Gaius, Nero, his three brief successors
from 68–69, and Domitian. The inscription uses dates from the Asian months. The corresponding dates
according to the Roman calendar are conveniently summarized in Bickerman 1980:48 fig. 3.
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Fränkel thought their hymnodeion might even have been located in the temenos of
the Temple of Rome and Augustus,33 but that seems unlikely because there is no
reference to the provincial precincts in the texts from this altar. In fact, there is no
reference to any provincial official or to any provincial imperial cult institution in
the texts from this altar. The members, the festivals, and the finances take prece-
dence; no mention of Asia, the province, the high priesthoods, the synod of
hymnodes from all Asia, the agonothetes, the gymnasiarchs, or the Romaia Sebasta
games appears.

Evidence suggest that these hymnodes were affiliated in some way with the
provincial temple of Rome and Augustus. Their financial status as wealthy Pergamene
men means they would have been expected to contribute to the provincial festivals.
The donations required on the birthday of Augustus also suggest that the group
participated in the public celebrations on that day rather than gathering separately
at the hymnodeion. There are no donations for food or table settings on Septem-
ber 23, but every other day of all four major festivals—birthday of Augustus, Kalends
of January, Rosalia, and the Mysteries—presupposes a common meal. Instead, the
only donation listed on the birthday of Augustus is money for the group and crowns
for the hymnodes.

An examination of the reconstructed ritual calendar shows that the main occa-
sions—perhaps the only occasions—for participation in provincial institutions would
have been on the monthly celebrations of the birth of Augustus. On these days the
only recorded donations were the crowns from the eukosmos, probably part of the
choir’s costume. The hymnodes likely performed in public monthly on Augustan
days. September 23 was also the climax to the three-day festival that began with a
celebration of Livia’s birth. On May 24 and June 23, the Augustan performances
would have coincided with the beginnings of three-day festivals (Rosalia and the
Mysteries, respectively). If the crowns were indeed a part of the choir’s costume, we
may conclude that the birthdays of the other emperors were also occasions for pub-
lic performances. On at least some of these occasions, such as the birthday of Livia,
the birthday of Augustus, and perhaps the birthday of Tiberius, the Pergamene
hymnodes would have been joined by hymnodes from other cities throughout Asia.

Thus, the inscriptions from the altar of the hymnodes from Pergamon provide
a rare glimpse into the internal workings of a group dedicated to the worship of the
emperors. The hymnodes of the god Augustus and the goddess Rome were a wealthy,
elite group of 35–40 men who engaged in religious practices together. Their regu-
lations show no signs of direct control by the city or the koinon. They paid mem-
bership fees and made benefactions to their own group accounts. Yet the hymnodes
also illustrate interconnections between provincial, municipal, and group imperial
cults, because they represented the city and the province in one of the great sym-
bolic events of Asia’s year—the celebration of the oldest provincial imperial cult in
the empire.

Imperial Mysteries

The imperial mysteries bear a double interpretive burden: problems associated with
mystery cults and problems associated with imperial cults. Inquiry into mystery cults
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has a long history of publishing and contention.34 A recent study has argued per-
suasively that academic discourse about “mystery religions” in the last two to three
centuries has often served as a thinly veiled attack by Protestant scholars against
Catholic theology and practice. Protestant scholars have tended to use mystery re-
ligions as an allegory for Roman Catholic Christianity, characterizing the mysteries
as ritualistic influences that eventually corrupted pure primitive Christianity and
prepared the way for the “Dark Ages.”35 Many studies of the ancient mysteries have
been preoccupied more with a partisan interpretation of Christian history rather
than with the stated object of inquiry.36

Interpretation of imperial mysteries also faces problems in the general inter-
pretation of imperial cults. Specifically, there have been questions about whether
the sentiments behind imperial mysteries were truly spiritual or simply political.
These attempts to make the ancient world conform to parochial, modern defini-
tions have not been convincing. H. W. Pleket pointed out the special pleading
employed to dismiss the religious dimensions of imperial mysteries.37 He argued
that a wider definition of religion—one that recognizes the importance of ritual
practice in the construction of an ordered world—allows us to place the imperial
mysteries within the parameters of ancient polytheism.38 Nothing in the existing
evidence for imperial mysteries justifies separating them from other religious phe-
nomena of their time.39

The evidence, as always, is less abundant than one would hope, especially for a
single province. One source of information is the title “sebastophant” that begins
to show up in imperial period inscriptions. Some historians of Greco-Roman reli-
gion likened this office to that of a theologos or an agonothete and thereby sug-
gested that there were no true mysteries in the imperial cults.40 However, the term
sebastophant is built on the analogy of the hierophant in a cult like that of Demeter
and Kore at Eleusis. At Eleusis the hierophant played a crucial role in the mysteries
by performing sacred acts, speaking sacred words, and showing sacred objects. The
sebastophant would have played a similar part in the imperial mysteries, especially
in the revelation of the imperial statues.41

The office of sebastophant appears occasionally as a provincial imperial cult
office, usually in a constellation of three specific offices: provincial high priest,
agonothete, and sebastophant. For example, a damaged koinon decree from Smyrna,
probably commissioned in the first century CE, referred to a provincial high priest
who was also a sebastophant and agonothete of the Romaia Sebasta.42 Five other
inscriptions honor one man, T. Fl. Montanus, with three similar titles: “high priest
of Asia of Asia’s common temple in Ephesos, sebastophant, and agonothete for life.”43

His high priesthood was undertaken in Ephesos between 90 and 112 CE,44 though
he probably came from Akmonia.45 One of the inscriptions appears to connect the
three offices by embedding the titles sebastophant and agonothete between a refer-
ence to his high priesthood and the comment that he “served honorably as high
priest” (ajrcierateuvsanta ejndovxw").46 As the same set of three titles occurs in a
mid-first-century inscription from the theater in Aphrodisias,47 it appears that one
pattern of service in Asia was to serve in three distinct capacities—high priest of
Asia, sebastophant, and agonothete of provincial games—in the same year and,
presumably, in the same city.48
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In the inscribed altar of the hymnodes of god Augustus and of goddess Rome
from Pergamon, we find valuable information about imperial mysteries in a group
(rather than provincial) setting.49 As a local group, the hymnodes participated in a
range of imperial cult festivals, one of which involved imperial mysteries. An ex-
amination of the texts on their altar indicates the importance of this holiday. The
mysteries constituted one of the group’s four major festivals during the year. Begin-
ning on the Augustan day of the month of Loos, it was one of two events in which
sons of members were certainly involved.50 It was also the only festival that clearly
required both a feast and crowns.51

There are also hints regarding the events of the imperial mysteries. The meeting
hall assumed more importance during the mysteries than during the other three ma-
jor holidays. Banquets were held here on each day for all four festivals, but we have
references to a crowning ceremony inside of the hymnodeion only during the three
days of the mysteries. The eukosmos also provided “a round loaf, incense, and lamps
for Augustus,”52 so small sacrifices to the first emperor were one of the most impor-
tant activities that took place. Lamps served ritual purposes as well. The dramatic use
of light and shadow was a standard feature of mystery rituals (and of ritual in gen-
eral). The sudden illumination of imperial statues may have been a part of such rites.53

Thus, the altar inscription of this group leads to the conclusion that their mys-
teries were celebrated with a larger group (including hymnodes and sons), that the
rituals inside the meeting hall were more elaborate than at other times with crowns
for all of the regular members and also for their sons, and that the ceremonies in-
volved daily sacrifices to Augustus and feasting. The inscription does not mention
initiates or initiation or hint that there were sacral officials other than the priest. So
the hymnodes cannot be classified as a mystery thiasos in the strict sense of the word.
Rather, they were an elite group devoted to singing the praises of the divine impe-
rial family in a number of contexts. Within their broad range of religious activities
imperial mysteries were included.

In contrast to the Pergamene hymnodes of Augustus and Rome, some groups
were organized around mysteries of other deities and added imperial mysteries to
their regular cycle of holidays. Two examples from Ephesos illustrate the contrast
with the Pergamene hymnodes. The first example comes from the base of a statue
of Hadrian raised by a Dionysian group:

Emperor Caesar Trajan Hadrian Sebastos—son of God Trajan Parthicus,
grandson of God Nerva—pontifex maximus, holding tribunician power, consul
for the third time. The initiates before the city (consecrated him) enthroned
with Dionysos when the priest was Cl. Romulus, the hierophant was Cl. Eubios,
and the curator [ejpimelhthv"] was Antonius Drusus. The statue was set up from
personal funds by Theodotos Proclus the hymnode—son of (Theodotos) Proclus
the mystagogue—with his children and (with) Athenodoros.54

The officials mentioned in this inscription reflect the group’s structure as a
mystery cult association. The initiates of Dionysos Before the City had a priest, a
hierophant, a hymnode (probably for this thiasos), and a curator in charge of the
mysteries.55 Several related fragments mention a hierologos of the group.56 The
inclusion of Hadrian in this group’s worship would have been a relatively easy tran-
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sition. Although imperial mysteries are not explicitly mentioned, it is reasonable to
conclude that they were celebrated for Hadrian as well as for Dionysos, as Hadrian
is described as enthroned with the god.

The inclusion of imperial mysteries is more explicit in the worship of Demeter
at Ephesos. I cited the evidence—an official request to the Roman proconsul—in
the survey of municipal cults because the affairs of this group drew the city into
provincial affairs.57 One other aspect of the inscription is important: it asserted that
imperial mysteries had been celebrated regularly in the city by the initiates of Demeter
for some time.58 This case of imperial mysteries added to an existing mystery cult
organization suggests a pattern that was probably widespread in antiquity but barely
surfaces in the surviving evidence.

These examples differ from that of the hymnodes of the god Augustus and
goddess Rome in at least one important respect. The Ephesian groups were much
less exclusive than the Pergamene hymnodes. The lists of Dionysian priests and
mystai have been damaged, but we can assume that this group was much larger than
the Pergamene hymnode association.59 Clearly, mystery groups like these in Ephesos
were more widespread than were imperial hymnodes. Thus, in the two Ephesian
groups we see the process by which imperial mysteries included a larger segment of
society. We have evidence not only for imperial mysteries celebrated once a year by
the hymnodes but also for imperial mysteries permeating the celebrations for
Dionysos, for Demeter Karporphoros, and for Demeter Thesmophoros, both in their
private and public ceremonies. We may assume that such imperial cult practices went
on in other religious groups as well.60

Families and Individuals

Before reviewing the evidence for family or individual worship of the emperors, I
note that little material on these topics has survived from Asia. Such material would
not be monumental and therefore was less likely to survive and be found. This does
not completely explain the shortage of evidence because household altars and indi-
vidual votives for nonimperial worship are not so rare. Another factor must be that
imperial cults were less important in family and individual piety than was the case
with some other religious institutions. This has led some scholars to conclude that
imperial cults were not truly religious. True religion, so the argument goes, is a matter
of the heart; only deeply felt, spontaneous emotion qualifies as genuine spirituality.
This study relies on a different definition of religion. I am not trying to find out
whether the Greeks really believed that the emperor was a god nor looking for signs
that authentic emotion was the source of imperial cults.61 This study constructs a
description of the roles played by imperial cults within the larger polytheistic sys-
tems that defined urban life in the Roman province of Asia. Even if the amount of
material for personal reverence is smaller, we need not conclude that imperial cults
were not religious. No single cult covered all aspects of ancient religiosity. My goal
here is to illuminate the specific contours of imperial cults as one fundamental part
of Asia’s socioreligious world.

The only clear evidence for household worship of the emperors in Asia comes
from the first half of the second century CE, almost outside the limits set for this
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study. This later evidence should not be automatically projected back onto first-
century practice. I include it here because it serves as an important reminder of the
interdependence of household and city. At Miletos, the largest known group of
household altars is composed of inexpensive pieces in various designs dedicated to
Hadrian (for an example, see fig. 6.2). Because many are damaged, only an approxi-
mate range of their heights can be determined: 0.3–0.6 m. The inscriptions on the
altars are formulaic, with only minor variations: “To Emperor Caesar Hadrian
Sebastos Zeus Olympios, Savior and Founder,” or sometimes, “Savior and Bene-
factor.”62 The excavators were so impressed with the number of these altars they
speculated that every house may have had one.63

Because no other altars have been found for other emperors, perhaps these
household altars for Hadrian were commissioned for a particular event, such as one
of the emperor’s visits to Asia, when all householders in Miletos—or at least those
living in a certain area—were expected to purchase altars like these. As such, the
altars provide an exaggerated example from one city rather than a picture of ordi-
nary practice. The exaggeration, however, was probably based on a practice that was
not abnormal. Some householders would have included imperial figures in family
shrines throughout the imperial period.64 Moreover, important municipal celebra-
tions would have raised expectations for participation by some householders per-
haps because of their locations along processional ways, because of the family’s pa-
tronage connections, or because of the involvements of relatives.

Personal votive offerings to the emperor have been more widely discussed than
family worship, even though the actual number of artifacts is small. The debate has
centered on whether private prayers for divine assistance were directed toward the
emperor, followed by votive offerings of thanks. In other words, was there an indi-
vidual dimension to imperial piety, or was it purely “political”? One academic tradi-
tion has denied the personal dimension;65 another has affirmed it on the basis of a few
inscriptions.66 The evidence for personal votives to members of the imperial family,
however, is slowly accumulating, and the arguments against them are less credible.
Nevertheless, a recent study concluded that votives naming emperors were actually in
honor of those emperors but offered to some other deity, even though no other deity
was named. According to the argument, the name was unnecessary because the iden-
tity of the god or goddess would have been obvious on the basis of the shrine where
the votive was offered. When both a god and an emperor were named in the dative,
the study described one phrase as a “votive dative” for the deity and the other (gram-
matically identical) phrase as a “dative of honor” for the emperor.67

Two inscriptions from Asia focus the discussion more profitably. One comes
from near Ilion:

!Antwnivan th;n
ajdelfidh÷n th;n qeou÷
Sebastou÷, gunai÷ka de; ge-
nomevnhn Drouvsou Klau-
divou ajdelfou÷ tou÷ auj-
tokravtoro" Tiberivou, Sebas-
tou÷ uiJou÷, Sebastou÷, mhtevra
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figure 6.2 Household altar from Miletos dedicated to
Apollo of Didyma and to Hadrian (Milet 1,7 #301).
Hadrian is called Zeus Olympios, Savior, and Founder
(of the city). Courtesy of the Miletos Müzezi.
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de; Germanikou÷ Kaivsaro"
kai; Tiberivou Klau-
divou Germanikou÷
kai; Leibiva" qea÷"  !Afro-
deivth" !Anceisiavdo",
pleivsta" kai; megivs-
ta" ajrca;" tou÷ qeiotav-
tou gevnou" parascou÷-
san, Fivlwn !Apol-
lwnivou th;n eJautou÷
qea;n kai; eujergevtin
ejk tw÷n ijdivwn.68

Antonia (Minor) the niece of god Augustus, who was wife of Drusus Claudius
the brother of Emperor Tiberius Augustus son of Augustus, mother of
Germanicus Caesar and of Tiberius Claudius Germanicus and of Livia, goddess
Aphrodite Ancheisias; she (Antonia) provided the largest and greatest beginnings
for the most divine family. Philon son of Apollonios (honored) his own goddesss
and benefactor, from his own funds.

This inscription follows standard conventions to express an extraordinary at-
tachment to one member of the imperial family. Philon paid for the statue and base
to honor Antonia Minor, daughter of Octavia and Mark Antony. Antonia’s mother
was the sister of Augustus, linking her to the first emperor. Antonia’s marriage to
Drusus—the younger brother of Tiberius—made her doubly related to the second
emperor (Tiberius’s adopted cousin through Augustus, and his sister-in-law through
Drusus). She was on poor terms with her grandson, the emperor Gaius, and com-
mitted suicide in the first year of his reign (37 CE). This inscription comes from the
reign of her younger son Claudius (41–58 CE). Thus, even though Antonia was a
minor figure in the imperial cults of Asia, she was related to all the Julio-Claudian
emperors until the time of this inscription.69 The exuberant description of her as
the most important ancestor of the imperial dynasty is understandable.

The most unusual aspect of the inscription, though, is the reference to Antonia’s
daughter Livilla as Aphrodite Ancheisias. Livilla was starved to death by Tiberius in
31 after she was condemned for the poisoning of her husband, Drusus, the son of
Tiberius.70 The next year some senators even proposed the damnatio memoriae be-
cause of her crimes.71 The inscription’s posthumous praise for Livilla is extraordi-
nary even though she was Claudius’s only sister, and it indicates the strength of the
personal attachments of Philon to Antonia and her line.

The details of his relationship to the imperial family are not recorded. Philon
was not an imperial freedman because his name indicates that he was not a Roman
citizen, but he may have been an imperial slave. In any event, his attachment to his
benefactress was unusual, referring to Antonia as “his own goddess.” This discus-
sion is not intended as a defense of genuine personal emotion in imperial cults that
might therefore prove religious character. In some cases, strong individual affilia-
tions could find expression in the institutions of imperial worship. Although these
personal dedications are less numerous in the evidence than in some other cults, we
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should not infer that imperial worship was less religious. The religious functions of
imperial cults focused more on community organization than on the individual.

An inscription from Aphrodisias illustrates how personal dedications allowed
foreign imperial cult traditions to find expression in Asia. The inscription was found
in a secondary context, reused for a late wall. The dedication itself probably comes
from the mid-first-century CE, approximately contemporaneous with the previous
example.

Qeiovthti Aujtokratovrwn, Qea/÷ !Afrodeivth/ genevteira/,
sunklhvtw/, dhvmw/ @Rwmaivwn, poleivtai", eujcaristw÷n
Ma÷rko" !Iouvlio" #Attalo" ajpeleuvqero" Kaivsaro"72

To the divinity of the Emperors, to the goddess Aphrodite Genetrix, to the
Senate, to the demos of the Romans, (and) to the citizens (of Aphrodisias); in
gratitude, Marcus Julius Attalus, freedman of Caesar.

Several features of this inscription are unusual in an Aphrodisian or Asian con-
text. The first is the dedication to the “divinity of the emperors.” Attalus was prob-
ably translating the Roman concepts of divinitas (divinity), maiestas (majesty), or even
numen (divine power or status).73 Such cults were common enough in Italy but un-
usual in Asia. The dedication to Aphrodite as Venus Genetrix was especially appro-
priate in Aphrodisias,74 but the Senate and people of Rome are as yet otherwise unat-
tested in Aphrodisian dedications. The reason for these oddities is that the dedicand
was not an Aphrodisian but an imperial freedman who had moved to the city, prob-
ably to work on imperial holdings.75 A personal dedication gave him the opportunity
to express his gratitude in a manner more consonant with his culture of origin than
with his adopted home. In the process, his personal votive functioned as an occasion
for intercultural cross-fertilization and experimentation in imperial cults.76

Cultivating Personhood

Imperial cults were not confined to the municipal or provincial levels of public re-
ligion. The examples in this chapter show that many groups, families, and individuals
were involved in the worship of members of the imperial family. Groups like the
hymnodes of god Augustus and goddess Rome at Pergamon filled their year with
imperial cult activities, whereas others like the Ephesian initiates of Demeter added
imperial mysteries to their ongoing ritual calendar. Neither group was independent
of its larger social setting. Their activities intertwined with municipal and provin-
cial affairs in various ways. Yet these groups were involved in a distinguishable level
of social interaction that implicated imperial cults in functions left relatively un-
touched by the provincial and municipal cults. Choir practices, esoteric rituals,
mourning, remembrance of ancestors, the passing of winter, women’s rituals, the
agricultural cycles, the socialization of sons, household worship—all these were
touched by imperial cults in group settings.

Imperial cult activity also involved personal votive offerings to members of the
imperial family. They were not the most prominent aspect of imperial cult activi-
ties; votives tended to be offered more often to departed members of the dynasty
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than to those still living.77 Whether these involved personal prayer or deep emotion
is less important to this study than their distinctive roles. Extant personal dedica-
tions show signs of strong attachment to particular individuals in the imperial fam-
ily. This level of imperial cult allowed experimentation and transplantation of for-
eign practices that would have been inappropriate at a communal level.

In the imperial cult activities of groups, families, and individuals, then, we see
signs that the worship of the emperors affected the cultivation of personhood, one
of the four primary features of a religious system, according to Sullivan. Personal
maturation and rites of passage were generally a secondary aspect of imperial cults,
for cosmological issues are more prevalent in the evidence at our disposal. A thor-
ough handling of the materials, however, cannot overlook this level of religious
expression in imperial cult institutions.
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7

imperial cults as religion

The preceding five chapters examined specific imperial cults in their historical so-
cial contexts. I organized the analysis according to the people and groups that spon-
sored the cults: province, cities, groups, and individuals. This typology is imper-
fect, for many cults cross these categories; I have carefully pointed out the limits of
such an analysis. The advantage is that we are forced to look more closely at the
ways in which these institutions functioned in the lives of communities. With atten-
tion to social context, cultic format, and the demographics of participation, I hope
to build a more nuanced explanation of the institutions.

The result is not a homogenous abstraction, but a reconstruction of imperial
cults as one aspect of an evolving polytheistic system. Imperial cults did not com-
pose an independent, mythic worldview; they were a distinguishable part of their
broader, polytheistic cultural context. As such, they did not need to shoulder the
whole burden for the religious life of the communities in which they were practiced.
Rather, the worship of the imperial families and institutions constituted an identi-
fiable feature of the larger symbolic world of Greco-Roman polytheism.

Imperial cults tended to fulfill particular needs within this polytheistic society.
My goal in this chapter is to illuminate the religious profile of imperial cults in that
setting, drawing from materials discussed in earlier chapters. The sections of the
chapter are arranged in the categories of cosmogony, cosmology, human matura-
tion, and eschatology, and the concepts of discourse and contrapuntal interpreta-
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tion inform much of the discussion. In this way, it becomes clear that imperial cults
made specific contributions to the religious system but introduced some serious
problems as well.

Cosmogony

Primal cosmogony was not a primary concern in the imperial cults of Asia for sev-
eral reasons. The Greco-Roman world already had developed interpretations of the
ages before the advent of Roman imperialism. The existing stories sufficed for an
explanation of prehistory.

Cosmogony could not be ignored, however, because stories about the origins
of the world are intimately related to the structure of the contemporary world. In
other words, cosmology makes little sense without cosmogony, for the trajectory of
the meaning of this world cannot be traced without knowledge of its starting point.
So an institution like the Roman principate—with so much power for shaping the
world of the empire—needed to fit in the generative mythic structures of the Greco-
Roman world. As those structures preceded the Julio-Claudian dynasty, the impor-
tant issue was how Augustus, his family, and his successors were related to those
stories about the beginnings. Could the emperors be connected to the mythic ori-
gins of the world in a satisfying, coherent fashion? Two strategies for addressing this
issue are evident.

One cosmogonic strategy involved locating the imperial family within the Olym-
pian branch of the pantheon, thereby tying them indirectly into the mythic narra-
tives of the origins of the world. The practice of assimilating the imperial family to
various deities—Augustus as Zeus, Livia as Demeter or as the new Hera, young
princes as Dioscuri, and so on—was a part of this strategy. The sculpted panels of
the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias provide dramatic examples showing the emperors
depicted as a latter-day branch of the Olympians, offspring of Venus/Aphrodite.
This practice did not give the imperial family a cosmogonic role; it simply ex-
plained the dynasty’s connection to the beginnings. The Olympian imagery on
the Aphrodisian reliefs was generated by other needs as well, including the develop-
ment of a mythic connection between the city and the imperial center, the legiti-
mation of local elites, competition among wealthy Aphrodisian families, and so forth.
None of these motives would have sufficed without a compelling mythic explana-
tion, however. Actions motivated merely by self-interest cannot survive long in a
mythic discourse.

A second strategy supplemented the first and leads directly into the topic of
cosmology. This second cosmogonic strategy depicted Augustus (and his dynasty)
as the founders of a new world order. One of the clearest examples comes from the
proposal to begin Asia’s new year on the birthday of Augustus.1 The proconsul’s
proposal to realign the calendar characterized the pre-Augustan period as a time of
descent into chaos, the end of a degenerative process in which a disintegrating world
was ready to fling itself headlong toward destruction. The birth of Augustus, how-
ever, represented the origin of a new age, the (re)creation of this world. Corporate
existence and personal life were so profoundly affected that the birth of Augustus
could be reckoned as the beginning of time. Thus, in his own lifetime he was be-
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coming a mythic figure for the provinces. The present age was explicable only in
terms of his life. The proconsul simultaneously raised Augustus to cosmogonic stature
and equated the Roman imperial system with the cosmic structures of the world.
The new calendar was supposed to reinforce this view in perpetuity.

Cosmology

These cosmogonic connections of the imperial house reinforced the primary reli-
gious concern of imperial cults: cosmology. In various ways, imperial cult institu-
tions defined how space and time were to be experienced.

Imperial cults promoted a particular understanding of meaningful geography
in which the city of Rome was central. The languages of divinization were one way
in which this was accomplished. The most prestigious imperial cults were provin-
cial institutions in which Roman ideas of divinity and acceptable honors were domi-
nant. Living emperors were worshipped but not called qeov" out of deference to
Roman expectations. Overt divinization of living emperors was common in Asia
only in local institutions. In the high-profile provincial temples, the religious tradi-
tions of Asia did not determine practice. For these cults the Asians needed to look
toward Rome.

Procedures for the establishment of provincial temples supported this imagined
geography. Asia could not simply establish an imperial cult on its own initiative.
The koinon made a proposal that was subject to imperial scrutiny in Rome. Cer-
tain Asians would make the physical journey to Rome to present the province’s case
at the imperial center. The Senate and the emperor would craft a verdict, and then
the advocates would travel back to Asia to deliver the decision. If arguments en-
sued, as was the case with Asia’s second provincial cult, representatives would again
go to the capital for resolution of the controversy. Thus, the provincial cults pro-
vided one important means for defining the broad structures by which geography
was to be understood: Rome was the center of the world.

Imperial cults helped define meaningful geography within a province as well.
The placement of provincial temples defined the most important communities in
the region, so the cities competed fiercely for such privileges. In the period studied
here, Roman authority validated the preeminence of Pergamon, then of Smyrna,
and finally of Ephesos. Procedures for establishing local imperial cults added fur-
ther nuance in the definition of space. Important civic institutions within the urban
landscape, such as gymnasia, theaters, prytaneia, temples, and so on, might be en-
hanced through the addition of imperial cult activity. Cities such as Aphrodisias
and Ephesos chose to establish new sacred sites and thus redefined the local topog-
raphy. The petition of the mystai of Demeter to the proconsul L. Mestrius Florus
in 89/90 CE reminds us, and reminded them, that even these local cults were not
autonomous. At least some of them depended on the permission of Rome’s repre-
sentative for their ongoing imperial cult activity.2

The formats of imperial cults reinforced the imperial geography. The examples
here have highlighted the many persons venerated in local imperial cults in Asia.
The provincial cults were regulated according to other norms. The first two pro-
vincial cults included Rome or the Senate along with the emperor, whereas the third
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included other members of the Flavian imperial dynasty. This corporate orienta-
tion suited Roman ideas of authority according to which the living princeps was
not to claim complete superiority within the Roman elite. Consequently, only once
during the early empire was a provincial temple in Asia designated for the worship
of an emperor by himself. This involved a cult for Gaius, which was discontinued
at his death. The three successful cults included corporate figures from Rome.

The diversity of persons and groups worshipped in imperial cults should not
obscure one central fact: all the objects of cult were Roman. In many mani-
festations, imperial cults all indicated a centered imperial geography. Reality re-
volved around the imperial city. Asia was defined as “provincial,” subsidiary, de-
pendent. The complexity of imperial cults allowed for a wide variety of maneuvers
in the definition of local geography, but the diversity clarified the fundamental
sacred geography of this world. The many variations rendered the main theme
unforgettable.

Yet a mythic consciousness requires more than a sacred geography. It also re-
quires a definition of the meaning of time so that the unfolding of histories can be
properly understood. The evidence for imperial cults in Asia provides three impor-
tant examples of this management of time. The first is the attempt to align the cal-
endars of Asia with the calendar of Rome in 9 BCE. Greek cities had a tradition of
lunisolar calendars. The months corresponded to the cycles of the moon and were
named for festivals that occurred during that cycle. Various intercalations of days
and months were made, often ad hoc, to synchronize the lunar cycles with the solar
year.3 The calendar used in Rome until the middle of the first century BCE was more
idiosyncratic, corresponding neither to the sun nor the moon. In 46 BCE Julius Caesar
completely renovated the Roman calendar on a solar model. Augustus instituted a
series of adjustments in 9 BCE that allowed the Julian calendar to function predict-
ably from 8 CE onward.4

Solar calendars have an advantage over lunar calculations because they main-
tain great regularity over long periods of time. Lunar calendars require complex
systems of exceptional days and months to keep community life—governance, fes-
tivals, agriculture, taxation, and so on—aligned to the seasons. The symbolic re-
sources of a solar calendar for imperial authority are thus enormous. The compara-
tive regularity of the solar year reflects nicely the imperial requirement of order and
conformity. At the same time that Augustus was perfecting the solar calendar of his
adopted father, his proconsul of Asia recommended that the province adjust its
calendars as well.

The realignment of Asia’s calendars was not presented as a pragmatic proposal
because pragmatism was not the paramount issue. The proconsul’s proposal and
the koinon’s response demonstrated that the issue was the meaning of time. The
proconsul argued that time had been determined by the birth and achievements of
Augustus, and the koinon agreed. Augustus was a cosmogonic and cosmological
deity. He had saved the world from itself, ending warfare and returning order to
the world. The beginning of the year and the beginning of each month were to
become a commemoration of his birth. Augustus would make sense of time.

The new calendar was not intended as a simple imposition of Roman time but
rather as the means by which a local calendar would be calibrated. This bespeaks a
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flexible hegemony, one that recognized the value of certain local traditions as long
as they operated within a Roman framework. Yet even this flexible hegemony met
resistance. The birth of Augustus was celebrated, but the old months of some city
calendars persisted well into the late empire. The proconsul’s goal of organizing all
life around Augustus was unattainable. It was more feasible to allow for a range of
experiences in the province and to allow vernacular expressions of support for Rome.

A second example of how imperial cults molded the experience of time is through
festivals. In the ancient Mediterranean, festivals provided a complex set of benefits
that included respite from many kinds of work, commemoration of seasons of the
year, entertainment, and competition. The growth of imperial cults in the early
imperial period had a dramatic effect on ritual calendars. The number of regional
and local festivals increased greatly, and preexisting festivals took on new dimen-
sions with prayers and sacrifices to the emperors added to the older traditions. Pro-
cessions, sacrifices, athletics, gladiator battles, and musical competitions multiplied.
All levels of society were affected. Elite families now had more opportunities and
more responsibilities for public celebrations. Average and poorer Asians now had
more occasions to experience the benefactions of the elite and to increase their moral
responsibility to support the leadership of the elite. The logic of reciprocity within
the dominant discourse required such responses.

A third example of the effect of imperial cults on the provincial experience of
time comes from the inscribed altar of the hymnodes of Augustus and Rome. The
liturgical calendar on the altar reflects the multiple perspectives that could be in-
corporated in the mythic consciousness. The calendar manifested not a single sys-
tematic experience of the passing of time but rather a set of cycles that sometimes
merged but sometimes collided, producing juxtapositions of different qualities of
time. One cycle was the monthly birthday of Augustus based on the Asian calen-
dar. Another cycle was marked by the irregularly spaced birthdays of various em-
perors. A third was the Roman calendar represented by the Kalends of January. At
least two other cycles were operative, although it is not clear how they should be
grouped. The major festivals (Augustus’s birthday, Rosalia, imperial mysteries) could
belong together. Or the imperial festivals (Augustus’s birthday, mysteries) could be
considered separately from cults for the departed (Rosalia, occasional memorials for
deceased hymnodes). Or perhaps the irregular funerals and inductions of new mem-
bers constituted a separate cycle. In any case, the calendar drew the members into a
series of celebrations that covered a range of human experiences. The worship of
the emperors played a crucial part in this experience of time.

The hymnodes also illustrate one of the most distinctive features of imperial
cults within Greco-Roman polytheism, that is, the ability of imperial cults to func-
tion at all levels of society. The imperial cult activities of the hymnodes included
provincial, municipal, group, familial, and individual piety. Because the hymnodes
represent an exaggerated example of imperial piety, they clarify the complementary
role played by these cults. Imperial worship touched most or all aspects of life in
the cities of Asia, but it did not constitute the sum total of religious life. Rather,
imperial cults extended religious activities in new ways. No other symbolic system
had such a range of effective meaning. Other cults might be useful in municipal
religion, in household cult, in group activity, or in combinations thereof. Only
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imperial cults could operate in all of these spheres while providing a cultic expres-
sion for the empire. The worship of the Olympians nearly approximated this range
of applicability; thus, their worship was closely allied with that of the imperial in-
stitutions. The Olympians were not so directly connected to the practice of impe-
rialism, however. Worship of them could not be tied so closely to one dynasty or
one city. The emperors, their families, the Senate, and the city of Rome had rede-
fined the structure of life in the Mediterranean world. Worship of them could be
woven into all levels of the provincial experience of space and time as the preemi-
nent expression of the dominant imperial discourse.

Human Maturation

A third cornerstone of the religious life is the process by which human beings ma-
ture throughout the course of life. The procedures for producing, nourishing, and
defining men and women are legion. Sullivan gave special attention to images of
the soul, treatment of the body, conception and birth, initiations and ritual, reli-
gious specialists, and authoritative religious knowledge. These issues are seldom
addressed in discussions of imperial cults for three reasons. First, manifestations of
these topics tend to be less public and more esoteric, so whatever evidence might
have existed has mostly disappeared. Second, the evidence that does exist suggests
that these were not central concerns in imperial worship. Finally, modern assump-
tions about the political (rather than “religious”) nature of imperial cults have rele-
gated these issues to the background. Thus, there is less material on human matu-
ration through imperial cults than on any of the other three categories of analysis,
but the ancient sources are not silent on these matters. In at least two areas concerns
for the production of personhood are manifest. One is the construction of gender
through the public service of specialists.

I have mentioned several religious specialists in this discussion. The priesthoods
and high priesthoods, like Greek priesthoods in general, were not occupations.5

Those who officiated in the imperial cult sacrifices were laymen and laywomen. These
offices were sometimes held for life, but often they were for a limited time.

Literature on women and men in the Roman empire has grown exponentially
of late,6 and specific discussions pertain to women in imperial cults. Publications
on gender and the worship of the emperors, however, have tended to focus on pro-
vincial high priestesses, especially on the provincial high priestesses of Asia. The older
academic consensus was that provincial high priestesses did not actively participate
in the provincial cults; rather, their titles were simply honorary, accorded to them
because they were married to provincial high priests.7 That consensus is now erod-
ing; the more recent view is that provincial high priestesses probably participated in
provincial sacrifices to the emperors but only as part of a married couple or with
another male relative.8

The materials in the foregoing chapters show that within the full range of impe-
rial cult activities, the public leadership of women appears to have been extremely
limited. The questions about gendered participation in provincial cults raise impor-
tant issues, but the overwhelming dominance of men in the available documenta-
tion for imperial worship in Asia cannot be disputed. We know that women served
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sometimes as high priestesses of Asia, as priestesses in some local imperial cults, and
in local priesthoods of Livilla, Livia, and others. Men, on the other hand, still held
the majority of the priesthoods and high priesthoods. Men also account for all the
known imperial agonothetes, neokoroi, hymnodes, and municipal representatives
to provincial festivals in Asia.

The imperial mysteries provide a possible exception. The late first-century request
to the proconsul L. Mestrius Florus on behalf of the mystai of Demeter at Ephesos
mentioned priestesses in the context of imperial sacrifices and mysteries.9 The exact
activities and individuals are not specified in the extant portion of the text, so the
inscription reminds us that there is much we do not know. Nevertheless, the existing
evidence is widespread and diverse enough to establish a not particularly surprising
pattern: elite men were much more prominent in the public worship of the imperial
family than were elite women. Women were relatively prominent in the provincial
high priesthoods; they represent about 20% of the extant references to these high
priesthoods.10 There is little evidence for their leadership in other offices.

Beyond the small percentage of wealthy Asians who are reasonably well docu-
mented is the vast majority of men and women of Asia, about whom we have little
direct information. A contrapuntal reading of the sources suggests that there were
varieties of compliance and resistance. Given the small amount of data now avail-
able, inference is the only recourse in determining levels of participation. The pre-
ceding chapters have demonstrated that the vitality of the festivals, the distribution
of imperial cults throughout urban areas, and the importance of imperial temples
all imply widespread participation. The relatively small number of Roman troops
stationed in the province supports this conclusion.11 Imperial cults involved a wide
range of Asians, and the men and women who attended the festivals learned that
leadership in imperial cults was a predominantly male activity. So imperial cult
activity reinforced cultural constructions of gender.

The ancient materials suggest another way in which imperial mysteries played
a role in the constitution of human beings. The request of the mystai of Demeter to
the proconsul Florus in the late first century CE noted that imperial mysteries had
been performed in Ephesos for many years.12 The Pergamene Hymnodes of god
Augustus and goddess Rome, for whom we have inscriptions from the Hadrianic
period, set aside the first three days of Loos (= June 23–25) for the observance of
imperial mysteries.13 No specific details of these rituals are preserved in either of
these sources, except that they both involved sacrifices to emperors. We know fur-
ther that a ritual of crowning took place inside the hymnodeion at this time and
that lamps were needed on these days. Knowledge of the general character of an-
cient mysteries leads to the conclusion that these imperial mysteries at least involved
initiations and other rituals that led to personal maturation along specific lines of
development.14

The dearth of details about these particular imperial mysteries does not encour-
age speculation about the kinds of personal transformations involved. The existence
of mysteries, however, confirms instances in which imperial worship played a role
in the constitution of human beings. The hyperbole of the proconsul Maximus in
9 BCE about the birth of Augustus elaborated on a (more modest) facet of life in
Asia:
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We could justly consider that day to be equal to the beginning of all things. He
restored the form of all things to usefulness, if not to their natural state, since it
had deteriorated and suffered misfortune. He gave a new appearance to the
whole world, which would gladly have accepted its own destruction had Caesar
not been born for the common good fortune of all. Thus a person could justly
consider this to be the beginning of life and of existence, and the end of regrets
about having been born.15

In this view from the imperial center, Augustus was said to have transformed suf-
fering into a new sense of community, reshaping the great structures of life and lead-
ing to a renewal that permeated the experiences of individuals.

Eschatology

Just as cosmogony illuminates the origins of this world and initiates reflection about
its meaning, so eschatology provokes critical consideration of the ends of the world:

Every complete mythology includes a terminal vision, for the end is an essential
element of the integrity to which individual symbols point and the completion
for which the symbolic condition as a whole yearns. The eschaton culminates
symbolic life. Eschatologies assess humanity and the material universe. . . . The
fate of all creation appears in the signs of its decay, because it is a terminal
condition.16

The terminal vision normally includes a personal dimension and a cosmic dimen-
sion. The personal dimension explores and defines the experience of death. Geog-
raphies of the afterlife often describe the requirements for entering and inhabiting
those distant terrains. A cosmic dimension of eschatology portrays the end of the
age in a way that makes sense of this world. The eschatological destructions end
spatial and temporal signification.

The personal eschatology of imperial cults is seldom addressed in the second-
ary literature, yet there are several allusions to it in ancient sources. The hymnodes
of Rome and Augustus were involved in a wide range of religious activities, includ-
ing funerals for other members of the group. These ceremonies were observed by
the members of the chorus as an important rite of passage—both for the deceased
and for the group—since the funeral signaled the need for the appointment and
initiation of a new singer. The hymnodes also observed Rosalia, normally associ-
ated with the cults of ancestors, as a three-day festival beginning on the Augustan
Day of the month of Panemos (i.e., May 24–26). The sources do not provide us
with images of the soul or its passage through other worlds, nor do they allow an
analysis of the rituals. That knowledge is probably lost forever.

Imperial mysteries provided another context in which personal eschatology
would probably have surfaced. Once again we lack details, but mystery rituals ad-
dressed the challenge of facing death. Even though modern interpretations of the
mysteries have often been hampered by uncritical Christianizing assumptions, there
is at least general agreement that these rituals were related in some way to death and
personhood.17
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The apotheosis of the Roman emperor after his death is another context in
which personal eschatology intersected with imperial cults. The ritual and con-
cept of apotheosis were more important in the capital than in the provinces be-
cause divinization of living emperors was common outside of Italy.18 The imag-
ery of the emperor ascending to heaven in the chariot of the sun was also well
known in Asia, however, and it affirmed a special geography of the afterlife for
deserving emperors: they entered the realm of the Olympians. In this way the
apotheosis of the ruler brought closure to the mythology of imperialism and pro-
vided the fitting conclusion to the idealized practice of hegemony. The ambigu-
ities of ruling successfully over this world were resolved in the ascension of the
ruler to the transcendent realm of the Olympians.

In cosmic eschatology, an important structural problem appears. The logic of
imperial cults allowed for no termination of the world. These institutions were in
fact dedicated to the prolongation of the current world. For example, the ancient
materials emphasized dynasties. Modern analyses of imperial cults tend to focus on
the worship of the emperor, so it is important to note how much of the surviving
evidence transmits information about the worship of other members of the impe-
rial household. As evidence accumulates, more and more names are added to the
list of those for whom divine honors were offered. The list of people honored in
imperial cults in Asia includes Augustus, his mother Atia, his wife Livia, his col-
league and collaborator Marcus Agrippa, his grandsons Gaius and Lucius, his adopted
son Tiberius, Augustus’s niece Antonia the younger, both Agrippinas, Livilla, Livilla’s
two twin sons, her brother Germanicus, the emperor Gaius, Gaius’s sister Drusilla,
Drusilla’s husband M. Aemilius Lepidus, the emperor Claudius, his son Drusus,
Nero, Vespasian, Titus, Domitian, and Domitia. In addition, there were also cor-
porate or abstract deities such as Rome, the Senate, the imperial household or fam-
ily of the Sebastoi, the health of the emperor, and so on. Overall, then, “emperor
cult” or “ruler cult” is too narrow a term to cover all the data. The emperor was
certainly the most important figure, but the phenomenon as a whole was directed
toward dynasties and the prolongation of the imperialist structures of this world.
One fundamental goal of imperial cults was the continuation of the royal house-
hold and the maintenance of Roman hegemony.

Sources are clear about this commitment to the longevity of Roman imperial-
ism. There is no need to worry about probabilities; the idea is overtly declared in
the extant witnesses. The damaged text of the imperial hymnodes from 41 CE begins
“[on behalf of the etern]al continuation of Tibe[rius Claudius Caesa]r Sebastos
Germanic[cus and of] his [who]le house.”19 Forty years later, an Ephesian inscrip-
tion echoed the same sentiments: “On behalf of the health of our Lord Emperor
Titus Caesar and (on behalf of ) the permanence of the rule of the Romans, the
damaged wall surrounding the Augusteion was repaired.”20 Or we can can consult
the following text from a small marble altar found in Phrygia: “Euphrastos, slave of
Caesar, (prays) for the eternal continuation and victory of emperor Nerva Trajan
Caesar Sebastos Germanicus Dacicus. Year 188 (= 104 CE), in the ninth month.”21

The discourse of imperial cults was committed to preventing the imagination from
imagining the end of this world. This was a constant feature in the evolving impe-
rial religious institutions.
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This feature of the cosmic eschatology in imperial cults created a structural flaw
in the religious system. This feature was unlike the relative lack of interest shown
toward cosmogony and human maturation; those could be complemented by other
religious institutions without serious dissonance. In contrast, the eschatology of
imperial cults denied the symbolic character of Roman rule. The image of the em-
peror could not signify, could not point to a greater reality, because this symbolism
would imply his own finitude. Imperial rule could not partake in the symbolic na-
ture of all human projects because this would imply its eventual demise. Absolute
being was attributed to an institution and to people who inhabited human space
and time.

In this sense, the Roman Empire constituted a utopian vision that had the
misfortune of succeeding. The transcendent claims for the emperor and his rule
clashed with obvious contradictions in the experiences of real lives. Utopian vision
became vulnerable to dystopian realities.22 This vulnerability was due precisely to
the exercise of Roman hegemony. The imperial discourse forced the religious sys-
tem into an untenable position by requiring exemption of the imperial dynasty from
the terminal conditions of existence. Imperialism violated the mythic consciousness,
ignoring the limitations of language and symbol.

This systemic problem in a fundamental structure of the world was overlooked
by many people for pragmatic reasons: the consequences of imagining the end of
Roman imperialism were serious, perhaps fatal. The logic of participation was too
strong. Imperialism’s arrogance could not be condoned, however, by a critical mythic
consciousness. This tension between cosmology and eschatology in the religious
system provided the matrix within which John’s religious criticism could take root.
John’s was not the only voice of opposition to Roman imperialism in the first cen-
tury, but it has had greater influence, for better or for worse, over the course of cen-
turies. His counterpoint to hegemony provides the subject of the second part of this
book.
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II

revelation, resistance

Part I concluded that imperial cults in Asia were concerned especially with the con-
struction of a cosmology that reinforced Roman imperialism. That cosmology pro-
duced an imperial eschatology with fundamental defects. Part II argues that Reve-
lation manifests a cosmology and eschatology that opposed the dominant discourse.
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8

revelation in space and time

The goals of this study are to produce a historically nuanced, systemic description
of imperial cults in Asia for the general period when Revelation was written and to
compare fundamental issues addressed in the cults and in the text. The preceding
chapters analyze the imperial cult evidence from the province of Asia for the early
imperial period (in this case, from Augustus to the early second century).1 This
chapter begins to build a comparison by establishing the spatial and temporal loca-
tion of the text’s author and audiences. Because the issue of place is fairly straight-
forward, I treat it briefly. After this, much of the chapter develops the main argu-
ments regarding date. The chapter concludes that Revelation studies should focus
less on alleged excesses in imperial cults under Nero and Domitian and more on
the normative character of imperial cult activity.

Place

There is little debate regarding the geographical origin of the text because of indi-
cations in the text itself about the locations of the author and the addressees. John
began by remarking that, when the first vision came to him (Rev 1:9–10), he was in
the spirit on the island of Patmos, a small island approximately 50 km due west of
Didyma. The long, narrow north/south axis of the island measures about 12 km;
the widest part of the island—approximately 7 km—is in the north. In the first cen-
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tury, the island was sparsely populated. Administratively, it was part of the prov-
ince of Asia. Although the text says explicitly only that he saw the visions there,
scholars assume that John also wrote them and sent them from Patmos.

John was probably in exile on Patmos because of his disruptive message, for he
wrote that he was on the island “because of the word of God and the testimony of
Jesus” (1:9). This pair of phrases usually occurs in Revelation to indicate a message
that provokes severe resistance.2 Other passages use “testimony” in the same way.3

Whether he fled to Patmos or was sent there by authorities is unknown.4

John addressed his text as a circular letter to churches in seven major cities of
Asia: Ephesos, Smyrna, Pergamon, Thyatira, Sardis, Philadelphia, and Laodikeia.
No clear statement in the text explains why these particular congregations were
chosen. The first three cities were the most prestigious urban centers in the prov-
ince. These three were on or near the Aegean coast, whereas the other four were
further inland. Major roads connected the cities, but William M. Ramsay’s theory
that the cities were stations along a proto-Christian postal system is speculative and
tendentious.5 Six of these cities (all but Thyatira) received the right to hold provin-
cial games (koina; !Asiva") at some point in the imperial period.6

The naming of seven cities is important, for the number seven is one of the
major devices used to organize material in Revelation. As a symbol in Revelation,
the number seven represents perfection, wholeness,7 the divine order that defines
the cosmos and history.8 Thus, the implication of writing to seven churches is that
John’s Revelation was intended for all the churches in the area, and explicit state-
ments such as 2:23 support this conclusion. All the churches were to listen to the
spirit speaking through John.9

The Returns of Nero

Most New Testament scholars have supported one of two possible dates for the
composition of the book of Revelation: either somewhere near the end of Nero’s
reign (usually 68/69 CE) or late in the reign of Domitian (emperor 81–96 CE). Some
recent publications have concluded that Revelation was edited in the late first cen-
tury, using materials from earlier in John’s life,10 and this is probably the best read-
ing of the evidence. Evidence for a Domitianic date is strong but not overwhelm-
ing. The reuse of earlier materials in Revelation probably accounts for the features
that have led some to accept a date in the late 60s of the first century.

One feature of the text indicates that Revelation could not have reached its
present form before 68 CE. Several ancient sources attest that many people did not
believe reports of Nero’s death in 68 CE and that they expected him to come back
to retake the imperial throne. The fifth book of the Sibylline Oracles, a Jewish text
written in the early second century CE, described Nero and his future return:

One who has fifty as an initial will be commander,
a terrible snake, breathing out grievous war, who one day
will lay hands on his own family and slay them, and throw everything into confusion,
athlete, charioteer, murderer, one who dares ten thousand things.
He will also cut the mountain between two seas and defile it with gore.
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But even when he disappears he will be destructive. Then he will return
declaring himself equal to God. But he will prove that he is not.11

Later in the text, Nero’s behavior in Greece is chastised as shameless divine preten-
sion (5:137–42). His alleged flight to Persia in 68 is described (5:143–49) and his
future return at the head of the Persian forces is foretold (5:93–100).

Sibylline Oracle 4:135–48 treated the same theme in its own way. According
to this text, the return of Nero would occur sometime after the eruption of Vesuvius
in 79 CE, and it would have great consequences for the eastern Mediterranean. The
oracle is thought to have been written not long after the volcano erupted, that is,
during the last two decades of the first century CE:

Know then the wrath of the heavenly God,
because they will destroy the blameless tribe of the pious.
Then the strife of war being aroused will come to the west,
and the fugitive from Rome [i.e., Nero] will also come, brandishing a great spear,
having crossed the Euphrates with many myriads.
Wretched Antioch, they will no longer call you a city
when you fall under spears by your own folly;
and then pestilence and terrible din of battle will destroy Cyprus.
Woe to miserable Cyprus, a broad wave of the sea
will cover you when you have been tossed up by wintry blasts.
Great wealth will come to Asia, which Rome itself
once plundered and deposited in her house of many possessions.
She will then pay back twice as much and more
to Asia, and then there will be a surfeit of war.12

Others did not merely write about the return of Nero. A pretender to the throne
who claimed to be Nero wreaked havoc in Asia during the brief reign of Galba
(69 CE).13 At least two other “Neros” appeared during the subsequent 20 years, one
in 79 and another in 88.14

These texts provide a context for allusions in Revelation to an eschatological
return of Nero. Revelation 13 records a seven-headed Beast representing Roman
power. One of the heads was mortally wounded but the wound was healed and the
Beast survived (vs. 3, 12, 14). The chapter ends with the riddle of 666—the num-
ber of the name of the Beast. Nearly all commentators acknowledge that this num-
ber represents the sum of the numbers associated with the letters in the name Nero
Caesar.15 So the healing of a mortal wound could be an allusion to the mythic re-
turn of Nero.16

Revelation 17 more certainly employs the idea of the return of Nero. Here a
seven-headed Beast is described whose heads represent the seven hills of Rome and
seven kings (i.e., emperors). Five of the kings are said to have fallen, but one of the
seven would return as the eighth and final ruler (17:9–11). This allusion to the re-
turn of Nero in Revelation indicates that it could not have been written before 68 CE.
It does not help determine a latest possible date for the composition of the text, for
the motif of Nero’s return continued to be used well into the second century and
beyond.17
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“Babylon”

The use of the name “Babylon” in Revelation for the city of Rome also points to a
date after 70 CE and probably to a date well after 70 CE. If this identification of Babylon
with Rome was not clear to hearers before chapter 17,18 in that chapter the Seer made
the equation explicit through an angelic interpretation of John’s vision. In Revelation
17 John described the vision of a drunken prostitute in lavish clothing. On her fore-
head was the name Babylon (17:5). Then the angel explained to John the meaning of
this name. In the visionary logic of the dream, the seven heads were seven hills and
also seven kings, a reference to the seven hills of Rome and to seven emperors (17:9).
The woman represented the great city, which had dominion over the rulers of the
earth (17:18). Chapter 18 then begins a series of oracles, taunts, and sarcastic laments
regarding the destruction of the great prostitute. Thus, “Babylon” provided symbolic
resources for a provincial castigation of the imperial center.

What kind of specific resources did it provide? Many scholars conclude that
the connection between Rome and Babylon is that both destroyed the temple of
Israel’s god: Babylon’s siege of Jerusalem resulted in the obliteration of Israel’s first
temple in 586 BCE, and Rome’s siege of Jerusalem brought an end to the second
temple in 70 CE.19 So John could denounce Rome because of its attack on the Jerusa-
lem temple. This would, in turn, require a date after 70 CE for John’s Apocalypse.

Too little attention has been paid, however, to the theme of domination and
diaspora, which is equally important in the image of Babylon. Two other Jewish
texts, roughly contemporaneous with Revelation, provide illustrations of how the
imagery could be exploited. Second Baruch was written in the late first century or
early second century CE, after Rome had destroyed Jerusalem. The text reflects on
this event by telling a series of revelations set around the time of the destruction of
the first temple by the Babylonians in the sixth century BCE. The visions are attrib-
uted to Baruch, the scribe of Jeremiah.

Second Baruch does not dwell on the Babylonian destruction of Jerusalem (cf.
8:4–9:2). The text predicts and narrates the destruction rather quickly and then
spends most of its energy wrestling with the long-term consequences of this new
situation. Jeremiah is sent to Babylon to support the exiles (10:2). God promises
Baruch that he will be preserved until the end of the age because he has not accepted
what happened to Jerusalem and will even serve as a witness during the long period
of Gentile domination (13:1–12). Through dialogues with divine messengers and
startling visions, Baruch finally comes to understand that God has appointed the
times of national humiliation and of vindication, whether these eras involve Babylon
or Rome (32:1–9). The book ends with a lengthy letter from Baruch to the dis-
persed tribes of Israel, exhorting them to persevere in the age in which there is no
temple. The implication for an audience living after the Roman destruction of the
temple is clear: be faithful to the traditions and await God’s vindication:

Remember the law and Zion, the holy land and your brothers, and the covenant
of your fathers; and do not forget the festivals and the sabbaths. And hand on
this letter and the traditions of the law to your sons after you, just as your fathers
handed (them) on to you. Be always regular in your prayers, and pray diligently
with all your heart that the Mighty One may restore you to his favour, and that
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he may not take account of your many sins, but remember the faithfulness of
your fathers. For if he is not to judge us in the fullness of his mercy woe to all of
us poor mortals (84:6–11).20

The apocalyptic text known as 4 Ezra provides another example of the way in
which a Jewish author could connect Babylon and Rome through the experience of
destruction and domination. In this text, another distinguished figure associated
with the Babylonian period was appropriated—Ezra, expositor of Torah and advo-
cate for restoration of the Judean community. The fictive time frame was 30 years
after the first destruction (ca. 550 BCE; 4 Ezra 3:1). This setting allows the main
character to wrestle with the issue of domination after destruction in a more pro-
nounced fashion. Thirty years have passed, and those who destroyed God’s temple
seem to be faring quite well. In prayer Ezra asks:

Are the deeds of those who inhabit Babylon any better? Is that why she has
gained dominion over Zion? For when I came here I saw ungodly deeds without
number, and my soul has seen many sinners during these thirty years. And my
heart failed me, for I have seen how thou dost endure those who sin, and hast
spared those who act wickedly, and hast destroyed thy people, and hast pre-
served thy enemies, and hast not shown to any one how thy way may be
comprehended. Are the deeds of Babylon better than those of Zion? Or has
another nation known thee besides Israel? Or what tribes have so believed thy
covenants as these tribes of Jacob? Yet their reward has not appeared and their
labor has borne no fruit. For I have traveled widely among the nations and have
seen that they abound in wealth, though they are unmindful of thy command-
ments (3:28–34).21

After further dialogues with the archangel Uriel about God’s justice and God’s
plans for the world, Ezra has visions in which he encounters the eternal Zion in the
form of a woman mourning over the destruction of the earthly Jerusalem (9:26–
10:59), foresees the Messiah’s judgment on Rome (11–12), views the coming of the
Messiah and the eschatological reassembling of Israel (13), and receives the order to
write scrolls about the public and the secret wisdom of God (14). Thus, the meta-
phor of Babylon in 4 Ezra does not simply label Rome as a destroyer of Jerusalem.
It also reflects the urgent issue of theodicy that arises when there is no vindication
of the victims over the course of time.

In Revelation the image of Babylon also allows the Seer to draw on Israel’s
prophetic heritage to develop understandings of Roman hegemony after the destruc-
tion of the temple. Revelation’s use of Babylon differs, however, from the usage of
2 Baruch or of 4 Ezra because John did not explicitly refer to the destruction of the
Jerusalem temple. The missing overt reference to the destruction does not require
us to conclude that Revelation was written before 70.22 John alludes to the destruc-
tion by invoking oracles from Scripture that refer to the first destruction but then
shifts his audience’s attention toward domination, exploitation, and injustice.

The use of biblical oracles in Revelation 18 provides an example. Jeremiah 50–
51 provides the basic imagery for Revelation 18.23 The Jeremiah oracles are a vi-
cious series of pronouncements that call for vengeance against Babylon specifically
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because of the destruction of Jerusalem and the temple.24 They lead into a final
recounting of the Babylonian assault on Judah, the plundering of the temple, and
the deportations of Judeans into exile (Jer 52). This section of Jeremiah had a for-
mative influence on the shape of Revelation 18 because it establishes the destruc-
tion of the temple as one reason for the judgment of Rome/Babylon. Further on in
the chapter, however, John drew on oracles directed against Tyre from Ezekiel 26–
28. By applying the oracles about ancient Tyre to Rome, John was able to deni-
grate Rome also for its domination of the Mediterranean sea lanes and its economic
exploitation of subject peoples.25 John never referred to Rome as “Tyre,” but only
as “Babylon” because Tyre provided only images of economic exploitation. Babylon,
on the other hand, provided the basic symbolic resources—destroyer of the temple
and imperial oppressor. The other oracles provided John with the material he needed
to elaborate his case against the empire.

John also used the Babylon image for rhetorical reasons. As in 2 Baruch and
4 Ezra, he tried to persuade his audience to be faithful while they awaited God’s
intervention. His definition of faithfulness, however, was distinctive from those of
other texts. Whereas 2 Baruch emphasized festivals, sabbath, Torah, and prayer and
4 Ezra focused more on the intellectual and emotional issues of theodicy,26 John’s
notion of faithfulness involved a stronger emphasis on withdrawal and separation.27

In Revelation the lines between God’s people and the rest of the world are drawn
more clearly, the opponents are chastised more thoroughly, and the final destruc-
tion of evil is more central.

For the purposes of dating Revelation, then, the use of Babylon imagery is an
important indicator. It requires us to date Revelation no earlier than the Roman
destruction of Jerusalem in 70 CE. It also suggests that a date for Revelation in the
late first century (or early second century) is more appropriate, because that takes
into account the aspect of domination that was the logical consequence of the
destruction.28

Seven Kings

The vision of Revelation 17 has affected discussions about the date of the text in
another way. As the angel interpreted the meaning of the woman and the seven-
headed Beast, John learned that the seven heads represented not only hills but also
emperors. He learned that of the seven emperors, “Five have fallen, one is alive, the
other has not yet come. And when he comes he must remain a little while” (17:10).
Commentators have attempted to discern the identity of the sixth emperor—the
one ruling at the time—to ascertain the period when the author of Revelation was
writing.29 The effort to list these seven has been complicated by two issues: it is not
clear which ruler should be the starting point for enumeration30 or whether every
consecutive emperor should be included.31 Scholars who conclude that Revelation
was written in the late 60s start with Caesar or Augustus and exclude no one.32 Those
who conclude that Revelation was written in the last years of Domitian’s reign begin
with other emperors and often omit emperors for different reasons.33

The value of Revelation 17 for determining the date of composition has been
exaggerated. Revelation 17 presents two insurmountable problems that call every
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enumeration into question. The first problem is the multivalent character of apoca-
lyptic imagery. In the visionary realm, one symbol can signify more than one refer-
ent. The angel revealed to John that the seven heads represented both hills and kings.
The inappropriateness of trying to produce lists of emperors from such imagery is
clear from its results: we end up with one of the heads (= an emperor) present even
though the Beast itself is absent (the Beast “was, is not, and is about to come up
from the abyss,” v. 8).34 In the world of historians, emperors succeed one another.
In the world of the Seer, we encounter more complicated relationships that defy
historicizing descriptions.

The second problem in using Revelation 17 for enumeration is the apocalyptic
practice of grouping rulers, calamities, visions, eras, and so forth according to spe-
cific numbers. In this case the fact that there are seven heads is more important than
the attempt to identify each one. The seven rulers represent a full number, the
completion of an era; the details do not need to line up so neatly. Particular mem-
bers of a group are specified as important whereas others are not.35 This is espe-
cially clear from analogous texts such as 4 Ezra 11–12, which includes a vision in
which Roman imperialism is symbolized by an eagle with twelve wings, three heads,
and eight more small subsidiary wings. Only three of the major wings and the three
heads are important. The text describes Julius Caesar as the first wing (11:10–13a),
and the second wing is clearly Augustus (11:13b–17). Then the third wing—
Tiberius—receives one short sentence, and generalizations about the rest of the wings
ensue (11:19–28). The identities of most of the twelve main wings and the eight
opposing wings are irrelevant and do not match with known rulers.36 The impor-
tant part of the story resumes when the three heads—the Flavians Vespasian, Titus,
and Domitian—awaken. Domitian is judged by God and the carcass of the eagle is
burned (11:29–12:3a).

The apocalyptic method of 4 Ezra suggests that an enumeration of consecutive
emperors for Revelation 17 is neither necessary nor advisable.37 The important point
is that the seven heads/kings identify Rome as the opponent and indicate that the
end of Roman hegemony is near.38 The only significant emperor is the one who
will return (Nero), but the text makes no effort to tell us which head he might be.
The practice of using special numbers for groups and the multivalent imagery of
Revelation 17 are bound to confuse attempts to identify the seven rulers. The king
“who is” will not help us deduce the date of Revelation.

Measuring the Temple

One last section of Revelation has figured prominently in debates about its date.
Revelation 11 contains an enigmatic vision that begins with a command for the Seer
to measure the temple of God, the altar, and those worshipping there. He is instructed
not to measure the outer court because it has been given over to the nations to trample
for 42 months (11:1–2). Following this command is a promise that two witnesses
will testify. They will be killed by the beast from the abyss and their bodies left in
the streets of Jerusalem. The general rejoicing over the demise of the witnesses will
end when they are revivified and taken to heaven as an earthquake destroys a tenth
of the city (11:3–13).
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The bearing of this vision on the date of Revelation is related to the measuring
of the temple in v. 1–2. Which temple is envisioned here? Some scholars conclude
that it is the earthly temple in Jerusalem, and therefore the verses—and Revelation—
were written before the Roman destruction of the Jerusalem temple in 70 CE. A recent
historical reading of these verses has claimed that they included two predictions that
turned out to be wrong: the Romans did not simply take the outer court but de-
stroyed the whole temple, and their occupation lasted centuries, not 42 months.39

According to this argument, these inaccurate predictions establish that Revelation
was written before 70 CE when the predictions were proven wrong.

A modified form of this interpretation is espoused by some who prefer a late
first-century date for the text. These commentators argue that the two verses come
from a source that John later incorporated into his text. This source would have
come from a Zealot prophet in Jerusalem in 70 CE who sought to encourage those
trapped with him in the temple as the Roman troops advanced. Josephus recorded
that such prophets were active until the final destruction, so perhaps Revelation 11:
1–2 is based on such a prophecy. The problems with this theory are many; it repre-
sents a case of special pleading to preserve a Domitianic date for Revelation. Aside
from the obvious problems of how and why such a prophecy would have been pre-
served through the catastrophe in Jerusalem, there is also the issue of why John did
not do a better job of molding the oracle to the course of later events.40

Other commentators have argued that the temple and altar in 11:1–2 are not
the earthly temple in Jerusalem but the heavenly one.41 This position can draw on
biblical precedent, for the book of Ezekiel records a similar vision. In Ezekiel 40,
the prophet was taken in a vision to see the heavenly model for the Jerusalem temple
at a time when the Babylonian destruction had left no earthly temple standing. As
a supernatural being measured the features of the outer court, the inner court, and
the temple, Ezekiel took note so that he could instruct Israel on how the holy site
and the holy people were to be restored so as to live in the presence of God (43:6–
12). Fourth Ezra provides a parallel use of the heavenly Jerusalem topos roughly
contemporaneous with Revelation. One of Ezra’s visions involves the revelation of
the city of the Most High God, a transhistorical, spiritual reality of terrifying beauty.
The text refers to it as Zion, an established city that transcends the historical vicis-
situdes of earthly Jerusalem (9:26–10:59, esp. 10:44–54).

The “heavenly temple” interpretation is not without its drawbacks. How could
the outer court of the heavenly temple be given over to the Gentiles to trample for
42 months? This has led most commentators to conclude that the temple is an image
for the people of God, specifically for the church; the outer court is the world42 or
that part of Israel that did not recognize the Messiah Jesus.43 The community of
faith is hemmed in but not destroyed, persecuted like the two witnesses but resur-
rected to new life.44

Because Revelation 11:1–13 is a notorious hermeneutical problem, the many
questions about its meaning cannot be settled in this study.45 None of the proposals
is strong enough to make this a crucial argument for the time of composition.
Moreover, the range of proposals takes too little account of the intertextual charac-
ter of this part of Revelation.46 There are clear signs throughout the section that
John is reworking material from Ezekiel, whether in the eating of the scroll (Rev
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10:9–10/Ezek 2:9–3:3), the command to prophesy (Rev 10:11/Ezek 3:4–11), the
measuring of the temple (Rev 11:1–2/Ezek 40–43), the revivification of the wit-
nesses (Rev 11:11/Ezek 37:1–14), or even the earthquake (Rev 11:13/Ezek 38:19–
20). Added to this are allusions to Zechariah in the measuring of the temple (Zech
2:1–5) and in the description of the two witnesses (Rev 11:4/Zech 4). John was
positioning his text among those of the prophets, comparing his message of judg-
ment and preservation to theirs. Revelation 11 should not be pressed too hard for
historical purposes. John was paying more attention to Scripture than to events.

The text of Revelation, then, provides some general indications about the date
when it was written. The character of the visions does not allow for precision, but
certain features point toward a late first-century date. The theme of Nero’s return
indicates a date after 68, and the name Babylon for Rome suggests that Revelation
was written later than 70.

Irenaeus and Persecution Theories

Evidence about Revelation from outside the text supports a late first-century date
but does not allow for great precision. Many commentators have relied heavily on
a statement by Irenaeus regarding the date of Revelation.47 He wrote, “For it [i.e.,
Revelation] was seen not long ago, but nearly in our generation, toward the end of
the reign of Domitian.”48 This statement does not inspire great confidence because
the time Irenaeus described as nearly in his own generation (scedo;n ejpi; th÷" hJmetevra"
genea÷") was approximately a century earlier than when he was writing.49 His effort
to shorten the distance between himself and the author of Revelation is understand-
able in light of his polemical intent: he wanted to strengthen his claim to understand
Revelation accurately. Irenaeus was not writing a history of the transmission of John’s
Apocalypse; he was arguing with Christian millenarian movements about the cor-
rect interpretation of Revelation. Moreover, Irenaeus left his historical judgment
open to criticism by accepting the apostle John as the author of both Revelation
and the Gospel according to John.50 The testimony of Irenaeus can be used to con-
firm other strong evidence, but it cannot support much weight on its own.

Another kind of argument used to locate the Revelation of John in time con-
cerns persecutions of the churches. In the writings of nineteenth-century New Tes-
tament scholars, the atrocities committed by Nero against members of the churches
in Rome51 provided a plausible social setting for Revelation. As the twentieth cen-
tury began, the scholarly consensus about the date of Revelation shifted from the
end of Nero’s reign (i.e., ca. 68–70) to late in Domitian’s reign (i.e., 95–96). One
facet of this shift was the development of arguments for a Domitianic persecution
of Christians. These arguments have largely been abandoned in recent years.52 It is
now clear that political executions in the imperial center increased late in Domitian’s
reign,53 but there is no support for a systematic campaign against Christians in Rome
or elsewhere.

The rejection of Domitianic persecutions in recent literature has not caused a
return to a Neronic date for Revelation. Rather, there has been a general move away
from crisis theories as a way of understanding Revelation. Adela Yarbro Collins made
this move by arguing that John perceived an “incipient crisis” not yet manifest to
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others. Thus, there were elements of crisis but no full confrontation. The elements
of crisis revolved around four themes: increasing alienation between Christians and
Jews in the cities of Asia, a mutual antipathy between Christians and Gentiles due
to Christian reservations about mainstream culture,54 conflicts over wealth in west-
ern Asia Minor and in the churches, and the precarious legal situation of the churches
in the late first century.55

Some Christians had also undergone experiences of trauma, most related to
Roman rule. These included the destruction of Jerusalem, the massacre of Chris-
tians in Rome by Nero in the mid 60s, the growing pressure for Christians in west-
ern Asia Minor to participate in imperial cult activity, at least one example of mar-
tyrdom,56 and the banishment of John to Patmos.57 So, according to Yarbro Collins,
Revelation was John’s effort to shape a linguistic world that provided an imagina-
tive retreat from the tensions of this incipient crisis:

Through the use of effective symbols and artful plots, the Apocalypse made
feelings which were probably latent, vague, complex, and ambiguous explicit,
conscious, and simple. Complex relationships were simplified by the use of a
dualistic framework. . . . Fear, the sense of powerlessness, and aggressive feelings
are not minimized, but heightened. . . . By projecting the tension and the
feelings experienced by the hearers into cosmic categories, the Apocalypse made
it possible for the hearers to gain some distance from their experience. It
provided a feeling of detachment and thus greater control.58

Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza did not actually abandon persecution theories; she
recast them in terms of permanent, widespread imperial oppression. In this way she
painted a much bleaker picture of Roman Asia, claiming that most of the inhabit-
ants of the province were suffering under Roman exploitation:

Many inhabitants of the cities of Asia Minor, staggering under the colonial
injustices of oppressive taxation often combined with ruinous interest rates, were
suffering from the widening gap between rich and poor. They were afraid of
Roman repression of disturbances, paranoid prohibition of private associations,
and suspicious surveillance by neighbors and informants. Whereas the vast
majority of the population suffered from colonialist abuses of power, exploita-
tion, slavery, and famine, some citizens in the senatorial province of Asia enjoyed
the benefits of Roman commerce and peace as well as comforts and splendor of
urban life and Hellenistic culture.59

In this generally repressive situation, according to Schüssler Fiorenza, the plight
of Christians was even more difficult because their refusal to worship the emperors
increased the threat of economic deprivation, imprisonment, and execution.60 This
imperialist setting gave Revelation its exigence, or urgency. John’s rhetorical response,
however, had to be calibrated to certain limitations: groups within the churches that
had more positive opinions of Roman power, growing tensions between the churches
and synagogues in Asia, and John’s own theology.61

John’s text can thus be understood as a rhetorical product of this exigence and
these limitations. According to Schüssler Fiorenza, John did not provide an escape
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from this brutal reality; rather, he created a symbolic universe that allowed the
churches to oppose the dominant symbolic system of mainstream society.62

Leonard Thompson engaged Roman social history more systematically than
most Revelation scholars and argued there is no support for persecution theories or
even deprivation theories:63

There is little evidence to suggest fundamental conflicts either within the
economic structure of the province or between the province and Rome. The
writer of the Book of Revelation may urge his readers to see conflicts in their
urban setting and to think of Roman society as “the enemy,” but those conflicts
do not reside in Asian social structures. The urban setting in which Christians
worshipped and lived was stable and beneficial to all who participated in its
social and economic institutions.64

The tensions evident in the text come not from the social setting but from the
mind of John, according to Thompson. John was trying to provoke his audience,
to alienate them from mainstream society.65 What makes the text so powerful is that
John did not simply reject dominant society. Rather, he reinterpreted the whole
world, assimilating the public knowledge and transforming it.66

A contrapuntal approach is not antithetical to any of these options but draws
on certain parts of them more than others. Thompson’s reading of the broader so-
cial setting of Revelation in Roman Asia is the best available. There is no need to
posit persecution or a widespread crisis in society to explain the hostility of Revela-
tion toward Roman rule. We must also consider Schüssler Fiorenza’s persistent at-
tention to the discrepant social experiences of a small group like the churches.67 Even
if our evidence suggests that the overall situation was stable, we should not con-
clude that all the inhabitants were satisfied. Imperial authority always meets forms
of resistance, because the encompassing claims of imperial authority cannot match
the diversity of actual experiences and because imperial authority never legitimates
the experiences of its victims. Given the amount and the character of the data left
to us from first-century Roman Asia, we cannot expect to muster a complete ac-
count of that time and place. From the range of voices still available to us, we can,
however, reconstruct their interaction.

Imperial Cults in the Text

The preceding review regarding persecution theories indicates a scholarly consen-
sus that imperial cults were important in the formation of Revelation and a disagree-
ment about their precise importance. Were imperial cults one of several traumas in
an incipient crisis (Yarbro Collins), a major feature of the widespread oppression to
which Revelation responded (Schüssler Fiorenza), or a normal part of life in a rela-
tively placid province (Thompson)? The first step in evaluating this feature of the
debate is to examine where imperial cults appear in the text of Revelation.

It is dangerous to say that anything in Revelation is clear. Nevertheless, it is
safe to conclude that references to imperial cults within the text of Revelation come
only in the last half of the book, specifically in chapters 13–19.68 A brief overview
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of Revelation 13–19 demonstrates the importance of imperial worship in this part
of the text. The first clear reference to imperial cults comes in Revelation 13. The
chapter depicts two beasts, one from the sea and one from the earth. The Beast from
the Sea appears first, coming with the power and authority of “the great Dragon,
the ancient serpent, the one called Devil and Satan, who deceives the whole world”
(12:9). The seven-headed, ten-horned Sea Beast astonishes the whole world when
it recovers from a fatal wound to one of its heads. The world worships the Dragon
and the Beast, noting the Beast’s incomparable military ability. The Beast speaks
great blasphemies against heaven and makes war on the saints. They are defeated
and the Beast rules the whole world (13:1–8).

Commentators are virtually unanimous in their verdict that the Beast from the
Sea represents the imperial power of Rome. There is also widespread agreement that
the Beast from the Earth is in some way a symbol for the promotion of imperial
cults.69 The second beast receives its authority from the first beast and uses this
authority to make the inhabitants of the earth worship the Beast from the Sea. The
Beast from the Earth performs great signs so that the inhabitants of earth make sa-
cred images of the first beast. They worship the images and receive the mark of the
name of the Beast on their hands and foreheads (13:11–18).

So begins the confrontation between the Lamb and the Beast from the Sea, the
dominant theme from this chapter until the end of chapter 19 that drives the plot
to its dramatic conclusion. As the visions of that struggle unfold, the issue of proper
worship is always near the surface. Revelation 14 opens with the Lamb standing on
Mt. Zion, accompanied by the 144,000 faithful followers who have the name of
God and of the Lamb written on their foreheads (14:1–5). An angel proclaims that
the hour of judgment has come; all should fear God and worship the one who made
heavens, earth, sea, and springs. A second angel announces the downfall of Rome:
“Fallen, fallen is the great Babylon; all the nations have drunk from the wine of the
wrath of her prostitution” (14:8). A third angel’s call is the longest, warning that
those who worship the Beast, who worship its image, and who receive its mark will
drink from the undiluted wine of the wrath of God. Two divine judgments with
harvest imagery follow (14:14–20).

A scene change takes us to the heavens. Seven angels come out of the temple
bearing bowls filled with the seven last plagues of the wrath of God (15:1–8). The
first bowl is poured upon the earth, causing boils to torment those who worship the
image of the Beast and those who have received the mark of its name. The other
bowls produce further plagues reminiscent of Moses’ battle with Pharaoh before the
Exodus. When the seventh bowl is poured out upon the air, a great voice from the
heavenly throne says, “It is finished.” There are tremendous earthquakes and hail-
storms, and a third of the great city Babylon is destroyed. Yet people continue to
blaspheme God (16:1–21).

The litany of catastrophes is then interrupted as one of the seven angels offers
to show John the punishment of the great prostitute Rome. John is taken in the
spirit to a wilderness where he encounters the great prostitute seated on the scarlet,
seven-headed Beast.70 The scene changes again as another angel announces that
Babylon has fallen. Yet another angel calls upon God’s people to come out from
her, for she is about to suffer the judgment for glorifying herself and for living luxu-
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riously. Laments follow from those who had become wealthy and powerful because
of Babylon. Kings, merchants, ship owners, and sailors mourn the loss of the source
of their livelihoods (18:1–19). Then the mood shifts as heaven, the saints, the
apostles, and the prophets are told to rejoice over their vindication. An angel throws
a millstone into the sea and proclaims the disappearance of Babylon forever. Heav-
enly crowds, the twenty-four elders, and the four living beings join the celebration
and worship the one seated on the throne (18:20–19:10).

The time for battle finally arrives. The Word of God rides out of heaven on a
white horse, followed by the armies of heaven. The Beast and the kings gather to
make war but are quickly defeated. The Beast and the False Prophet (another name
for the Beast from the Earth; 19:20) are seized and thrown alive into the lake of
fire; their armies and allies are destroyed and left unburied for the birds to consume
(19:11–21).

With the destruction of the Beast and the False Prophet, the topic of imperial
cults disappears from the text. Satan is confined for 1,000 years, released, and fi-
nally cast in the lake of fire. The living and the dead are judged, and a new heaven
and earth appear. The new Jerusalem descends to earth, and God dwells with human-
ity, wiping away every tear from their eyes (21:4).

Although a cursory retelling of the narrative of Revelation 13–19 can hardly
explicate all the problems associated with these chapters, it is sufficient to establish
the importance of imperial cults in this crucial section of the text. The section as-
serts that Roman imperial power is demonic and that people are deceived or pres-
sured into imperial worship. Judgment is announced and depicted for those who
participate. Those who refuse to worship the Beast are promised security. The wor-
ship of the emperors is not the only important theme in these chapters, but it is the
defining activity that separates those who are condemned from those who belong
to God. Imperial worship is contrasted to the worship of the creator. Imperial cults
are portrayed as a deception, a blasphemous lie, one crucial aspect in the Roman
practice of dominating and exploiting the world. As such, imperial cults are pre-
sented as a crucial aspect of demonic Roman hegemony.

Imperial Cults and the Date of Revelation

Because imperial cults play such a prominent role in the text of Revelation, it is
natural that they have become part of the discussion about the date when Revela-
tion was composed. When crisis theories were more prominent in these discussions,
most thought that Revelation must have been written when there were exaggerated
demands for worship of the imperial family. After scholars became more aware of
the difference between John’s perception of a crisis and the perceptions of others,
there has been less need to posit major developments in imperial cults to explain
the genesis of Revelation.71

When commentaries and monographs review the status of imperial cults under
Domitian, the main ancient source is a paragraph from Suetonius.72 In the para-
graph Suetonius mentioned several divinizing tendencies of Domitian’s reign: ref-
erences by Domitian to his own divinity, gold and silver images (usually reserved
for deities) dedicated to him in the Capitol, the use of “Lord and God” as his title
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in writing and in personal address, and renaming two months of the year after him-
self.73 Although the paragraph in Suetonius has implications for religious practice,
Suetonius was not writing primarily about imperial cult activities. These and other
details about Domitian in the paragraph build a case for the excessive arrogance of
Domitian, which was reflected also in Domitian’s attitude toward his participation
in the divine realm.

In fact, the only substantive issue commentators mention regularly in the de-
bate about Domitianic imperial cult policy is the allegation that Domitian demanded
to be called Lord and God. Most specialists now hold that this was an exaggeration,
if not a fabrication, on the part of Suetonius.74 Writers from the Domitianic period
such as Martial and Statius did not use such forms of address, nor do the coins and
inscriptions of Rome evince such practices.75

It is important to note that the secondary literature has been, by and large, a
discussion about the worship of the emperors in Rome rather than about practices
in Asia. One result of the analysis in part I of this book is that we can now base
conclusions on materials more directly relevant to Revelation, that is, the evidence
for imperial cults in Asia. When we turn from the imperial center to the province,
it becomes clear that the title “Lord and God” is irrelevant to the question of impe-
rial cults in Asia. There are no signs in the epigraphic or numismatic evidence from
Asia that unusual divine titles were employed for Domitian. Even if the title were
an issue in the imperial center, it was not important in the province of Asia.

Some other observations can be made regarding imperial cults and the date of
Revelation based on the evidence from part I of this book. A survey of the imperial
cult evidence from Asia suggests that the most innovative period was during the reigns
of Augustus and Tiberius. There were several reasons for this creativity. One was
that the Augustan period differed dramatically from the turmoil that had preceded
it. The eastern Mediterranean had never before seen such an extended period of
relative calm under one ruler. The institution and consolidation of imperial power
under Augustus were certainly reasons for the flowering of imperial cults during his
reign.

A second reason was the uncertainty regarding succession in the Augustan and
Tiberian periods. For several years Marcus Agrippa seemed the most likely succes-
sor to Augustus. When Agrippa died in 12 BCE, Augustus had already ruled for
19 years after his victory at Actium. At that time it did not seem likely he would
live and hold onto power for another 26 years. So several other candidates for suc-
cession came to the fore: Livia’s son, Drusus; Augustus’s grandsons, Lucius and Gaius;
and finally Livia’s son, Tiberius. Possible successors to Tiberius included one son of
Tiberius who died in infancy before the death of Augustus; Tiberius’s nephew
Germanicus (died in 19 CE); another son of Tiberius (also named Drusus), who was
poisoned in 22 CE; and other more distant male relatives. The end result was that
for over three decades, the question of succession was constantly changing. In this
setting, a great variety of imperial cults was possible and perhaps necessary.

The two periods in which scholars have tried to locate the composition of Reve-
lation have not yet produced much evidence to suggest any great increase in impe-
rial cult activities in Asia. The period of Nero seems to have been rather quiet with
regard to imperial worship. The major known imperial cult monument of the pe-
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riod is the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias. The monument was probably begun in the
Tiberian period and honored all the Julio-Claudians. Completion of the project
extended into the reign of Nero, who is shown in a relatively reserved manner. One
relief shows him in heroic form (fig. 5.8). Another is a subdued presentation of the
emperor in military attire being crowned by his mother Agrippina the younger
(fig. 8.1). The evidence shows that imperial cult practices in Asia during this pe-
riod were not unusual for their time. They were certainly more restrained than the
short-lived provincial cult of Gaius at Miletos.

The evidence for imperial cults in Asia from the Domitianic period also fit within
the mainstream of imperial cult practice. There is no sign of the exaggerated claims
alleged for this period. The Temple of the Sebastoi at Ephesos was well within the
norm for provincial cults. Several members of the imperial family were worshipped,
probably all of them Flavians. The living emperor Domitian was honored but not
called qeov". When the Senate condemned him after his assassination, his name was

figure 8.1 Nero crowned by his mother Agrippina; relief
from the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias, north portico, third
story (JRS 1987, pl. 24, #11). Courtesy of the New York
University Excavations at Aphrodisias.
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excised from inscriptions, and his image would certainly have been removed from
the temple. The temple and its cultus, however, remained viable for at least another
century and a half.

Thus, the most influential development in imperial cults of the last half of the
first century CE does not have to do with excessive divinization. The signal develop-
ment, first manifest in the dedications of the Temple of the Sebastoi but reflecting
broader trends in society, was the use of neokoros as a technical title for a city with
a provincial temple of the emperors. The power of this innovation was explosive.
In a matter of years it changed the public rhetoric of empire in Asia. Within a cen-
tury it had transformed the discourse of Roman imperialism in the eastern Medi-
terranean. From the late first century onward, the most prestigious self-designation
that could be employed by a city in Asia was neokoros, indicating the presence of a
provincial temple where the emperors and their relatives were worshipped.76

The production of Revelation, therefore, should not be tied to alleged excesses
in imperial cult practices. Rather, we should turn our attention toward the funda-
mental developments taking place within mainstream imperial cult institutions and
toward the role these institutions were playing in late first-century Asia. These devel-
opments do not provide a date for Revelation. They do provide access to the domi-
nant discourse against which Revelation should be understood.

To summarize, then, the specific region of the Roman Empire to which Revelation
was directed is clear from the text itself. This feature sets it apart from nearly every
other apocalyptic text of its era. Efforts to specify exactly when Revelation was written
have not succeeded in establishing a definitive date for the text. Internal evidence
from the text of Revelation is most important in this regard, indicating a date after
the death of Nero (68 CE) and after the destruction of Jerusalem by the Romans
(70 CE). Moreover, the use of the name Babylon for Rome implies a date somewhat
removed from the destruction of Jerusalem, when Jewish life was taking on the
character of the first phase of the Babylonian exile, that is, no functioning temple,
complete loss of sovereignty, and foreign domination.

External evidence indicates that Revelation was written well before the middle
of the second century, for the text was known to Justin Martyr (d. ca. 160),77 to
Melito of Sardis (ca. 165),78 and probably to Papias of Hierapolis (d. ca. 130).79 If
Irenaeus is correct, Revelation belongs to the late first century. As his historical judg-
ment is questionable, some uncertainty should be maintained. The combination of
internal indicators and external evidence points toward the period 80–100 CE as the
most likely time for the composition of the text, though the Trajanic period (98–
117 CE) is not unthinkable.

Evidence for imperial cults should not be used as a primary argument for one
date or the other. Certain trends are distinguishable in the evolving discourse of
imperial cults during the late first and early second century, but these are not dra-
matic enough to require that Revelation be considered a response to them. More-
over, it is not at all clear that John was responding to a particular historical event in
this regard. The date of Revelation should be established on other grounds, after
which consideration of imperial cult practices is appropriate.
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Thus, Thompson was correct in describing imperial cults as a normal feature
of everyday life in Roman Asia. The work of Yarbro Collins and of Schüssler Fiorenza
reminds us, however, that mainstream views are not shared by everyone. We must
take account of the discrepant experiences of any social setting. So the following
chapters of this book build a structural comparison of issues that surface in imperial
cults and in Revelation’s discrepant interpretation of life in Roman Asia. A struc-
tural comparison does not require us to choose a particular date within the decades
when Revelation was surely written. Roman imperial cosmology and eschatology
were growing in importance, but their fundamental character was relatively stable
in this period. Although I conclude that Revelation was probably written in the late
first century, the following analysis is general enough to be applicable whether one
is persuaded that Revelation was written in 69 or 96 CE. John’s critique was not aimed
at particular cults or institutions; it was directed at an imperial way of life.
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9

centering reality
Space and Time in Revelation

This chapter examines the way John’s text centers spatial and temporal existence
and contrasts this method with the centering strategies of the dominant discourse.
The argument proceeds through three phases. First comes a description of the kinds
of space one encounters in Revelation, followed by a consideration of the qualities
of time revealed by John. Finally, I compare these conclusions with the work of
Leonard Thompson, one of the few scholars to comment on the cosmological con-
cerns of Revelation. The general lack of interest in these basic facets of the text is
understandable. Revelation’s view of the world is at odds with modern secular
cosmologies and with most modern religious ones as well.

Three Kinds of Space

In a mythic consciousness space in the cosmos is usually associated with different
types of beings.1 Revelation presents at least three levels of spatial reality: heaven,
earth, and the underworld (5:3).2 Two topographical features are difficult to locate
within this three-fold spatial schema. The wilderness and the lake of fire remind us
that the imagery of Revelation often eludes systematization. But there is a relatively
coherent imagined geography in the visionary’s world.

Heaven is the most spectacular stratum in Revelation’s universe. Although no
precise mapping of the heavenly realm is afforded us, several of its features are men-
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tioned. The most extensive description comes in Revelation 4. The scene begins at
the throne of God, which is described only as having an emerald halo or rainbow.3

In front of the throne are seven oil lamps, which are the seven spirits of God, and a
glassy sea, clear and sparkling like crystal (also 15:2). Around the throne of God are
24 more thrones for elders who are adorned with white robes and golden crowns.
Nearest the throne are four fantastic creatures.4 Each has six wings that are filled
with eyes, inside and out. One of the creatures looks like a lion, one looks like a
bull, one has the face of a human, and one has the shape of an eagle (4:2–8). We are
probably to imagine seven archangels around the throne as well (8:2), though they
are not mentioned in chapter 4.5

The area around the throne is often noisy because of the startling sounds, thun-
der, and lightning. The activity in this area is mostly given over to worship. Night
and day, the four creatures lead the heavenly liturgy with acclamations of the living
God. The 24 elders bow down, cast their golden crowns down before the throne,
and respond with further acclamations (4:8–11). In another text a huge crowd too
large to number gathers before the throne. These people from all tribes and nations
join the creatures, the elders, and the angels blessing God and announcing his vic-
tory (7:9–12).

The golden altar in front of the throne (8:3) is a prominent feature consistently
associated with God’s judgments against the world on behalf of his people. It is a
horned altar (9:13), the sort one would encounter among the cultures from the
eastern Roman empire (fig. 9.1). The altar speaks twice, once ordering an angel to
dry up the Euphrates so that armies can cross and wreak havoc (9:14; see also 14:18),
and once affirming the righteousness of God’s judgments (16:7). The altar is de-
scribed as the place where marytrs await vindication, pleading with God to end the
delay and to avenge their cause (6:9–11).

The only reference to sacrifice on the altar is a complex image in Revelation
8:1–5 that develops the theme of vindication. The grammar is difficult, but the altar
appears to hold burning incense, which is likened to the prayers of all the saints (cf.
5:8). An angel (presumably the one responsible for the fire on the altar mentioned
in 14:18) receives additional incense in a censor. The angel lights the additional
incense with fire from the heavenly altar to enhance the prayers of the saints. Then
the angel casts the flaming mixture to earth, which leads to the blowing of the seven
trumpets. Thus, the prayers of the saints help bring about God’s judgment on the
earth, which God accomplishes through angelic action.

One other possible allusion is related to sacrificial activity at the altar. The
Messiah is also in the heavenly realm (19:11) with God at the throne (12:5), and
the main image for the Messiah is that of the slaughtered Lamb. The author of
Revelation makes no overt connection between the Lamb and the altar, probably
because the Lamb has been slain from the foundation of the world (13:8) and be-
cause sacrifice will be irrelevant when the first earth comes to an end.6

Near the throne is the heavenly temple. At the end of the story of the two wit-
nesses in Revelation 11, we learn that it is the place where the ark of the covenant is
kept (11:19), though whether this is a heavenly ark or the ark that disappeared after
the Babylonian destruction7 is not clear. Angels (14:15, 17; 15:6) and martyrs (7:15)
serve God in the heavenly temple. If Revelation 11:1 refers to the heavenly (rather
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figure 9.1 Example of a horned altar. The altar is in front of
a temple of Isis on Delos. Author’s photo.

than the earthly) temple, then that chapter begins with a scene where the transcen-
dent temple is measured.8 This could, however, be an unusual reference to the earthly
temple9 or perhaps a symbolic representation of the church (cf. 3:12).

In comparison, 4 Ezra 10 records a vision in which Ezra is allowed to see the
transcendent Mt. Zion, which is not affected by the vicissitudes of the earthly Jerusa-
lem.10 In Revelation, Zion is also a heavenly reality. After the judgment of human-
ity, Zion comes down to earth as the new Jerusalem, the place where God can fi-
nally dwell with his people (21:9–22:5; perhaps also 14:1–5).

Thus, in Revelation, the realm of absolute being is focused on the throne of the
Creator and the Lamb. There are also other splendid, lesser beings in heaven (the
creatures and the elders have already been noted). The Messiah’s armies belong to
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this realm (Rev 19:14; cf. 2 Bar 5:11) and an unspecified number of angels. The
sun, moon, and stars are heavenly as well, though they are only occasionally per-
sonified or equated with angels as in other texts of the era.11 The Dragon, the ac-
cuser of the saints, once dwelled here. Some special humans reside in heaven, par-
ticularly the martyrs, but their presence is characterized as anomolous (they are souls
without resurrected bodies, 6:9–11) and unfulfilled (they long for vindication).12

The term earth is used broadly in Revelation for the middle realm below heaven,
composed of earth in the limited sense (i.e., “dry land”), the sea, and middle heaven.13

Middle heaven might also be considered a separate region because it is an interme-
diate zone between heaven and earth where flying beings deliver divine announce-
ments (8:13; 14:6; 19:17). Because middle heaven is inhabited mostly by birds and
is subject to the sorts of events that also occur in the human realm, one might more
appropriately categorize it as one part of the earthly realm that has a distinct medi-
ating function.

The rest of this realm is signified by “earth (dry land) and sea” (e.g., 10:2; 12:12;
13:1–14). The earth is said to have four corners (20:8), which are the sources of the
four dominant winds (7:1). The earth is damaged by some of the judgments (9:3–
4; 11:6; 16:1) and so is the sea (8:8–9). The sea receives relatively little attention,
however, for humans are the main concern. Whereas the sea is a site of labor for
some humans (18:17), it is the abode of other kinds of creatures (10:6). “Those who
dwell on earth”14 are the primary subjects and recipients of John’s Revelation.

One of the distinctive features of earth, as the realm between heaven and the
underworld, is that it is governed by time. One of the most powerful angelic figures
in Revelation appears in chapter 10. The angel is described in a way that encom-
passes space and time, and it announces the end of temporal space. The angel comes
down from heaven, places one foot on the sea and one on the land, and raises its
hand to heaven. Its face is like the sun and its legs like columns of fire. When it
speaks the first time, the seven thunders rumble, but John is not allowed to record
what the thunders say. Then the angel “swore by the one living to the ages of ages—
who made the heavens and the things in it and the earth and the things in it and the
sea and the things in it—that time will be no longer” (10:6).

Toward the end of the text, John’s audience encounters the end of this middle
realm. When the Almighty appears on the white throne to judge the living and the
dead, earth and sky flee from God’s presence (20:11). The transitory realm cannot
remain in the presence of the absolute. Temporal space is undone.

A second distinctive feature of the middle realm is that it is contingent. Events
that transpire on earth are consistently represented as reactions to events in heaven.
The Lamb breaks seals off a scroll in heaven and disasters occur on earth. Stars
drop from the sky and effect earthly consequences. Angels blow trumpets in heaven
and calamities strike the earth (Revelation 8 until at least chapter 11). The region
of land, sea, and sky depends on heaven for its well-being and is subject to heaven’s
punishment.

Another part of Revelation’s world appears to belong to the middle realm but
is nevertheless difficult to locate. The wilderness provides a setting for two scenes in
the text. The vision recorded in Revelation 12 describes a heavenly woman, who is
hidden by God in the wilderness for her own safety. The Dragon is cast out of heaven
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and exiled to earth, where he attacks the Woman. The earth protects her, and the
Dragon goes off to make war on her children. From this vision it appears that the
wilderness is part of the earthly realm, though the events and actors are quite extraor-
dinary. The other vision in the wilderness is recorded in Revelation 17. John is taken
to the wilderness “in the spirit” by an angel. There he sees the Woman Babylon
seated on the seven-headed Beast whose heads represent hills and kings. The Dragon,
the Beast, and the Women of Revelation 12 and 17 are heavenly beings present in
the earthly realm; thus, they play an important mediating role between these two
levels of reality: they provide the correct understanding of life on earth. This herme-
neutic is not available to everyone; it is known only in the spirit. Thus, the beings
encountered in the wilderness—the Woman and Dragon of Revelation 12 and the
Woman and Beast of Revelation 17—reveal the depths of what is normally known
only superficially. The wilderness is a realm where mysteries are explained in the
spirit.

The underworld receives the least attention of any of the three kinds of space.
The abyss, one of its most prominent features, is not described, but its character as
a place of confinement for evil creatures is clear enough. The abyss first appears in
the text after the fifth angel blows its trumpet (Rev 9:1–11). A star that falls from
heaven is given the key to unlock the entrance to the abyss. Once it is opened, smoke
billows out and grotesque locusts are released on the earth. These locusts look like
war-horses except that they have human heads, long hair, and golden crowns. They
destroy vegetation and torment with scorpion-like stings those who do not have the
seal of God on their forehead. The king of the locusts is the angel of the abyss, whose
name is “Destruction” (Abaddon in Hebrew, Apollyon in Greek). The abyss occurs
in the vision of the Seer also as the place from which the Beast of Revelation 17
arises to make war on the righteous (17:8; 11:7). After the death of the Beast, the
Dragon itself is locked in the abyss for a thousand years.

This depiction of the abyss as a prison for evil creatures is in line with the usage
of the term in Luke 8:31 and 1 Enoch 18:10. It is somewhat different, however,
from the usage of 1 Enoch 10:13 and other texts, where the abyss is a place for dead
humans synonymous with Sheol or Gehenna.15 This difference is due to the fact
that in Revelation, Death and Hades appear together as the abode of dead humans
(1:18; 20:13) or as the bringers of death (6:8). As such, Death and Hades are an
important aspect of Revelation’s underworld.

The word “death” occurs often in Revelation in its more mundane sense as the
end of human life without any personification. This is considered in Revelation to
be the first death, not the second death after the general resurrection (2:11; 20:6,
14; 21:8). The second death is described as a lake burning with fire and sulphur.
The Beast and the False Prophet of Revelation 19 are thrown in alive, without expe-
riencing the first death, and are tormented forever before the angels and the Lamb.
Later the Dragon is consigned to the lake of fire (20:10). Then Death and Hades
are subjected to the second death (20:14) with all humans whose names are not
written in the scroll of life (20:15).

The lake of fire is even more difficult to locate than the wilderness. This prob-
lem is not due simply to insufficient description. The lake of fire takes us to the
limits of imaginative topography, as it signifies not simply extinction but the ex-
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tinction of extinction. It cannot belong to earth or the underworld because it func-
tions forever, long after the earth and sea have fled from the Almighty judge and are
no more. It could perhaps be located in heaven, the realm of absolute being. But
the status of heaven itself is in question once all things are made new. How can there
be a heaven when the new Jerusalem has come down to the new earth, when God
and the Lamb have vacated the transcendent realm to become the temple of God’s
people, when the divine and the earthly abide together on intimate terms?

The lake of fire cannot be systematically integrated into the three kinds of space.
It remains a paradox. Heaven as the realm of absolute being cannot survive without
a lake of fire that can destroy all symbolized existence. But neither can heaven long
endure the smell of sulphur for it is a pollutant, a disturbing reminder of the final
demise of its own signification. The paradox is not due to confusion or irrationality
on the part of the Seer. This is the work of the critical mythic consciousness, push-
ing the fundamental categories of knowledge and experience beyond their limits.
John signifies the end of signification; he symbolizes the end of his own symbols.
This should not be confused with demythologization or with deconstruction. It
represents, rather, the power of the mythic imagination to undermine its most cher-
ished axioms. It is a practitioner’s ferocious dissatisfaction with signification, the
piercing gaze of religious criticism cast upon its own work. Our guide has taken us
past this world of imagined space and time in search of an unattainable vista from
which we can look back upon it.

Qualities of Time

Human experience is filtered through times. We live in many kinds of time blended
through institutional contexts and through the work of the imagination. One of
the most powerful organizers of time is the calendar. “Even as they keep the expe-
rience of the world intact, calendars experiment with sacred realities and redesign
the meaning of the universe.”16 A cosmic periodicity “aims at a shuffled perfection,
a stylized arrangement of all the possible qualities of being symbolized by diverse
times.”17

We know more about Asia’s calendars and the role of imperial cults in them
than we do about the calendar kept by the churches to which John wrote. The cal-
endars of the cities and those of the churches would not have been exclusive. Through
work schedules, community festivals, and family relationships, the churches would
have participated in city calendars. In fact, most scholars would agree that John’s
opponents within the churches—“ Balaam,” “Jezebel,” and the Nicolaitans—were
more active participants in the round of annual festivals for various deities and rul-
ers than John would have liked.18 In Revelation, however, we glimpse a calendar
and at least five different kinds of time.

Revelation immediately signals that the worshipping community is the crucial
institutional setting for normative experiences of time. Revelation 1:3 pronounces
a blessing both on the reader and on the gathered congregation that hears and heeds
the message of the text. Moreover, John was quick to point out that his revelatory
experience took place, or at least began, while he was in the spirit on the Lord’s Day
(1:10).19 Whether there was a congregation on Patmos is not important for this point.
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Proper worship is the locus for the understanding of times. John’s text begins in
worship and seeks a hearing in worship. Furthermore, Revelation is permeated by
worship, hymns of praise and adoration, and liturgical language.20 No other apoca-
lyptic text can be characterized by such an strong emphasis on worship.21

So “worship time” is the first and most important kind of time in Revelation,
unique because it spans heaven and earth. Worship goes on in the congregations on
earth but only sporadically; in heaven it is continuous. Worship time builds a com-
munity that bridges the two realms. It also marks difference between those inside
the church and those outside.22 It is time organized around the throne of God, avail-
able in theory to all creatures but in practice only to those who participate with the
churches and the angels in obeisance to God and to the Lamb. Worship time breaks
the churches’ earthly ties and substitutes heavenly ones.

Those outside the church worship the Beast of Roman imperial authority. For
Beast worshippers, time is structured around the birth of Augustus and secondarily
around the other emperors. As others ascend to the throne of the empire, their birth-
days can be added to the festal calendar. The system meshed well with the rhythms
of life in the cities of Asia, but it fit John’s calendar poorly.

Worship time for the churches is distinctive in its dynamic stability, by which
I mean that it is characterized by eternality and by motion. The constancy of the
eternal God is emphasized in worship, manifest especially in the repeated acclama-
tions of the One who was, who is, and who will come,23 whose being goes on for-
ever into the ages of ages.24 Worship is also the time in which we encounter per-
petual motion: there is ceaseless worship around the heavenly throne (4:18), and
the martyrs serve God night and day in the heavenly temple before the throne (7:15).
Worship signified life experienced completely in God’s presence—never ending and
always moving.

A second kind of time encountered throughout the book of Revelation is the
Seer’s experience of “vision time.” In a style not unlike that of a shaman, John travels
in the spirit through many qualities of space and time, encountering beings and
realities inaccessible to most people. He comes into contact with different phases of
historical time and records them in a disorienting fashion. The journeys validate
his status as a prophet in the congregations, so his authority is based primarily on
ecstatic experience.25 The extensive allusions to authoritative writings, however, warn
us not to draw too sharp a distinction between the ecstatic spirit traveler and the
textual master, whose authority is founded on knowledge of an accumulated tradi-
tion.26 John expected the hearers to recognize him on both counts, as visionary and
as a master of tradition. The ecstatic element is nevertheless primary, for even his
handling of authoritative texts is affected by his visions. He does not so much quote
scriptures as build with them.27

Although all members of the congregations had direct access to worship time,
their access to vision time was indirect, mediated by John and by other prophets
such as Jezebel (2:20). The prophet traveled through times on behalf of the rest of
the congregation, bringing back special knowledge of God’s will in history. The
retelling of the visions did more than transmit this knowledge. The oral enactment
of Revelation in the churches approximated the revelatory experience28 and gave
the members a sample of other qualities of time. In the context of worship time,
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then, the congregations experienced other kinds of time that transcended everyday
spatiotemporal realities.

One important feature of the Seer’s vision time was a reinterpretation of “present
time” as the period just before the destruction of the empire. In his retelling of the
visions, John challenged the churches with a particular rendering of everyday time.
John’s label for present time was “3½ years,” “42 months,” and “1,260 days.”29

John’s use of these equivalent phrases is an excellent example of his dual role as ec-
static and canonist. The figure is drawn from venerable tradition—the book of
Daniel—as the time before God’s final intervention in history. In Daniel there were
70 weeks of years (i.e., 7 × 70 years, or 490 years) that began with the decree to
rebuild the Jerusalem temple. At the beginning of the seventieth week, the Anointed
one would be cut off by a foreign king. Halfway through the last week, the Jerusa-
lem temple would be defiled by the foreigner (Dan 9:24–27). At the end of the last
3½ years (= 42 months = 1,260 days) of the 70 weeks of years, the foreign king would
be killed, the resurrection would occur, and judgments and rewards would be meted
out (Dan 11:29–12:13). John took this authoritative text of Daniel and reworked
the idea of 42 months in light of his visions, redefining the everyday time of his
audience as the last great oppression before the eschaton. In the vision, present time
became the prelude to history’s denouement.30

The visions of John described the 42 months from several angles. The clearest
description was as the time when the imperial Roman Beast was given authority to
blaspheme against heaven and to make war on the saints (13:5–7). The present
could also be described as the time when the Gentiles trample the outer court of
the temple (11:2), the time when the two witnesses prophesy against those dwell-
ing on earth (11:3–10), and the time when God protects the heavenly Woman from
the Dragon (12:6, 14). This conjunction of images does not blend well because John
envisaged the present as paradox: divine protection for those suffering defeat in the
war with the Beast. Rather than imposing one interpretation on the present, John
presented a collage of perspectives on the present, a range of readings on the situa-
tions of the congregations. His method reflected his jarring message; they were visions
that barely fit together for times that barely cohered. Stated in other terms, they
were visions of discrepant experiences that challenged the dominant discourse. A
consistent theme, however, underlies these images: all of them offer the promise of
protection in the midst of suffering in present time.

John provided his audience with an indirect experience of another quality of
time that belongs to the period following present time. “Vindication time” belongs
to the period after the 42 months. This period lasts 1,000 years; John calls it the
“first resurrection.”31 Little space in the text is devoted to this first resurrection (20:
4–6), but a few points can be affirmed regarding it. The primary quality of the 1,000
years of time is, according to John, the vindication of the martyrs.32 During the
42 months the souls of the martyrs plead with God from the heavenly altar, “O Ruler
holy and true, how long will you not judge and avenge our blood against those
dwelling on earth?” (6:10) At the end of the 42 months comes the time of their
vindication. First the Beast of imperial Rome and the False Prophet who promoted
its worship are defeated in battle and cast alive into the lake of fire (19:19–21). An
angel comes down from heaven, binds the Dragon with a chain, and imprisons it in
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the abyss for the thousand years (20:1–3). The rest of the dead do not rise at this
time; only the martyrs and those who refused to worship the Beast participate in
the first resurrection. They are priests of God and of Christ and reign with them
1,000 years (20:4–6).

The focus on vindication becomes clearer when related and similar texts are
surveyed. Revelation 20:11 alludes to Daniel 7:9–14, in which God sets up thrones
and judges the little horn (Antiochus IV Ephiphanes, d. 163 BCE). The rest of the
nations are allowed to live (as in Rev 20:4–6) but stripped of their dominion; fi-
nally one like a son of man comes on the clouds and is given dominion. The paral-
lel with Daniel is only partial, however. In Revelation the figure of Satan is new,
the throne scene occurs only after the Beast has been killed, the execution of the
Beast is by the Messiah, others share in God’s rule, and the idea of priesthood is
added.

Other Jewish apocalyptic texts such as 2 Baruch and 4 Ezra provide further
comparative material for the time between the destruction of Roman imperialism
and the final judgment of humanity. Their handling of the theme is much differ-
ent. In 2 Baruch, we are shown all history as a great thunderstorm, in which a series
of 12 dark waters and bright waters are rained upon the earth (53–72). At the end
of this series the Messiah binds and destroys the last earthly ruler (40:1–2). Then
comes a period when the Messiah rules on earth, enjoyed only by those who survive
to the end and who live in the land of Israel. Those who survive into this period will
have Leviathan and Behemoth for food, as well as heavenly manna. The earth will
produce crops beyond measure, aromatic winds will freshen the mornings, and clouds
will supply dew in the evening (29:1–8). There will be painless births, and no one
will die prematurely. The time is described as the end of corruption and the begin-
ning of incorruption (73–74). When this period of messianic rule ends, the Mes-
siah returns to glory, the souls of the righteous rise to their reward (30:1–5), and
the wicked suffer the consequences of their actions (51:2). Fourth Ezra describes a
similar scenario.33 The Messiah appears and destroys the power of Rome. He saves
the remnant of God’s people and causes them to rejoice until the end of time (11:36–
12:3; 12:31–34). This period lasts 400 years. Then the Messiah and all people die,
returning the world to primeval silence for seven days. After this come the resurrec-
tion and the judgment of righteous and wicked (7:28–44).

Whereas 2 Baruch details the joys of the earthly rule of the Messiah, 4 Ezra shows
less concern for the nature of this period than for the structure of the end of time.
In contrast to both of these, Revelation gives no description of conditions during
this time. In fact, it is not even clear that an earthly reign is intended in Revelation.
John’s audience is left to deduce the location of this reign as well as the status of life
on earth. Death and Hades still hold the rest of the deceased until after the 1,000
years and perhaps add more souls to their collection (20:5, 14). The peoples of the
world still exist, but they are no longer deceived while the Dragon is confined to
the abyss (20:1–3, 8). Jerusalem is presumably repopulated by the saints as well
(20:9).34 Thus, John’s description of the 1,000 years gave his audience access to
“vindication time,” cast in terms of earthly time but without its perennial evils.

The 1,000 years end with an incident otherwise unknown from the extant lit-
erature of that era: Satan is released from his captivity in the abyss to roam the earth
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again. He comes up from the underworld once more to deceive humanity. The
Dragon and the kings of the earth gather to make war on the saints again, but fire
falls from heaven and destroys the assault. History, or temporal existence in the space
known as earth, is at an end (20:7–10).

John then exposed his audience to one more variety of time that I call, for lack
of a better term, “new time.” It might not even be appropriate to call it time, for
the fundamental distinctions of this world are gone. In fact, this world itself is gone;
there is a new heaven and a new earth. The sun and the moon, the two primary
determinants of time, are eclipsed by the glory of God (21:23). Death, which gave
time its poignant urgency, is dead. There is no night, no fear, no pain or suffering.
There is, instead, a city. The city is a bride, though no wedding is portrayed. The
city is shaped as a gigantic cella, though there is no temple. Language is stretched
beyond its limits as the religious critic strains to describe the end of signification.
Mythic symbolism describes its own demise. The method by which the fundamen-
tal notions of human experience were constructed challenges its own project to see
what will survive.

This is not a universalization of worship time; heaven has not invaded earth,
and there are no worship scenes described in the New Jerusalem. Neither is this a
restoration of the primeval paradise. The many times have converged into an as yet
indescribable reality. Heaven itself is changed as the absolute and the contingent
realms flow together. The suffering endured by beings in both realms has been trans-
formed into an eternal, righteous community.

John retold these visions of times for a purpose. The narration of present time,
vindication time, and new time—learned by him in vision time and mediated in
worship time—was an attempt to define the character of present time. Present time,
properly understood, is for repentance and testimony. John maneuvered his audi-
ence to face two alternatives. Present time could be spent in ignorance and decep-
tion, like Jezebel of Thyatira (2:20–21), like the sleepers of Sardis (3:3), like the
householder of Laodikeia (if the knock at the door is unanswered, 3:20), like those
who worship the Beast (13:14), like Babylon herself (18:5–8). Or present time could
be spent in endurance (1:10; 2:19; 2:25–26; 3:10–11; 6:11; 13:10; 14:12). Within
this framework, the only logical response in the present time was to endure and to
long for new time (22:17, 20).

Boundaries, Crossings, and Centers

The three spatial regions and the five kinds of time I outlined were not hermetically
sealed, exclusive categories. Transgressions occur often and these crossings became
a major feature in Leonard Thompson’s analysis of the relationship of Revelation
to its world. I consider Thompson’s book to be one of the most important recent
monographs on Revelation and so a consideration of his proposals is in order here.
In brief, he argued that movement across boundaries in Revelation resulted in the
transformation of the beings and objects that make the crossings. The transforma-
tions are consistent, operating according to certain principles. They display homolo-
gies and contrarities among beings, objects, and events in Revelation; that is, they
reveal relationships of similarity and dissimilarity among features of the text. So,
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for instance, the text exhibits homologies between God, the saints, the bride of the
Lamb, righteous deeds, and so on through the color white and through certain
garments.35

The homologies and contrarities operate across spatial and temporal bound-
aries and reverberate through different dimensions of the text (social, liturgical,
psychological, etc.). The homologies especially, but also the contrarities, result in a
blurring or softening of the boundaries in the text, according to Thompson. When
the homologies and contrarities are charted, they reveal a deep consistency that
undergirds all reality. For example, the Lamb and the Beast from the Sea (Revela-
tion 13) share many features. Both are said to have been mortally wounded yet live
on. Both are agents of higher powers, yet they receive honor and glory and power.
Both become the central figure for a worshipping community. These homologies
suggest that the Lamb and the Beast “form dyadic relationships, that is, they be-
come doubles, split images of some more fundamental wholeness.”36 Another ex-
ample is supplied by the major cities in Revelation. Rome/Babylon, the earthly
Jerusalem, and the New Jerusalem are described in similar ways that point to “a
common structure within good and evil in the Apocalypse.”37

Thompson’s analysis of boundary transformations leads to the conclusion that
the Seer was trying simultaneously to provide an alternative to public knowledge (a
sectarian activity) while speaking for the whole world (a cosmopolitan activity).
Revelation does not merely castigate outsiders by drawing hard and fast boundaries,
according to Thompson, for a unity transcends the boundaries and tensions in the
text. The author tries to draw the Roman world into his framework and to speak
for the unbroken wholeness that underlies all reality. This wholeness flows from God,
upon whom everything and every power depends. God’s dynamic power binds to-
gether all space and time, all “faithful followers, apostates, and infidels.”38

The problem with this analysis is that it identifies boundaries while the centers
remain invisible.39 Boundaries cannot exist without centers,40 and once those cen-
ters are named, much of the blur is dispelled.41 Most of Thompson’s main conclu-
sions should be affirmed, including apocalypses are not necessarily generated by a
crisis; apocalypses are not restricted in their appeal to one kind of social setting; and
symbolic life is not epiphenomenal to “real” social forces at work in society. The
specific point of disagreement here is whether Revelation attempts to speak about
the world or for the world. Would the seer “be more faithful to his vision of an
unbroken wholeness if he did subvert his cognitive exclusiveness”?42 Revelation
defines the centers of space and time quite differently from how imperial cults de-
fine them. We may conclude that Revelation did not attempt to speak for the world.
Homologies did not soften boundaries; they reinforced them.

In part I, I argued that imperial cults constructed a cosmology with an imagi-
nary geography centered on the city of Rome and a calendar organized around
Roman dominion. Revelation, on the other hand, allowed no such geography of
the earthly realm. The heavenly throne of God was John’s center. The two great
cities claiming dominion over John’s congregations were Jerusalem and Rome, and
John attempted to strip both of their claims. Whatever else we might make of the
two witnesses of Revelation 11, we can be certain that they are portrayed as proph-
esying in Jerusalem, “which is called spiritually Sodom and Egypt, where their Lord
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was crucified” (11:8). “The Beast from the abyss,” abruptly introduced into the
narrative, kills the two witnesses whose bodies are left on the streets of Jerusalem.
All the inhabitants of earth rejoice to be rid of the prophets, but after three days the
two are raised from the dead and taken into heaven. An earthquake destroys a tenth
of the city, killing seven thousand. The rest are terrified and give glory to “God in
heaven” (11:13). Here Jerusalem is portrayed as the site where Jesus was crucified
and the two eschatological witnesses were slain. The vision makes clear that Jerusa-
lem has no more claim over the churches than any other earthly city.

Rome is also disqualified as unworthy to claim centrality, but the denuncia-
tion is much more strident. Rome is the seven-headed Beast coming up from the
sea, the culmination of the four evil kingdoms of Daniel 7–12. The source of its
power and authority is the ancient Dragon Satan (13:1–2). The imperial Beast de-
ceives the nations, causes them to worship Satan and itself, speaks arrogant blas-
phemies against God and his dwelling place in heaven, and makes war on the saints
(13:3–7). Later, judgment is pronounced. Rome will be devastated in an hour be-
cause of its economic exploitation, its violence, and its blasphemy (Revelation 18).
Both Rome and Jerusalem are thus denied centrality. Even though the fear of God
is still present in Jerusalem, there is no semblance of proper creaturely bearing in
Rome. Rome is the enemy of God, not the center of reality.

In John’s text the true center of space is the throne of God in heaven. The
4 living creatures, the 24 elders, the multitudes of angels, and the martyrs all gather
around the throne (esp. 4:1–11; 7:9–17). The congregations of Asia are focused there
in their worship, for the throne is the source of true knowledge (1:1–2) and righ-
teous judgment (6–8; 15:1–8; 20:11–15). For John, then, nothing in this world of
signification can be granted centrality. The ultimate center to be located outside
the everyday world. The religious critic refused to sacrifice the integrity of absolute
being by locating it in the contingent realm.

The centralization of time around worship in Revelation supports this spatial
analysis. The time that makes sense of all the others is worship time. Present time,
vindication time, and new time are elucidated in worship, the very time when one
is oriented toward the spatial center: the One who is, was, and is to come. Revela-
tion 21:5–6a combines the themes in a few words, weaving together space, true
knowledge of the cosmos, and time: “And the one seated upon the throne said, ‘Look,
I make all things new.’ And he says, ‘Write! These words are faithful and true.’ And
he said to me, ‘It is finished. I am the alpha and omega, the beginning and the end.’”

The verses also make clear that the throne itself is not the center. The “throne”
is a circumlocution for the One who abides there. God—located specifically be-
yond the realm of symbolization—is the center.43 The rest of Revelation 21:6 de-
fines the nature of this center. “To the one who is thirsty I will give freely from the
spring of living water,” says the One seated on the throne. These apparently dis-
connected statements succinctly characterize the center of reality as the One who is
active, faithful, and generous.

Yet this does not prepare the reader for the biggest surprise of the book. The
goal of history is neither a return to the primeval paradise nor transport to the heav-
enly realm. Once the victory of God is complete and John’s definition of space and
time is vindicated, the center of space and time relocates itself. The throne of God
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and of the Lamb descends to humanity with the new Jerusalem (22:3). The goal of
spatiotemporal experience turns out to be not the realm of absolute being but rather
a crazy hybrid, the offspring of the marriage between a heavenly city and a slaugh-
tered Lamb. The transcendent cohabits with the contingent, resulting in the unimag-
inable: walls with gates that are never closed, day without night, land without sea,
habitation without temples, splendor without poverty, kings who offer their glory
to the Creator, and nations that walk in the light of God’s glory.

With these definitions of centers in place, the homologies created by boundary
crossings appear somewhat differently. Four examples clarify the issues. The Lamb
and the Beast from the Sea no longer appear as split images of a more fundamental
wholeness.44 The similarities in description—slain yet living, second in command
to a higher sovereign, objects of worshipping communities—are not commonali-
ties that depict the Lamb and the Beast as a dyad. Once the center is understood,
the Lamb is the definition of reality, slain from the foundation of the world and
living forever. The Beast is a blasphemous imitation bound for destruction.

Nor do the homologies between the cities of Revelation suggest “a common
structure within good and evil in the Apocalypse.”45 Both Rome and the New Jerusa-
lem are bedecked with jewels and precious stones; both the temple of 11:1–2 and
the New Jerusalem are protected from incursions by unclean abominations. But this
does not signal a fundamental similarity where “[n]ot only are distinctions blurred
among past, present, and future, but also time and space are related as coordinates
of a common order.”46 The centrality of the throne in John’s definition of space
allows us to affirm a much more dynamic situation. John has not simply staked out
a different center to the world; he has asserted that there is no center in earthly space.
The true center exists outside the earthly realm. Moreover, that center will shift as
a result of its final victory. Distinctions in time are not blurred; rather, they are clari-
fied. Roman imperial power is a masquerade. It belongs to the 42 months when
time is spent either in deception or endurance; it does not belong to the time of
eternal dominion.47

Revelation 12 provides two final examples. The chapter contains two bound-
ary crossings from heaven to earth. A Dragon, the one called Satan and Devil, awaits
the birth of a male child from a pregnant heavenly Woman because it wants to
consume the infant. The child is snatched away to the throne of God, and the
Woman flees to the wilderness where she is protected by God. The Dragon and his
angels make war in heaven with Michael and his angels. The Dragon and his troops
lose the battle and are cast to earth, where the Dragon attempts to pursue the Woman
into the wilderness. The earth protects her, and the Dragon leaves to vent his anger
on the rest of the Woman’s children.

Commentaries manifest the contentious debate about the meaning of these
images and this narrative. Our interest is in the two boundary crossings. Both cross-
ings involve a heavenly sign (shmei÷on in 12:1 and 3) that is forced to earth. The
Woman flees to earth for safety, where God and Earth both protect her from the
Dragon. The Dragon, on the other hand, fights the heavenly hosts in a losing battle
and is exiled to earth. The two transformations are radically different. The Dragon
is frustrated in his aggression, sees that his days are numbered, and settles for vent-
ing his wrath on the Woman’s children. He has become finite, doomed, and he rages
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in futility. The Woman is humbled in her descent. No longer clothed by the sun
and the zodiac or standing on the moon, she is reduced to seclusion in the wilder-
ness. She is dependent on God for her sustenance, but this is also for a short time
(1,260 days or “time, times, and half a time,” 12:6, 14). Her future is secure despite
temporary setbacks.48

This narrative does not blur the spatial boundaries between heaven and earth
or the moral boundaries between good and evil. The narrative transfers the locus of
the conflict from heaven to earth. The two realms are connected by lines of contin-
gency but in ways that reinforce a fundamental tension in the text: the Dragon is
doomed and the Woman preserved. The heavenly origin of the problem, further-
more, suggests that resolution will also come from there and not from earth.

Other examples could be cited, but these four suggest the differences in our
readings. Do the differences come from divergent methods and theories? Thompson’s
book worked from the text of Revelation toward social setting and relied heavily on
Lévi-Strauss for his understanding of the function of myth.49 I have worked from
material related to social setting toward the text of Revelation and have relied heavily
on Sullivan and the Eliade tradition regarding the function of myth. Method and
theory are fundamental issues, but they do not—or at least they should not—con-
fine analyses to parallel paths. The text of Revelation provides the intersection, and
we both agree that at the heart of Revelation is a paradox: a slaughtered, living Lamb
constitutes the deep structures of reality.50 That image cannot speak for the world
of Roman imperialism. The image has been recontextualized in many ways over the
centuries, often in the service of Christian imperialism. In the Revelation of John—
a literary product of a specific time and place—a crucifixion signifies behavior that
Roman imperial authority will not allow. It means the end is near.

Recapitulation

Imperial cults in Asia from the first century CE give us access to crucial trends in
public culture, where the most important spatial categories were oriented toward
the city of Rome and the most important temporal categories were determined by
the lives of the Roman emperors. Because this schema aligned with religious, mili-
tary, governmental, and administrative definitions of the world, it had persuasive
power.

This chapter charts the distinctive definitions of time and space in the Revela-
tion of John. John’s text contradicted the logic of participation. He tried to dis-
abuse his audience of the notion that Jerusalem, Rome, or any earthly city could
function as the geographic center of reality. He instead looked upward, defining
God’s throne as the meaningful center that infuses all other space with meaning.
Similarly, the most important type of time in John’s text was not dictated by the
actions of the emperors; it was instead the time experienced in true worship. Dur-
ing worship one learned the true meaning of all other times and experienced some
of them to some degree.

In this structure of meaning, we see the outline of a practitioner’s religious criti-
cism. Rather than settling for the flawed eschatology of imperial cults in which one
prays for the eternal reign of the Roman emperor, John chose a thorough eschatology
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that held strictly to the integrity of absolute being and demanded the eventual de-
mise of all symbols. This entailed a rejection of the powerful and relatively stable
cosmology of his social setting. He fashioned instead a more dangerous definition
of reality, with space and time organized around the absent throne of God while
the churches waited for an unfilled future on a not-yet-created earth. In this way
the present was portrayed as paradox, not as wholeness. The tension was resolved
not through a return to the primeval or through transport to the realm of the abso-
lute. Instead, John envisioned the end of the times and spaces of this world and the
establishment of a new species of existence. His perspective was so extreme that even
the current center of present time and space—worship directed toward the throne
of God—was relativized in light of the future.

It is not evident that such an inherently unstable cosmology can support the
life of a community, but success and longevity do not appear to have been major
concerns for John. These weaknesses in John’s religious system were mitigated to
some extent by his use of mythic traditions, which lent a semblance of continuity
to his project. But that is the topic of the next chapter.
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working with myth

Myths are often treated as abstractions, as stories that can be detached from the
cultural and political systems within which they develop. Although such an approach
enables structural and narrative analyses, it can overlook the contexts in which
mythologies are useful. This chapter examines the use and the usefulness of myth
in imperial cult settings and in John’s Revelation. My comparison does not presup-
pose that John ever saw sites such as the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias or other imperial
cult artifacts. The slight possibility of direct contact is irrelevant to my argument. I
conclude that the imperial cult evidence gives us access to various levels of the domi-
nant discourse in Roman Asia. John’s text provides an opposing mythic interpreta-
tion of Roman imperialism. The archaeological and literary texts can be compared
at the discursive level in a contrapuntal interpretation.

This approach shows that John’s use of mythic traditions gave his project some
continuity with the world he devalued. John established an eastern Mediterranean
ethos for his congregations and articulated an understanding of history informed
by the traditions of Israel. This resulted in a particular kind of continuity that could
challenge the reigning verities of his day.

The Specificity of Myth

Mythic traditions derive from someplace; they are not neutral. A community’s
important stories tell us about that community’s identity. In the Sebasteion at
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Aphrodisias, we encounter a standard Greco-Roman pantheon. Zeus, Aphrodite,
Dionysos, and Herakles play prominent roles, along with other gods and goddesses.
There are also representations of corporate entities (especially cities and peoples),
images of celestial phenomena like the sun, personifications of land and sea, impe-
rial men as gods, and imperial women in dignified human form. This range of
imagery was not arbitrary. The figures were executed and displayed to indigenize
Roman rule through two crucial strategies. One was the mythic connection of the
Aphrodisians to the Romans through their common relationship to Aphrodite.
Through the invocation of Aphrodite’s son Aeneas, Greek culture was defined as
the source of Rome’s greatness and the Aphrodisians were able to align themselves
with the foreign rulers. The other strategy was a sculptural representation of civili-
zation along a continuum from “Greek” to “barbarian.” The definition of “civilized”
that included Greeks and Romans could be contrasted to “barbarian” through a
complicated set of gradations.1

A variant on this use of mythology to indigenize imperial cults (thereby inte-
grating Roman imperialism into local traditions) can be seen in the altar sculptures
from the bouleuterion at Miletos as well.2 The Milesian sculptures also employed
Olympians who had regional significance—in this case Apollo and Artemis rather
than Aphrodite—but they took the imperial institutions even deeper into local myth
by invoking Leto, Tyro, and others. Imperial cult mythology was flexible enough
to be worked into almost any local mythology, as is the case with any successful
imperial discourse.

Revelation, on the other hand, working with Jewish mythic traditions, did not
allow the integration of imperial cults or of other local traditions. Several impor-
tant studies on Revelation have examined John’s use of Jewish scripture3 and his
use of general mythic traditions.4 What tends to be overlooked in such discussions
is the specific, Jewish character of the traditions of John’s communities. John did
not define space as centered on Jerusalem, but his use of mythology marked his com-
munities with an identity from the periphery of the empire.

The contrasts are numerous. In John’s Revelation there is no pantheon in the
strict sense. Around the throne of God is a cast of thousands, but they are all crea-
tures. Some of these figures would have been understandable outside of a church or
synagogue setting. Death, Hades, dragons, multiheaded beasts, and stars would have
been familiar images to anyone in the cities of western Asia Minor.

The most frequently encountered supernatural figures in Revelation—an-
gels—would have been unusual for a Gentile audience. Philo tried to explain them
by describing angels, demons, and souls as three different names for one underly-
ing reality. There are good and bad demons, good and bad souls, and good and
bad angels.5 More frequently, Jews and Christians compared angels to nikes (cf.
figs. 5.10, 10.1). The evidence is later than the first century, but there were clear
attempts to portray angels as the personification of victory.6 Angels in Revelation
and nikes were both associated with warfare but had different functions. Revela-
tion and other Jewish literature told of legions of angels fighting in cosmic war-
fare, whereas nikes appeared in art as solitary or paired figures representing mili-
tary victory. More important, angels in Revelation are one of the primary means
of communication between God and humanity, sometimes having an appearance
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and authority going far beyond that of the nikes in imperial art and mythology
(e.g., Rev 10:1–11).

Other aspects of John’s mythology would have been less accessible to average
Asians of his time. The abyss in Revelation might have been likened to Tartarus,
though their functions were different. A concept like the eschatological return of
the primeval monsters Leviathan and Behemoth would have been much more for-
eign to a Gentile audience.7 References to the tree of life, Jezebel, and Balaam en-
tailed specific and thus more esoteric allusions to Jewish tradition.8 Satan as the major
cosmic antagonist of Revelation would have been foreign to Gentiles as well. This
figure developed in the history and literature of Israel from an adversarial member
of the heavenly entourage to an independent figure challenging the authority of
God.9 In Revelation he led a revolt in heaven. The angels led by Michael defeated
Satan and his armies and cast the rebel forces to earth, where Satan pursued those
who fear God (Rev 12).

Perhaps the most important contrast is in the image of the supreme god. The
image of Zeus on his throne was already well defined before the first century CE

(fig. 10.1). The premier expression of the scene had been created by the sculptor
Pheidias in the fourth century BCE for the temple statue at Olympia.10 The bearded
Zeus was portrayed there by a chryselephantine statue. He was seated with a staff in
his left hand and with a nike standing in the palm of his outstretched right hand.
The image, widely acclaimed for its grandeur, was widely disseminated through coins,
jewelry, sculptures, and paintings.

The image of God on his throne in Revelation was not articulated in this way.
There is no description of the transcendent One. God is never portrayed in an
iconographic fashion and barely speaks in the text. Even the description of God’s
throne in Ezekiel 1:22–28, from which John drew some details, was more prone
to anthropomorphism. Whereas Ezekiel could describe the glory of God as simi-
lar to a human form (albeit like burning metal), John could only describe the scene
with general comparisons: the throne is like precious stones, and around the throne
is something like a halo or rainbow (two motifs from Ezekiel 1).11 Other Jewish
scriptures provided more details for John’s imagery. The lightning and thunder
come from the description of God’s presence at Sinai in Exodus 19:16. The seven
spirits are related to Zechariah 4:1–10. There is probably influence from the

figure 10.1 Zeus enthroned in his temple at
Olympia. A small carnelian ringstone from
the Roman imperial period shows a standard
image of Zeus Olympios. A nike is in his left
hand and a scepter in his right. To the left of
the temple are two stars; a star and a crescent
moon are on the right. © Bibliothèque
nationale de France, Paris.
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thrones and the divine judgment scene of Daniel 7:10–11 as well. So even though
the image of God is portrayed in Jewish terms, the ineffable appearance of God
in John’s vision report sets it apart from mainstream society12 and from its liter-
ary predecessors.13

Three observations are important here. First, the Roman Empire included many
distinguishable religious systems. The stories of the Libyan deities were not the same
as the stories of the gods and goddesses of the Egyptians, Israelites, Syrians, Greeks,
Italians, or Gauls, to name a few. There were many mythologies in the Mediterranean
basin, each with a venerable heritage. Second, these national mythologies, though
distinctive, were not self-contained, isolated units. Some had common prehistoric
origins that resulted in family resemblances across systems. Moreover, centuries of
Hellenistic imperialisms and then Roman hegemony in the eastern Mediterranean
created pressure to homogenize mythologies in certain ways. When John was writ-
ing, there had been centuries of comparison and cross-fertilization among Mediter-
ranean mythologies.

The similarities must not distract us from a third observation: myths are more
than abstracted patterns. They are maleable, deployable facets of the interactions of
communities existing in time and space. The Jewish mythology of Revelation con-
stitutes a rejection of the elevation of Greek culture evident in monuments like the
Sebasteion. John’s use of mythology from the eastern Mediterranean did not encour-
age his hearers to move toward the center of Greco-Roman society. John’s Asian
audience was urged to adopt or to maintain an identity from the edge of the em-
pire, an identity closer to the barbarian end of the spectrum.

Mythic Patterns

Given that the Sebasteion and Revelation worked from different mythic traditions,
the two approaches to their own traditions shared some common methods for orga-
nizing stories. Enough of the south portico of the Sebasteion has survived to allow
some conclusions about its mythic method. The clearest organization of the reliefs
was the division into two registers, one each on the second and third stories. The
second story contained scenes from Greek mythology; the third story contained reliefs
devoted mostly to subjects involving the imperial household. Neither the second
nor the third story reliefs followed a linear development, nor is there a unitary con-
ception into which all the pieces can fit. Clusters of scenes may have provided focal
points in the facade, but the evidence is not complete. There appears to have been
an increase in the connections between scenes at the east end as viewers drew nearer
the temple. At that end were more references to the relationships between Rome
and Aphrodisias, with Aeneas and Augustus at the center of attention.14

This arrangement, in which the sculpted subjects were “neither haphazard nor
systematically connected,”15 is reminiscent in some ways of the organization of
Revelation. The visions of John are connected through a variety of devices: single
narrator, recurring characters and imagery, consistent vocabulary, specific numbers,
and so on. The whole of the text, however, does not immediately reveal a system-
atic organization that governs the parts, so nearly every commentator produces a
different schema that purports to reflect the development within the material.
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These arrangements of material in both Revelation and in the Sebasteion reflect
their provincial origins. A unitary sculptural relief narrative like the adornment on
the column of Trajan at Rome suited the purposes of the imperial center but would
have been less convincing to those ruled by the center. The discrepant experiences of
subject peoples require more ambiguity. In the case of the Sebasteion, the ambiguity
was harnessed in support of foreign rule. In Revelation the ambiguity of organization
allowed the Seer to develop an alternative perspective to Roman dominion.

At a level deeper than the connections of one scene to the next, a mythic pat-
tern has been established for Revelation.16 It is often referred to as the “combat myth,”
but I prefer to call it a pattern and reserve “myth” for stories as they were actually
told (or at least written). The mythic pattern is a generic framework that structures
particular myths in several ancient Near Eastern cultures. The myths tend to be stories
about kingship and victory over the forces of chaos and destruction. The elements
of the pattern have been elaborated by modern scholars.17 One scholar has listed
the following elements in the pattern:

Appearance of dragon or pair of dragons
Chaos and disorder
The attack
Appearance of the champion
The champion vanquished
The dragon’s reign
The recovery of the champion
Renewed battle and victory of the champion
Fertility of the restored order
Procession and victory shout
Temple built for the warrior god
Banquet (wedding)
Manifestation of the champion’s universal reign18

This pattern provides the broad structure for stories in a wide range of east
Mediterranean cultures. Greeks employed the pattern for the story of the birth of
the twins Apollo and Artemis, whose mother, Leto, was threatened by the serpent
Pytho. Another variation on the pattern appears in Egyptian mythology in the sto-
ries about Isis, Osiris, Horus, and Typhon.19 Some parts of the pattern appear in
Babylonian stories of Marduk and Tiamat, in Canaanite stories of Baal and Yamm,
and in Accadian, Hittite, and Ugaritic myths.20

Scholars generally agree that this mythic pattern informs Revelation as well but
disagree about what to make of this conclusion. Yarbro Collins focused on Revela-
tion 12, where the pattern is most evident. In chapter 12, the details have the most
in common with the story of Leto and Pytho.21 Yarbro Collins went on to argue
that the entire text of Revelation is structured around repetition of the pattern: the
different elements appear at various places as the text circles back to the pattern in
order to reinforce it.22

More recently, David Barr has suggested a different use of the mythic combat
pattern in Revelation. He argued that the pattern provides a framework for the last
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half of the book, that is, the visions of Revelation 12–22. Barr called this section the
“war scroll” because it depicts spiritual forces in a cosmic battle that will determine
the fate of the world. Thus, the mythic pattern provides the structure for a story that
brings Revelation to its dramatic conclusion: the audience (Rev 2–3) is instructed that
true worship of God (Rev 4–11) allows them to enjoy the benefits of the Messiah’s
victory over chaos and evil if they persevere to the end (Rev 12–22).23

Barr’s explanation of the use of the mythic pattern in Revelation represents an
advance in several ways, especially because it does not require a complicated series of
recapitulations involving pieces of the combat pattern.24 Instead, the mythic pattern
supplies the plot for a large section of Revelation, which is more in keeping with analo-
gous stories from the ancient Near East. The influence of the pattern can probably be
extended to include Revelation 4–11 as well.25 Yarbro Collins noticed the role played
by stories about the assembly of the gods as a prelude to stories about divine battles
with monsters and suggested that Revelation 4–5 is modeled on that kind of heavenly
assembly scene.26 If so, then the heavenly throne vision that begins in Revelation 4
would be the opening scene in the mythic combat pattern. It would function as the
scene in which the champion appears before the divine assembly and accepts the chal-
lenge of subduing the monstrous antagonist. For the purposes of this chapter, how-
ever, we do not need to accept such wide-ranging influence of the mythic pattern on
Revelation. Even a minimal interpretation that restricts the pattern to Revelation 12
shows that the mythic pattern plays a crucial role in the text.27

Why is the use of this mythic pattern important? Discussions of the pattern’s
role have sometimes wandered into discussions of whether John was adopting a pagan
myth for his text. This issue is a red herring. The combat pattern was already present
in John’s scripture in the stories and songs that portray Israel’s God as the divine
warrior,28 and it was a pattern common to several cultures.29 The point is not whether
John borrowed from “paganism.” Rather, John was drawing on a pattern known to
many peoples. John was expressing a widely held conviction about the nature of
reality that allowed him to make a broader appeal to Jews and Gentiles. While the
details of his mythic traditions were specifically Jewish, the pattern made his vision
cycle less idiosyncratic and gave his text more continuity with this world than his
cosmology and eschatology would suggest.

The pattern is also important because it reflected an eastern Mediterranean
understanding of reality. The combat pattern was well known in the Roman impe-
rial period, but it came from the east. John did not confront the imperial discourse
by inverting its own stories: he did not pick up the idea of a world saved from self-
destruction that is manifest in Asia’s Augustan calendar,30 nor did he adopt the
agrarian utopia found in the literature of the imperial center.31 John employed an
eastern, provincial mythic pattern to challenge Roman imperial hegemony. He told
different stories and used them to label Rome as the agent of chaos and destruction.

Myth as History

The modern idea that myth and history are mutually exclusive does not work well
when applied to the Roman Empire. On the contrary, myth and history appear to
have had much in common. The Sebasteion at Aphrodisias and Revelation both
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presented mythic histories that found their fulfillment in specific human beings.
The Sebasteion represented the Julio-Claudian emperors and their wives as the cul-
mination of the history of Greek culture and thus as the apex of world history.
Revelation presented a different interpretation of meaningful history. In Revelation
Jesus fulfilled Israel’s history, as the one who would bring world history to its proper
conclusion. The two mythic discourses disagreed over the central figures of history.

Both Revelation and the Sebasteion connected mythology and historical fig-
ures through established paradigms from the past. The Sebasteion used established
mythic models to present specific historical events in the lives of the emperors. For
example, the panel of Claudius subduing Britannia recalled the general theme of
battles with Amazons (fig. 10.2). The defeated province is clad in a short tunic with
her right breast uncovered and her right arm raised to ward off the death blow (or

figure 10.2 Emperor Claudius subdues Britannia; from the
Sebasteion at Aphrodisias, south portico, third story ( JRS
1987 #6 pl. 14). Courtesy of the New York University
Excavations at Aphrodisias.
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perhaps to plead for mercy). Claudius, wearing only a cloak and an idealized
Corinthian helmet, stands behind her with his right arm raised to strike her.32

The panel that shows Nero defeating Armenia is even more precise in its use of
myth as history (fig. 5.8). Here the sculptor used a well-known subject—the death
of Penthesilea at the hands of Achilles—with Nero portrayed as the heroic warrior
and Armenia as the queen of the Amazons.33 In both Aphrodisian sculptures, myth
shaded into allegory as an interpretation of historical conquests. In both cases, how-
ever, the myth provided an allegory with only limited application. The original myths
ended in the deaths of the antagonists, but in imperial discourses regions are nor-
mally “incorporated” rather than destroyed. Perhaps those details were irrelevant.
The allegories could have simply provided mythic grandeur for the military exploits
of the emperors, provoking an impression rather than detailed parallels. Or, per-
haps, from a provincial perspective the mythic deaths expressed something of the
province’s ambiguous experience as a highly valued—yet subjugated—area.

Revelation drew on scriptural parallels in similar ways. The clearest examples
appear in the messages to the seven churches. Balaam and Jezebel were not the ac-
tual names of leaders in the churches but names of notorious Gentiles in the narra-
tives of the mythology of Israel. Their common characteristic was that they con-
vinced Israel to worship other deities. John invoked these mythic models (2:14,
Pergamon; 2:20, Thyatira) and applied them to specific church leaders who were
advocating a more accommodating stance toward mainstream culture. He thereby
sought to discredit his congregational competitors by equating them with the great
deceivers of old.

An important distinction between the sculptures of the Sebasteion and the
Revelation of John was that the sculptures spoke only of the past whereas the apoca-
lyptic text extended its description into the future. In these predictive revelations,
John still drew on established paradigms as interpretive devices. The exodus model,
a favorite, served in both the descriptions of the disasters brought on by the first
four angelic trumpets (Rev 8:7–12) and those brought on by six of the bowls of the
last plagues (16:2–11). The exodus model allowed John to emphasize judgment as
well as divine protection and liberation.

Furthermore, John did not confine himself simply to invoking models. John
created powerful new images through a recombinant mythic method whereby pieces
of various models were conjoined in novel ways.

For example, in Revelation 4:6–8 John described four living beings near the
throne:

Around the throne, and on each side of the throne, are four living creatures, full
of eyes in front and behind: the first living creature like a lion, the second living
creature like an ox, the third living creature with a face like a human face, and
the fourth living creature like a flying eagle. And the four living creatures, each
of them with six wings, are full of eyes all around and inside. Day and night
without ceasing they sing, “Holy, holy, holy, the Lord God the Almighty, who
was and is and is to come.” (NRSV)

The vision of the four creatures around the throne clearly draws on two visions of
the throne of God: Ezekiel 1:4–21 and Isaiah 6.34 John was not content with either
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of these received traditions, however, and conflated aspects of each to create a new
vision distinguishable from the previous two. The four creatures derive from Ezekiel 1
yet they are described differently. John’s creatures no longer have four faces each
(of a man, a lion, an ox, and an eagle). They have no wheels nor do they fly around
as a unit.35 In Revelation each creature is either a lion, an ox, a human, or an eagle.
They have six wings like the seraphim of Isaiah 6 rather than four, and they lead in
the three-fold doxology of the seraphim, which is also amended to include John’s
distinctive description of God as the one who transcends time. The four beings in
Revelation become distinguishable figures, and somewhat less fantastic (though this
is certainly a relative distinction).36 In this way John simultaneously related his
messages to those of two classical prophets and asserted his own authority to relay
the messages of God to God’s people.

The description of the Beast from the Sea in Revelation 13:1–2 provides a sec-
ond example of John’s innovative mythic method, developing new directions from
the scriptural text using mythic patterns known from several eastern Mediterranean
cultures. The base text for John’s elaboration was Daniel 7, in which Daniel recorded
a dream of four successive world empires leading up to God’s eschatological inter-
vention. The empires came as four beasts—one like a lion, one like a bear, one
resembling a leopard, and one undefined. Rather than fitting the Roman Empire
into this schema, John created an image of the Roman Empire as a different beast
that arose from the sea. It had all seven heads and all ten horns of Daniel’s beasts
and resembled them in some way (a leopard with the feet of a bear and the mouth
of a lion).

This new beast also resulted from a combination of the Daniel 7 beasts with
another mythic pattern. Several ancient Near Eastern cosmologies had stories about
a serpent monster—usually with seven heads—who inhabited the sea and the cos-
mic waters under the earth. In some of these cosmogonic stories, this mythic sea
monster battled a deity.37 The most common name for the serpent was Leviathan.
In Jewish tradition Leviathan was paired with Behemoth, a land monster.38 These
two were said to have been created by God on the fifth day of creation but were
being preserved until the messianic age, when they will serve as food for the great
banquet.39 In Israel’s scriptures, the symbolism of this sea monster could be used to
characterize oppressive empires such as Egypt (Isaiah 51:9–11; Ezek 29:3–5; 32:2–
8) and Babylon (Jer 51:34–37).40

John superimposed this Leviathan imagery, rich in cosmogonic, eschatological,
and political symbolism, on the Danielic image of oppressive world empires. The
result was no longer an exegesis of Daniel but rather an exegesis of Roman author-
ity. Mythic themes and characters flowed together to label Rome as the ghastly
embodiment of all of history’s oppressors, one of the great sources of chaos in the
world, and a mythic opponent of Israel’s God. The empire was the culmination of
the history of evil in the world.

John’s recombinant method was not a peculiar personal approach. John was
following in the tradition of certain Jewish apocalyptic writers. The author of Daniel
had the freedom to rewrite earlier prophets in light of new revelations, and so
Jeremiah’s 70 years became 70 weeks of years in Daniel 9:2–27.41 Apocalyptic lit-
erature—and perhaps personal visionary experience—created an authority that al-
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lowed the author to take great liberties with received traditions. It is not a stable
mode of interpretation nor does it lend itself to institutionalization of authority. It
is neither bound to canonical conformity nor is it cut free from tradition. As a mythic
method, it lends itself well to a resistant stance. The allegory of the Sebasteion sculp-
tures, on the other hand, was not a risky proposition. The canon was coopted for
empire. The sculptures did not express a critical exegesis of Roman authority; they
were instead a vernacular apology for imperialism.

Perhaps the most important difference between imperial cult discourse and the
book of Revelation is in their mythic appraisals of the role of violence in history.
One of the earliest known images from the worship of the Roman emperors comes
from the provincial cult in Pergamon established within two to three years of
Octavian’s victory over Mark Antony at Actium (31 BCE). The image of the temple
statue was disseminated widely, and it was an image of Augustus the conqueror
(fig. 2.3). Coins minted by the koinon in honor of this provincial temple empha-
sized this military theme with triumphal arches and a temple of Mars.42 Municipal
cults drew on military themes as well, as in the Laodikeian cult in which Domitian
was described as a warrior.43 Another example comes from the koinon decree regard-
ing the calendar reforms under Augustus. Here the emperor was described as “a savior
who put an end to war and brought order to all things.”44 Military dominance is
not the only theme found in the imperial cult materials but is certainly one of the
most important ones. Armed victory had created the empire, and military strength
sustained the imperial system.

The author of Revelation was aware of the importance of military conquest in
the dominant discourse but appraised it differently. The vision in Revelation 13
introduces the Roman Empire as the seven-headed, ten-horned beast.45 After the
description of this beast, we are given a popular response in verses 3b–4: “The whole
earth was amazed by the Beast. They worshipped the Dragon for he had given au-
thority to the Beast, and they worshipped the Beast saying, ‘Who is like the Beast?
Who is able to make war against him?’” In verses 7–8 the unparalleled dominion of
the beast is described: “It was given to [the Beast] to make war against the saints
and to defeat them. Authority was given to him over every tribe and people and
tongue and nationality. All those who dwell on earth worshipped him, everyone
whose name was not written in the scroll of life of the Lamb, the one slaughtered
from the foundation of the world.”

In this vision of the imperial Beast, the themes of worship and warfare are
intertwined in different ways around the character of the Beast and the Lamb. The
demonic pretender to world dominion is worshipped for his ability to defeat all
opponents. The figure who is truly worthy of receiving worship and dominion, on
the other hand, is described precisely as the one who was victimized and defeated.
These verses go on to indicate that the significance of the slaughter of the Lamb
goes beyond the bounds of history. The victim has been slaughtered from the foun-
dation of the world; this act constitutes history itself. The meaning of history is
revealed in the one who suffers violence, not in the one who inflicts violence.

The theme of military confrontation moves this section of Revelation to a cli-
max in 19:11–21. Here the protagonist takes up arms, not as a Lamb but as a war-
rior on a white horse. A barrage of mythic texts is again aimed at John’s audience,
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this time to declare Jesus as the Messiah promised by the traditions of Israel. But
the struggle is brief: after the long anticipation of this moment, there is no battle
scene. And the Warrior is oddly equipped—there is blood on his himation before
the battle, and his only weapon is a sword coming out of his mouth. The two antago-
nists—Beast and False Prophet—are seized and cast into the lake of fire; the rest of
the opponents are killed by the sword of the Warrior’s mouth. (Then why did he
need support troops from heaven?) Even at the denouement of the conflict, in the
moment of vengeance, there is an ambiguity to the violence that allows John to cir-
cumscribe the role of violence in history. Only the Messiah fights the battle; the
saints do not take part.46 In the middle of the confrontation, John still reminds his
audience of the churches’ peculiar conception of the Messiah as the one whose blood
was spilled. John allowed his audience to envision the end of imperialism, but he
did not allow them to usurp the role of avenger. If anything, the battle is revelatory:
it clarifies who is king of kings (19:16), who judges justly, who makes war (19:11).47

Neither did John allow his audience to imagine that the destruction of impe-
rial Rome was the final battle with evil. The victory against Rome brings a respite
but not the eschaton. The battle with Rome is separated from the final destruction
of evil through the intervention of a thousand-year period during which Satan is
imprisoned (20:1–6). This is one of many surprises at the end of John’s narrative.
Some of John’s contemporary writers expected a messianic age at the end of history
and before the resurrection,48 but none of the texts known to us has a second battle
after that age. This provides important insight into John’s religious criticism. I ar-
gued earlier that John’s commitment to the purity of transcendence did not allow
him to center reality around any earthly time or place. In the same way, John re-
fused to identify any earthly power with transcendent evil. The battle with empire
had eschatological characteristics and implications, but it was not the eschatological
battle. John’s was a thorough critique, allowing earthly authorities to be neither
divinized nor demonized.49

One of the most striking agreements in the mythic methods of Revelation and
of imperial cults surfaces in the subject of violence related to gender imagery. The
Sebasteion at Aphrodisias—as one example of a mythic interpretation of the em-
perors—promoted a patriarchal vision of life in the Mediterranean world. Revela-
tion—another mythic appraisal of empire—did the same. Both the sculptures and
the text presented corporate entities as women who were attacked and destroyed by
masculine figures. In the extant panels from Aphrodisias, Armenia and Britannia
were struck down by the emperors because of their opposition to empire. John’s
vision also portrayed violence against a corporate female image in his report of the
destruction of Babylon, who claimed to be a queen but was depicted as the great
prostitute (Rev 17–18, esp. 18:7–8). So in an imperial cult setting deified emperors
slay women who resist. In Revelation are oracles of God’s judgment on a blasphe-
mous woman who rules and declares herself independent.50

Furthermore, the Sebasteion and Revelation both use the theme of the faithful
wife. Agrippina the younger appears in two crucial places in the Sebasteion panels,
first in full regalia as the wife of the divine Claudius as a commemoration of the
ideal of marital harmony (fig. 10.3)51 and in another panel crowning her son Nero
as the successor to Claudius (fig. 8.1).52 As wife and mother she provided the cru-
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cial link that legitimized the accession of the new emperor; in this way the bridal
imagery supported hegemony. The topos of the bride appeared in Revelation also
in the final chapters as a description of the new Jerusalem (19:7–22:5).53 God had
prepared this bride for her marriage to the Lamb, but legitimation is not the crucial
function. Revelation superimposes ideals of marriage onto the consummation of
history, using the bride and groom as a way of imagining the utopian union of
humanity and deity. Thus, Revelation pursued subversive religious goals in its mas-
culine and feminine imagery but within the limits of the same gender conventions
that characterized an imperial cult discourse like that enshrined in the Sebasteion.54

Finally, both Revelation and the Sebasteion were executed in ritual settings.
The Sebasteion was an elaborate attempt to structure a public ritual through the
definition of space. The mythology was integrated into the propylon, porticoes, and
temple that surrounded the courtyard. Even if much of the sculptural programme
is no longer clear, the temple end emphasized sacrifice, Augustus, and Aphrodite.
Empire and city converged as one neared the altar and the temple.

John’s text was associated with a different architectural form: the house. The
churches did not have the luxury of designing a space for their activities. They per-
formed their rituals in spite of their architectural settings. Unusual demands were

figure 10.3 Claudius and Agrippina. The relief shows the
imperial couple; from the Sebasteion at Aphrodisias, south
portico, third story (JRS 1987 #3 pl. 8). Courtesy of the New
York University Excavations at Aphrodisias.
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made on the structures by the rituals, and the rituals at times must have been modi-
fied as a concession to the necessities of space.55 John persevered nonetheless, writ-
ing a lengthy text to be read in the context of this uneasy negotiation of ritual space.

The specific ritual for which he wrote was the Lord’s Supper. Two arguments
support this claim. First, the language of worship permeates the book in the fre-
quent use of hymns and acclamations of God. Beyond the formal elements of wor-
ship, however, there are also phrases, interjections, blessings, and short doxologies.
All of this builds the case for a general worship setting in Revelation.56 A second
argument points specifically to the Lord’s Supper ritual. David Barr, in a compari-
son of the language of Revelation with the instructions in Didache 9 for celebrat-
ing the Eucharist, lists more than 20 parallels. A good number of the parallels come
from the end of Revelation, especially from Revelation 22, suggesting that John
expected that his Apocalypse would precede the taking of communion on the Lord’s
day. In effect, he was defining how communion should be understood through his
narrative.57 The ritual of the Lord’s Supper would confirm the mythology John laid
out. The east Mediterranean orientation, the reworking of Israel’s mythology, the
understanding of world history, the destructions of evil, and the marriage feast of
the Lamb were all compressed into the ritual consumption of the Messiah’s body
and blood. Revelation, like the Sebasteion, led its audience to sacrifice.

Even though his cosmology was weak and his eschatology overwhelming, John at-
tempted to locate his audiences in a particular place in this world. They were to
draw on the traditions of Israel for their understanding of the current state of af-
fairs. Israel’s traditions could, however, be deployed in many ways. The way John
used these traditions provided his audiences with a place in this world. If they ac-
cepted his critical reading of history and society, what kind of communities would
they become?
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communities worshipping humans

The preceding chapter outlined the ways in which John used mythologies to define
the meaning of history and to promote a particular identity for the congregations
within that history. How did John imagine this system would be expressed in the
life of a community that worshipped Jesus? How was it to be different from main-
stream society? This chapter looks more specifically at the character of the congre-
gations as John understood them by exploring leadership and organization, the
character of apocalyptic personhood, and outsiders.

Organization of Churches

According to John’s text, “church” was the fundamental unit of the movement to
which he belonged, but Revelation makes clear that these churches were related to
each other. The messages of Revelation 2–3 were directed toward particular con-
gregations but were sent to all seven churches because all were actually being ad-
dressed in each message. Thus, near the end of each message comes the refrain, “Let
the one who has ears hear what the spirit says to the churches” (emphasis added).
This thought is emphasized again in the center of the seven messages. In the mid-
section of the middle message (the fourth one, to the church in Thyatira), we are
told that Jezebel and her followers will be punished and “all the churches will know
that I am the one who searches heart and minds” (2:23, emphasis added). So Reve-
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lation is addressed to a network of churches that are praised or upbraided in the
presence of all the other churches.

Did John have a concept for that larger network beyond the plural “churches”?
He did not employ ejkklhsiva (“church”) with a universal meaning in order to speak
about this movement. Other texts for churches in this area—such as Colossians and
Ephesians or the letters of Ignatius—could use the singular “church” in this larger
sense, but that was not the case with Revelation.1 In Revelation, church has the local
meaning “congregation.” This term is used almost exclusively in the first three
chapters of Revelation. Church appears 20 times in Revelation, 18 related to the
messages of Revelation 2–3.2 The other two occurrences of the word frame the entire
text: the epistolary opening of 1:4 and Christ’s confirmation of the text’s authority
in 22:16. Church was an important concept for John, but it does not describe the
movement in which he participated.

The term that gives us clarity about John’s concept of the movement is basileiva,
“kingdom, sovereignty, rule, empire.” John considered the churches to be an alter-
native to the earthly rule of kings and emperors.3 In the doxology of the epistolary
opening, John described his movement as a kingdom: “To the one who loves us
and freed us from our sins by his blood, and made us to be a kingdom, priests for
his God and Father, to him be glory and dominion forever and ever. Amen.”4 Then
in the scene around the heavenly throne at the crucial moment when the Lamb takes
the scroll, the 4 living creatures and the 24 elders fall down and sing:

Worthy are you to take the scroll and to open its seals.
For you were slaughtered
and you purchased for God by your blood from every tribe and tongue
and people and nation,
and made them for our God a kingdom and priests.
And they shall reign upon the earth. (Rev 5:9–10)

In these two acclamations about the significance of Jesus’ death, John relates
that death to the establishment of a kingdom. This terminology placed the churches
into direct opposition to the Roman Empire—which was called Rome’s “kingdom
over the kings of the earth” in Revelation 17:185—and in opposition to the king-
doms of kings who supported the Roman beast (17:12, 17). John considered the
churches to be an alternative sovereignty, a polity resisting the imperialism of his
time. It was not a choice between religion or politics; it was a choice between legiti-
mate and illicit authority.

Revelation 1:5b-6 and 5:9–10 refer to the churches also as priests for God. In
these texts John reworked a statement about Israel in Exodus 19:6 and applied it to
the churches. Exodus 19:6 comes at an important point in the narrative of the for-
mation of Israel. The Hebrews had arrived at Mt. Sinai. Moses went up the moun-
tain and YHWH instructed him:

Thus you shall say to the house of Jacob, and tell the Israelites: You have seen
what I did to the Egyptians, and how I bore you on eagles’ wings and brought
you to myself. Now therefore, if you obey my voice and keep my covenant, you
shall be my treasured possession out of all the peoples. Indeed, the whole earth is
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mine, but you shall be for me a priestly kingdom and a holy nation. These are
the words that you shall speak to the Israelites. (Exod 19:3b–6)

John used a modified form of Exodus 19:6 to describe the churches as a kingdom
and priests. His articulation followed neither the Hebrew !ynIh}Ko tk,l,m]m' (“kingdom
of priests” or “priestly kingdom”) nor the Septuagint’s basivleion iJeravteuma (“royal
priesthood”). He divided up the two features of the phrase to define the churches as
basileivan kai; iJerei÷" (“a kingdom and priests”), shifting primary emphasis to-
ward the term basileiva.

In what sense did John consider the saints to be priests? Commentators men-
tion three possibilities, but we need not choose between them: John’s imagery is
multivalent, and the functions of priests were not monodimensional. The saints were
priests in the sense that they enjoyed the unmediated presence of the deity,6 they
extended the redemptive work of the Messiah to the rest of the world,7 and they
offered true worship to God.8

To this list we should also add a neglected facet of the imagery: a reinterpreta-
tion of the notion of ritual purity. For example, 1 Peter 2:9 uses the same Exodus
text as it is reflected in the Septuagint and proclaimed the churches to be a “royal
priesthood.” The author of this text drew on the idea of a priest’s ritual purity and
used it to describe the churches as a people set apart from the world to God (esp.
1 Pt 2:7–11). Priestly purity as a metaphor for social and ethical distinction would
fit well with John’s understanding of the church and of sainthood.

So priesthood added the elements of divine presence, a redemptive role among
the nations, proper worship, and purity of purpose. Kingdom, however, was a more
important description for John’s movement because it tied in more directly with
John’s view of the meaning of human history. History for John was the story of the
ultimate success of God’s kingdom despite opposition from the kingdom of this
world. At the sounding of the seventh trumpet voices in heaven shouted:

The kingdom of the world has become
(the kingdom) of our Lord and of his Christ.
He shall reign forever and ever. (11:15b)

The heavenly response to this acclamation shows that Revelation does not envi-
sion a gradual transformation of this world into the kingdom of God. The 24 elders
fall down before the throne of God, worship him, and say:

We thank you, Lord God, ruler of all, who is and who was,
that you took your great power and ruled.
The nations ªta; e[qnhº raged,
but your rage came,
the time of judging the dead;
giving the reward to your servants the prophets and the saints and those who
fear your name, both small and great;
and destroying those who destroy the earth. (11:17–18)

Revelation shows how the kingdom of this world becomes the kingdom of God
and of his Christ (11:15). The kings of the earth play an important role in this pro-
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cess. The proper role of kings is to acknowledge the Christ who rules over all kings
(1:5; 19:16). In reality, however, they are deceived by the seven-headed Beast be-
cause it is empowered by the Dragon. They gather together to oppose the Christ
and his heavenly armies, but when that climactic battle begins, they are quickly
destroyed. After the thousand years and the demise of the Dragon, there is a hint
that the kings of the earth will finally realize their proper vocation and bring their
glory to God in the new Jerusalem (21:24). In the end, God, his Christ, and his
followers reign forever (22:5). The churches represent a movement that is a new
kingdom under the authority of the worthy ruler. Divine rule will be fully estab-
lished when the Messiah brings vengeance and justice to the rebellious kingdom of
this world.

The relationship between the churches and the historical Israel is raised because
John applied Exodus 19:6 and other biblical passages about Israel to his movement.
John did not use the term “Israel” for the churches, even though he considered scrip-
tural references to Israel to refer to the churches. Israel is used in Revelation only to
describe institutions from the mythic past: the 12 tribes of Israel (7:4; 21:12) and
Balaam’s deception of Israel through Balak (2:14).

What then was his perception of the relationship between the churches and the
historical Israel? The best description comes to us in the image of the eschatological
new Jerusalem. The new Jerusalem that comes down out of heaven from God has a
high wall with two distinct features: 12 gates, each bearing the name of a tribe of
Israel, and 12 foundations, each bearing the name of an apostle. The image as a whole
refers to the people of God.9 Although the image is not an allegory, the two features
of the wall have their own significance. Entrance to the city is through Israel, but
the city is not built upon Israel. The heavenly Jerusalem is a standard feature in Jewish
apocalyptic, appearing as a transcendent phenomenon that predates the historical
Israel.10 So it is not quite accurate to say that John understood the churches to be
the true Israel.11 The churches were the people of God,12 founded on the apostles
of the Lamb. Historical Israel played a crucial part but did not define the transcen-
dent reality.

Members of the movement in which John participated were known as a{gioi,
“holy ones, saints” (usually plural) or dou÷lo", “servant, slave” (usually singular).
This observation is important, in view of the common modern practice of calling
these people “Christians,” a word that does not appear in Revelation. John’s most
frequent general term was holy ones, found in narrative,13 in hymnic material,14 in
admonitions,15 in a lament,16 in a judgment oracle,17 and in an editorial aside.18

Thus, the churches were composed of people who were holy, just as God (4:8; 6:10)
and Christ (3:7) were holy. A complementary term that can be used for members
of the movement is servants. Although both terms connote complete dedication,
“servant” is often associated especially with the prophets, so it can imply special duties
of certain church members in Revelation.19

An examination of John’s references to officials helps us better understand his
view of the movement. Several kinds of church leaders are mentioned in Revela-
tion, the most important being the prophets, who revealed the message of God to
his people about the ultimate meaning of their lives and of history (10:7). These
prophecies were to be heard and kept by the churches (1:3; 22:7). Others might
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claim to be prophets (2:20 regarding Jezebel), but John makes clear that he is a
prophet without explicitly using the title. His scroll is a scroll of prophecy (1:3; 22:7,
10, 18), and an angel says to John, “I am a fellow servant of yours and of your brothers
the prophets and of those who keep the words of this scroll” (22:9).

The role of the prophet is closely bound with that of the witness (mavrtu") and
the issue of testimony (marturiva). All five occurrences of “witness” in Revelation
designate someone who dies for the faith: Jesus (1:5; 3:14), Antipas (2:13), the two
witnesses of Revelation 11:3, and a group (17:6). The term does not yet connote
the technical sense of a martyr, however, because testimony in Revelation does not
refer specifically to dying. Testimony is the faithful adherence to—and proclama-
tion of—the truth of God; death is often the result, according to John.20 Thus, it is
especially the prophets who proclaim the word of God and the testimony of Jesus.21

Other leaders are also mentioned in Revelation. The first one we meet is the
reader mentioned in 1:3, who would have supplied the voice for this text when it
was first heard in the churches of Asia.22 Apostles are also mentioned, but with a
certain ambivalence. The names of Jesus’ 12 apostles are written on the foundations
of the wall around the new Jerusalem (21:14), but people in the churches who called
themselves apostles were to be treated with suspicion (2:2). Teachers appear only in
negative settings: Balaam taught Balak to place an obstacle before the sons of Israel
(2:14); Jezebel taught and deceived the servants of God to commit adultery and eat
meat sacrificed to idols (2:20, 24);23 and the teaching of the Nicolaitans is some-
thing for which the Pergamenes should repent (2:15).

A comparison of Revelation with earlier Pauline discussions of leadership
provides further perspective on John’s view of the nature of the churches. In
1 Corinthians 12:28 Paul wrote that the most important leaders provided by God
to the churches were apostles, prophets, and teachers—in that order—followed by
an unranked group of those with gifts for deeds of power, healings, assistance, di-
rection, or tongues. John, on the other hand, ranked prophets highest, treated apostles
with suspicion,24 and portrayed teachers only negatively. Revelation ignores the rest
of the functions Paul mentioned. Likewise, the description of specialized activities
(not strictly officials) in Romans 12:6–8 mentions prophecy, service (diakoniva),
teaching, encouragement, giving, and administration. Revelation speaks favorably
of the first two but emphasizes endurance rather than encouragement; John did not
address giving and administration. Similar results come from a comparison of Reve-
lation with Ephesians 4:11, which counted apostles, prophets, evangelists, pastors,
and teachers among the gifts given by Christ to his church. Revelation affirmed that
the original apostles were a benefaction and emphasized the contemporary work of
prophets but questioned teachers and ignored evangelists and pastors.

Several other terms for the churches and their leaders popular in the first or
early second centuries are not recorded in Revelation. John did not use such terms
as Christian,25 bishop, deacon,26 elder,27 widow,28 body of Christ, or sons of God.
These omissions do not tell us whether the seven churches of Asia had such posi-
tions and concepts. Some congregations probably included some of these offices and
used some of these terms, though the case must be argued for each term individu-
ally. The comparisons make clear, however, that John was promoting a particular
perspective on the churches. John either disliked the term Christian or did not know
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it. He repeated the common practice of known writers from first-century congrega-
tions of referring to their groups as churches and the members as the holy ones.29

John was learned in the Jewish scriptures, but in Revelation he undermined other
teachers. His emphasis was not on mastery of a canon but on direct revelations from
the risen Jesus (sometimes through the mediation of an angel) that informed and
shaped his scriptural knowledge. He showed no concern in his text for church of-
fices or for differentiated leadership. He advocated instead a kind of theocracy in
absentia, a divine empire, in which messages from the distant throne of God were
delivered through the prophets to all the holy ones. Thus, John could summarily
refer to the membership of the churches as “his [God’s] servants the prophets, the
saints, and those who fear his name” (11:18).30

This vision is not exactly an egalitarian utopia.31 John’s view of the churches
was utopian because of its weak cosmology, but the relative lack of differentiation
was not a democratization of the churches, especially in contrast to the Pauline body
of Christ imagery. John’s view was rather a relativizing of earthly distinctions in the
presence of the Creator’s divine holiness. Around the throne of God are only crea-
tures. Among the creatures, however, important distinctions are still maintained.
The line between the saints and the rest of the world is crucial. The boundary be-
tween the churches and the angels is less clearly drawn. Angels and saints are all part
of the group of creatures who worship God, but the churches appear to be limited
to the saints.32 Among the saints, the venerable 12 apostles of the past and the past
and present prophets are the most important.

Apocalyptic Personhood

One of the pillars of the religious life is human maturation, that is, the constitution
and development of persons. As we examine the congregations addressed by Reve-
lation, we must also ask what kind of individuals John was trying to mold through
his text. When John wrote about the saints, what kind of persons did he envision?

Because this study is comparative, we note first that our evidence regarding the
constitution of human beings in Revelation is different in kind from the evidence
for imperial cults. The imperial cult materials name hundreds of officials: mostly
high priests and high priestesses but also priests, priestesses, neokoroi, agonothetes,
hymnodes, and others. We have references to imperial cult rituals as well that in-
volved a larger segment of society: sacrifices, processions, concerts, mysteries, com-
petitions, festivals, and so on. Revelation has few such references to individuals or
rituals.

Imperial cult activities reinforced a view of public culture that was male-
dominant and subservient to Rome. John roundly denounced this public culture of
obeisance to Rome in Revelation 13:11–18 especially and throughout chapters 13–
19. John’s criticism of public culture was framed in terms of authority and obedi-
ence, however; his critique did not overtly treat issues of gender.

This patriarchal character of John’s Revelation has engendered criticism on
several counts. Tina Pippin argued that the Apocalypse is a misogynist text that is
dangerous to women. In the text women are excluded from the utopian city, for
the faithful are described as virgin males who have not defiled themselves with women
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(Rev 14:4), and the eschatological city is itself a bride whom the male followers
“enter” (double entendre intended). But that is not the most serious problem,
according to Pippin. As the text unfolds, only four female images play an impor-
tant role and all of them are subject to male control: “Jezebel,” who is castigated
and condemned; the Woman Clothed in the Sun (Rev 12), who is stranded in exile
once she has given birth to a male; the Great Whore (Rev 17), who is to be burned
and eaten; and the Bride of the Lamb, who is submissive and silent.33 Thus, Revela-
tion is portrayed as a fantasy of male power, where women’s voices and values are
suppressed and where female images are subjected to horrendous treatment. Politi-
cal domination is subverted, but male domination remains intact.34 In a more wide-
ranging investigation of the effects of Revelation on readers, Catherine Keller
concurred:

The poetics of power, of conquest, of swords and iron rods pitted against female
flesh, penetrates the significatory field of the Apocalypse. A feminist ethic cannot
“veil” the misogyny of its metaphors, even if, as Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza
stresses, this is the one book of the New Testament dedicated to justice.35

Such readings of Revelation as a misogynist text are based on an inadequate
treatment of the text’s symbolism. This problem has four aspects. First, scholars have
selectively used feminine imagery in the text. The statement that there are four
important female images in Revelation—all dominated by males—omits at least
one. Ge (“Earth, Land”) is a well-known figure from Greek mythology (cf. fig. 5.11);
she is also mentioned in Scripture.36 She appears in Revelation 12 as a positive char-
acter, who acts on her own to protect the Woman Clothed by the Sun. Only two
other characters in Revelation are able to oppose Satan actively and successfully:
the Messiah and the archangel Michael. The lack of scholarly discussion on this fifth
female character seems not to be a sign of conscious selectivity but rather a case of
modern lack of interest in the first-century mythic world in which Revelation
participated.

Scholars have not thoroughly compared the male and female imagery of Reve-
lation. The threats against Jezebel and her children (2:22–23) have not  been com-
pared to the threats made against the followers of Balaam (2:14–16); or the de-
struction of the Whore (17:16) to the destruction of the Beast, the kings, and the
soldiers (19:17–21); or the passivity of the Bride (21:2) to the passivity of Antipas
(2:13). The assertions that Revelation refers only to one actual woman has not
been compared to the number of actual men mentioned.37 If we are going to ana-
lyze the imagery in this manner, then we should at least be comprehensive and
conclude that Revelation is not simply misogynist; it is also misandrist and prob-
ably misanthropic.38

A second aspect of the problem with method and symbol is that there is little
or no recognition of the difference between the sign and that which is signified. The
female images represent a variety of relationships between symbol and referent that
should affect interpretation. Jezebel is a derogatory epithet for a historical human;
the Woman Clothed in the Sun and the Bride represent transcendent entities; Ge
as the personification of the earth and Babylon as a personified city draw on stan-
dard Greco-Roman mythic traditions; and the Whore is one part of the symboliza-
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tion of an imperialist power. If one wants to understand how these images affected
the lives of real women and men, then one cannot simply treat the images as an
undifferentiated group.

A third aspect of the problem is that particular symbols are isolated from the
narrative and then interpreted in an atomistic fashion. The main characters in John’s
narrative are regularly subjected to shifting symbolization; that is, a particular ref-
erent is symbolized in different ways at different points. For example, the Great
Whore is cited as an example of the extreme misogynism of the narrative because of
violence against a female image. The Whore, however, is but one part of two of the
symbolizations of Roman hegemony. An earlier symbolization depicts Roman hege-
mony as the Beast from the Sea, which is paired with a subordinate Beast from the
Land (Rev 13). These two beasts derive from Leviathan/Behemoth mythology, which
have unstable gender associations. The beasts are usually male, but Leviathan is fe-
male in 1 Enoch 60:7–9.39 After this, the symbolization of Roman rule shifts to a
complex, double image: the Great Whore riding on a beast reminiscent of the Beast
from the Sea (Rev 17). Then Roman hegemony is manifest as Babylon (Rev 18),
and finally it becomes a Beast served by a False Prophet (Rev 19). Within the con-
text of John’s narrative, an image such as the Great Whore should not be reduced
to a cipher for gender because it is one part of a series of symbolizations that cannot
be simplified into a single gender code.

This shifting symbolization also occurs for the referents Jesus (epiphanic fig-
ure, slaughtered lamb, heavenly warrior, then back to slaughtered lamb) and the
people of God (churches, saints, perhaps 144,000 from the tribes of Israel, perhaps
2 witnesses, Woman Clothed in Sun, perhaps 144,000 male virgins, God’s people,
military camp of the saints, heavenly Jerusalem, inhabitants of heavenly Jerusalem).
When John’s shifting individual images are isolated, the result is a facile connection
between gender and symbol that is not true to the complexity of the text.

A fourth aspect of the symbol and method problem is that some images are
simply misread. The Woman Clothed in the Sun is not left in exile. John noted
that her time in the desert would be temporary protection until the final interven-
tion of God (12:6). The resolution of her desert sojourn is found in a different sym-
bolization, for there is some continuity between the Woman and the Bride. An-
other example is the assertion that John forces women to choose between two
stereotypical roles, the whore or the bride. The image of Jezebel, however, allows
another role. In his denunciation of the historical woman who is the referent of this
symbol, John does not deny the woman’s status as a prophet among the saints. He
wrote that she called herself a prophet (2:20). When that language is used in these
messages, the hearer expects the phrase, “but she is not.” This is the same pattern he
used to denounce would-be apostles (2:2) and those who called themselves Jews but
were not (2:9; 3:9). However, John does not deny “Jezebel” her prophetic status. In
the manner of his denunciation, he confirmed the role of women as prophets in the
congregations of Asia.

To understand gender in John’s constructions of apocalyptic personhood, then,
we cannot rely on four selected and isolated symbolizations. We must put these in
the broader context of his view of the world and his suspicion about claims to
authority.
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John’s text represents the world as a place of deceptions and hidden truths. There
is danger of deception from insiders such as pseudo-apostles (2:2), prophets (2:20),
and teachers (2:6, 14–15). The problem, however, is not limited to the churches.
Satan is characterized as the one who deceives the whole world (12:9) through Roman
rule (18:23, using the image Babylon). The main agents who actually accomplish
the task of misleading the masses are the provincial and local elites of the empire,
indicated through the shifting symbolizations of the Beast from the Earth (13:14)
and the False Prophet (19:20).40 Once Roman hegemony is destroyed, Satan him-
self is confined for a thousand years so that he will not deceive the nations (20:3, ta;
e[qnh). After this millennium, he is released and deceives the world once more, pre-
cipitating the final destruction of evil (20:8–10).

In this world of beguiling appearances, hidden truth can be known through
revelation. The messages to the churches contain several examples. The Smyrniote
congregation knows distress and poverty, but they are actually wealthy (2:9). The
Sardis congregation appears to be alive, but the Risen Christ declares they are dead
(3:2). The Laodikeian congregation considers itself to be wealthy and self-sufficient,
but the truth is that they are wretched and miserable (3:17). True knowledge comes
from above, where mysterious songs are sung that can be learned only by the faith-
ful (14:3). Ultimately this revelation is about the mysterious Messiah (1:1), whose
name is written but cannot be known by anyone else (19:12). Those who embrace
this knowledge receive a new name that only they can know and they feast on hid-
den manna (2:17).

Given that the world is a place of deception and hidden truth, John did not
proclaim a blind obedience to esoteric knowledge but called instead for a herme-
neutics of suspicion about claims to authority. He commended his audience for
questioning the authority of people who claimed the title apostle (2:2), and the
faithful are continually represented as the minority among those who have not been
fooled by the authoritative claims of Rome. The messages to the seven churches end
not with a command to submit but with a call to discern: “Let the one with an ear
hear what the spirit says to the churches!”

John even raised questions about his own authority by recounting twice his
temptation to worship improperly the angelic medium of his revelations (19:10;
22:9). These two sections certainly enhance the persuasiveness of his message by
emphasizing the glorious character of his visions. At a deeper level, however, the
twin accounts show the vulnerability of the author as the prophet is tempted to
abandon the core of his message, deceived not by evil desire but by the sheer gran-
deur of the experience. Both episodes occur after the truth of the revelations is
affirmed, and both angelic responses emphasize the necessity of discernment that
results in proper worship: “You must not do that! I am a fellow servant with you
and your comrades who hold the testimony of Jesus. Worship God! For the testi-
mony of Jesus is the spirit of prophecy” (19:10 NRSV). The angelic responses deni-
grate authority based on status: angels, prophets, and saints are all fellow servants.
The validity of the message is the crucial factor. Discerning the true message results
in true worship.

The primary exhortation in the book is to endure,41 which is a function of liv-
ing in a world of deception and discovering the hidden truth about reality. Thus,
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the crucial characteristic of apocalyptic personhood in John is struggle: persever-
ance in the truth in the midst of a deceived world, refusal to submit to false claims
of authority, or, in John’s words, holding to the testimony of Jesus.

Did John describe this style of personhood differently for men and for women?
Clearly not. Throughout his text John refers to the saints in terms that do not dif-
ferentiate for gender. To counterbalance the selective use of feminine imagery by
some interpreters of Revelation, we need only to look at the other places where the
faithful are described to see that John is remarkably egalitarian in regard to gender
among the saints. There is no hint of gender discrimination among the slaughtered
souls under the heavenly altar (6:9–11), for the Romans and local authorities did
not desist from torturing or executing female members of the churches.42 The
unnumbered multitudes of martyrs around the heavenly throne is not an exclusively
male image (7:9–17), and the voice from the throne instructs all God’s servants—
not just men—to sing to God (19:5).

The suggestion that women have no place in John’s utopia because the new
Jerusalem is portrayed as a bride is equally unconvincing. The names of those writ-
ten in the scroll of life since the foundation of the world certainly included men
and women, just as the rest of those who dwell on earth included astonished men
and women (17:8). Or should we suppose that only men came through the final
judgment (20:11–15)? When one examines the whole text of Revelation—rather
than four isolated images—it is clear that John’s vision of the saints has a greater
degree of equality between the sexes than other canonical writings such as the
Deuteropauline Epistles, the Pastoral Epistles, or 1 Peter. Compared to the impe-
rial cult officials or the imperial hymnodes named in part I of this study, Revela-
tion holds up well on the issue of gender.

I do not mean that John’s use of gender imagery, judged 19 centuries later by
academicians, is not problematic. Ideas of female impurity, images of violence against
women and against men, and patterns of male domination have been destructive
for women and men, in John’s day and in ours. They are not, however, the focal
points of John’s views on personhood, nor do they constitute the total of his reli-
gious criticism. As secondary aspects of Revelation’s symbolization, they are meant
to nurture communities of individuals who question the authorities of this world.
John did not anticipate modern questions about the use of female imagery, but his
critique of Roman imperialism contained underutilized resources for examining
gender and language.

Violence in Revelation is related to the question of gender. I have tried to dis-
entangle the two, to show that they are not identical. Revelation’s eschatology should
not be reduced to a battle of the sexes won by male violence. What message about
violence did John convey?

According to Revelation, apocalyptic personhood includes the renunciation
of force.43 The saints were challenged to be victorious, but human victory was
redefined as nonaggression. They do not participate in either the final battle against
Roman imperialism (19:14–21)44 or in the final destruction of the Dragon (20:9).
The saints are the victims of aggression; the only humans who make war in Rev-
elation are those who are deceived by the Dragon.45 The responsibility of the saints
is to keep the testimony of Jesus46 by holding onto what they had (2:25; 3:11;
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14:12) or remembering what they had abandoned and repenting to regain it (2:5;
3:3).

Three reasons support this rationale for a nonviolent stance. First, John believed
that violence is a divine prerogative. The mythic combat pattern was appropriate
for John’s narrative: the God of Revelation is a warrior.47 God’s right to judge de-
rives from his status as the creator of all things (4:11) and from his unique ability to
deliver righteous judgment (19:1–2). Violence, vengeance, and justice belong to God
alone; they are beyond human competence.

Second, John makes clear that the victories won by the saints are epiphenomenal
to the victory won by the Lamb (12:11). According to the paradoxical nature of
victory in Revelation, the Lamb’s victory came not through violence but through
suffering.48 Hence, John introduces the Lamb by juxtaposing messianic and sacrifi-
cial allusions in 5:5–6; the conqueror is the one who was slain. This unlikely image
of a slaughtered living lamb then serves as the primary symbol for Jesus, overshad-
owing both the epiphany of the Risen Christ (1:12–16) and the appearance of the
Warrior (19:11–12). Even in the eschaton after the violent destructions of Rome
and the Dragon, Jesus is portrayed as the Lamb. The spilling of his blood estab-
lished the kingdom composed of the churches (1:5–6). The Lamb’s blood is said to
generate human reality, for he is slain from the establishment of the cosmos (13:7)
and the names of his followers are written in the scroll of life from the establish-
ment of the cosmos (17:8).

The Lamb’s blood even stains the image of Jesus as Divine Warrior, whose
garments are bloodied before the battle (19:13).49 The subservience of the warrior
imagery to the sacrificial imagery is heightened in a vision of the saints in heaven
who had been victorious over the Beast (Rev 15:2–4). These saints sing the song of
Moses—an allusion to the poem about the Divine Warrior in Exodus 15—and the
song of the Lamb, whose justice and truth are revealed particularly in his death. This
heavenly medley juxtaposes two songs that force John’s audience to remember that
their victory has been established by Jesus’ death, and not by divine acts of aggres-
sion. Apocalyptic personhood requires imitation of the Lamb but not the Warrior.

Third, personal eschatology of individuals must be taken into account. John’s
deployment of the Jewish ideas of resurrection and judgment are crucial to his pro-
motion of human nonviolence as a part of apocalyptic personhood. Resurrection
and judgment allowed John to redefine the cycle of life through which a person
moves. He asserted that two deaths are possible—a bodily death and consignment
to the lake of fire after resurrection. Everyone is subject to the first death, but those
who have been faithful in the testimony of Jesus (20:4–6) and who have not lived
immoral lives (21:8) escape the second death.50 John could thus make the paradoxical
assertion that the conquerors will be conquered in life (2:10; 13:7). The conquered
conquerors, however, are promised the ultimate prize: fruit from the tree of life (2:7),
immunity from the second death (2:11), affirmation from Jesus before his Father
and the angels (3:5), eternal life in the presence of God forever (3:12), and a place
with the Risen Christ on his throne (3:21; cf. 5:10 and 20:6).

These three foundations of John’s apocalyptic nonviolence—vengeance as a
divine prerogative, the redefinition of victory as endurance of suffering, and hope
beyond death—condense into one heavenly acclamation in Revelation 12:10–11:
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Then I heard a loud voice in heaven, proclaiming, “Now have come the
salvation and the power and the kingdom of our God and the authority of his
Messiah, for the accuser of our comrades has been thrown down, who accuses
them day and night before our God. But they have conquered him by the blood
of the Lamb and by the word of their testimony, for they did not cling to life
even in the face of death.” (NRSV)

So John envisioned churches composed of individuals who lived in a world full
of deception. They were encouraged to test authorities to find the hidden truths
about this life. Prophets, teachers, emperors, and apostles were liable to mislead.
Women and men who saw through the lies knew that, appearances to the contrary,
God had already won the battle with the Dragon through the blood of the Lamb.
They needed only to hold onto the truth to escape the second death and to partici-
pate in the reign of the Lamb.

This definition of apocalyptic personhood extended the traditions of Israel.
Death, violence, and male domination were essentially foreign to God’s intentions
for humanity (Gen 3–4). They were a temporary disruption in human experience,
a part of “the first things” that God would wipe away along with every tear (Rev
21:4). The apocalyptic extension of Israel’s traditions looked forward to the new
Jerusalem in which the tree of life was again available to humans, not just for the
prolongation of life but also for healing (22:1–5).

Outsiders

The heading for this section—“ outsiders”— perhaps casts the issue of boundaries
and belonging in stark terms. John’s conception of his group in society included
views on humanity, on the composition of society, on the place of the churches,
and on categories of outsiders, all overlaid with questions of Jewish identity and with
disagreements among insiders.

When John wanted to refer to humanity in general, he occasionally used terms
such as “the whole world” (oijkoumevnh)51 or “the whole earth.”52 More often he
used the generic term “people”53 or “those who dwell on earth.”54

In texts where humanity is described by subcategories, we see a rudimentary
social theory at work. John often described humanity or a significant portion of it
using a phrase such as “every nation, tribe, tongue, and people” (14:6).55 These are
overlapping distinctions among earth’s inhabitants. People (laov"), like “crowds”
in 17:15, indicates a group that belongs together but does not indicate what binds
them together. Tongue (glw÷ssa) is a category of language and culture. Nation
(e[qno") denotes cultural distinctions related to birth and nationality in a way that
is not strictly true of language. Tribe (fulhv), on the other hand, normally refers to
a subunit within a society (as in the case of Israel) or within a city.

John recognized other distinctions in status, power, and financial resources that
he tended to articulate in binary oppositions: great and small,56 wealthy and poor,57

free and slave.58 The material in Revelation 18–19 shows that the Seer was aware of
other social positions (discussed in the next chapter). At this point it is sufficient to
note the polarizing effect of the rhetoric. John portrays the extreme limits and ig-
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nores the middle ground, suggesting a theory of society as a place where resources
are distributed unequally. He treats even imperial offices with little precision. All
rulers are “kings,” all courtiers are “great ones,” and all military officers are “chiliarchs.”59

The Seer apparently felt no compulsion to recognize the nuances of status and power.
He could paint society with a broad brush because he considered the options to be
limited and clear. People are defined within standard categories involving biologi-
cal, social, financial, and governmental distinctions. The fine points are irrelevant
when the disparities are acknowledged.

In the midst of this human population, the churches cross the standard catego-
ries. They have been selected from these groups to be a kingdom and priests.60 They
are God’s people, destined to rule with God and the Lamb.61

In view of this perspective on the world and the churches, it is surprising how
little is said overtly about Israel or things Jewish. One glaring exception is the syna-
gogue of Satan found in two of the messages (2:9, Smyrna; 3:9, Philadelphia). In
the message to Smyrna, certain Jews of that city are demonized for their blasphemy;
John strips them of their self-designation as !Ioudaivo".62 Likewise, some Jews in
Philadelphia are said to be lying when they call themselves Jews, and the risen Christ
promises that they will finally recognize that the churches were correct. John did
not claim the name “Jewish” for the churches in his text, however, and did not de-
scribe humanity as a polarity of Jewish/Gentile.63

John has a general term for those who do not fear God: the ones whose names
are not written in the scroll of life.64 John mentions two types of outsiders. One is
the participant in imperial cults, that is, one who worships the Beast from the Sea.65

This conflict between the churches and those who worship the Beast dominates the
latter half of the book. This is not two equal communities facing off; John portrays
it as a small network of faithful witnesses against everyone else. The destiny of the
Beast worshippers is the lake of fire (19:21; 20:15).

The second type of outsider John identified is the immoral person. Two lists
suggest his ethical concerns. Those who have no part in the New Jerusalem include
cowards, the unfaithful, the detestable, murderers, fornicators, sorcerers, idolators,
all liars.66 An earlier vision adds thieves to the list.67 The ethical concerns are em-
phasized only in Revelation 9 and late in the book, before and after the confronta-
tion with Rome. While Rome holds dominion over the Mediterranean, John’s atten-
tion is fixed on participation in imperial cults as the primary threat. Before that
section and afterward, a wider view of outsiders that includes the ethical concerns
prevails.

Four examples in Revelation present ambiguous insiders who challenge John’s
definitions of the outsider. All are mentioned in the messages to the seven churches,
and there is just enough information to generate much secondary literature on the
difficult subject of their identities. One set of ambiguous insiders included those
who called themselves apostles. The Ephesian church was commended for testing
these claims and rejecting them.68 Without further information, we can only specu-
late that these were traveling apostles like those mentioned in Didache 11:3–6.

The second and third examples of ambiguous insiders were labeled in Revela-
tion with symbolic names. “Jezebel” referred to a prophetess in the church at Thyatira
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(2:20). “Balaam” may have signified a prophet in the message to the church at
Pergamon (2:14), although it is hard to tell whether the name represented an indi-
vidual or a general attitude. Both labels invoke the names of notorious Gentiles who
caused Israel to engage in sacrifice to other deities. Both references in Revelation
mention the problem of consumption of meat sacrificed to deities, so we have a
general indication of the challenges represented by these insiders. Jezebel and Balaam
advocated a religious stance that placed fewer restrictions upon the churches regard-
ing participation in mainstream culture. A more accommodating attitude toward
sacrificial meat would allow greater freedom in socializing, in employment, and in
public activities. Whether the teachings associated with Balaam and Jezebel permitted
full participation in imperial cult rituals is unanswerable, given the state of our infor-
mation. They certainly advocated practices that violated John’s sense of the bound-
aries between the churches and those outside.

A fourth category of ambiguous insiders is the Nicolaitans, who were mentioned
in the messages to Ephesos and to Pergamon. Early church tradition identified these
people as practitioners of irregular sexual practices. Clement of Alexandria knew
two versions of the story, both of which linked this group to the Nicolaus men-
tioned in Acts 6:5.69 One version said Nicolaus gave his wife away to another man
as a libertine; the other said he did so to demonstrate his complete asceticism. The
historical value of Clement’s record is dubious but might well preserve an accurate
memory that the Nicolaitans were known for maintaining different sexual standards
than those espoused by John and some others.

Modern scholarship, on the other hand, has tended to group the Nicolaitans with
Jezebel and Balaam as proponents of cultural accommodation.70 There is insufficient
information to allow for a definitive conclusion, but commentators have tended to
overlook the fact that the Nicolaitans appear to have had a recognizable name, which
suggests a founding figure (Nicolaus), identifiable followers, and social organization.
In spite of the meager evidence, we should assume that the Nicolaitans at least repre-
sented a distinguishable option among the churches of Asia and recognize that they
are portrayed with a different level of social complexity than is the case with Jezebel
or Balaam. Whether the issue was sexual or culinary or both, we cannot know.

An examination of discussions of outsiders in Revelation, then, reinforces the idea
that John understood the churches to represent God’s kingdom, chosen from among
the peoples of the earth. The citizens of this kingdom faced hostility and death threats
but were not to respond with violence. Their task was to maintain the testimony of
Jesus even at the cost of their lives, for they knew that the Lamb had already de-
feated their enemies and that the second death would not harm them. Outsiders
lived in a world of deception, and society was divided between those with resources
and those without. Some within the churches disagreed with John, including at least
a contingent more involved in mainstream culture and perhaps another group that
promoted a more lenient sexual ethic. The churches John addressed were defining
their place in society in various ways. In everyday existence, life in a polytheistic
milieu gave rise to various tensions. In John’s view, the encounter with imperial cults
was the most urgent.
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worship and authority

This chapter is devoted to the distinctions in John’s text between “good” and “bad”
authority. It is not a chapter on the politics of Revelation; it goes deeper than poli-
tics. I have sought throughout this study to avoid applying modern notions of “politi-
cal” and “religious” to the ancient data, because this pair of categories is poorly
equipped to define Roman imperial societies. Our “politics and religion” suggests
styles of community life that characterize modernities to various degrees, but have
little to do with the Roman Empire.

So I have framed this study in terms of mythic worldviews, also a modern west-
ern category. This approach is more disciplined in its attempt to understand and
represent the variety of ways in which humans know and shape the world. Further-
more, I have paid particular attention to theorists who study the nature of worldviews
and experiences in areas like native South America (Sullivan), African America
(Long), India (Eliade and, to an extent, Wilfred Cantwell Smith), and other
decolonizing regions (Said). This method hardly guarantees objectivity. It simply
expresses my bias in favor of analysis that recognizes relationships of domination
and resistance in societies.

In this chapter I consider what is meant by “worship,” compare the authority
of the deified Jesus with the authority of the Roman emperors, and examine the
roles assigned to the rulers of this world by Revelation.
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Worship as a Category

So far in this study I have used “worship” rather loosely for a variety of activities
and institutions. The English term only approximates ancient practices. When asked
to define or describe worship, most contemporary westerners probably would not
include blood sacrifice, libations, or food offerings in their answers. Yet in the an-
cient world, these rituals were at the core of community life.

Blood sacrifice was fundamental to community life in ancient Mediterranean
societies, but its precise function is currently a matter of scholarly debate. One
important proposal described animal sacrifice as a ritualized action that created
community through the public display of death. The ritual supposedly originated
in pre-agricultural hunting communities. As societies evolved beyond that phase,
the ritual remained tied in some ways to its prehistoric past. According to this view,
sacrifice was both a recognition of the paradox that one must kill in order to live
and a way of dealing with the danger posed to the community by unrestrained kill-
ing. The central act of slaughter evoked feelings of awe, guilt, and fear. Corporate
participation in the display of death created a shared guilt that bound the commu-
nity together. At the same time, the death of the animal confirmed, by contrast, the
superior power of the undying gods. Death brought the community together in an
experience of finitude, transgression, and the wholly other.1

Another set of scholars has rejected this evolutionary approach and focused
instead on the power of animal sacrifice to organize a specific sociocultural system.2

According to this view, blood sacrifice did not put death on display but rather dis-
guised it through a complex series of rituals. These activities—especially the divi-
sion and consumption of sacrificial meat—created boundaries in society that evoked
a cosmic order. Those boundaries defined mortal and immortal, human and ani-
mal, and concomitant subdivisions:

If the act of slaying lies at the heart of the thusia [i.e, blood sacrifice], it resides
there like a subversive threat that is repeatedly conjured away. It is a defect
against which care is taken to construct and organize the delicate balance of a
rite which embeds life in death. It admits that we must slaughter animals in
order to eat, yet at the same time it aims to banish acts of murder and savagery
from what is human.3

More recently objections to the idea that death is the central element of blood
sacrifice have arisen. Extensive examination of Greek vase paintings that depict sac-
rificial rituals suggests that feasting and revelry were more important for the par-
ticipants than the actual slaying of the animal. The slaughter was only one aspect of
the larger process of dedicating a gift to the deities and of sharing a meat meal.
According to this view, the meaning of sacrifice resides not in the death of the ani-
mal but in “the exploration of the concepts of dôron (gift), timê (honor), and charis
(grace), in the mechanisms by which honors done to the gods bring joy and bene-
fits to both gods and men.”4

Fortunately, we do not need to adjudicate among these theories of the meaning
of sacrifice in this context. The purpose in summarizing them here is to highlight the
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fundamental role sacrifice played in ancient worship and to indicate its importance in
the life of communities like the cities of Asia. It should not surprise us, then, that one
of the main internal problems addressed in Revelation’s messages to the seven churches
was precisely the question of sacrificial meat,5 for the consumption of such meat raised
important issues about theological and social commitments.6

The consumption of sacrificial meat could take place in a number of contexts.
Such food could be eaten in the context of the sacrificial ritual itself, in dining quarters
affiliated with a particular sanctuary but dedicated to different kinds of gatherings
(e.g., birthdays or meetings of professional guilds), in restaurants unaffiliated with
a temple, at home after purchase at a market, and elsewhere. An absolute ban on
the consumption of sacrificial meat by church members in all these settings would
have had a dramatic impact on the integration of the churches into their social con-
texts.7 This issue was not primarily social in Revelation. It was a question of proper
worship. In Revelation, insiders who violated expectations regarding sacrificial meat
were signified as “adulterers,” for they had disregarded the exclusive claims of their
God. Nearly all outsiders would have been worshippers of the traditional deities,
but they were not castigated as adulterers because the initial commitment to faith-
fulness had not been made. These people needed to repent8 and were excluded from
the new Jerusalem.9

Revelation contains many examples of activities that approximate modern
western ideas of worship. Three are associated with sacrificial temple activity but
they occur in highly symbolic settings. The first two involve the verb latreuvw
(“serve, worship”), which normally refers to ritual duties executed in a sacred con-
text. The verb is used in Revelation 7:15 in reference to the unnumbered multitude
from every nation, gathered around the heavenly throne, who worship God in his
temple continually, night and day. Similarly, God’s servants will worship him in
the new Jerusalem (Rev 22:3), although there is no longer any need for a temple
(21:22). The other sacrificial form of worship described in Revelation would have
been familiar to anyone of that day. An incense offering is kept lit on the altar of
the heavenly temple, its smoke ascending and mingling with the prayers of the
saints.10

These three examples do not occur in present time: two happen in heaven and
one in the future. For acts of worship in present time, John most frequently used
the verb “to bow down” (proskunevw). Bowing down was an act of subservience. It
might involve kissing the feet or the hem of the garment of the one before whom
one bowed; sometimes kissing the ground was appropriate. All these actions recog-
nized the complete authority of another, whether a deity or a powerful human.11

So the physical act of submitting to authority might take place before rulers (espe-
cially eastern rulers),12 before deities, or before divine images.

Revelation reflects all of these usages. People who bowed down to deities other
than Israel’s God or to statues of divine beings were chastised13 because only the
God of creation14 and the Lamb15 were worthy of such obeisance. Revelation re-
ferred often to those who bowed down to the emperors and to images of Roman
authorities.16 (I discuss this topic further later.) There is also a peculiar promise made
to the angel of the church in Philadelphia that those from the synagogue of Satan
would one day bow down at its feet.17 But John was twice warned against his (under-
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standable) temptation to prostrate himself before an angel who revealed God’s truths
to him. Both incidents end with the admonition to bow down only to God.18 Thus,
for John, one crucial aspect of worship was allegiance. Bowing down was a physical
enactment of submission to divine authority.

Another aspect of worship that permeates Revelation includes words spoken or
sung to God or the Lamb. At least 17 examples of spoken worship appear in Reve-
lation. Two of these statements by the author, one near the beginning of the text
and one near the end, chart the course for the text as a whole. The first one (1:5–6)
provides the starting point by ascribing glory and might (kravto") to Jesus as the
one who washed the saints from their sins by his blood. As a result of Jesus’ actions,
the saints were made into a kingdom and priests to God.19 Jesus is addressed by
the author again at the end of the text, this time in the form of an impassioned
plea for Jesus to return soon.20 Thus, the two examples of worship provide a frame
for the text, the first one confirming the deeds of Jesus and the last one pointing to
the consummation of Jesus’ mission. As such, they model the intended response of
the audience. The hearers are to move from an understanding of the work of the
Lamb to a longing for his return.

Between these two statements of worship are a host of statements about God,
or addressed to God, embedded at a deeper level of the text. These statements are
made by other characters within the visions the author narrated.21 Many of the state-
ments occur in the context of bowing down to God, which links them to the pre-
ferred body posture of worship in Revelation. These statements provide several rea-
sons for worshipping God. God’s authority flows first of all from his status as the
creator of all things22 and his transcendence of time.23 Beyond this, John cites God’s
actions as worthy of worship. God’s vindication of his servants occasions spoken
worship in 11:17–18. Stated conversely, God is worshipped because he judges evil
in the world.24 And finally, the imminent arrival of the marriage feast of the Lamb
leads to shouts of “Hallelujah!” and to rejoicing.25

Worship in Revelation, then, acknowledges beings who have authority. Wor-
ship is enfolded in the meaning of sacrifice; it entails submission and obedience; it
enjoins acclamations, blessings, praise, and thanks. Jesus, who performs many acts
that evoke worship of God, is also considered worthy of worship in Revelation.

The Authority of the Lamb

As in contemporary imperial cults, so in Revelation there was relatively little inter-
est in reopening the accepted cosmogonic narratives to introduce new characters.
Allusions are made in Revelation to Jesus’ prehistory, or existence before his earthly
life. The Risen Christ described himself as the first (1:17) and as the beginning or
source (ajrchv) of creation (3:14). His slaughter is also said to have taken place from
the establishment of the cosmos (13:8). Whether these scattered references portray
Christ as the first created being or as an instigator in creation itself is uncertain.
Clearly, however, cosmogony and the role of the Christ in those events are not pri-
mary issues in Revelation.26

In chapter 7 I noted that imperial cult evidence manifests at least two strategies
used to make limited connections between the emperors and cosmogonic stories. One
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strategy (and I do not use the term in a deprecatory fashion) was to include the impe-
rial family within the category “Olympian,” either by assimilating members of the
imperial household with specific deities or by describing the family as a new branch
of the Olympians. A second strategy was to portray the emperors, especially Augustus,
as the mythic founder of a new world order and to assert that the present structures of
existence came into being through the deeds of the deified emperors. Both strategies
parallel Revelation’s explanations of the importance of the deified Jesus. But the par-
allels are not exact and highlight differences in the dominant and resistant discourses.

Revelation obviously did not attempt to connect Jesus with the Olympian dei-
ties. Rather, the text drew a fairly clear connection (taking into account the vision-
ary character of the narrative) between Jesus and the God of Israel in the context of
worship. Five hymnic passages arranged in two sets in Revelation 4–5 make the
connection. The offering of worship in these five texts forms a crescendo with three
rhythms. The recipients of worship display one rhythm. The first and second state-
ments are adoration of the One seated on the throne, but the third and fourth state-
ments turn toward the Lamb. The final statement brings these two figures together
with a final ascription of glory and honor to God and the Lamb together. A second
rhythm is evident in those who offer worship: first the 4 living beings, then the 24
elders, then myriads of angels, all earthly beings, and eventually all creation.

A third rhythm characterizes the physical actions associated with these five
hymnic statements. The third rhythm grows like that of the worshippers. This third
rhythm is less carefully worked out and less important; it nevertheless complements
the two previously mentioned. The first hymnic piece begins with ceaseless praise
spoken by the four living beings. The second involves bowing down to God; the
third follows with bowing down to the Lamb. The fourth and fifth return to speak-
ing, but in the fifth member of the series the use of “forever and ever” reminds the
hearer of the ceaseless praise in the first member.

The five worship statements in Revelation 4–5 can be charted according to these
factors to show the complex progression (table 12.1).

These three overlaid cadences—of recipient, worshipper, and action—draw
together the One seated on the throne and the Lamb as the two beings uniquely
worthy of worship. This strategy is parallel in some ways to the Olympian descrip-
tions of the deified imperial household: both move a human into the category of
beings who can be appropriately worshipped, and both move that human into the
highest category of being. There are some obvious differences as well. The two dei-
fications take place within distinct religious systems with different limitations. A
standard Greco-Roman pantheon allows for a number of divine beings, whereas the
traditions of Israel were restricted in this respect. Augustus and his successors were
normally compared to the figure of Zeus, the high god in a polytheistic system. Oddly
enough, Revelation did not try to maintain a monotheistic ethos by simply identi-
fying Jesus with the one God. In a system that ought not to allow a second deity,
Jesus was declared worthy of honors equal to God, even though he was not identi-
fied with God.

John did not attempt to work out the relationship between the Lamb and the
One on the throne through discussions of ontology or through abstract reasoning.27

His vision report works through the logic of worship and of apocalyptic symbol.
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table 12.1 Progression of worship in Revelation 4–5

Recipient of Action of
Verse Worship Offered by Worship Content

4:8 God 4 living beings Ceaselessly saying Holy, Holy, Holy, the Lord
God Almighty, who was, who
is, and who is to come.

4:11 God 24 elders Fall before God, You are worthy, our Lord God,
cast thrones down to receive glory and honor and
before God power, for you created all

things, and by your will they
existed and were created.

5:9–10 Lamb 4 beings and 24 Fall before the You are worthy to take the
 elders Lamb and sing scroll and to open its seals, for

you were slaughtered and by
your blood you ransomed for
God saints from every tribe
and language and people and
nation; you have made them to
be a kingdom and priests serving
our God, and they will reign
on earth.

5:12 Lamb 4 beings, 24 Saying with a Worthy is the Lamb that was
 elders, and great voice slaughtered to receive power and
myriads of wealth and wisdom and might
angels and honor and glory and

blessing!
5:13 God and Every creature Saying To the one seated on the throne

the Lamb in heaven, on and to the Lamb be blessing
earth, under the and honor and glory and
earth, in the sea might forever and ever!

The symbolization of the deified Jesus in 5:5–6 has several themes, but the main
characteristic is paradox:

Then one of the elders said to me, “Do not weep. See, the Lion of the tribe of
Judah, the Root of David, has conquered, so that he can open the scroll and its
seven seals.” Then I saw between the throne and the four living creatures and
among the elders a Lamb standing as if it had been slaughtered, having seven
horns and seven eyes, which are the seven spirits of God sent out into all the
earth. (NRSV)

The paradoxical themes in this text are derived from the scriptures of Israel and
combine several facets of Israel’s hopes. Two themes relate specifically to the hope
for a Davidic ruler. The lion of Judah can be traced back to Genesis 49:8–12 and
evokes images of a powerful ruler capable of protecting God’s people. The root of
Jesse alludes to Isaiah 11, where there is an anticipation that the Davidic line will
establish justice, end hostilities throughout all creation, gather God’s people, and
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will bless all nations. These images of a Davidic ruler are then juxtaposed to that of
a sacrificed lamb (Rev 5:6), drawing on texts such as Isaiah 53, where the redemp-
tive suffering of the servant of the Lord is described.28 John’s portrayal of Jesus as
the sacrificed lamb would have been understandable within other sectors of the first-
century churches. The added features of seven horns and seven eyes distinguish it
from other known proto-Christian texts.29

Even as John synthesized in Jesus such images as the Davidic ruler, Servant of
the Lord, and the sacrificial Lamb, he refused to homogenize them. Instead, we are
left with startling, unresolved juxtapositions: a lion who appears as a lamb, a slaugh-
tered lamb that lives, a victor who is vanquished. The result is a complete redefini-
tion of omnipotence. Strength and authority belong not to the one who has prac-
ticed violence but rather to the one upon whom violence has been inflicted. The
image of victory is thereby completely inverted.30 This point is driven home through-
out the rest of the text by the primary identification of Jesus as “Lamb that was slaugh-
tered.” He is characterized by his sacrifice of himself on behalf of others, from the
foundation of the world31 and into the time of the new Jerusalem.32

The same style of recombinant imaging of Jesus appears in Revelation 7:16–
17, where the significance of the “Lamb” is stretched in new ways: “They will hun-
ger no more, and thirst no more; the sun will not strike them, nor any scorching
heat; for the Lamb at the center of the throne will be their shepherd, and he will
guide them to springs of the water of life, and God will wipe away every tear from
their eyes” (NRSV). The text begins with a quotation from a salvation oracle that
belongs to another poem about the servant of the Lord (Isaiah 49:1–13). This prom-
ise of release from want and from suffering leads immediately into an allusion to
the role of the Davidic ruler as shepherd from Ezekiel 34:23. The Revelation text
then circles back to Isaiah 49:10 with the promise that the Lamb will lead them to
springs of waters. Rather than simply quoting Isaiah 49, however, John used the
verb oJdhghvsei (“he will lead”) from Psalm 23 (Ps 22:3 LXX) and thereby injected
the image of the Lord as shepherd. John’s section then ends with a quotation from
another salvation oracle that comes from Isaiah 25:8 and promises that the Lord of
Israel will make a feast for all peoples on his holy mountain. The shame of God’s
people will be removed as he wipes away the tears from every face.

Thus, John’s imagery in Revelation 7:16–17 compresses the Lamb, the Davidic
ruler, the servant of the Lord, and the promise of salvation to all peoples into one
poignant passage. The theme of fulfillment ties the pastiche together, with the streams
of living water satiating thirst and the feast on the holy mountain satisfying hunger.
The result is less shocking than the lion/lamb image of Jesus in Revelation 5:5–6, but
the element of paradox is still strong. In Revelation 7:16–17 the Lamb is again the
ruler and connected to the heavenly throne, but this time the Lamb is also the shepherd
who leads the flock. The theme of fulfillment does not rule the image because it is only
a promise of fulfillment, not the fulfillment itself. The tension of the paradox remains.

The dissonance of these images grows out of John’s resistant stance in rela-
tion to his setting in imperial society. His creative combination of religious tradi-
tions elicited doubts about the accepted imperial definitions of reality. Who is
worthy of worship? What was the true nature of authority? Was it won by the
powerful? Was it guaranteed to the faithful? Such images of Jesus could not be
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based in the institutions of Roman imperial society in Asia (or elsewhere). The
matrix within which such a Jesus made sense was in churches, or more specifi-
cally, in the kinds of churches John envisioned and I outlined in the previous
chapter. The paradox expressed an experience of the churches in which the bold
claims made in worship were not manifest in everyday life. One could witness to
the hidden truth and await vindication.

The second cosmogonic strategy noted in imperial cult evidence was the por-
trayal of Augustus as the founder of the imperial world order. The shape of the world
known to the inhabitants of Roman Asia was a reflection of the actions of the first
emperor. Thus, the day of his birth could be called “equal to the beginning of all
things”; he was worthy of the highest honors imaginable.33 This intimate connec-
tion of cosmogony and cosmology is evident as well in the hymnic material about
the Lamb in Revelation 5 but on a very different scale. The 4 beings and the 24 elders
began to sing the praises of the Lamb as the founder of a new sovereignty: “You are
worthy to take the scroll and to open its seals, for you were slaughtered and by your
blood you ransomed for God saints from every tribe and language and people and
nation; you have made them to be a kingdom and priests serving our God, and they
will reign on earth” (Rev 5:9–10 NRSV). The Lamb’s blood sacrifice founded a
new kingdom from among all the nations. The myriads of angels concurred. “Wor-
thy is the Lamb that was slaughtered to receive power and wealth and wisdom and
might and honor and glory and blessing!”34 Finally, all creatures joined in, offering
joint worship to the One on the throne and to the Lamb.35

The authority of the Lamb, then, was based in his execution of God’s will and
in his execution. His kingdom had been won not by inflicting suffering but by en-
during suffering. Such a view was so at odds with dominant views of reality that it
could best be expressed in paradoxical imagery: the king of beasts as a slaughtered
lamb that shepherds the nations.

Pretenders to the Throne of God

Having emphasized that only God and the Lamb were worthy of worship, John
offered in Revelation 12–13 an alternative interpretation of Roman imperialism.
This task was not easy. Rome had controlled the entire Mediterranean basin for at
least a century and certain regions for much longer. If Revelation was written toward
the end of the first century CE, then this political system had survived even the de-
mise of the Julio-Claudian dynasty. John had to explain why a transcendent God
would tolerate an apparently successful, apparently unstoppable superpower that
did not acknowledge the Creator and had destroyed the temple of God in Jerusalem.

John’s dissenting portrait of imperial society contained four features. The first
was a broad characterization of present time as an era of harassment and hostility.36

In Revelation 12, John described in visionary terms some of the effects of the coming
of Jesus. A heavenly woman who represented (in some way) the people of God gave
birth to a male child.37 John signaled that this child was the Messiah by reference to
Psalms 2:9—the child was about to shepherd all the nations with an iron rod.38 Satan,
in the form of a great red dragon with seven heads and ten horns, was ready to con-
sume the child, but God intervened, taking the child away to the heavenly throne.
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War erupted in the heavenly realm. The Dragon and its angels fought with the
archangel Michael and his angelic troops. The defeat of the Dragon became the
occasion for rejoicing and for fear. The inhabitants of the heavens could rejoice
because the Dragon was cast down to earth (12:9) and its time was short (12:12);
they were rid of the cosmic antagonist and his destruction was imminent. The earth
and sea, however, were now vulnerable to the Dragon’s great wrath.39 When it could
not harm the woman (who was divinely protected in the wilderness), the Dragon
stormed off to do battle with the rest of her offspring, identified as the ones who
keep God’s commands and have the testimony of Jesus.40

In this way, John recast the present time of his audience not as a period of imperial
prosperity but as Satan’s last desperate opportunity to take revenge on those who feared
God. The ultimate victory of the saints had been decided by the sacrifice of the Lamb
and by their own testimony (12:11), but they would need to weather the last storm.

Within this broad framework, John could develop the second aspect of his view
of imperial society: his conclusion that Roman imperial authority was demonic. He
communicated this through the next phase of his vision. After the Dragon was
thwarted in its attacks on the woman in the wilderness, it went to the shore of the
sea. A beast arose from the sea, and commentators almost unanimously identify this
beast with Roman hegemony. In fact, this Beast from the Sea symbolism borders
on allegory.41 A strong argument for the identification comes from the fact that the
imagery in this part of John’s vision is based on Daniel 7:1–7, where a series of four
beasts arise out of the great sea. Each of the four Danielic beasts—a lion with wings,
a bear with three tusks, a leopard with four heads and wings, and a powerful crea-
ture with ten horns—signified a world empire that conquered the eastern Mediter-
ranean during the first millennium BCE.42

In Revelation, the Roman Empire was portrayed as a composite of all these
tyrannical empires.43 In scriptural terms Rome was the ultimate empire, combin-
ing all the destructive characteristics of its predecessors. The seven heads and ten
horns also gave the image of Rome cosmic proportions beyond previous historical
empires, for this indicated a physical resemblance with “the great Dragon, the an-
cient serpent, called Devil and Satan.”44 But John left nothing to the imagination
here. He wrote that the Beast from the Sea received its power, throne, and great
authority from the Dragon, not from Jupiter or some other Olympian.45 Moreover,
in an overt reference to imperial cult activity, John wrote that the whole world
began to bow down before the Dragon and the Beast.

Revelation 13:11–18 introduced a third aspect of John’s view of imperial soci-
ety: the demonic authority of local elites who collaborated with Rome. A second
beast arose, this time from the earth. This beast was a subordinate figure, but it played
an important role in the imperial system. The Beast from the Earth was subordi-
nate in the sense that its authority came from the first beast and it promoted the
worship of the first beast. The second beast played a crucial role as the figure re-
sponsible for organizing and enforcing obedience. Thus, the Beast from the Earth
was no mere lackey or a neutral figure: John described it as having the appearance
of a Lamb but the voice of a Dragon. It was the junior partner in this demonic system.

Efforts to identify the referent of the symbol of the Beast from the Earth are
generally similar but with significant differences in the details. There is widespread
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agreement that the symbol is related to local officials involved in the imperial cults
of Asia. The disagreement is evident when scholars become more specific. Did the
Beast from the Earth refer to priests and priestesses in the local imperial cults?46 To
anyone involved in the regulation and maintenance of imperial cults?47 To the
koinon?48 To imperial cult officials or Roman government of the province?49 To
imperial cults and pagan worship in general?50 To everyone who promoted impe-
rial cults or imperial propaganda?51

Most of these proposals are too limited. The analysis in part I of this book has
shown that imperial cults in Asia permeated Roman imperial society, leaving noth-
ing untouched. So it is almost impossible to separate imperial cults from public
religion, from entertainment, from commerce, from governance, from household
worship, and so on. Furthermore, by focusing on certain officials, we tend to over-
look the fact that the families wealthy and prominent enough to provide officials
for imperial cults tended to be the same families that provided candidates for gov-
ernmental positions. Governance and piety were not independent sectors of soci-
ety, nor did the leaders in these activities compose distinct groups. The mythic world
encompassed all of this and more.

Perhaps the best summary of the referent for the Beast from the Earth came
from Yarbro Collins:

The vision about the beast from the earth (13:11–18) would have called to
mind the leading families of Asia Minor, who had control of both political
office and the various priesthoods. These families, as well as the general
populace of the region, were very enthusiastic in supporting and even extending
the worship of the emperor.52

The Beast from the Earth was not quite an allegory, but the range of its referents is
clear: it signified the network of people and overlapping institutions in Asia described
in part I of this study.53 The elite families mentioned in part I led sacrifices, under-
wrote festivals, built temples, voted honors, and so forth as part of their full range
of civic duties. The elite families mobilized the masses in support of the emperor
and enhanced their own standing in the process.54 In terms of social mechanisms,
John’s description of how the empire worked is not so different from modern schol-
arly reconstructions: distant Roman power provided the rule and the authority, while
local elites collaborated in the pacification and stabilization of their regions.55 What
is distinct in Revelation is the condemnation directed both at the authority of Rome
and at the authority of the distinguished families of the province.

The fourth aspect of John’s rendering of imperial Asian society is the question
of legitimacy. There were both demonic and godly forms of authority in John’s world,
but how were they authorized? What was the difference in their natures? How could
one tell which was legitimate? Worship is not the answer here, for both forms were
legitimated in worship. John made the contrast in the following way. The author-
ity of God and the Lamb was proper because it was based on God’s nature as tran-
scendent creator and on Jesus’ actions as redemptive sacrifice. The authority of the
Dragon and the Beast from the Sea was based on deception and force.

The theme of deception appears at crucial junctures in Revelation 12–13 (and
throughout the book). When the Dragon is finally identified clearly as Satan, he is
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described as “the one deceiving the whole world.”56 The primary activity of the Beast
from the Earth is also to deceive, which it accomplished through the great signs it
worked: causing fire to fall from heaven, giving voice to the statues of the first beast,
and so on.57 These tricks led people to worship the Beast from the Sea.

In the two-beast vision of Revelation 13, Rome has a more specific function that
also leads people to blasphemous imperial worship. Here the Beast from the Sea is
said to be unmatched in its ability to make war. It can force its will upon the whole
world. Even an apparently fatal wound to one of its heads cannot stop the beast.
On this particular point (military supremacy), John is not parodying imperial
theology. Monuments like the Sebasteion sculptures58 or the images of Augustus
from the first provincial temple at Pergamon59 confirmed John’s argument. Roman
authority was based on the ability to subdue its enemies. John was portraying in a
reasonably accurate manner one of the basic presuppositions of imperial cult activity.
The emperors could not, and should not, be resisted.

John’s rendering of imperial cult activity in Revelation 13 reeks with hyper-
bole,60 but he consistently reinforced his exaggerated denunciations of imperial cult
practice with more subtle literary devices. Legitimate spoken worship results in ac-
clamations such as “You are worthy, our Lord and God, to receive glory and honor
and power,” or “Worthy is the Lamb that was slaughtered to receive power and wealth
and wisdom and might and honor and glory and blessing!”61 The invincibility of
Roman power, however, can evoke only rhetorical (and perhaps ambivalent) ques-
tions such as “Who is like the beast, and who can fight against him?”62 Further-
more, the physical response that comes from an encounter with the One on the
throne or with the Lamb is to fall down, often as a part of bowing down in wor-
ship.63 When people encounter the “glory” of Roman authority in Revelation, how-
ever, they are amazed and then sometimes deceived into bowing down to worship.64

The distinction is highlighted by the theme of mimicry. The One on the throne
has his agent the Lamb and the spirit of prophecy; the Dragon has his agent the
Beast from the Sea and his False Prophet.65 The One on the throne and the Lamb
are worshipped together (15:3–4), as are the Dragon and the Beast from the Sea
(13:4). First the 144,000 servants of God are sealed on the forehead to preserve them
through suffering (7:3); then those who worship the beast are sealed on the fore-
head and the hand in order to avoid suffering (13:16–17). The Lamb was slaugh-
tered yet lives; one head of the Beast from the Sea was fatally wounded yet the beast
still lives. In these and other examples, the satanic forces can only mimic the true
God. Imperial cults, according to John, are nothing but a blasphemous imitation
of the worship due to the One on the heavenly throne. They grow up around an
illegitimate authority. The cults are based on deception and violent opposition to
God rather than on obedience.

The Case against the Empire

Late in his text John reported visions of the judgment of Babylon. The symboliza-
tion of the imperial center shifted from a seven-headed beast to a grotesque carica-
ture of a prostitute, which then shifted into the image of Babylon personified as a
woman. In content, the visions move from a revelation of the true nature of Roman
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rule (Rev 17) to laments over Rome’s destruction by allies and rejoicing by heav-
enly enemies (Rev 18) to a narrative of the final confrontation between Rome (por-
trayed once again as a beast) and the Messiah (Rev 19). Although it is beyond the
scope of this chapter to examine the complexities of John’s intertextual method in
this section, the imagery and social commentary cannot be explained without a rec-
ognition of this background.66

The image of the great prostitute had its literary roots in Jewish prophetic litera-
ture, where several corporate entities were represented in this way.67 The metaphor
functioned in various ways in oracles against Nineveh, Tyre, and even Jerusalem.
As the capital of the Assyrian Empire, Nineveh gained a reputation for its aggres-
sive expansion. This reputation was reflected in Nahum 3:4, where the symbol of
the prostitute emphasized the ability of the imperial center to seduce and enslave
whole nations. The image could also be used in other ways against a sea-faring empire
like that of the Phoenicians. Isaiah 23 contains oracles against Tyre, one of which
likened the city to a prostitute. The theme of seduction occurs in this text as well,
but the purpose is not to enslave nations. Here seduction is a part of Tyre’s effort to
entice the nations and regain its mercantile empire. Used against Jerusalem in Ezekiel
16, the image provided the opportunity for accusations of unfaithfulness. Jerusa-
lem had not simply been unfaithful to YHWH by worshipping other deities. The
prophet claimed the city was the worst kind of prostitute, pursuing other lovers out
of wanton desire rather than for payment.

Thus, in Israel’s tradition, the metaphor of “prostitute” for a corporate entity
proffered great resources as a rhetorical weapon against Roman authority. One part
of this was its potential for polemic against polytheism. The point in Revelation
was not, however, to brand Rome as particularly polytheistic. Polytheism was not a
sector of Greco-Roman society but rather its fabric. From John’s point of view, Rome
had exaggerated the error and arrogance of polytheism to blasphemous heights by
adding the exaltation of the emperors to it.

“Prostitute” extended John’s objection to Roman imperialism beyond the strictly
cultic contexts. Through the metaphor, John could make the necessary connections
between cult, commerce, politics, and empire in his critique. The reservoir of mean-
ing inherent in the image of the seven-headed beast was limited mostly to the signi-
fication of strength and violence. The image of the prostitute, on the other hand,
provided symbolic resources for denouncing idolatry, political domination, and
economic exploitation. Revelation 17 made the transition between these symbols
when the familiar beast and the newly revealed prostitute appeared together. As
John’s text began to detail the blasphemy of Roman rule in Revelation 18, the beast
receded and the prostitute became the focal point.

John drew on several prophetic texts in this section of Revelation to develop
this broader critique of Roman hegemony. The textual influences on Revelation 18
are many. Much of the chapter draws on prophetic denunciations of Tyre and
Babylon, but two texts greatly influenced the structural elements of Revelation 18.
One of these is Ezekiel 26–27. These two chapters contain sixth-century BCE oracles
directed against Tyre. The Ezekiel section opens with the accusation that Tyre re-
joiced over the Babylonian destruction of Jerusalem, seeing in the tragedy a chance
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to increase its market share of regional commerce (Ezek 26:2). Pronouncements of
divine judgment on Tyre ensue (26:3–14). The prophet then described the reac-
tions of other rulers to the sudden destruction of Tyre: they tremble and lament
(26:15–18). The oracle ends with a declaration by YHWH that he will indeed bring
that imperial city to a dreadful demise (26:19–21).

In Ezekiel 27, the prophet takes up an extended lament in which the island city
of Tyre is described as a sea-going ship. The beautiful materials and craftsmanship
of the vessel are praised (27:3–11). A long series of statements details the cargo and
trading partners of the city/ship. As the rowers head out onto the high seas, how-
ever, an east wind sinks the vessel, sending it to the bottom of the Mediterranean
Sea (27:25–27). The pilots and sailors of the region stand at the shore and mourn
the loss of Tyre (27:28–36).

Who was ever destroyed like Tyre in the midst of the sea?
When your wares came from the seas,
you satisfied many peoples;
with your abundant wealth and merchandise
you enriched the kings of the earth. (Ezek 27:32a-33)

Whereas Ezekiel 26–27 provided economic aspects of John’s critique of Rome,
Jeremiah 50–51 supplied the basis for three important images in Revelation 18. These
two chapters of Jeremiah consist of a long series of oracles, this time directed at the
historical imperial city of Babylon. In Jeremiah 51:7 we are told, “Babylon was a
golden cup in the Lord’s hand, making all the earth drunken; the nations drank of
her wine, and so the nations went mad” (NRSV). In John’s vision, the responsibil-
ity for the madness of nations has shifted. Now Babylon is a prostitute offering a
golden cup of wine to the inhabitants of earth.68 The calls to flee Babylon and to
rejoice over the city’s demise (Rev 18:2–4) also come from Jeremiah, although other
prophetic texts are at work here as well.69

Finally, the symbolic action of the strong angel in Revelation 18:21 is a rework-
ing of the ending of Jeremiah 51. After writing the oracles against Babylon, Jeremiah
instructed a royal official to take them along to Babylon as he traveled in Zedekiah’s
entourage. After arrival at the imperial center, the official was to read the oracles,
then tie a stone to the scroll, cast the scroll into the Euphrates, and say, “Thus shall
Babylon sink, to rise no more, because of the disasters that I am bringing on her.”70

In John’s vision report, this image is developed further: an angel casts a millstone
into the sea and declares, “With such violence Babylon the great city will be thrown
down, and will be found no more.”71

I cite these texts from Ezekiel and Jeremiah to demonstrate that John was not
simply quoting or interpreting Scripture. He was rather refashioning it for his own
times. From Ezekiel 26–27 come the theme of judgment on a maritime empire and
the structural element of laments over a fallen empire. From Jeremiah 50–51 come
the elements of the call to flee Babylon, the gold cup intoxicating the nations, and the
stone thrown into the waters. Jeremiah also contributed useful themes of utter de-
struction of an imperial center,72 vengeance visited on the destroyers of Zion,73 and
a denunciation of idols and the worship of deities other than the Creator.74 From
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these texts, from pieces of other texts, and from the symbolic potential of the pros-
titute, John offered an alternative reading of his imperial setting.

This alternative reading depicted levels of complicity for the peoples of the
empire, the merchants, and the kings. The kings of the earth are represented as having
the most intimate relations with the great prostitute of Roman hegemony. These
petty rulers received their authority from Rome and had the most direct complicity
with the prostitute. Thus, in contrast to the other characters in the vision report,
only the kings were said to have committed fornication with the prostitute, for they
are guilty of abusing their power.75

When the lament of the kings is compared with that of the princes in Ezekiel
26, two observations can be made. First, the Revelation lament of the kings is briefer,
probably because the kings receive significant attention elsewhere (Revelation 17:12–
14; 19:19–21). Second, the nature of their lamenting is different. In Ezekiel 26:16–
18, the princes of the coast are severely distraught. Even though the reasons are not
stated overtly, there is an implication that they fear the same fate might await them.76

Revelation is more cynical. The lament of the kings suggests that they are grieving
their own loss because of the judgment that fell on Babylon. They stand at a dis-
tance, abandoning the prostitute because of her torment, so their true motivations
are revealed. In this way John opposed the rhetoric of imperial harmony, benefac-
tion, and loyalty found in the dominant discourse. According to John’s visions, the
empire was held together by greed and self-interest.

At the other extreme from the kings is the general populace of the empire. The
general population was not absolved of guilt, but their participation in imperial
society reflects manipulation as much as personal initiative. The peoples of the empire
had become drunk from the wine of her harlotries;77 they had been deceived by the
sorcery of the great merchants.78

Between the kings and the people, two other levels of complicity surface. One
group—the one that received the most attention from the seer in this chapter—is
composed of the merchants, “the great ones of the earth.”79 There is only a fleeting
reference to merchants in Ezekiel 27:36, but in Revelation 18 their importance has
greatly increased. They are described as those who made themselves wealthy from
the prostitute, not as those who fornicated with the prostitute or as those who be-
came drunk from her wine.80 The merchants also fear her torment and stand at a
distance, but their lament evoked memories of the prostitute’s splendor and the
sudden disappearance of her wealth.

The second group whose status is somewhere between the kings and the people
consists of the shipowners, pilots, and sailors. These receive little attention. Their
presence is probably attributable to the prominence of shippers in Ezekiel 27:28–
36 and to their connection with the merchants of the Roman Empire. It was, after
all, Roman control of the sea lanes that made their international commercial activi-
ties possible.

A closer look at John’s vision report shows that he specifically described the
merchants as those who profited from the power of the prostitute’s strh÷no".81 The
precise meaning of the word is difficult to assess, for it appears only a few times in
existing literature and the contexts yield different results: arrogance,82 wantonness,83
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eager desire.84 In Revelation 18:9 it is normally translated as “luxury” and suggests
a self-absorbed, extravagant lifestyle made possible through the exploitation of in-
ternational markets in the so-called pax Romana. The verb strhniavw occurs later
in the chapter, confirming that this is a central issue. In fact, it is one factor that the
prostitute, the kings, and the merchants have in common: they are all motivated by
their own desires for self-aggrandizement and self-gratification. In a passage assert-
ing that God will pay back the prostitute double for her sins, a voice from heaven
specifies two of her main transgressions: “As she glorified herself and lived luxuri-
ously, so give her a like measure of torment and grief.”85 So too the kings are not
simply those who have committed adultery with the prostitute but also those who
have lived lives of luxury and wanton excess (oiJ strhniavsante").

One last aspect of the accusations against Rome becomes explicit at the end of
Revelation 18. We have already seen how the discourse and practice of Roman
authority were criticized for deceiving the whole world (Rev 18:23). In Revelation
18:24 John returned to a theme that recurs throughout the book: Rome’s violence
against God’s people and indeed against all humanity. The superpower has spilled
the blood of the prophets, the saints, and all those slaughtered upon the earth. Thus,
in Revelation 19:1, the rejoicing begins in heaven over Rome’s demise. The blood
of God’s servants is avenged.

The actual narrative of the destruction of the seven-headed Beast is abbrevi-
ated: the Messiah—the “Word of God”— rides out with his heavenly troops to do
battle;86 an angel calls to the birds of middle heaven to feast on the impending car-
nage;87 and the enemies are defeated.88 The kings and troops fighting alongside the
Beast are killed, but a special punishment awaits the Beast and his False Prophet.
There is no first death for them; the two are cast alive into the lake of fire.

The Kings of the Earth

The brevity of John’s narrative about the destruction of Rome is no accident. John
was primarily concerned to present before the churches the character of his opposi-
tion to empire. His opposition was religious: Rome had claimed a status that be-
longed only to God. In its arrogance, the imperial city had enslaved the nations
through military force and through the seduction of their rulers and their aristo-
cratic families. The complicity of the kings extended Roman rule throughout their
world, and the price of resistance was paid in blood. Meanwhile, the excesses of the
privileged few were funded by an international trading system that trafficked espe-
cially in luxuries and accumulated large amounts of capital in the hands of a few.
The masses marveled at the power of the beast (Rev 13:3–4) and were deceived by
the magic of the marketplace (Rev 18:23).

In John’s system, then, there was no legitimate place for earthly empire. His reli-
gious criticism was specifically aimed at Roman imperialism, but the character of his
critique had broader implications. John was not just anti-Roman; he was anti-empire.
The violence required to establish hegemony is not the prerogative of humans; Rome’s
use of military force was a blasphemous usurpation of God’s right and ability to judge
justly. The economic inequities of empire were the result of corporate and personal
immorality; they merited the condemnations of God. So in John’s text, imperial cults
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are not an aberration; they are the fitting manifestation of imperialism. They take us
to the heart of the confrontation over who is king of kings.

If there is no place in John’s system for an empire—a “kingdom over the kings
of the earth” (Rev 17:18)—we might well ask whether there is allowance at least for
kings of the earth. John did not answer that question directly in his text. He laid
out no political theory; he spoke as a religious critic from a mythic worldview. The
kings of the earth are uniformly portrayed in a negative light. They are the subjects
of oracles of judgment;89 they are manipulated by demonic spirits;90 they cavort with
the great prostitute;91 they attempt to make war against the Word of God.92

It is more than a little surprising, then, to meet them one last time in the new
Jerusalem: “The nations will walk by its light (i.e., the light of new Jerusalem), and
the kings of the earth will bring their glory into it.”93 This single hopeful statement
regarding the kings of the earth draws on Israel’s hopes for Jerusalem; it may even be
a meditation on the meaning of Isaiah 60 or Psalm 68. The literary background and
utopian character of Revelation 21 suggest that the statement offers us insight into
John’s view of the true goal of earthly rulers. It is an idealized vision but one that
nonetheless leaves the audience an opening to consider the role of earthly authorities.

The kings of the earth, however, were not John’s primary concern in Revela-
tion. He showed more interest in two other issues. One was the question of who
would be worshipped as the king of kings. This is the heart of the conflict in Rev-
elation, and it is the reason that the throne is the central symbol.94 John insisted
that Jesus Christ was the ruler of the kings of the world,95 that the Lamb was the
king of kings and lord of lords.96 The Christ shared this status with the One seated
on the throne,97 and proper worship could be offered only to them. Rome’s claim
was a challenge to the authority of the One on the throne, and that challenge ex-
pressed itself in cultic, political, and economic terms.

The other central issue in Revelation is the kingdom of God and of his Christ.
This kingdom was composed of churches, the realm in which the authority of the
king of kings was recognized. It was a kingdom defined by suffering and endurance
in this world.98 Like the Roman Empire, this kingdom transcended national, eth-
nic, and linguistic barriers. In contrast to the Roman Empire, its inhabitants were
priests and servants of God,99 and its purity was compromised by any other cultic
attachment. John set high standards. They were so high that to keep them would
make it almost impossible to survive under Roman authority in imperial society.
That was precisely John’s point.
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revelation in this world

John’s vision for the kingdom of God and his Christ has not yet been realized. Per-
haps he would be surprised to learn that it has taken so long, or perhaps not.1 His
text has nevertheless remained viable across millennia. But how has John’s religious
criticism been received and deployed by later groups?

Elisabeth Schüssler Fiorenza noted that among Christian communities in re-
cent times, Revelation tends to be emphasized by groups at the margins of mainline
churches and theology. Among these marginal Christian groups, three reading strate-
gies have emerged for interpreting Revelation.2 Each strategy can lead to various
conclusions, but the generalizations provide a broad orientation to the usefulness
of Revelation. One of the strategies has been biblical literalism. This approach to
Revelation assumes that John was writing about specific events of the interpreter’s
time in cryptic codes. By interpreting the language literally and cross-referencing it
with other biblical prooftexts, such readers decipher the text and then construct a
timetable for the end of history, which is usually imminent. John’s critique is thus
reinterpreted and applied to contemporary events. His dreams help people imagine
the end of this world, thereby relativizing contemporary power relations in particu-
lar ways for particular purposes.

Others have read Revelation with the assistance of interpretive strategies based
in liberation theology.3 These readers have been inspired by Revelation as they
struggle for justice in specific contemporary settings. For them, the Apocalypse
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provides a biblical model for Christian action that opposes oppression. Rather than
viewing Revelation as a coded blueprint for the end of the world, these communi-
ties find in the situations of the first-century churches religious direction and moti-
vation for their modern political praxis. John’s religious criticism thus becomes a
model to be emulated rather than a secret message to be decoded.

Feminist critical thought provides a third strategy for reading Revelation in some
Christian communities. Rather than treating the Bible as literal prediction or lib-
eration prototype, such readers examine the way that language and symbols affect
women’s struggle against patriarchal oppression. This strategy has led some to re-
ject Revelation because of its divine machismo; others attempt to highlight patriar-
chy within the text and to salvage other aspects of the Apocalypse.4 In these com-
munities John’s religious criticism is emulated and even used against the text in
certain ways.

It has not been my goal in this study to produce an interpretation of Revela-
tion for Christian communities, but the topic deserves comment. The materials
covered in this book and my method of treating them have the most in common
with the second and third strategies. My contention that Revelation is an anti-
imperial text meshes well with liberation interpretations of the Apocalypse, and my
description of John’s critique adds precision to reconstructions of the first-century
struggles. If Revelation is to serve as a prototypical Christian manifesto, a descrip-
tion of John’s first-century setting is one crucial step in developing a movement that
holds on to the testimony of Jesus.

Certain kinds of Christian feminist interpretations are also amenable to this
study of imperial cults and Revelation. As John tried to move his congregations away
from participation in the imperial discourse of Roman Asia, he brought a host of
other assumptions about proper authority and conduct into question as well. John’s
religious criticism did not extend far into gender relations, but I would say that his
break with dominant culture tended to undercut the patriarchal authority of that
culture. In his visions, then, we find a mixed picture: certain features of patriarchal
authority were not questioned even as John painted a relatively egalitarian view of
what it means for women and men to hold the testimony of Jesus. The implications
of his religious criticism for gender relations remained underdeveloped in the text.

Few Revelation specialists have attempted to interpret the Apocalypse for a
contemporary, “not-necessarily-confessing” audience, for it is not clear why a mod-
ern audience should consider this ancient text if Revelation’s authority as Scripture
is not the starting point for the investigation. David Barr took up the challenge. He
argued that Revelation is a crucial part of the western cultural heritage and is im-
portant especially in American culture. So he set out to provide an American audi-
ence with the historical and literary tools necessary for an informed reading of the
text.5 A modern western audience, approaching Revelation as a narrative from the
first century, would likely scrutinize the ethics of the ancient critic. Is Revelation
finally just a story about the triumph of power? Does God win simply because God
is stronger? Is the Apocalypse ultimately an immoral story? Barr maintained that it
is not immoral. Revelation’s religious criticism is not based on a glorification of
power. Rather, the Apocalypse describes coercion as self-destructive. The real con-
queror is Jesus, who suffered instead of inflicting suffering.6
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Catherine Keller has also written on Revelation for a general western audience.
The cultural significance of the Apocalypse weighed more heavily on her because of
her suspicions that the text was a self-fulfilling prophecy of destruction.

Perhaps, I have wondered, it is not mere coincidence that the last book of the
holy book of the Western world envisions a cataclysmic end, given that the West
seems in its modernity hell-bent on producing some literal form of that end.
Odd, I thought, that Western modernity has espoused an optimistic
millennialism of progress while busily facilitating the most demented of
ecological or nuclear dooms. I became curious about the nature of the link
between the multiple readings of a divinely authored denouement and what one
might dub the manmade apocalypse of the late second millennium C.E. Expecta-
tions seek, after all, to realize themselves. So the religious habit of imagining the
world out of existence would not seem to be irrelevant to the material habits of
world-waste running our civilization.7

Keller’s reason, then, for reading Revelation is that the text might be respon-
sible for the problems that threaten us all, especially environmental ruination,
weapons of mass destruction, and international consumer capitalism. Keller argued
that the real problem runs deeper than these particular destructive practices. The
real problem is the style of John’s religious criticism. Revelation has imprinted the
modern west with what she called the apocalyptic pattern, “a habituated and reac-
tive tendency, collectively instilled and readily acted out in individual bursts of self-
righteous certainty: we may ‘do an apocalypse’ in our most intimate relations as well
as in our most visionary politics.”8 It is a pattern characterized by an either/or mo-
rality of good versus bad, by a need to purge the evil from the world once and for
all, by the expectation of a violent showdown in which good triumphs even though
the world is destroyed in the process, and by the establishment of a pure, perma-
nent utopia.

The difficulty in dealing with the apocalyptic pattern is that we are all inside
the apocalypse. Most westerners, Keller claimed, adopt the apocalyptic pattern
unconsciously.9 Biblical literalists are aware of the pattern and try to retrofit it onto
modern politics. Others aware of the pattern try to fight it but do so in an apoca-
lyptic way that simply inverts and maintains an apocalyptic style of life.10 Still others
are satisfied with defending Revelation; they soften the text’s harsher aspects with-
out holding the text responsible for the effects generated by its style of religious
criticism.11

In a cultural setting where there is no direct route out of the apocalyptic pat-
tern, Keller argued that the best we can do is to examine Revelation from a counter-
apocalyptic perspective. Counter-apocalypse involves a recognition of one’s own
participation in the apocalyptic pattern even while trying to break the habit. Counter-
apocalypse has an ambivalent appreciation for the pattern: it tries to steer clear of
the dualism but is drawn to the commitment to justice.12

Keller’s formulation is important for us because she addressed a fundamental
problem in the interpretation of Revelation. The apocalyptic pattern permeates
western and American cultures, affecting personal and global policies while under-
going almost no critical scrutiny. Furthermore, her reflection on the apocalyptic
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pattern was motivated by some of the same issues that are a catalyst for my study.
Imperialism, injustice, righteousness, suffering, religious commitment, environmen-
tal degradation, and governance were problems in John’s day as well, but we are
now much closer to matching the hyperbole of his imagery. These issues have been
constantly reformulated over millennia, but not solved. The body count is still rising.

In my work on Revelation I have not adopted the counter-apocalyptic posi-
tion. Such a posture seems to me to draw the connections between John and our-
selves too directly. My strategy has been to emphasize the foreignness of Revelation
in hopes of pitting the modern apocalyptic pattern against its alleged ancient source.
Modern popular interpretation of Revelation exercises great power over readers—
even trained readers—and it often prevents us from encountering the text or under-
standing the character of John’s religious criticism. We think we already know
Revelation’s contents and perspective, even though very few features of the apoca-
lyptic pattern appear in John’s text. Revelation contains no references to an Anti-
christ; God contends with a cosmic antagonist (Satan) and an earthly empire (Rome).
No final conflagration destroys the earth; heaven and earth finally flee when God
makes all things new, long after the final confrontation with the Beast. Revelation
contains no references to hell; there is a lake of fire into which death itself is thrown.
Nor does Revelation promise an eternal dwelling in heaven; the new Jerusalem comes
down to the new earth, and God abandons heaven to take up residence below.

So I do not try to hold Revelation accountable for its reception throughout
history. A more profitable approach, I think, is to interrogate the interpretive com-
munities that have used Revelation in the light of John’s religious criticism. For that
reason I have recontextualized Revelation by comparing it with unfamiliar materi-
als—coins, inscriptions, sculptures, buildings from the early Roman Empire related
to the worship of the emperors—to carve out a strange vantage point on the text
and on ourselves. My hope is that, by situating Revelation among other first-cen-
tury artifacts, we will better understand its alien character and will learn to appre-
ciate it more fully in its foreignness.

This strange vantage point—comparing the text to its chosen adversary—leads
to several conclusions about Revelation as a practitioner’s religious criticism. From
the traditions of Israel and from the experiences of the churches, John fashioned a
narrative of resistance to Roman hegemony. The narrative was a jarring ride through
dreams and nightmares, leading its audience through self-criticism, heavenly litur-
gies, disasters natural and unnatural, imperial oppression cast in mythic terms, di-
vine intervention, a final reckoning, and utopia. Its point of view was provincial
but its cosmology weak, so John’s critique offered no illusions of national revival or
political supersession in this world. John’s religious criticism emphasized instead a
powerful eschatology, allowing his audience no accommodation to this world if they
would attain the new earth.

The grounds for John’s religious criticism allowed his text to transcend its par-
ticular historical setting and to be applied to many other situations. The ambiguity
of his symbolization facilitated the process as well, for these enigmatic images might
well allude to any number of experiences. The basis of John’s criticism, however,
was this assertion: there is only one authority worthy of human service. This asser-
tion moved his work beyond the confines of his times and turned it into a hypothe-
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sis about the relationship between deity and hegemony. For this reason I have ar-
gued that John’s text was not simply anti-Roman; it was anti-empire.

John’s corollary hypothesis about the insidious, imitative character of evil finds
perverse support in the history of the reception of Revelation by the churches. The
very “kingdom” for which John wrote turned his text into a tool of empire. In the
hands of some Christian communities, the Apocalypse has thus become a dark parody
not far removed from the image of the Beast from the Sea that threatens its subjects
with death, or the Beast from the Earth that looks like a lamb and speaks like a dragon.
An old axiom takes a tragic turn: imitation becomes the sincerest form of decep-
tion. I argue, however, that this use of the text should not invalidate John’s reli-
gious criticism but rather confirms aspects of that critique in a disquieting fashion.
In a world of deception, Revelation would still call readers to vigilant discernment.

This strange vantage point leads to religious criticism of the academic variety
as well, raising questions about the discipline of New Testament studies. Commen-
tators have almost unanimously concluded that imperial cults were a fundamental
issue in the book of Revelation. But if this is so, why has most of the evidence for
imperial cults been ignored for so long? Hundreds of pieces of evidence—inscrip-
tions, coins, sculptures, altars, and buildings—have been found and published that
are related to imperial cults in the province where John’s churches were located. Yet
only a handful of these have been noted in the scholarly discussions of the Apoca-
lypse of John.

One reason for this problem is the difficulty of integrating archaeological data
into traditional New Testament studies. What appears at first glance to be a simple
question about additional data quickly raises issues of method and theory. How shall
we draw diverse media such as literature, inscriptions, and coinage into one analy-
sis? How are we to imagine the connections between them? And if the literary text
comes from a small, unorthodox movement like the churches whereas the archaeo-
logical evidence comes from the elite leaders of mainstream society, do the prob-
lems become insurmountable? I think the challenge can be met. This study has
endeavored to do so using an amended phenomenological approach.

A second question about the discipline of New Testament studies has to do with
imperialism. If the central figure of the Christian faith was executed on a sedition
charge by the occupying forces of the Roman Empire, and if the early churches took
root and grew in an imperialist setting, then why is there so little theorizing in bib-
lical studies about empire and religion? This issue is especially acute in Revelation
studies, dedicated to the explication of a text of divine judgment on the Roman
Empire. Yet only a few New Testament studies ask about imperialism and religion,
and those studies tend to be labeled “politicized.”

I suspect that the reasons for this second problem are less defensible. This sec-
ond question, like the first one, raises difficult conceptual issues. (What counts as
religion? as politics? What is power? How do these operate in human communi-
ties?) But the second question raises another more disturbing issue. The countries
where the discipline of New Testament studies has flourished during the last two
centuries are precisely the countries that have claimed large sections of the earth as
their empires.13 Has the discipline of New Testament studies been a tool of impe-
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rialism? Or perhaps this line of questioning absolves the churches too readily. Maybe
the churches defined both biblical studies and imperialism over a much longer
period. In any event, it is inconvenient—to say the least—to explore these issues
because the inquiry threatens to undermine fundamental structures of contempo-
rary life in the west. Could the western academy withstand a studious attention to
hegemony? Could Christian churches tolerate a thorough accounting of their abuses
of power? Could the modern west survive if it attempted to atone for its domina-
tion? John would not dodge these questions.

My main reason, then, for framing this study for a not-necessarily-confessing
audience is that Revelation provides an opportunity to fashion a strange vantage
point from which to view ourselves as those confined not to the apocalyptic pattern
but to various forms of modernity. John’s Apocalypse is not the main source of the
problems facing humanity. It is one of the texts that has been useful in the creation
of these problems, but it is also a text from within the western tradition that chal-
lenges the very foundations of modernity. Religious criticism (of the academic
variety) of the modern world becomes possible.

When we recognize our place among those who are to be interrogated by our
own inquiries, the ancient materials present at least three challenges. One is in the
definition of humanity. To an age that strives for individual freedom, John would
respond that autonomy and self-gratification are not suitable human goals. Human-
ity, according to John’s text, finds satisfaction in obedience and worship. The just
community gathers around the one true authority. It is established by the righteous
sufferer and maintained by adherence to that suffering. Or to cast this in the terms
laid out in the first chapter of this book, the experience of ultimate signification is
born in the encounter with suffering, oppression, and death. That experience of
radical contingency has the potential for exposing mundane signification and for
transcending it. It might be the basis for a new critical language that leads toward
new forms of human society.

John and the practitioners of imperial cults would have agreed with this criti-
cism of modernity. John and his opponents all testified that worship is a fundamental
human activity, that personhood and community are unthinkable without obedi-
ence and sacrifice, that divine service is our highest goal. There was no argument
among them on this point, only on the proper object(s) of worship.

In fact, most of humanity throughout most of history would agree that religi-
osity is a fundamental aspect of the human experience. Only recently in the mod-
ern west has this idea been abandoned at the intellectual and societal levels.14 In
this period the problems of violence, technology, ecology, and imperialism have been
exacerbated so that our species might now extinguish itself, taking many other spe-
cies along with us. These problems did not appear with modernity, but they have
assumed monstrous proportions during this period. The ancient world, then, is
agreed: we moderns have lost our moorings.

John would probably go beyond the mere affirmation of worship, however, and
declare that the search for freedom is illusory. The choice facing humanity is not
between freedom or bondage, he might say, but rather between servitude that builds
community or servitude that destroys. That is why proper worship, and not just
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worship, was a central issue in Revelation. The service of empire is blasphemous
and destructive.

We will seriously misunderstand Revelation on humanity and worship if we
ignore the second challenge—the renunciation of force as the basis for community.
The apocalyptic pattern has trained us to expect violence in victory, to turn to coer-
cion to win a just war, to extol servitude for everyone except those who rule. Reve-
lation will have none of this. The only real victory in Revelation is the sacrificial
death of Jesus. All other victories are subsidiary and are won by stubborn confes-
sion of that death. Victory belongs to the victim. Even the final confrontation with
the Beast is not really a battle: the name of the “warrior” is the Word of God; his
only weapon is the sword of his mouth; no fighting is recounted; the only blood
mentioned is the warrior’s, shed before the confrontation.15 Imperialism finally meets
its match: resolute weakness.

The practitioners of imperial cults would not have agreed with John on this
issue. Imperial cults were devoted to the worship of another authority, one that forced
itself on the Roman Empire upon pain of death. In fact, Revelation’s assessment of
power is so contrary to normal human practice that most churches throughout his-
tory have not agreed with John either. The use of Revelation to promote Christian
imperialism is located at this juncture: the proclamation of John’s challenge to em-
brace servitude, accompanied by the rejection of John’s challenge to renounce force.
The celebration of God’s weakness in Revelation is thereby transformed into a
triumphalism of the worst sort, a parody of true worship, a just war. It is the genesis
of the apocalyptic pattern.

No wonder John’s third challenge is seldom recognized. Revelation’s positions
on humanity, society, and power are so foreign that few people bother to consider
the epistemology that supported them. Revelation’s knowledge of the world was
not founded on anything resembling a western mode of rationality. It was a pneu-
matic epistemology, experienced in the spirit. It was based on the claim to an unme-
diated experience of the wholly other, on a confrontation with the complete con-
tingency of human life. This experience of ultimate signification evoked awe and
adoration. In its presence John collapsed as though dead. This revelation of the Other
calls all human projects into question: empires, prophets, apostles; democracy, con-
trol of the means of production, free trade, human rights, self-determination. Even
John’s own narrative was vulnerable, so vulnerable that he resorted to curses at the
end in a vain attempt to preserve the text from emendation or censorship.

To the world of modernities, then, Revelation challenges any epistemology that
signifies only in the mode of western rationality. The loss of a mythic consciousness
is the loss of a critical perspective, the loss of a religious criticism based on the sense
of otherness engendered by signification and suffering. Mythic ways of knowing the
world are not offered here as a panacea, for hegemonic discourses also employ myth
to great effect. After all, both Revelation and Roman imperialism presupposed that
communities are located in a mythic world that defines the order of life and the
meaning of human suffering. The most destructive imperialisms in history, however,
have been secular and have occurred during the last hundred years. That should con-
cern us.
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These three challenges are the reason for the ambiguous image embedded in
this book’s subtitle, “Reading Revelation in the Ruins.” In this study of Revelation
I have attempted to read the Apocalypse in the archaeological evidence, in the an-
cient ruins, in the remains of the Roman Empire. But the comparison of Revela-
tion with these materials threatens the contemporary world of the interpreter as well.
It would undermine the so-called civil society; it would attempt to reduce moder-
nities to ruins. From this strange vantage point the text provides different ways of
imagining our world, of illuminating its tragedies and of suggesting its potential,
by confronting us with the meanings and ends of empires.
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glossary

acrolithic: Describes a statue with wooden torso and stone extremities (legs,
arms, and head). The wooden torso made the statue lighter; it was overlaid with
expensive materials.

acroterion: An ornament placed on the roof of a temple, either at the top of the
gable or at the corners of the roof.

aedicula: A small decorative pavilion used in the ornamentation of a facade. Such
facades often formed the background for a theater stage or for a monumental foun-
tain. Used interchangeably with “tabernacle.”

agonothete: An official who sponsored athletic or musical competitions.

agora: The market or forum of a city; one of the centers where commercial,
administrative, and sacrificial activities would occur.

aleitourgesia: The status of being exempt from liturgies for a particular period
of time due to a person’s other public service.

antae: The ends of the long walls of a cella when these walls project beyond the
shorter perpendicular walls of the cella.

architrave: The horizontal architectural element above the columns of a temple
or other building.

asiarch: A male official in the province of Asia. The responsibilities of this office
are disputed. The widely held view that the Asiarch was identical with the high
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priesthoods of Asia is rejected in this study, in favor of the view that an Asiarch was
a special category of agonothete.

boukrania: Sculptural reliefs of the skulls of bulls, a common decorative motif
in sacrificial settings.

boule: The city council.

bouleuterion: Meeting hall of a boule.

cella: The main building of a temple. The cella housed the statue of the deity
and was the deity’s dwelling place.

chiliarch: A military commander.

chiton: A simple tunic worn by men or women in the Roman imperial period.
It was pulled on over the head and gathered at the waist with a belt.

chryselephantine statue: A statue overlaid with gold and ivory.

cistophoroi: In the Roman imperial period, silver coins minted by the koinon
of Asia.

crepidoma: The foundation platform upon which a temple was built.

cryptoporticus: A vaulted passage that is underground or hidden within the
substructure of a building.

cuirass: Military breastplate; often used for statues of emperors.

cult: An institution or group of institutions dedicated to sacrificial activity. This
usage should not be confused with modern sociological or popular definitions of
the term “cult.”

deuteropauline epistles: 2 Thessalonians, Colossians, and Ephesians. The
Pauline authorship of these texts is debated.

divus: Latin term for a divinized emperor. There was no equivalent term in Greek.

engaged column: A stone surface carved so that the semicircular shape of half a
column protrudes from the surface.

engaged statue: A stone surface carved so that part of a statue protrudes from
the surface.

ephebe: A young male in his late teens from an aristocratic family, who was being
educated for civic leadership.

eponymous: An eponymous office is one used in inscriptions to provide the date
of an event.

eschaton: The period after the resurrection and judgment in certain forms of
Jewish or Christian eschatology.

ethnos: A national group. The plural sometimes means “Gentiles” in Jewish texts.

exedra: A concave area set back in a wall. It is similar to an apse but is larger and
usually not covered.

findspot: The precise location where an artifact was discovered. This may be close
to or distant from the place where an artifact was orginally used.
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grammateus: The highest municipal official, who normally served for a term of
one year.

gymnasiarch: An official charged with providing for the upkeep of a gymnasium
for a specific period of time.

heroon: Shrine for the worship of a hero.

hexastyle: A style of temple with six columns in front of the cella.

hierophant: One of the major leaders in mystery cult rituals. Responsibilities
would have included sacred actions, speaking, or the revelation of sacred objects.

himation: A cloak worn by men or women during the Roman imperial period.
A himation could be draped around the torso and arms in several ways and was often
worn over a chiton.

in situ: Refers to artifacts found exactly where they were used in antiquity.

intercolumniation: The distance between two columns in a colonnade. The
distance is measured from the center of the columns.

koinon: The council of a province. One of the duties of a koinon was oversight
of provincial imperial cults.

liberation theology: A form of Christian theology that began in the late 1960s
in Central America and has since been embraced in several areas of the world. It is
characterized by a strong concern for justice and sometimes combines a Christian
commitment with a Marxist analysis of society and economy.

liturgy: A form of public service in Greek cities that especially involved finan-
cial donations to support a variety of specific activities, such as choruses for festi-
vals, athletic games, upkeep of gymnasia, and so forth. Liturgies are sometimes indis-
tinguishable from magistracies.

magistracy: A form of public service in Greek cities that especially involved per-
sonal effort, such as serving as a city official. A magistrate normally paid for some
or all of the expenses associated with the office, but there was often a civic budget
that underwrote costs. Magistracies are sometimes indistinguishable from liturgies.

neokoros: An official with special responsibilities for the maintenance of a sa-
cred precinct. Beginning in the late first century ce, the term could also be used to
describe a city with a provincial imperial cult temple.

neopoios: A member of a group of neopoioi who made administrative decisions
concerning the facilities and holdings of a temple.

obverse: The side of a coin placed into an engraved template before being struck
on the other side (i.e., on the reverse). The obverse normally was adorned by the
image of a deity or a member of the imperial family.

orthostat: A stone slab placed upright on one of the thin edges, usually at floor
level.

palaestra: A training facility for the body and mind. These were usually smaller
than gymnasia and included rooms of various sizes around a colonnaded courtyard.
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pastoral epistles: 1–2 Timothy and Titus. These are generally thought to have
been written in Paul’s name after his death by a later admirer or disciple.

pentaeteric festival: A festival held every four years, that is, in the fifth year
since the previous festival.

peripteral: A temple design in which there is a colonnade on all four sides of the
cella.

peristyle: An outdoor courtyard or garden that is surrounded on all sides by
colonnaded halls.

peplos: A garment worn by women. It consisted of a large rectangle of cloth, folded
in half parallel to the body on one side. Large pins were used to fasten the two halves
of the cloth above the shoulders, and a belt gathered the robe at the waist.

podium temple: A temple on a raised base having steps only on the front side.

propylon: A large or monumental gate leading into an enclosed area.

prostyle: A temple with columns in front of the cella.

prytaneion: Official building for the prytanis of a city, town, village, or sanctuary.

prytanis: A civic or sanctuary official, usually elected annually. The functions
varied widely from place to place. They often included responsibilities for rituals,
for government, or for hosting visiting dignitaries.

pseudodipteral: Describes a temple that has a single colonnade on all four sides
that is made to appear as though it had a double colonnade.

reverse: The side of a coin that was struck after the blank coin was placed into
an engraved template. A wide range of designs adorned reverses. See obverse.

revetment: Stone panelling, usually of marble, that covered a wall made of less
expensive material.

scenae frons: The facade that defined the back of a stage in the interior of a theater
or odeion.

scene building: The building behind the scenae frons, hidden from the view of
those seated in the theater or odeion.

sebastologos: An official who delivered eulogies in praise of the emperor.

sebastoneos: Meaning unknown.

sebastophant: An imperial cult official similar to a hierophant. Responsibilities
would have included sacred actions, speaking, or the revelation of sacred objects.

septuagint: The Greek translation of Jewish scriptures. LXX is the standard
abbreviation.

sistrum: A small percussion instrument like a rattle that was used in the worship
of Isis.

stereobate: The hidden foundations of a building.

stephanephoros: Title of certain officials who were also granted the privilege of
wearing a crown.
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stoa: A hall with a colonnade along one long side. Such halls were one to three
stories high and often incorporated a series of small rooms at the back of the hall,
opposite the colonnade.

strategos: A leader or commander in the military; or, a high municipal magis-
tracy, especially in the cities of western Asia Minor.

stylobate: The top of a crepidoma.

synoecism: The consolidation of small neighboring communities to form one
larger town or city.

tabernacle: A small decorative pavilion used in the ornamentation of a facade.
Such facades often formed the background for a theater stage or for a monumental
fountain. Used interchangeably with “aedicula.”

temenos: The precincts of a temple or other sacred site.

tetraprostyle: Describes a temple with four columns in front of the cella.
Tetraprostyle temples sometimes have a peripteral colonnade that stands in front
of these four columns and continues on around the whole temple.

theologos: An official who delivered sermons or encomia, praising the deity or
deities for whom the rituals were performed.

thiasos: A group dedicated to the worship of a particular deity or group of
deities.

yhwh: The four main letters from the personal name of the god of Israel; also
called the Tetragramaton. It has become customary to refrain from writing or pro-
nouncing the full name out of reverence.
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notes

1. Religious Criticism

1. For examples of studies about several regions using a wide variety of methods, see
Geertz 1980; Valeri 1985; Hardacre 1989; and Olupona 1991.

2. I will not invest space in a recitation of the history of the interpretation of imperial
cults, for a good deal of that history is not particularly enlightening. Price 1984b constituted
a fundamental turning point in the interpretation of imperial cults. He also provided a help-
ful summary of some of the problems (11–19).

3. Although the use of male pronouns for generic concepts is dated, I have chosen to
retain them in quotations without the conventional “[sic].” Grammar and the politics of gender
are important issues, but they are not my main concern in this study.

4. Cantwell Smith 1963:38. Pagan and early Christian authors did not use the Latin
religio to signify a system of doctrine, a set of practices, or institutional considerations. They
shared a rough consensus of religio as a personal encounter with the transcendent. During
the Middle Ages religio was not a prominent term. The notion of a dynamic response to the
living God lived on instead in the concept of “faith.” When religio does appear in medieval
texts, it tends to take on the meaning of rites, especially those associated with the monastic
life (1963:19–32).

5. Cantwell Smith 1963:42.
6. Cantwell Smith 1963:44.
7. Cantwell Smith 1963:47.
8. Cantwell Smith 1963:44–48.



9. Cantwell Smith 1963:48–50. The first of the four meanings comes closest to Smith’s
definition of “faith.”

10. Cantwell Smith 1963:51. Smith proposed that we examine religion in terms of two
categories: the cumulative tradition and faith; cf. Cantwell Smith 1963:154–92; 1979:3–
19. I think his critique of the intellectual history is more helpful than this proposal, at least
in terms of its potential for research on historical topics like the Roman Empire.

11. Eliade 1965:95–102.
12. For example, the final lines of 1965:74.
13. Eliade 1965:91–92.
14. Eliade 1965:12–20.
15. Eliade 1965:21–48. In an archaic social system, according to Eliade, there are no

profane actions. Any action whose connection with the celestial archetypes is broken be-
comes meaningless and superfluous. Only modern societies can conceive of profane ac-
tions; p. 28.

16. Eliade 1965:21.
17. Eliade 1965:35.
18. Eliade 1965:51–92.
19. Eliade 1965:154.
20. Eliade 1965:148.
21. Eliade 1965:149.
22. Eliade 1965:150–51.
23. Eliade 1965:152 n. 11.
24. Long 1986:58.
25. The contrast with Cantwell Smith here is only partial. Smith’s notion of faith is

personal but not individualistic. He emphasized that religious studies deals with persons and
their responses to the transcendent but also examines the cumulative historical traditions within
which those persons are located.

26. Long 1986:24.
27. Long 1986:97.
28. For an analysis of Long’s work, see Carrasco 1991.
29. Long 1986:68–71.
30. Long 1986:71.
31. Long 1986:5.
32. The term is coined in response to Said’s advocacy of “secular criticism.” See n. 105.
33. These two forms of religious criticism—one by the practitioner and another by the

academician—are different in character. The practitioner’s critical perspective grows out of
a participant’s experience in a particular religious tradition. Academic religious criticism is
based on the nature of its subject matter (the study of religion) and raises critical questions
about the academy, its disciplines, and society.

34. Long 1986:73.
35. Long 1986:79–96.
36. Long 1986:6.
37. Long 1986:162.
38. Long 1986:163.
39. Long 1986:164–71.
40. Segal 1987 called this an unanswered question in Long’s work.
41. Long 1986:138, 139.
42. It would be unfair to compare them without recognizing that their projects had

different agendas that affect their applicability to this study. Long’s primary concern for reli-
gion since contact limits its usefulness for earlier periods. Eliade’s phenomenology is too general
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for the kind of analysis I am pursuing. Smith’s “cumulative tradition” shows some promise
on historical topics, but the relationship between faith and the tradition is ambiguous when
dealing with modern topics. When dealing with ancient topics, I fear the problems would
multiply.

43. Sullivan studied with Eliade and later taught at the University of Chicago. I find
his morphology of religious life more convincing than Eliade’s patterns in religion because it
is more systematic and because Sullivan’s analysis is historically defined and geographically
circumscribed.

44. Sullivan 1988:2–9. Cf. Long 1986:79–96.
45. Sullivan 1988:22.
46. Sullivan also used the terms beginnings, creation, and archaeology for this cat-

egory. I prefer cosmogony because it avoids confusion: in this study archaeology is used
often in a very different way, and creation might suggest the biblical account in Genesis.

47. Sullivan’s term for this is actually “the human condition,” covering the human
constitution, human growth and decay, and religious specialists. I have tried to simplify this
and make it more descriptive by using “human maturation” for this category.

48. Sullivan 1988:22. A review of the secondary literature on myth is beyond the scope
of this study. Edmunds 1990 provides a useful survey of the major interpretive traditions.

49. Sullivan 1988:620.
50. Sullivan 1988:24–110, 615–23.
51. Sullivan 1988:111–52, 623–25.
52. Sullivan 1988:634.
53. Sullivan 1988:153–227, 625–34.
54. Sullivan 1988:230–385, 634–60.
55. This generic use of the term should not be confused with technical uses of

“eschatology” in discussions about Christian theology.
56. Sullivan 1988:660–61.
57. Sullivan 1988:549–50.
58. Sullivan 1988:467–614, 660–82.
59. Sullivan 1988:614.
60. See n. 2.
61. J. Smith 1978:292–94.
62. Capps 1995:153–56.
63. Sullivan dealt with these issues especially in his discussion of eschatology, where he

described how ideas about the end have been used by South Americans against colonial powers
and against Enlightenment sciences; see esp. pp. 2–9, 549–614, 672–82.

64. Said 1993:194.
65. The use of technical terms like “decolonization” and “postcolonial” is not intended

to suggest that colonization has ended or that its influence has disappeared.
66. Ahmad 1995:12–28.
67. Seidman 1996:314.
68. Said 1978a:3.
69. Said 1978a:3. One crucial criticism of Said’s book was that he had indulged in the

kind of academic practice he denounced. Reviewers faulted him for simply responding to the
imperialist metanarrative of Orientalism with a different metanarrative, rather than building
a new kind of analysis. See Clifford 1988:271.

70. Williams and Chrisman 1993 provide a helpful selection of important texts in
this tradition.

71. These three represent distinctive orientations. Said tends to draw eclectically from
a range of oppositional theorists such as Fanon, Foucault, and Gramsci. Spivak is more closely
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aligned with Derrida and poststructural theory. Bhabha brings expertise in psychology to his
analyses.

72. Some (e.g., Ashcroft et al. 1989; Mohanram and Rajan 1996) would narrow the
scope of postcolonial literature or theory to cover only the cultures and histories of those areas
that were part of the British Empire.

73. Said 1993:321.
74. So Ahmad 1992:195–97.
75. Ashcroft et al. 1989:172–73.
76. The problems and potential for Roman studies are explored in Mattingly 1997.

For the area of biblical studies, see Donaldson 1996.
77. Among the features that distinguish modern imperialism are the following: a propen-

sity for dominating distant lands without necessarily ruling adjacent territories; enhanced tech-
nologies of travel, communication, and warfare (1993:282–310); the cultural invasion of the
provinces by the dominant power (1993:221); and the existence of a developing global capital-
ist economy. Accompanying this form of imperialism is a discourse that assumes the authority
of the western observer; a hierarchy of spaces focused on European centrality; and the relega-
tion of the non-European to a secondary racial, cultural, or ontological status (1993:58–59).

78. Said 1993:9.
79. “Peripheral” is not primarily a geographic designation. Geographic distance from the

imperial center is only one of many factors that come into play. The province of Asia was more
closely aligned with Roman authority than were some other areas geographically closer to Rome.

80. Foucault 1972:17.
81. See for example Said 1978a:3, 272–74. Ahmad 1992:167 criticized Said vehemently

for invoking Foucault’s carefully constructed system while running roughshod over the finely
honed distinctions.

82. For instance, the relationships of discourse, vocabulary, and figures/tropes (Said
1978a:71).

83. Gane and Johnson 1993:9. In the same volume, Bevis et  al. (1993:208–9) argue
that Foucault began to valorize the role of the subject more highly in his later writings.

84. Said 1978b; 1983:14–16.
85. Said 1983:243–45. The same sort of criticism could be leveled against Said’s project,

which is based primarily on studies in comparative literature.
86. Said 1993:278. See Spanos 1996:147 for a defense of Foucault against Said’s

accusations.
87. Said 1983:245. His criticism was not reserved for followers of Foucault. “As for

intellectuals whose charge includes values and principles—literary, philosophical, historical
specialists—the American university, with its munificence, utopian sanctuary, and remark-
able diversity, has defanged them. Jargons of an almost unimaginable rebarbativeness domi-
nate their styles. Cults like post-modernism, discourse analysis, New Historicism, decon-
struction, neo-pragmatism transport them into the country of the blue; an astonishing sense
of weightlessness with regard to the gravity of history and individual responsibility fritters
away attention to public matters, and to public discourse. The result is a kind of floundering
about that is most dispiriting to witness, even as the society as a whole drifts without direc-
tion or coherence” (1993:303).

88. Said 1993:167–68; Gallagher 1994:14.
89. Said 1983:14–16.
90. Prakash 1995:203.
91. Said 1993:xxiii. Due to the nature of my investigation, I take “culture” to be a

broader phenomenon than does Said in Culture and Imperialism. I do not restrict the term
primarily to literature and the arts as he does. Rather, culture is used either for the worldview
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of a community or for the set of relations and practices generally acceptable in a given com-
munity. Culture refers to a domain of community life that is not static; on the contrary, it is
continually evolving. The changes are sometimes accidental and sometimes intentional but
never unequivocal. In Friesen 1996 I analyzed an example of the evolving nature of culture
and its complex affiliations with the material and affective aspects of life in a colonial setting.

92. Said 1993:109.
93. Said 1993:xxv, 66.
94. Said 1993:194.
95. WWWebster Dictionary. Available http://www.m-w.com/dictionary.htm,

May 28, 1999.
96. Said 1993:318.
97. Said 1993:xxiv.
98. Said 1993:318.
99. Said 1993:xxv, 259, 318.
100. As this statement suggests, Said expressed deep ambivalence toward postmodernism,

which he characterized as a luxury of western intellectuals. The issue of the relationship be-
tween postmodernism and postcolonial theory is disputed. For a summary, see Williams and
Chrisman 1993:13.

101. Gellner 1993. Several of Gellner’s other criticisms are not quite so germane. They
are directed more toward the positions that Said staked out earlier in Orientalism but aban-
doned by the time he wrote Culture and Imperialism.

102. Clifford 1988:268–71, in a review of Orientalism.
103. Ahmad 1992:195–97.
104. Wood 1994:45.
105. The title of this chapter, “Religious Criticism,” comes from my argument with Said’s

advocacy of “secular criticism.” According to Said, secular criticism eschews abstractions and
denounces appeals to mystical authority. He accused many literary critics of ignoring the political
and economic settings of texts and of mystifying the social relations of literature. Such mystifi-
cation reminded Said of religious practices, which he normally assesses in a negative fashion;
Said 1983:3–25, 290–91. The first part of this chapter outlines a different understanding of
religion. Religious criticism is founded on the conclusion that a mythic consciousness can be
the source of mystification or of critical thought, depending on the particular circumstances.

2. Provincial Imperial Cults of Asia Under Augustus and Tiberius

1. In this study, “cult” refers to an institution or cluster of institutions dedicated to
sacrificial activities. It should not be confused with the modern sociological usage of the term
“cult,” which is used for small, deviant religious organizations.

2. Dio Cassius 51.20.6–9. Translation adapted from Loeb.
3. The lack of supporting evidence raises some suspicions about the reliability of Dio

on this point, but it is highly unlikely that he would devise such an unusual arrangement.
4. For a plan of Ephesos, see fig. 3.3.
5. A Greek design would normally include monumental steps on all sides of the shrine,

and the building would be placed near the center of the courtyard. Alzinger 1972–75:249–
53; Hänlein–Schäfer 1985:264–65; Jobst 1980:253–56, 258.

6. Scherrer 1989:98–101 rejected the identification, favoring instead the temple foun-
dations near the center of the Ephesian upper agora. See chapter 5.

7. For example, a copy of a koinon decree found in Hypaipa and dated 2 BCE–14 CE

referred to an official from this temple as high priest “of goddess Rome and of Emperor
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Augustus, son of god;” IvE 7,2.3825 l. 11–13 (= IGR 4.1611). In Greek, the name Augustus
is rendered as Sebastos. Throughout this study, I attempt to use Sebastos whenever possible
to reflect the Greek as accurately as possible. Since the Latin Augustus is so established in
English practice, however, I make an exception and use the Latin form for the name of the
first emperor. In the names of other emperors, Sebastos is used in this study as the translit-
eration of that Greek name. Although this sometimes sounds odd in English, I am willing to
risk some dissonance to preserve distinctions made in the ancient sources. I also refer to the
goddess as “Rome” rather than the traditional “Roma” to reflect in English the fact that the
city and the goddess shared the identical form of the name in Greek.

8. IGR 4.39a l. 12 (= IG 12,2.58 and OGIS 456): ªejn tw/÷ naw/÷ tw/ katasºkeuazomevnw/
aªuJºtw/÷ uJpo; th÷" !Asiva" ejn Pergavmw/.

9. Tacitus An. 4.37; Dio 51.20.7 (quoted previously).
10. Suetonius Aug. 52 reports that Augustus’s policy was to refuse cultic honors for

himself unless Rome was included, but that general statement may or may not apply to the
first known request of this sort.

11. Bowersock 1965:115.
12. Dio is ambiguous here: Augustus “allowed” these to be built, but he “ordered” their

use by Romans living in the provinces.
13. For a detailed discussion of the possible initiatives and emendations in this process,

see Habicht 1973:55–64.
14. Price 1984b:75.
15. A description and references regarding this historical setting can be found in Knibbe

1980:756.
16. Some of the issues are reflected in texts like Plutarch Ant. 24.4; 26.5; 54.9; 60.3–5.
17. Price 1984a:83–84.
18. Habicht 1973:59.
19. Mellor 1975:13–26, 195–98.
20. Habicht 1973:61 noted a pentaeteric festival (one held every four years) for Q.

Mucius Scaevola, proconsul in 94/93. The attempt to found similar games for a successor
(L. Valerius Flaccus) was unsuccessful.

21. Games for C. Marcius Censorinus, CIG 2698b.
22. Kl.P. 5.143 #30.
23. Robert and Robert 1948:39–42.
24. IGR 4.433. This was probably due to his restoration of the Asklepieion’s right of

asylum.
25. IvE 3.702; 7,1.3066. Both priests of this cult also served as prytanis, suggesting

that the cult of Rome and Isauricus was located near the foundations tentatively identified as
the site of the temenos of Rome and Julius. It is also possible that the double temenos was
dedicated to the proconsul rather than to Caesar.

26. Price 1984b:51.
27. Sutherland 1970:36, 103; pl. 12–14. RPC 1,1.2216–2220 (pl. 98–99).
28. Pick 1929:30; Price 1984b:178 n. 37.
29. BM Mysia 139 #242, pl. 28.
30. BM Mysia 140 #256, pl. 28; RPC 1,1.2369 (pl. 105); ca. 30 CE with Augustus re-

ferred to as QEON SEBASTON, “god Sebastos/Augustus.”
31. RPC 1,1.2372 (pl. 105).
32. BMCRE 1.196 #228, pl. 34; RPC 1,1.2221 (pl. 99). See also BMCRE 2.96 #449,

pl. 43 (silver tetradrachma, mint unknown, reign of Vespasian). BMCRE 3.12 #79, pl. 3 (silver
tetradrachma, reign of Nerva) has a similar image with small differences in the statue of
Augustus.
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33. Deininger 1965:41–50 has been the most influential recent proponent of the iden-
tification theory, and he is followed by most modern writers. Magie 1950:449–50 concluded
that Asiarchs were municipal officials in charge of festivals and competitions. Kearsley has
written several articles arguing that the Asiarchate involved municipal governance; her 1996
article provides entry into her writing on the subject. Friesen 1999 supports the view of Magie.
See also http://www.missouri.edu/~religsf/officials.html.

34. On provincial high priestesses, pp. 68–70.
35. For the evolution of this office, see Friesen 1993:49–53. The term came to have a

technical meaning in provincial imperial cults late in the first century CE; see chapter 3.
36. IGR 4.454.
37. Minor variations include “the great Sebasta Romaia” (IGR 4.498, Pergamon), the

“Romaia Sebasta” (OGIS 458 l. 58–59, 9 BCE), and “the Romaia Sebasta established by the
koinon of Asia in Pergamon” (IGR 4.1064 = SIG 3.1065, Kos, 37–41 CE).

38. Magie 1950:1297 n. 57.
39. See chapters 4–5.
40. Price 1984a:84–85.
41. E.g., Sardis 7,1.8 l. 75–76, 83–84, and 100–1 (koinon decrees from 4, 3, and 2 BCE).
42. E.g., IGR 4.975 (Samos), though this may be later than 14 CE. IGR 4.1608 uses

qeov" for Augustus in the Claudian period.
43. Most recently, Herz 1992:110–12.
44. Sardis 7,1.8 l. 75–82, 83–88, and 99–119.
45. OGIS 458 l. 3–30 (= IvPr 105). Parts of this translation were adapted from Johnson

et al. 1961:119; Lewis 1974:11–12; and Price 1984b:55.
46. Magie 1950:480–81.
47. OGIS 458 l. 30–71. The rest of the inscription (l. 71–84) gives further instruc-

tions on the institution of the new calendar, rules for intercalation, etc. My translation adapts
some parts from Lewis and Reinhold 1955:64–65; Lewis 1974:12–13; and Price 1984b:54.

48. The Macedonian calendar was used as the standard; Bickerman 1980:47–51.
49. IvPr 105 is the largest existing section.
50. Robert 1949.
51. Magie 1950:1343 n. 40 for examples.
52. Sullivan 1988:634.
53. Tacitus An. 4.15.
54. Tacitus An. 3.66–69.
55. Tacitus An. 4.15. Translation adapted from Hadas 1942:153.
56. The inclusion of Livia is left unexplained in the text. Her ties both to Augustus and

to Tiberius made her an important figure to be considered, even though there is no evidence
she played a role in these particular trials.

57. Brunt 1961:217, 220, 224–25.
58. Tacitus An. 4.37–38. Suetonius Tib. 3.26 overlooked the early decision of Tiberius

in favor of Asia’s second provincial temple and presented Tiberius’s later position of disal-
lowing divine honors as his general policy.

59. Tacitus An. 4.55–56.
60. Halikarnassos was also rejected, in spite of its claim to be free of earthquakes.

3. Provincial Cults from Gaius to Domitian

1. Dio 59.28.1. Gaius reigned from 37 to 41 CE. He is more familiarly known by the
name Caligula.
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2. Robert 1949:206.
3. Herrmann 1989:193–94 understood this section to mean that Capito served as high

priest of the provincial temple of Gaius and as high priest in another provincial imperial temple
(either at Pergamon or at Smyrna) in the same year. It is much more likely that the section
means that Capito’s high priesthood of Gaius in Miletos was his third term of service as high
priest of Asia because there are no other known examples of someone elected to two different
provincial high priesthoods in one year. For the standard conventions in recording high priestly
service, see the chart in Friesen 1993:172–88. More recent information is available on the
World Wide Web at http://www.missouri.edu/~religsf/officials.html.

4. PW 16:2433–39; Kl.P. 4:56–57.
5. Robert 1949:212–38.
6. Robert 1949:210; Pleket 1965:340.
7. Dio 59.28.1. Translation adapted from Loeb.
8. Haussoullier 1902:272–79.
9. Herrmann 1989:193–96.
10. Suetonius Gaius 4.21–22.
11. Tacitus Hist. 5.9.
12. Friesen 1993:79–81; Campanile 1994:151.
13. Sardis 7,1.8 l. 75–76, 83–84, 89–90, 99–101.
14. BM Lydia 251 #104–105 (Sardis); IvPr 105 l. 31, 78–79; IvE 7,2.3825 (Hypaipa).
15. IvE 7,2.3801 II l. 4–5: ªtou÷ ajrcierevw" th÷" !Asivºa" ktl. reconstructed in a stan-

dard koinon formula.
16. IvE 1,1.17 l. 70–71. The title is almost complete even though the context is se-

verely damaged.
17. Two inscriptions could possibly be earlier than the 40s of the first century CE but

are probably later. IvE 4.1393 uses the title (the reconstructed lacuna is reliable) but can be
dated only between 14 CE and about 114 CE. IGR 4.1524 (Sardis) was inscribed no earlier
than 26 CE and no later than about 120 CE.

18. E.g., IvE 4.1393; IGR 4.577 (Aizanoi), 1238 (Thyatira); AvP 8,3.30. A variation
on the old title for the Pergamene official is still used in AE 1994:501 #1643 (45–54 CE),
but it eventually disappears from the archaeological record.

19. PW 1896 2:479–81.
20. Price 1984b:57–59, 245–48.
21. IvMag 158 l. 5–6.
22. For a discussion of the problems, see Friesen 1993:86–87.
23. kaªi; qea÷" !Agripºpeivnh" ªmhtºro" dia; (b)ªivouîº. These offices are listed in IvMag

158 l. 7–11.
24. Herz 1992:103–4.
25. OCD “Iulia Agrippina;” Kl.P. 1.148 #2–3; Corbier 1995:187–92.
26. Deininger 1965:41, 154; Rossner 1974:102.
27. Kearsley 1986.
28. Wörrle 1992:369–70; Bremen 1996:114–41.
29. For a searchable database of the known references to high priestesses of Asia, see

http://www.missouri.edu/~religsf/officials.html.
30. It is impossible to know how many statue bases once occupied the precincts. For

the purposes of estimation, it is probable that the extant sample is somewhere between 10%–
50% of the statues commissioned by the cities. If the 13 inscriptions represent half the origi-
nal total, then there would have been around 25. If the 13 represent about 10% of the origi-
nal total, which I think is closer to the actual situation, we would have to imagine 125–150
statues adorning the precincts.
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31. IvE 2.232–32a (Aizanoi), 234 (Keretapa); 235 (Klazomenai); 238 (Silandos); 239
(Teos); 240 (Kyme); 241 (Tmolos); 242 (fragment, city unknown); 5.1498 (Makedones
Hyrkanioi); 6.2048 (Synaos).

32. IvE 2.233 (Aphrodisias); 237 (Stratonikeia).
33. IvE 2.233. The published transcription has 2½ lines erased at the end. Personal

examination of the statue base indicated that 3½ lines had been erased. See also Reynolds
1982:167–68 #42.

34. The translation “on the occasion of” assumes a dative of cause, due to the analogy
of similar inscriptions. My addition “(the dedication of)” is based on similar groups of dedi-
catory inscriptions. The reasons are laid out in Friesen 1993:42–44.

35. A general date of 88–91 is indicated by the terms of service of the proconsuls and
provincial high priests in the inscriptions. The specific date 89/90 is based on (1) the
clustering of eight or nine of the thirteen inscriptions at this time and (2) the inclusion of
the neokoros of the temple in the two inscriptions from 90/91. For details, see Friesen
1993:44–49.

36. IvE 2.241, discussed in chapter 4.
37. IvSt 2,1.1008.
38. Keil 1919:118 #12.
39. The statue is discussed later in this chapter.
40. Cf. Corbier 1995.
41. E.g., BM Ionia 91 #305 (reign of Caracalla).
42. For examples and elaboration, see Friesen 1993:39.
43. Friesen 1993:57–58.
44. See Friesen 1995:236–45 on the relation of the title neokoros to the phenomenon

of city titles in the eastern Mediterranean. The emergence of the technical term neokoros
was a turning point in the public discourse of the eastern empire.

45. Jones 1971:40–64.
46. Pliny, Ep. 10.93.
47. Keil 1932:53–61.
48. Trell 1945:58–59.
49. Bammer 1972–75:386–89 suggested that the statue may have stood outside in the

precincts, but this is highly unlikely. The statue was acrolithic, having marble extremities
and a wooden torso, so it would have deteriorated rapidly if exposed to the elements. It is
also clear that the statue was displayed next to a wall because the back of the head was hol-
lowed out to decrease its weight.

50. Keil 1932:59–60. Inan and Rosenbaum 1966:67 and pl. 16 #1 accepted the iden-
tification as Domitian.

51. Daltrop et al. 1966:26, 38, 86, and pl. 15b.
52. Inan and Rosenbaum 1966:67.
53. Daltrop et al. 1966:26.
54. Vetters 1972–75:311–15; Thür 1985:184.
55. Bammer 1985:124–25.
56. Friesen 1993:72–73.
57. IvSm 2,1.635; IGR 4.824.
58. Moretti 1953:174–79 #65; and 1954.
59. IvI 1.108.
60. Moretti 1953:181–83 #66.
61. Lammer 1967:3–11; Knibbe 1980:775, 785. For a more detailed examination of

these games, see Friesen 1993:114–41, esp. 117–121.
62. IGR 4.336; Stiller 1895; Price 1984b:252 #20. The interpretation of the evidence
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is discussed in Raeck 1993 and Schowalter 1998. The temple has been partially restored at
the top of the Pergamene akropolis; Nohlen 1997.

63. Bonz 1998:269; Friesen 1995:235–36.
64. Price 1984b:126–32; Friesen 1995:236–39.

4. Municipal Imperial Cults: A Survey

1. IGR 4.454 (Pergamon).
2. Robert 1949:209. The inscription also lists representatives of the districts of the

province who served as neopoioi. This suggests an intermediate level of organization—dis-
trict participation—between that of the city and that of the province for which there is little
or no evidence beyond this inscription.

3. IvE 2.237, 241 (90/91 CE).
4. IGR 4.454.
5. E.g., Herz 1992:110–12.
6. IGR 4.1756 = Sardis 7,1.8.
7. Lines 75, 83–84, 89–90; the agonothesia is mentioned in l. 99–101.
8. G. Julius Pardala: IGR 4.1611 and IvE 7,2.3825 l. 9–11 (Hypaipa, late Augustan).
9. Included here are the 13 formulaic Ephesian inscriptions discussed in the previous

chapter, as well as one inscription commissioned by Philadelphia, which uses a different
text. The Philadelphia text may also have been produced for the dedication of the temple
because it uses some similar phrases, but it focuses more on the relationship between the
two cities.

10. One extant inscription does not name an individual who undertook this responsi-
bility; IvE 2.237 (Stratonikeia).

11. I do not accept the identification of Asiarchs and provincial high priests. See Friesen
1999 for the arguments.

12. Habicht 1973:45.
13. IGR 4.39 = OGIS 456 = IG 12.2.58. The inscription can be dated in the period

27–11 BCE. The dissemination of the decree is mentioned in column a, lines 11–14; and b l.
18–23.

14. The inscription is damaged and it is unclear whether a temple was also built.
15. IvE 2.241 l. 11–14. The wording is somewhat ambiguous regarding the length

of the priesthood. The neokoria was certainly lifelong, but the priesthood may have been
for a shorter period. Since the phrase dia; bivou is so far removed from both titles, it
seems more likely that “for life” refers to both offices, just as the name of the institution
does.

16. The language of divinization is unusually restrained for a municipal cult, without
the use of qeov" or iJerov". This variation from normal municipal cult terminology may be
due to the fact that the inscription was destined for display in a provincial temple context,
and so provincial cult expectations prevailed.

17. IvE 2.232, 232a, 233, 238. In Friesen 1993:137–40, I argued that the reason for
these four long erasures (and the erasure in IvE 7,1.3005) was that they referred to Ephesian
Olympic games in honor of Domitian. These games would have been discontinued and ex-
punged from the public record after his assassination.

18. E.g., IGR 4.1581 (Teos); 4.1756 (Sardis).
19. Herrmann 1960:82 #2, and IGR 4.977 (Samos).
20. It is possible in this case that Rome was included in the temple but not mentioned

in the inscription; Tuchelt 1975:97–98 and n. 33.
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21. Herrmann 1960:70–82. The decree is probably datable to the year 6/5 BCE. The
reference to the neopoioi of Augustus is probably a reference to the temple of Rome and
Augustus rather than to a separate temple of Augustus.

22. Maiuri 1925:237 #680.
23. BM Phrygia 229 #11 and pl. 29.4; CollWadd 6131.
24. Mionnet 4.614–15.
25. Mionnet 4.614 portrays the same temple on the obverse but names Agrippina in

the inscription: ªAGRIPºPEINH>.SEBªASTHº.
26. Brandis 1896: 479–81; Price 1984b:57–59, 245–48.
27. BM Phrygia 307 #181–82; CollWadd 6275.
28. BM Phrygia 308 #187–88; CollWadd 6278–79.
29. BM Phrygia 307 #185 and pl. 37.6.
30. The same temple is perhaps portrayed during the Trajanic period; Mionnet Sup 7.585

no. 448; Copenhagen 573. A hexastyle temple appears on later Laodikeian coins; Imhoof-
Blumer 1901–02:273 #49; CollWadd 6305, under Caracalla. This could be a representation
of the same temple, but there are important differences in the imagery. The imperial statue
is togate, not in military garb. Also, the coin indicates that the city is neokorate, and so one
would expect a provincial temple on this coin. It is possible that the municipal temple was
used as the location for the provincial cult, but it seems more likely that a new temple would
have been constructed.

31. IGR 4.464 l. 3–6: iJevreian gªenomevnhnº th'" Nikhfovrou kai; Poliavdo" ª!Aqhna'"
kai; !Iouliva" sunqrovnou, neva" Nikhªfovrou, Germaºnikou' Kaivsaro" qugatro;".

32. Suet. Cl 1.6; 3.2.
33. Tact. An. 4.3, 8–10
34. Suet. Tib 62.1. Corbier 1995: esp. 182–84, 188, 191.
35. It is possible that sacrifices would have been offered to Athena on behalf of Livilla;

Price 1984b:216–20; Friesen 1993:148–50. In this case, however, such a distinction is un-
likely because Livilla was sunqrovnou, “enthroned with,” Athena.

36. Oster 1990:1671–73.
37. IvE 1,1.10 l. 28–29.
38. For general background, see Merkelbach 1980, Keil 1939, and Oster 1990:1688–

91. Knibbe 1981 is a comprehensive analysis of the epigraphic evidence related to the
prytaneion and draws out implications for the development of the religious institutions in-
volved. Friesen f.c. provides slides and detailed descriptive text for the complex.

39. IvE 4.1058, 1060, 1067, 1070a, 1071. In some cases, other deities were also named
in the prayers.

40. IvE 2.213. Adapted from Lewis 1974:128 B.
41. Pleket 1965. See chapter 6.
42. IvE 5.1595, and commentary; late second century CE. IvE 4.1210 (120 CE) comes

from a statue base dedicated to Demeter Karpophoros and to the city by her priest Publius
Rutilius Bassus. The text indicates that Bassus built Demeter’s temple and the forecourt from
his own funds. This would be an unusual way to describe the prytaneion, but the possibility
cannot be ruled out. This could also be a reference to the sanctuary Before the City, or to a
third (otherwise unknown) shrine of Demeter. The relationship of these mysteries to impe-
rial mysteries is discussed in chapter 6.

43. IvE 7,2.4337 l. 10–28.
44. Several inscriptions have her sharing an altar with Augustus: IGR 4.582–84

(Aizanoi); and 4.555–56 (Ankyra). The provincial cult of Tiberius, Livia, and the Senate at
Smyrna was probably established a few years after this decree, showing that a priesthood for
Livia was generally considered appropriate.
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45. The inscription could be as late as 31 CE when Livilla was condemned to death for
poisoning Drusus, but the reference to Drusus is so restrained that it was probably commis-
sioned while he was alive.

46. It is not clear whether these two inscriptions come from the same organization at
two different times in the first century CE. My inclination is to conclude that they do come
from the same group because they both involve mysteries of Demeter prominent at Ephesos.

47. For the purposes of this study, “group” is defined as a fraction of the population of
a city, town, or village who engage in religious rituals that are relatively independent of gov-
ernmental oversight. See chapter 7.

48. Herodotus Hist. 6.16 refers to the observance of the Thesmophoria at Ephesos.
49. These topics are explored in more depth in chapter 6.
50. Koenigs 1993, esp. 395–96.
51. Koenigs 1993:392–94; Schede 1964:49–50. The 15 rooms reach only from the

west end to the bouleuterion; the aisles of the stoa extend further east in front of the
bouleuterion.

52. Schede 1934:106.
53. o{pw" ajnagrafh÷/ tovde to; yhvfisma th÷" ajgora÷" ejn tw÷i ejpifanestavtwi tovpwi. “So

then, let this decree be inscribed in the most distinguished place in the agora.” IvPr 119 l.
24–25; see also 108 l. 378; 117 l. 83.

54. hJ iJera; stoa; ejn th÷i ajgora÷i: IvPr 113 l. 59; 114 l. 40.
55. The rooms were numbered by excavators from west to east.
56. IvPr 106. A larger fragment of a copy of the same text was found in the excavations

of the bouleuterion at Miletos; Knackfuss et al. 1908:101–2.
57. IvPr 105; discussed in chapter 2.
58. Schede 1964:55.
59. It may be that rooms 2 and 15 were also shrines of some sort, but there is no docu-

mentation that provides information as to their functions.
60. Tuchelt 1975:129.
61. Knackfuss et al. 1908:78–79.
62. Herrmann 1994:229–34 considered the older theory as still plausible because the

epigraphic evidence might suggest a heroon in this area. He did not take up the architectural
or sculptural arguments.

63. Tuchelt 1975:128–31.
64. Tuchelt 1975:126–27.
65. Tuchelt 1975.
66. Milet 1,2:84–88 #7.
67. H. Thompson 1952:79–82.
68. Keil 1929:36. The identification of this altar as devoted to the imperial cult was

premature and probably wrong. Price (1984b:144 n. 34) pointed out that there was no inscrip-
tion regarding the altar itself and that the dedication to Antoninus Pius was part of the build-
ing dedication, which included also Artemis.

69. Yegül 1982.
70. Yegül 1982:29–31 recognized this but argued that the accumulated indirect evi-

dence was convincing. Price was not persuaded; 1984b:143–44 and n. 34.
71. Radt 1988:138–40; AvP 6.38; Tuchelt 1979:31–32.
72. Radt 1988:145.
73. Price 1984b:103–5.
74. IvE 4.1104, 1125, 1155, and perhaps 1089.
75. The arguments for the name of the complex and the existence of the games are found

in Friesen 1993:114–41. The games were probably on an 4-year cycle and would have been
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celebrated only two or three times before the assassination of Domitian, at which time they
were abandoned.

76. IGR 4.257.
77. AvP 8,3:81 36, l. 4–10.
78. Price 1984b:101–32, esp. 101–14.
79. IGR 4.68 (Mytilene).
80. IGR 4.465 (Pergamon).
81. IG 12 Supp. 124.
82. Habicht 1973:83–84.
83. IGR 4.72.
84. IGR 4.74.
85. IGR 4.78.

5. Municipal Imperial Cults: Two Case Studies

1. Reynolds 1980:76.
2. oJ sebasteivo" naov" CIG 2839.
3. Tuchelt 1981 argued that there was no set architectural form for a Sebasteion/

Kaisareion, so the intriguing design of this particular precinct is not an argument against the
identification.

4. R. Smith 1987:92.
5. Hueber 1987:102 suggested that the orientation of the precincts might be a sign that

an older sacred site was renovated for this complex.
6. For summaries, which sometimes vary in the details, see Reynolds 1986:110–11;

Hueber 1987:105–6; Outschar 1987:111; R. Smith 1987:90; 1990:88.
7. The propylon uses niches and tabernacles in a manner similar to columnar facades

of western Asia Minor. Since the propylon can be dated to the first half of the first century
CE, it constitutes the earliest example of such marble niche architecture currently known;
Outschar 1987:108.

8. Outschar 1987:108, 111. The transparent effect is reminiscent of the rendering of
architecture in wall paintings of the second Pompeiian style.

9. Reynolds 1986:111. Two copies of this dedicatory inscription are preserved from
the architrave. The same text was inscribed on both of the tabernacles that separated the three
stairways.

10. jAfrodivthn, Promhvtora qew÷n Sebastw÷n; Reynolds 1986:111.
11. Reynolds 1980:79–82, #11–17.
12. Reynolds 1986:112–13; R. Smith 1987:95. The original locations of the statues

are not known with precision. Some may have been displayed in front of the propylon or in
the precincts rather than as a part of the gateway. Given the timespan involved, it is possible
that the group of statues continued to grow with the proliferation of real and potential heirs
to the throne.

13. This was not a new development with the Sebasteion. The Aphrodite/Venus
Genetrix tradition goes back at least to the first half of the first century BCE; Reynolds
1996:42–43.

14. The term “portico” is used for convenience. The form might also be called a “pseudo-
porticus” because of the unusual interior arrangements and external ornamentation.

15. R. Smith 1987:95. The rooms were not fitted with floors or ceilings. Rooms 1 and
13/14 of the south portico had stairs to the second story, nevertheless.

16. According to Hueber 1987:105, the propylon went up first, but the north portico
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was built very close to the same time because some of the pieces in the upper story of the
propylon take into account a connection with the north portico.

17. R. Smith 1988:52.
18. The architrave inscriptions are not yet published; the description comes from R.

Smith 1987:90.
19. Reynolds 1986:114.
20. Hueber 1987:105.
21. R. Smith 1987:90.
22. Reynolds 1981:317–18 #1. The publication does not make clear where the lacuna

restored as Kaiv]sari begins.
23. Reynolds 1981: 318–19 #2. This fragment was at first assumed to come from the

north portico because it was found nearby. Later analysis showed that the piece was actually
from the architrave of the south portico; R. Smith 1987:90 n. 10; and Outschar 1987:108.

24. The flight of stairs was probably built or extended in the second century CE based
on datable fragments found there; Hueber 1987:105. Some similar sort of arrangement would
have been needed from the beginning.

25. The capitals of these columns are among the finest preserved architectural pieces
from the entire complex; Outschar 1987:111.

26. Hueber 1987:105.
27. Reynolds 1980:79 #10; 1986:110 and n. 12.
28. The two wives—Apphias and Attalis Apphion—may have been relatives.
29. R. Smith 1987:89; Outschar 1987:112.
30. R. Smith 1988:51; 1990:89. For the south portico second story, over 30 complete

or nearly complete panels have been identified from the original 45, and large fragments of
most of the other panels are known as well. For the north portico second story, pieces of 20–
25 of the original 50 have been found. Only about 7 or 8 of the 50 reliefs from the north
portico third story have survived. The reason there are so few panels left from the north por-
tico is that its midsection was destroyed by an earthquake in the Byzantine period. The rubble
was cleared away and is now lost. The south portico eventually fell into disuse and was never
cleared away, with the result that the reliefs were left on the site and excavated centuries later.

31. R. Smith 1987:96.
32. R. Smith 1988:51–53, and pl. 7 #3–4.
33. Polybius 30.25 (31.3; see also Athenaeus 5.195b) records these as part of a proces-

sion for Antiochos IV Epiphanes at Daphne in 167 BCE.
34. R. Smith 1987:127–32, and pl. 24–26.
35. So R. Smith 1988:53.
36. There is not enough evidence to establish this as more than a possibility, but the

Nero panel is unusual in several ways. It is the single imperial panel in either portico that
depicts a specific historical event in a purely historical manner. Most of the reliefs in the north
and the south porticoes are abstract or metaphorical, with historical figures portrayed using
mythic conventions. The Nero panel, however, presents us with the only clothed emperor in
the entire precincts, and none of the other registers has such a stark mixture of historical and
allegorical elements. Thus, Nero’s accession may have been a later addition that was not a
part of the original programme.

37. Nationalities: Egyptians, Andizeti, Arabs, Bessi, Bospori, Dacians, Dardani, Iapodi,
Judeans, Callaeci, Piroustae, Rhaeti, and Trumpilini. Islands: Crete, Cyprus, and Sicily. R.
Smith 1988:55–57.

38. Reynolds 1981:327.
39. R. Smith 1988:58–59.
40. R. Smith 1988:70–77.
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41. R. Smith 1988:75.
42. Smith suggested that the images from the Porticus ad Nationes may have been the

ones carried in the procession; 1988:75.
43. Simulacra gentium; Servius, Ad Aen. 8.721.
44. Dio Cassius 56.34.3; using eijkwvn and e[qnh. Tacitus described the procession as

well in An. 1.8.4. He did not mention images but wrote that the procession went through
the Porta Triumphalis and that the names of all the peoples conquered by Augustus were
carried in the front of the procession.

45. R. Smith 1988:75.
46. R. Smith 1988:57.
47. Published in R. Smith 1988:64–66 #3, pl. 3. The details here are based on his

discussion.
48. R. Smith 1988:65 argued that this clothing was based on a known Hellenistic model,

mediated by a complex process of imperial appropriation and provincial transformation that
involved at least three stages, each with its own rationale and function. The first stage was
the Hellenistic model, known from a statue of a Muse from the island of Thasos (Thasos
Museum, inv. 1472; Thasos 133 # 32 fig. 71). The Hellenistic model would have been used
by a designer or sculptor at Rome who was engaged to reproduce a Greek ethnic personifica-
tion for imperial purposes. This appropriation by the imperial center was then copied and
recontextualized for municipal purposes in the provinces (i.e., in Aphrodisias) as part of the
Sebasteion reliefs. The statue is thus an example of the Greek east reusing its own represen-
tations only after these have been reinterpreted for it by the imperial center.

49. R. Smith 1988:62–64 #2, pl. 2.
50. R. Smith 1988:77.
51. For a possible reconstruction of the second and third story reliefs of rooms 1–3 at

the east end, see R. Smith 1987:133. The following suggestion is made by R. Smith 1990:98–
99 for the myth panels of rooms 1, 2, 13, and 14.

Room 1 left Aphrodite with baby Eros
center Aeneas’s flight from Troy
right Poseidon

Room 2 left Three Graces
center Sacrifice
right Apollo with tripod

Room 13 left Three heroes with bitch
center Seated hero with dog (Meleager and Atalante?)
right Meleager and boar

Room 14 left Herakles and boar
center Prometheus freed by Herakles
right Child Dionysos with the Nymphs

Other subjects from the second story register include Leda and the swan, Demeter and
Triptolemus, Bellerophon and Pegasus, Orestes at Delphi, Centaurs and Lapiths, Achilles
and Thetis, Achilles and Penthesilea, Ajax and Cassandra; R. Smith 1987:97.

52. Dionysos appears five times and Herakles six times. Apollo is featured in three panels.
53. R. Smith 1987:97, 132; 1990:97, 100.
54. R. Smith 1990:100.
55. R. Smith 1987: 110–12 #4 and pl. 10–11 (Germanicus); 115–17 #6 and pl. 14–

15 (Claudius); 106–110 #3 and pl. 8–9 (Claudius and Agrippina); 117–20 #7 and pl. 16–
17 (Nero); 123–25 #9 and pl. 20–21 (two princes).

56. R. Smith 1987:125–27 #10 and pl. 22–23.
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57. R. Smith 1987:101–4 #1 and pl. 4–5.
58. The connection of the captive with the bottom of the relief is not finished since it

would not have been seen from the courtyard below.
59. R. Smith 1987:104–6 #2 and pl. 6–7.
60. R. Smith 1987:133.
61. R. Smith 1987:134–38. Quoted phrase is from p. 137.
62. Reynolds 1996:41–43; and 1982.
63. See plan of Ephesos, fig. 3.3. All of the Ephesian monuments described in this sec-

tion have been discussed recently in Scherrer 1995 and Friesen f.c. Those discussions are
referenced here only in cases where particular information makes this necessary.

64. Alzinger 1974:1.50.
65. Scherrer 1995:82–84.
66. IvE 2.404.
67. In the Latin version: basili[cam . . .]; in the Greek version: basili[kh;n stoa;n ktl].
68. Pottery found beneath the floor included pieces somewhat later than this. Either

construction continued into the Claudian period, or the later pottery comes from the period
of repair after an earthquake damaged the building. Mitsopoulos-Leon 1991:13.

69. IvE 2.407 a–b. The inscriptions are bilingual. The honorands are described as the
father and the mother of Proclus.

70. Eichler 1966:9–11; 1967:18. The Augustus and Livia statues are about a third larger
than lifesize. They are now in the Efes Museum, Selçuk, inv. 1957 (Augustus); 1/10/75 (Livia).
Inan and Alföldi-Rosenbaum 1979:57–58 #3 and pl. 2.2 and 4.1; 61 #5 and pl. 4.2 and
5.1–2. Crosses were later carved in the foreheads of the two large heads. This was probably
a Christian purification of the statues. The suggestion that the marks constituted a baptism
of some sort (Langmann 1985) is unlikely.

71. The date of the destruction of the basilica is not known. Pieces of the structure were
reused in the building of the church of St. John.

72. Alzinger 1970:1600–1; Scherrer 1995:80.
73. South gate (at the southeast corner): Alzinger 1970:1600–01; Eichler 1965:98.
74. Alzinger 1974:1.49–50; Scherrer 1995:80–82.
75. The western edge of the upper agora was not occupied by a stoa as one might ex-

pect. Rather, there seems to have been a series of monuments and perhaps a wall behind them.
The monuments have not been thoroughly excavated with the exception of a fountain from
the Domitianic period, which featured a colossal statue of Zeus (executed perhaps in the style
of Jupiter Capitolinus). Scherrer 1995:80; Strocka 1989.

76. Merkelbach 1980; Kl.P. 4.1206–7.
77. See http://www.missouri.edu/~religsf/officials.edu for a database with information

on the Ephesian officials.
78. Knibbe 1981:101–2.
79. Oster 1990:1689–91.
80. Oster 1990:1712–13; Knibbe 1970:286–87.
81. IvE 1.10 records some laws regarding the office of prytanis. Inscriptions refer to a

variety of deities related in one way or another to the prytaneion. These included Artemis,
Hestia, Kore, Clarian Apollo, and the Tyche of the city, as well as the otherwise unknown
deities Sopolis and Kinnaios (IvE 4.1060; 4.1072).

82. Knibbe 1981 deals with these inscriptions in detail and draws conclusions about
the organization and development of the mysteries of Artemis. Strabo Geog 14.1.20 refers to
these celebrations.

83. Miltner 1958:27–38; 1959: 296–305. Miltner first suggested that the hearth would
have been in the main room. Alzinger’s objection (1974:1.51–55) is probably correct: other
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known prytaneia did not locate the hearth in the main room. In Ephesos, the small room
north of the main room is a more likely location for the city’s hearth.

84. J. Wood 1877:42–52.
85. Heberdey 1912–13:170–73.
86. Ward-Perkins 1981:262.
87. Alzinger 1970:30.
88. IvE 2.460.
89. Alzinger 1970:1630.
90. Descriptions of the complex are found under various titles (der Staatsaltar, der

sogenannte Staatsaltar, Temenos (Rhodisches Peristyl), Double Foundation, etc.) in Alzinger
1970:1648–49; Scherrer 1995:86; and Friesen f.c.

91. Miltner 1959:293–94; Eichler 1961:67–68.
92. Alzinger 1970:1648–49; 1974:1.55–57.
93. Rom Hist 51.20.6–7. See chapter 2.
94. This conclusion is widely accepted. Price (1984b:254 #27) and Jobst (1980:254–

56 and n. 76) considered it possible but not certain.
95. The crepidoma had been pillaged over the centuries but enough of the stereobate

blocks remained for an accurate reconstruction. The 15 × 22 m foundations once supported
a peripteral temple. The order was either Ionic or Corinthian with 6 columns on the small
sides and 10 columns on the north and south. No sign of an altar was found east of the temple;
excavators found instead a water basin. The temple was built at the raised agora level; ce-
ramic finds suggested the last half of the first century BCE. Alzinger 1972–75: 283–94; Fossel
1972–75:212–19.

96. This theory was based on several tangential factors: evidence for water at the site (a
basin in front and a shaft that may have been a well), a small head of Ammon, a piece of a
Harpokrates statuette, an Egyptianizing terracotta figurine, and a bronze bell that might have
come from a sistrum. Alzinger 1972–75:283–90.

97. Plutarch Ant 56, 58; Alzinger 1972–75:291–94; Knibbe 1980:758. Jobst argued
convincingly against this theory; 1980:248–49.

98. Hölbl’s theory (1978:27–32) is too speculative to be accepted. He argued that
Antony was honored at this temple as Dionysos (Plutarch Ant 24.4) and Osiris, and perhaps
Cleopatra was honored as Isis. Then after Actium, according to Hölbl, Augustus allowed the
temple to continue with dedications to the same deities, but not to Antony or Cleopatra.

99. Since the nineteenth century, scholars had concluded that an Augustus temple was
located within the temenos of Artemis outside the city because of two copies of an inscrip-
tion found there by J. T. Wood. The bilingual inscription from 6/5 BCE recorded in Greek
and in Latin that the temple (of Artemis) and the Sebasteion had been walled in with the
financial support of the holy revenues of Artemis (IvE 5.1552). Wood assumed that the wall
in which the copies of the text were found was the peribolos wall for both precincts, but Jobst
questioned this on the basis of Wood’s own description. It was more likely, according to Jobst,
that the wall was late and the inscription had been reused there; Jobst 1980:241–43. We
should also note that Wood was under tremendous pressure to produce evidence about the
location of the Artemision. He had just received a letter from the Trustees of the British
Museum indicating that after six frustrating years they would no longer support his excava-
tion if he could not show dramatic results. So he was probably not disposed to question the
connection between the inscription and the wall that allowed him to claim to have found the
limits of the Artemision; J. Wood 1877:130–34. In Wood’s defense, however, it is quite
possible that there would have been a Sebasteion attached to the Artemision and another in
the city. Thus, one could support Jobst’s argument without denying the possibility of an-
other cult of Augustus outside the walls.
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100. IvE 3.902 l. 2–4: o{" kai; proenohvqh th÷" kaqidruvsew" tou÷ Sebastou÷ kai; th÷"
kaqierwvsew" tou÷ temevnou" ktl.

101. IvE 2.412 l. 1–6.
102. Jobst 1980:251–54; Scherrer 1989:90.
103. Tuchelt 1981:178–86. The status of the bouleuterion at this period is unknown.
104. This close cultic connection between Artemis and Augustus would be congruent

with Wood’s “peribolos wall” inscription (IvE 5.1552). Also in favor of this alternative is the
fact that the double foundation was the closest monument to the findspot of the inscription
about the statue and temenos of Augustus (IvE 3.902).

105. Scherrer 1989:98–101.
106. To identify the agora temple as that of Rome and Divus Julius requires us to sup-

pose that the most prominent temple in the upper city was one devoted solely to the use of
resident Romans; the double cult of the reigning emperor Augustus and of Artemis was built
for a larger percentage of the population yet tucked away in an area that was less accessible;
and the temple of Julius Caesar was executed in a traditional Hellenistic design while the
shrine for Artemis used an Italian design.

107. Reynolds 1996:41–43.
108. Jobst 1980:259.

6. Groups and Individuals

1. By “group” I mean settings that involve a defined number of people in particular
activities. Groups normally included a fraction of a percentage of the people in a city or town
and are usually funded at least in part by the members of the group.

2. Poland 1909:46–49. For references to hymnodes from a wider geographic area, see
Robert 1944:39 and 1959:214.

3. E.g., IvE 1,1.27 l. 267; 3.645; 7,1.3247; IGR 4.1665 (Tira).
4. IGR 4.1587 l. 10–11 (Klaros, involving Laodikeians).
5. CIG 2715a (Stratonikeia in Karia).
6. IvE 2.275.
7. All three of the texts were inscribed at the same time; Keil 1908:103.
8. IvE 7,2.3801 II. The right and left sides of this text are damaged, and most of the

reconstructions are not noted in the translation.
9. The last two lines are mostly reconstructed, so the reading is not completely certain.
10. The inscription raises another question. If the hymnodes of all Asia sang at Pergamon

on the birthday of Tiberius, who sang at Smyrna where there was a provincial temple for
Tiberius? The major annual festival at the temple in Smyrna was probably held on the same
day, the birthday of the emperor. We should probably assume that another choir was charged
with performing in Smyrna and that other choirs were formed for other provincial temples.

11. IvE 7,2.3801 I l. 2–14; minor reconstructions in the text are not noted in this
translation.

12. IvE 7,2.3801 I l. 19: ªth/÷ iJerºa/÷ uJmnwdw÷n ªsunovdw// ktlº.
13. IvE 7,2.3801 I l. 15–18.
14. A possible explanation for this series of documents is that Asia was seeking—and

received—imperial permission to continue the custom of gathering in Pergamon for the birth-
day of Tiberius; Keil 1908:103–4. It is also possible, though unprovable at this point, that
the first gathering for the birthday of Tiberius by the hymnodes took place in 41 at the
accession of Claudius. This could have been a way for Asia to affirm its loyalty to Claudius
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(Tiberius’s nephew) while simultaneously distancing itself from the aborted provincial cult
for Gaius at Miletos (between 37 and 41 CE). Such a decision would have been especially
appropriate in 41, given the divinization of Tiberius’s mother, Livia, in that year.

15. The use of aJrmavzw (“to fit, to be suited”; in music, “to tune”) in this sentence was
perhaps intended as a pun.

16. IvE 1,1.17 l. 53–63 = 18d l. 4–24. Cf. Dörner 1935.
17. kata; th;n aujtw÷n gnwvmhn; 17 l. 62 = 18 l. 21–22.
18. IvE 1,1.17 l. 63–66.
19. The extant portion of the edict does not mention the provincial cult at Smyrna and

so it is not clear if hymnodes also gathered there.
20. IvE 4.1145.
21. IvE 3.742, 921. Both inscriptions are damaged, but the existing portions support

the reconstructions.
22. IvSm 2,1.697.
23. IvSm 2,1.594 l. 3; 124 CE.
24. AvP 8,2:260, 264. The block was not in situ but had been used in a later building

project, probably in the Turkish period. The present location of the altar is unknown.
25. ª!Agaqh÷i tuvchi. Aujtokravºtori Kaivsaªri Traianw÷i @Adrianºw÷i !O(l)umpivwi,

swth÷ri kai; ªktivºsthi, uJmnw/doi; qeou÷ Sebastou÷ kai; qea÷" @Rwvmh" ktl. AvP 8,2 374
(= IGR 4.353) A.

26. AvP 8,2 374 B–D. Another translation of this section is found in Lewis 1974:
125–26.

27. AvP 8,2:263, 268.
28. Pleket 1965:340.
29. See table 6.1 for details on imperial birthdays.
30. AvP 8,2.268.
31. Robert 1960:340–42. Robert also noted that the use of incense in the funerary rituals

was of Roman origin.
32. Keil 1908:107; Mellor 1975:192–93; Halfmann 1990:25.
33. AvP 8,2:264.
34. The secondary literature is immense. Metzger 1984 provides a bibliography cover-

ing the mid-twentieth century.
35. J. Smith 1990.
36. Gasparro 1985 raised the issue specifically with regard to the cult of Attis and Kybele.

Burkert 1987 dealt with a broader range of religious institutions.
37. Pleket 1965:332–34.
38. Pleket 1965:346–47.
39. Price 1984b:190–91. Cf. Herrmann 1996.
40. See Pleket’s discussion of Nilsson and Latte; 1965:338–41.
41. Robert 1960:321–23; Pleket 1965:340; Price 1984b:190. Reynolds 1981:321 ac-

cepted that this was a provincial office rather than a local one but did not discuss the issue of
imperial mysteries.

42. IGR 4.1410. The published reconstruction of l. 1–4 is certainly wrong. Buckler’s
reconstruction (1935:181 a) is better: ª. . . gnwvmhº Tiberivou Klaudivou JHrovªdou tou÷
avrcierevw" kºai; sebastofavntou kªai; dia; bivou ajgwnoqevtouº qea÷" @Rwvmh" kai; qeou÷
ªSebastou÷ Kaivsaro"º Dio;" Patrw/vou.

43. IGR 4.1696 (corrected reading of 643, Akmonia; probably late first century accord-
ing to Reynolds 1981:321 n.17); IvE 6. 2037 (partially reconstructed), 2061 II l. 6, 2062
(partially reconstructed), 2063.
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44. Trajan is only called “Dacicus” in IvE 6.2061 II l. 20, and I l. 8.
45. IGR 4.1696. He was honored there as the benefactor of a guild of fullers.
46. IvE 6.2063, set up by his freedman Philadelphos.
47. Reynolds 1981:321 #4.
48. An inscription from Doryleion in Phrygia honored a couple who were sebastophants

for life and held religious offices for several deities (including some political figures); IGR
4.522, probably Hadrianic. He was called sebastofavnth" (l. 6), she sebastofavnti" (l. 13).
A fragment from Sardis probably refers to a sebastophant and mysteries as well, but the dam-
age is too severe to add information on the topic; Sardis 7,1.62. There was a strong connec-
tion between the provincial cult of Bithynia and imperial mysteries. Two inscriptions men-
tion the “hierophant of the mysteries of the provincial temple;” IvPrusa 17 l. 6–7; 47 l. 12–13.
Both men were also listed with the title sebastophant. The inscriptions come from the late
second or third centuries, later than the period under consideration here.

49. The altar does not mention a provincial sebastophant; that office tended to be filled
by men from other cities who came to serve at a provincial imperial temple. The lacuna at
the bottom of side A could have listed a provincial sebastophant, but the character of these
inscriptions weighs against this possibility.

50. Sons were also assumed to be present at the banquets given by newly admitted
hymnodes; AvP 8,2 374 D l. 16–17.

51. The birthday of Augustus involved crowns for the hymnodes and a donation of a
mina that could have been used for catering, but no food, beverage, or table settings were
recorded as donations for that day.

52. povpanon kai; livbanon kai; luvcnou" tw÷i Sebastw÷i; B l. 19. The wording is im-
precise about whether cakes, incense, and lamps were required each day since pavsh" hJmevra"
could refer only to garlands and wreaths. The fact that this regulation is placed at this point
rather than within the list of requirements for the eukosmos on a single day (B l. 4–12) throws
the weight of probability in favor of the former option; that is, that these ritual necessities
were needed each day.

53. Pleket 1965:342–45.
54. IvE 2.275.
55. His full title was probably “curator of the mysteries,” based on the reference to an

ejpimelhthv" tw÷n musthrivwn in IvE 5.1594 l. 9–11 (probably late second century CE). The
editors of the inscription concluded that the same mystery thiasos set up both inscriptions. It
is also possible that these were separate groups since the extant part of IvE 5.1594 mentions
T. Aur. Plutarchos, who was “priest of the Demetriastai Before the City and (priest) of the
mystai of Dionysos Phleus” (l. 2–7).

56. IvE 5.1600 c, g, and others. These were found in the theater but may have rolled
down into the theater from a building further up the slope.

57. Chapter 4.
58. IvE 2.213 l. 3–6.
59. IvE 5.1600 (Dionysian priests), 1601 (Dionysian mystai).
60. The neglected topic of imperial cults in associations and trade guilds is discussed in

Harland 1996.
61. For critiques of such projects, see Price 1984a; 1984b:5–22.
62. Milet 1,2 #21–23; 1,9 #290–97, 301, 302. CIG 2863, 2866, 2877.
63. Milet 1,9:350.
64. Ovid described his household altar while in exile in Tomis in Pont 4.9.105–8.
65. Nock 1979b:780–81, 833–34.
66. Pleket 1965:331–32, 346–47; Habicht 1973:42–44; Price 1984a:90–93.
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67. Fishwick 1990:125–27.
68. ILS 2,2.8787.
69. She was also related to Nero, who was her great-grandson.
70. Chapter 4.
71. Tacitus An 6.2.1. The outcome was left unstated by Tacitus. This inscription sug-

gests that the proposals were not passed.
72. Reynolds 1982:182–83 document 54, pl. 32,1. I have adapted the translation of

Reynolds. The inscription was first published in Reynolds 1980:73–74 #2.
73. Reynolds 1980:74.
74. Chapter 5.
75. His name indicates that he was a freedman of Livia. The reference to his status as

freedman of Caesar might be explained by his manumission under Tiberius; Reynolds
1982:182. The unusual dedication poleivtai" might suggest that he had also received
Aphrodisian citizenship; Reynolds 1981:74.

76. Reynolds 1996:50.
77. Price 1984a:91–93; Fishwick 1990:121–22.

7. Imperial Cults as Religion

1. IvPr 105.
2. IvE 2.213.
3. Bickerman 1980:22–33.
4. Bickerman 1980:43–47.
5. For overviews, see Burkert 1985:95–98; Bruit Zaidman and Schmitt Pantel 1992:46–

54.
6. For recent contributions that provide entry into the secondary literature, see Bremen

1996; Hawley and Levick 1995; Kraemer 1992; and Pomerory 1991.
7. E.g., Magie 1950:449; Deininger 1965:41; Rossner 1974:102; MacMullen

1980:214. The view has been challenged by Kearsley 1986 and Friesen 1993:81–89.
8. Herz 1992:106–8; Bremen 1996:117–25.
9. IvE 2.213.
10. Friesen 1999.
11. According to Speidel 1984:278–79 there was only one cohort in the province at

any given time.
12. IvE 2.213.
13. AvP 8,2 374.
14. Meyer 1987:4–13; Burkert 1987:89–114.
15. OGIS 458 l. 5–11 (= IvPr 105).
16. Sullivan 1988:672–73.
17. Gasparo 1985; J. Smith 1990.
18. For bibliography on apotheosis and a survey of evidence, mostly from Rome, see

Kreitzer 1996:69–98.
19. IvE 7,2.3801 l. 2–4 (Hypaipa).
20. IvE 2.412 (79–81 CE).
21. Translation adapted from Sheppard 1981:24 #1.
22. Dystopia, a concept based on experiences in the decolonizing world, refers to the

disappointing fortunes of some revolutionary movements once they become responsible for
building and maintaining newly independent nations; Harlow 1987:154–69.
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8. Revelation in  Space and Time

1. A history of imperial cults in this province during the entire Roman imperial pe-
riod would be a worthwhile endeavor, but the scope of this study does not permit such an
undertaking.

2. Revelation 6:9; 20:4. A similar idea is expressed in 12:17 (commands of God and
testimony of Jesus).

3. Revelation 11:7; 12:11.
4. For a discussion of the legal issues and possibilities, see Yarbro Collins 1984a:102–4.
5. Ramsay 1904:177–96. On Roman roads in the area in general, see French

1980.
6. Moretti 1954:276; Deininger 1965:55 and n. 1.
7. Barr 1998:8.
8. Aune 1997:115.
9. Note the refrain near the end of every message in Revelation 2–3, “Let anyone who

has an ear listen to what the Spirit is saying to the churches” (emphasis added).
10. Aune 1997:lvii; Barr 1998:21.
11. Sibylline Oracle 5:28–34; translation from Charlesworth 1983:393. The first let-

ter in Nero’s name was also the symbol for the number 50 in Greek and in Hebrew.
12. Translation from Charlesworth 1983:387–88. For other references to Nero’s re-

turn, see SibOr 3:63–74; 5:361–85; and 8:139–59.
13. Tacitus Hist 1.2
14. Dio 66.19; Suetonius Nero 57.2.
15. If the Greek letters from the name “Neron Caesar” are transliterated into Hebrew,

the total of the Hebrew letters equals 666. Some ancient manuscripts of Revelation use the
number 616 instead, which would be the total of the Hebrew letters when transliteration is
done from the Latin form of “Nero Caesar.” For details, see Aune 1998a:769–71.

16. Barr 1998:127–28 objects to this interpretation. He suggests that the wounded head
is Julius Caesar: the death of Caesar at first led to fears that the Republic was headed back
into chaos, but in the end it did not signal the end of Roman hegemony.

17. Bell 1979:98 argued unconvincingly that speculation about the return of Nero would
have been lively only immediately after Nero’s death when the facts of Nero’s demise were
not yet widely known. Both the Sibylline Oracles and the known examples of pretenders
disprove his conclusion.

18. “Babylon” first appears in Revelation 14:8, and then again in 16:19; 17:5; 18:2,
10, and 21.

19. E.g., Coogan and Knibb 1979:101–5; Yarbro Collins 1984a:57–58; Murphy 1985:
136–37; Thompson 1990:14.

20. Translation from Reddish 1990.
21. Translation from Reddish 1990.
22. Wilson 1994 emphasized the symbol’s theme of domination at the expense of the

theme of the destruction of Jerusalem. Exile and domination, however, are predicated on
Babylon’s destruction of Jerusalem and the temple. Both themes are inherent in the meta-
phor and cannot be disentangled from each other.

23. For a table of the allusions to Jeremiah 50–51, see Aune 1998b:983; for details see
his comments on specific verses in Revelation 18.

24. Jeremiah 50:28; 51:11, 35, 50–51.
25. This critique is elaborated below in chapter 12.
26. Stone 1990:35–36.
27. Revelation 14:9–13; 18:4.
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28. Contra Marshall 1997:241–62, who argues for a date precisely during the Roman
siege of Jerusalem.

29. For a review of proposals made, see Aune 1998b:945–50.
30. When an enumeration is attempted, the most common position is to follow Tacitus

and use Augustus as the starting point. Another model begins with Julius Caesar following
Suetonius’s Twelve Caesars. Others have proposed that Gaius should be the first in the series
because of his extravagant claims for divine honors. Still others have suggested Claudius as
the starting point because he was probably the first emperor to have to deal with the churches
in some way.

31. The main issue here is whether to include the three emperors—Galba, Otho, and
Vitellius—who reigned briefly during the year after Nero’s death. Wilson 1993:600–2 dem-
onstrated that these should be included in any consecutive list of emperors for that period.

32. Wilson 1993:598–604.
33. Swete 1907:220–21. When source-critical theories are added to this approach, the

results can become extremely complex; cf. Charles 1920b:68–70.
34. Roloff 1993:199 notes this problem of multivalent imagery but historicizes the

details unnecessarily.
35. Boring 1989:182–83.
36. Coogan and Knibb 1979:240–42. Stone 1990:365 agreed that it is now impos-

sible to list rulers corresponding to all the wings but accepted instead the theory of Schürer
and Gunkel that the author had more detailed knowledge than we do. Stone thus concluded
that the author of 4 Ezra had a list in mind but that we can no longer reconstruct it.

37. Caird 1966:218–19. Beale 1999:868–72 defends the same principle but does so
with parallels from scriptural texts.

38. Sweet 1979:257–58.
39. Wilson 1993:604.
40. Caird 1966:131.
41. Giblin 1984; Bachmann 1994.
42. Caird 1966:132; Wall 1991:142–43.
43. Roloff 1993:129.
44. Morris 1987:141–43; Boring 1989:142–48; Schüssler Fiorenza 1991:76–77. Sweet

1979:182–84 argued, on the other hand, that the temple represented the church in its in-
ward being, sealed and protected by God, while the outer court is the church in its outward
being, which is engaged in the mission to the Gentiles.

45. Aune 1998a:575–77, 593–98, and 630–31 surveys the literature and the issues.
46. Barr 1998:91 takes note of the intertextuality; Beale 1999:559–71 goes into more

detail.
47. E.g., Yarbro Collins 1984a:55–56; Thompson 1990:15.
48. Irenaeus Adv. haer. 5.30.3.
49. In Eusebius Hist. eccl. 3.18.3.
50. Wilson 1993:597–98.
51. Tacitus An 15.44.
52. Wilson 1993:587–95 dissected the arguments for a Domitianic persecution and

showed their weaknesses. For the role played by Eusebius’s Church History in the Christian
traditions about Domitian, see Ulrich 1996.

53. For example, Suetonius Dom. 10. But note Thompson’s reassessment of the Roman
propaganda regarding the evils of Domitian’s reign (1990:95–115).

54. For example, “Jezebel,” “Balaam,” and the Nicolaitans were advocating limited
accommodation with Gentile culture, especially in regard to meat sacrificed to idols. John,
on the other hand, represented a separatist option.
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55. Yarbro Collins 1984a:84–99.
56. Revelation 2:13. While the circumstances of the death of Antipas are not clear,

Yarbro Collins argued that it can be connected to the role of Roman government centered in
Pergamon.

57. Yarbro Collins 1984a:99–104.
58. Yarbro Collins 1984a:160–61. For a review, see Barr 1988.
59. Schüssler Fiorenza 1991:126–27. For a review, see Thompson 1991.
60. Schüssler Fiorenza 1985:193.
61. Schüssler Fiorenza 1985:194–95; 1991:55–57, 132–36.
62. Schüssler Fiorenza 1985:187–89, 198; 1991:29–31, 119–124.
63. His view is spelled out in Thompson 1990 (esp. pp. 95–167). For a review, see

Yarbro Collins 1991:548–50.
64. Thompson 1990:166–67.
65. Thompson 1990:174–76.
66. Thompson 1990:171–97.
67. Schüssler Fiorenza 1991:126–28.
68. One possible exception is Revelation 2:13, where the image of Satan’s throne has

often been taken as a reference to Pergamon as the alleged center of imperial cults; Schüssler
Fiorenza 1985:117; Krodel 1989:115; Klauck 1992:160–61. Part I of this study demon-
strated, however, that Asia had no center for imperial cults, and the complete absence of
other references to imperial cults in the messages to the seven churches makes this inter-
pretation even more unlikely. The other suggested influence of imperial cults outside Reve-
lation 13–19 is in the imagery of the heavenly court (esp. Rev 4–6); Aune 1983a. The
alleged parallels with heavenly worship, however, are too general to demonstrate signifi-
cant influence.

69. Friesen n.d.
70. Revelation 17:1–18.
71. The older position has not been completely discarded. Roloff, for example, main-

tained that during the reign of Domitian imperial cults were systematically promoted through-
out the empire. He then interpreted the book of Revelation as a reaction to this Roman policy
of total confrontation; Roloff 1993:9–10. Schüssler Fiorenza 1985:193 accepted active pro-
motion of imperial cults by the Flavians, but this was not tied so closely to the composition
of Revelation. Boring 1989:19–21 maintained that there was an increase in imperial cults
under Domitian but suggested that there were pressures both from above and from the popu-
lace that led to this development.

72. Suetonius Dom. 13.
73. September was to be named Germanicus and October Domitianus. Suetonius does

not mention that these followed the months named after Julius Caesar (July) and Augustus.
74. Yarbro Collins 1984a:71–72.
75. Thompson 1990:104–7.
76. See chapter 3 and Friesen 1995.
77. Justin Martyr Dial. 80–81; Apol. 1.28.
78. Eusebius Hist. eccl. 4.26.
79. Eusebius Hist. eccl. 3.39.12.

9. Centering Reality: Space and Time in Revelation

1. Sullivan 1988:112.
2. Cf. Barr 1998:16–17.
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3. The judgment scene (20:9) further describes God’s throne as white.
4. The four creatures are described as being in the midst of the throne and around the

throne (kai; ejn mevsw/ tou÷ qrovnou kai; kuvklw/ tou÷ qrovnou ktl., 4:6b). The description has
perplexed commentators. Hall 1994 suggested a literary background in descriptions of the
ornamentation of the ark of the covenant. While the connection is plausible, it creates the
problem of imagining four creatures who are part of the thone, yet lead the heavenly liturgy
and fall down before the throne (5:8); Aune 1997:271–72.

5. Roloff 1993:107 wrote that the seven angels should be identified with the seven spirits
before the throne. The identification is unlikely. The seven spirits are an allusion to Zech
4:10 and are associated with the divine omniscience, whereas the archangels usually carry
out various aspects of God’s activity in the world.

6. The white throne judgment (20:11–15) and the descent of the new Jerusalem (21:
1–4) bring the work of the Messiah to fruition, so the age of sacrifice and temples (21:22) is
over. God and the Lamb dwell with humanity.

7. The missing ark took on eschatological significance in Jewish thought during the
Second Temple Period. Second Maccabees 2:4–8 records a story that Jeremiah took the ark
and sealed it up in a cave on Mt. Sinai, where God would keep it hidden until God’s people
were reassembled.

8. So Bachmann 1994, extending the argument of Giblin 1984.
9. See Wilson 1993:604–5.
10. Cf. 2 Bar 20:2 for a similar idea.
11. Revelation 10:1–3; 12:1–4.
12. The Messiah is also human in some fashion, but he is in a different category alto-

gether. His human origins are noted (Rev 5:5), but he is more often given cosmic signifi-
cance. He is portrayed as born of the supernatural Woman (Revelation 12) and depicted as
a slaughtered, living Lamb.

13. This division is reflected in Rev 5:13, where “heaven” is used loosely for the sky
rather than for the transcendent realm. Rev 14:7 adds fresh water to the list.

14. The phrase appears frequently with minor variations; 3:10; 6:10; 8:13; 11:10; 13:12,
14; 17:2, 8.

15. ABD 1.49 “Abyss.”
16. Sullivan 1988:628.
17. Sullivan 1988:634.
18. E.g., Schüssler Fiorenza 1985:195; Thompson 1990:121–24.
19. Thompson 1990:54–56.
20. Thompson 1990:53–73; Vanni 1991.
21. Boring 1994:82 and n. 65.
22. Thompson 1990:69–71 noted the community-building and community-defining

functions of worship in Revelation. He also concluded that this was an egalitarian commu-
nity, which I question. The experience of worship in the two realms is distinct, creating longing
on earth and fulfillment in heaven. In worship, all creatures are relativized—but not neces-
sarily equalized—in the presence of the Creator.

23. For example, 1:6 and 8 in community worship in Asia, or 4:8 and 10 in heavenly
worship.

24. Revelation 1:8; 5:13; 7:12.
26. Sullivan 1988:651–60.
26. Sullivan 1988:388–89. Sullivan dealt mostly with nonliterary cultures, so the mas-

ters of tradition in his discussions tend to be ritual specialists. Christian prophets were also
involved in ritual (1 Cor 14:26–33; Did 10:7) but their primary claim to authority was ec-
static revelation; Aune 1983b:203–11.
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27. Boring 1994:58.
28. Aune 1986:89–90.
29. The identification of the these terms is accepted by a wide variety of commenta-

tors; e.g., Swete 1907:133–34; Cerfaux and Cambier 1955:91; Caird 1966:132; Mounce
1977:221; Boring 1989:142, 158.

30. This is comparable to Barr’s summary of the Seer’s temporal perspective as an ef-
fort to locate his audience at the time when they see Jesus coming on the clouds, just before
the end of time; 1998:33.

31. It might be better to think of this period as the first part of the resurrection since
John did not call the general resurrection (20:12–13) a “second resurrection.”

32. Bauckham 1993:107.
33. Stone 1989:131–43; 1990:207–13, 352–53, 368–71.
34. Boring 1994:66–68 described the last scenes of Revelation (19:1–22:5) as inde-

pendent portraits with few interconnections, rather than as a chronological scenario of the
endtimes. While it is true that certain aspects of the last chapters in Revelation cannot be
integrated into one consistent picture, Boring goes too far in detaching them. The author
of Revelation expects readers to take the scenes together by invoking periods of time and
developing narratives with set characters that span several scenes. More can be made of the
connections than Boring suggests without violating the multivalent character of the
symbolizations.

35. Thompson 1990:78–79.
36. Thompson 1990:81.
37. Thompson 1990:82.
38. Thompson 1990:74–91. Phrase quoted from p. 91.
39. Thompson 1990:187 suggests that there are only boundaries and no centers.
40. Sullivan 1988:130–52.
41. Long 1986:70–71.
42. Thompson 1990:200.
43. John’s refusal to describe God and his use of the phrase “One who sits on the throne”

are efforts to avoid employing language to signify what is beyond signification.
44. Thompson 1990:81–82.
45. Thompson 1990:82.
46. Thompson 1990:85.
47. IvE 2.412; 7,2.3801.
48. Thompson 1990:82 suggested that the Woman was transformed in the wilderness

from the godly woman to the prostitute of Revelation 17. Although this might suggest cer-
tain homologies between the godly woman and the Dragon, it creates a host of problems as
well. Is Rome originally a heavenly woman? Who then are the woman’s other children? And
why does the Dragon try to attack in Revelation 12 the woman it empowers in Revelation 17?

49. E.g., Thompson 1990:52, 187.
50. Thompson 1990:85.

10. Working with Myth

1. Chapter 5.
2. Chapter 4.
3. E.g., Ruiz 1989 and Beale 1999.
4. Yarbro Collins 1976; Court 1979.
5. Philo, Peri gig. 2–4.
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6. Goodenough 1958:135–71.
7. Revelation 13; and with a twist 19:17–18.
8. Revelation 2:7 and 22:2, 14; 2:20; 2:14.
9. P. Day 1988; Pagels 1995, esp. 35–62.
10. Richter 1966.
11. Barr 1998:62–63.
12. I am not convinced by the argument that the throne scene of Revelation 4 is influ-

enced by Roman imperial court ceremony (Aune 1983a). The emperor was seldom shown
enthroned. Any familiarity with court ritual that might have existed would have perhaps been
gained from processions or visits of imperial officials. As John and his communities knew the
relevant scriptural texts, this is a more likely source for the description.

13. Note, however, that 2 Baruch and 4 Ezra are even more circumspect than Revela-
tion. In these two texts, there is no attempt to describe the dwelling place or throne of God.

14. R. Smith 1987:132–36.
15. R. Smith 1990:97.
16. Whether the Sebasteion sculptures reflected such a pattern can no longer be deter-

mined, but if they were based on a mythic pattern, it was certainly not the one used for
Revelation.

17. For a summary of earlier research see Yarbro Collins 1976:207–11.
18. Barr 1998:122.
19. Aune 1998a:670–74.
20. Yarbro Collins 1976:57–85.
21. Yarbro Collins 1976:57–145.
22. Yarbro Collins 1976:23–22, 207–234.
23. Barr 1998:101–22, 147–49.
24. Cf. Aune 1997:xcii–xciii.
25. This would subsume the section of Revelation that Barr calls the “worship scroll.”
26. Yarbro Collins 1976:211–17. Her argument was an important extension of Müller

1963.
27. Aune 1998a:667–76.
28. Cross 1973:79–194; J. Day 1985.
29. J. Day 1985.
30. Chapter 2.
31. Georgi 1986.
32. R. Smith 1987:115–17 and pl. 14–15.
33. R. Smith 1987:117–20 and pl. 16–17.
34. Caird 1966:64–65; Roloff 1993:70–72.
35. In Ezekiel, the four beings accompany God’s glory as it leaves and then returns to

the temple; Ezek 10:1–21; 43:1–12.
36. Boring 1989:107 pointed out that the creatures in Revelation are the premier rep-

resentatives of categories of animate life, symbolizing the whole of life on earth.
37. J. Day 1985:1–61.
38. In Revelation 13:11–17, the elite of Asia are symbolized as Behemoth. See chap-

ter 12 for details.
39. Aune 1998a:728–29.
40. J. Day 1985:88–140.
41. For examples of divisions of history into periods of 10, 70, etc., see J. Collins

1993:352–53.
42. Chapter 2.
43. Fig. 4.2.
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44. OGIS 458, from translation in chapter 2.
45. This interpretation of the Beast image is almost universally accepted by commen-

tators.
46. Some have suggested that the saints do engage in the battle against Roman hege-

mony. They argue that the 144,000 on Mt. Zion (Rev 14:1–5) are the Lamb’s army, pre-
pared for the holy war described in 19:11–21 (esp. v. 14); e.g., Caird 1966:178–79. This
interpretation need not imply that the saints engage in violence (cf. Bauckham 1993:76–
80), but the holy war analogy is wrong anyway on at least two counts: the counting of the
144,000 in 7:1–8 is not a census for war but rather a sealing for protection based on Ezek 9;
and holy war requires temporary sexual abstinence and cleansing from nocturnal emissions
(Deut 23:9–10; 1 Sam 21:5; 1QM 7), not celibacy (Rev 14:4). Aune rejected the holy war
interpretation especially because the Zion scene is set on earth rather than heaven and be-
cause the focus of Revelation 14 is on the paradoxical role of Lamb as shepherd and guide,
not on a divine warrior figure (1998a:803–4, 812–14, 848).

47. For more on violence in Revelation, see chapters 11 and 12.
48. For example, 4 Ezra 7:28–35; and 2 Baruch 28–30. Each describes this period in a

different way.
49. The ethical implications of this stance are examined in the next chapter.
50. Note, however, that in the actual narrative of the destruction of Rome, the imagery

reverts back to that of the Beast; 19:17–21. The implications of this imagery for John’s audi-
ence are discussed in chapter 11.

51. R. Smith 1987:106–10 and pl. 8–9.
52. R. Smith 1987:127–32 and pl. 24–26.
53. The Sebasteion also shared with Revelation the practice of characterizing a city by

the image of a virtuous woman, which was a standard iconographic practice in the Greco-
Roman world. Rome appeared standing over the reclining female figure Earth in a panel that
perhaps came from the third story, room 2; R. Smith 1987:96 n. 30, 132. Rome was also
pictured crowning the city of Aphrodisias in a panel that may have come from the third story,
room 6; R. Smith 1987:133.

54. Pippin 1992a:103–5.
55. For an examination of archaelogical evidence regarding the evolution of house church

architecture, see White 1997. On the social features of housechurches, cf. Osiek and Balch
1997.

56. Thompson 1990:53–63.
57. Barr 1998:171–75.

11. Communities Worshipping Humans

1. Colossians 1:18, 24 (which was also to be sent to Laodikeia; 4:15–16); Eph 5. Ignatius
is somewhat more complicated but uses church in a similar way: to the Ephesians 5:1; to the
Smyrnaeans 8:2 (hJ kaqolikh; ejkklhsiva); to Polycarp 5:1 where Ignatius reuses Ephesians 5.

2. The Seer’s commission to write down the messages, two references in the vision inter-
pretation (1:20), seven references to the angel of a church, seven calls to hear what the spirit
says to the churches, and the statement that all the churches would know that Christ searches
heart and mind (2:23).

3. Schüssler Fiorenza 1985:76; 1991:50.
4. Revelation 1:5b–6. A few sentences later John described himself as his audience’s

“brother and fellow participant in the distress and kingdom and endurance in Jesus”
(Rev 1:9).
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5. Cf. Revelation 16:10.
6. Schüssler Fiorenza 1972:420; Roloff 1993:26, 81; Beale 1999:193. Support for this

view is found, for example, in texts like Revelation 22:3–4.
7. Caird 1966:17, 77; Sweet 1979:66; Boring 1989:78; Beale 1999:193. Cf. Revela-

tion 21:24–26. The role of priest as mediator should be given more consideration in light of
its importance in general Greco-Roman concepts of priesthood; Beard and North 1990.

8. Sweet 1979:66, 130. It is surprising that this aspect is mentioned infrequently in
light of the importance of proper worship in Revelation.

9. Aune 1998b:1187.
10. Cf. 4 Ezra 10:38–54. Second Baruch 4 preserves a similar idea but it deals with the

heavenly temple rather than Jerusalem as a whole.
11. Beale 1999:1070.
12. People of God, however, is not John’s primary term for the movement. Revelation

18:4 and 21:3 refer to the redeemed as God’s people, but these two references do not have
primary conceptual importance in Revelation.

13. Revelation 5:8; 8:3–4; 13:7; 17:6; 20:9.
14. Revelation 11:18; 16:6.
15. Revelation 13:10; 14:12.
16. Revelation 18:20, though the usage here might refer to the angels or, on a variant

reading, to the holy apostles.
17. Revelation 18:24.
18. Revelation 19:8.
19. Revelation 1:1 (twice); 10:7; 11:18; 22:6. Revelation 15:3 refers to Moses as the

servant of God.
20. Bovon 1972:72. Revelation 11:7, “And when they finished their testimony, the beast

that comes up from the abyss made war with them and vanquished them and killed them.”
The two witnesses finished their testimony and then they were killed.

21. Revelation 1:2, 9; 19:10.
22. For an elaboration of point of view and levels of narration in Revelation, see Barr

1998:26–29.
23. The adultery mentioned here is a metaphor for unfaithfulness in relation to God;

e.g., Boring 1989:93.
24. Revelation distinguishes between the twelve apostles who were venerated and con-

temporary apostles who were not. Paul used a different definition of apostle—one who had
seen the Lord and who had a special commission from him (1 Cor 15:3–11)—and included
himself in that group.

25. For this reason I have avoided the term in this book.
26. In Revelation 2:19 diakoniva (“service”) is used as a general description of activities

of the holy ones (cf. Eph 2:12) and not in reference to a leadership position (1 Tim 3:8–13). In
Revelation the term coheres with the idea that members of the churches are servants of God.

27. Twenty-four elders surround the throne, but this is not relevant to a discussion of
the organization of the congregations.

28. The only occurrence of the word comes in Revelation 18:7 where Babylon is said
to have gloated in her regal status, which is contrasted to that of a widow. The text is not
related to the church practices discussed in 1 Tim 5:3–16.

29. This suggests that the nearly universal practice in modern biblical studies of calling
these people “Christians” is a very powerful modern anachronism.

30. The address of “the saints, the apostles, and the prophets” in 18:20 is not directed
toward the churches but toward the heavens and so does not help us understand John’s view
of the churches.
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31. Thompson 1990:69–71.
32. The “angels of the churches” in Revelation 2–3 constitute a notorious interpretive

problem. I do not consider the references clear enough to be included in this discussion.
33. Pippin 1992b:194–96.
34. Pippin 1992a:57–86, 103–5; 1992b:200–2; 1992c:69, 77–79.
35. Keller 1996:46; author’s emphasis. For her overview of the narrative and symbols

of Revelation, see pp. 36–83.
36. Aune 1998a:707 mentions Num 16:32–34 and Exod 15:12. The latter is in an-

other mythic context.
37. There are four: the author John, Jesus, Antipas the martyr, and probably “Balaam.”

Nero could perhaps be included as a fifth male because of probable cryptic allusions to him
(Rev 13:18; 17:10). Four or five males is quite a bit more than one woman, but a total of six
individuals is a small number for a text this long (compare, for example, the Gospel of Mat-
thew, Acts of the Apostles, or the Letter to the Romans). Apocalyptic styles of writing did
not encourage many personal references.

38. Dewey 1992:86–88 does suggest that it is a dangerous text for men as well.
39. J. Day 1985:62–87, Whitney 1992:76.
40. Friesen n.d.
41. Revelation 1:9; 13:10; 14:12.
42. Cf. Pliny Ep. 10.96.8; Acts of Paul and Thecla; The Martyrdom of Perpetua and

Felicitas.
43. Yarbro Collins 1996:198–217.
44. On the idea that the saints are part of the heavenly army, see chapter 10, n. 46.
45. The saints are attacked by the Dragon in 12:17 and 20:8 and by the Beast from the

Sea in 13:7. The Beast and the kings of the earth oppose the Messiah in 19:19. The Messiah
also engages in battle, but he is a special case among humans. Note also that the Risen Christ
threatens to make war on the Pergamene saints who accept the teachings of the Nicolaitans
in 2:16.

46. The Beast from the abyss is able to make war on the two witnesses only after their
testimony is completed (11:7).

47. See chapter 10.
48. Barr 1998:145–47.
49. Aune 1998b:1057.
50. John’s view on the interim state of souls between the first death and the resurrec-

tion to judgment is unclear. The souls of martyrs are described as staying under the heav-
enly altar where they cry out for justice (6:9–11), but the location of other souls is not
described.

51. Revelation 3:10; 16:14.
52. Revelation 13:3.
53. #Anqrwpoi in Rev 9:7, 20; 16:2, 9, 21; 21:3.
54. Revelation 3:10; 6:10; 8:13; 11:10; 13:8, 14. An unusual usage occurs in Rev 17:2

where the same verb katoikevw is transitive (“those inhabiting earth”).
55. Cf. Revelation 5:9; 7:9; 10:11; 11:9; 17:15.
56. Revelation 11:18; 13:16; 19:18; and finally 20:12.
57. Revelation 13:16; only the rich are mentioned in 6:15.
58. Revelation 6:15; 13:16; 19:18.
59. Revelation 6:15; 18:23; 19:18.
60. Revelation 1:5b-6; 5:9–10.
61. Revelation 18:4; 21:3; 22:5. Elliott 1995.
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62. Aune 1997:164–65. Kraft 1974:60–61 outlined a minority position. He suggested
that the synagogues of Satan were churches that had adopted a Jewish identity in order to
avoid hostility against the churches.

63. The use of the plural e[qnh (“nations, Gentiles”) only takes the nuance of “Gentile”
in passages where there are intertextual influences from scripture, such as Rev 11:18 and 15:4;
or in reference to Israel’s temple (11:2).

64. E.g., Revelation 17:8; 21:15.
65. Revelation 13:8; 16:2; 17:8.
66. Revelation 21:8; 22:15. Cf. 21:27. According to 22:19, anyone who removes any-

thing from the scroll of John’s prophecy is excluded from the tree of life as well.
67. Revelation 9:21. The reference to those who destroy the earth in 11:18 is a poetic

phrase in a liturgical section that does not have much descriptive value.
68. Revelation 2:2.
69. Clement Strom. 3.25–26.
70. See Aune 1997:148–49 for a discussion of the issues.

12. Worship and Authority

1. Burkert 1983; and 1985:54–59, 64–66.
2. Detienne, Vernant, et al., 1989; Vernant 1991:290–302.
3. Vernant 1991:301.
4. Peirce 1993:219–260. The quote is from p. 260.
5. Revelation 2:14 (Pergamon); 2:20 (Thyatira).
6. Willis 1985:7–64.
7. For a broader description of mainstream religious life in Roman society, see

MacMullen 1981, esp. 1–48.
8. Revelation 9:20–21.
9. Revelation 21:8; 22:15.
10. Revelation 5:8; 8:1–5.
11. In some places, especially in papyri, proskunevw was used simply as a verb of

greeting (PLond 3.1244.4; POxy 237 vi 37; OGIS 262 line 27). This usage does not occur
in Revelation.

12. Herodotus 1.119; 8.118; Aristotle Historia Animalium 630b.20.
13. Revelation 9:20–21; 21:8; 22:15.
14. Revelation 14:7; also 4:10; 7:11; 11:16; 19:4.
15. Prostration before God and the Lamb together occurs at Revelation 5:14 and 15:4.
16. Revelation 13:4, 8, 12, 15; 14:9, 11; 16:2; 19:20; 20:4. Cf. Acts 10:25–26, where

Cornelius the centurion bows down to Peter. Peter gently urges him to get up because he, as
a man, does not deserve such obeisance.

17. Revelation 3:9. This is probably related to the idea that the saints will one day reign
with the Lamb, at which time prostration will be appropriate.

18. Revelation 19:10; 22:8–9.
19. See chapter 11.
20. Revelation 22:20.
21. The worshipping characters include the 4 living beings, the 24 elders, innumerable

angels and martyrs, all creation, and even the altar of the heavenly temple.
22. Revelation 4:11.
23. Revelation 4:8.
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24. Revelation 16:5–7; 19:1–3; and probably 15:3–4.
25. Revelation 19:6–8.
26. Boring 1992:714, 718.
27. I am only attempting to evaluate the symbolization in these vision reports and not

to examine the field of New Testament Christology. The interested reader may turn to Dunn
1989 and Hurtado 1988 for an introduction to some of the discussions.

28. For an overview of interpretation of the Lamb image in Revelation, see Aune
1997:367–74.

29. The seven eyes represent the omniscience of God; cf. Zech 4, esp. v. 10b. The seven
horns denote power, but there is no clear literary precedent for this particular number.

30. Caird 1966:75; Barr 1998:145–48.
31. Revelation 13:8.
32. E.g., Revelation 21:9, 23.
33. OGIS 258. For a translation of the inscription, see chapter 2.
34. Revelation 5:12.
35. Revelation 5:13.
36. Regarding present time, see also chapter 9.
37. For a brief discussion, see Boring 1989:152–53. Swete 1907:147–49 is dated in

some ways but includes more detail. Aune 1998a:680–82.
38. Revelation 12:5. John used the same Psalm in Revelation 2:17 and 19:15.
39. This contrasts directly with the theme of the emperor ruling over land and sea, which

was a standard part of imperial propaganda. See, for example, fig. 5.11.
40. Revelation 12:14–17.
41. Barr 1998:107.
42. On the interpretation of this passage in Daniel, see J. Collins 1993:274–99.
43. Revelation 13:1–2. Another part of the argument for the identification of the Beast

as Roman imperial power comes from the vision report in Revelation 17, where explicit
connections are made between a seven-headed, ten-horned beast and the imperial city.

44. Revelation 12:9.
45. Revelation 13:2.
46. Bousset 1906:365–67; Swete 1907:168–69; Charles 1920a:343, 357; Lohse

1960:72.
47. Aune 1988:1313; deSilva 1991:203–5.
48. Caird 1966:171; Bovon 1993:137–38.
49. Weiss 1904:15; Ramsay 1904:96.
50. Kraft 1974:180–81; Cerfaux and Cambier 1955:212–22; Thompson 1990:164.
51. Krodel 1989:146, 254–59; Roloff 1993:161; Prigent 1981:209; Beasley-Murray

1978:216–17.
52. Yarbro Collins 1984b:82.
53. It would probably be wrong to include the Roman proconsul within the symbol of

the Beast from the Earth. Aside from the calendar decree honoring Augustus in 9 BCE, the
proconsul appears not to have been a prominent player in the array of imperial cult institu-
tions in Asia. Moreover, the proconsul was more involved in imperial administration and so
can be included within the symbol of the Beast from the Sea.

54. For more on Revelation 13:11–18, see Friesen n.d.
55. Bowersock 1965, esp. 85–100; Edwards 1996:91–95.
56. Revelation 12:8. Cf. 20:3, 8, and 10.
57. Revelation 13:14. Cf. 19:20.
58. Chapter 5 and especially fig. 5.10.
59. Figure 2.3.
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60. Thus, the argument in S. Scherrer 1984 that Revelation 13 can be used as a histori-
cal source for imperial cult practices is not convincing.

61. Revelation 4:11; 5:12.
62. Revelation 13:4.
63. Revelation 1:17 (where John falls down as if dead); 4:10; 5:8, 14; 7:11; 11:16;

19:4. In 19:10 and 22:8, John falls down before the glory of an angel but is corrected.
64. Revelation 13:3; 17:6–8.
65. Revelation 19:20.
66. For more on the use of Ezekiel in this section, see Ruiz 1989.
67. This image in prophetic literature probably reflected a topos in international pro-

paganda of the time.
68. Revelation 17:2–3; 18:3.
69. Jeremiah 51:6 and 48 are important here. See also Isaiah 13:21–22; 21:9; 34:11,

14; 48:20; Jeremiah 9:11; Baruch 4:35.
70. Jeremiah 51:59–64.
71. Revelation 18:21.
72. Jeremiah 50:11–13; 51:25–26, 58.
73. Jeremiah 50:28–29; 51:6, 34–37.
74. Jeremiah 50:2–3; 51:15–19.
75. Revelation 18:3; cf. 17:2.
76. This is explicit in the Septuagint.
77. Revelation 18:3.
78. Revelation 18:23.
79. Revelation 18:11–16. The quote is from 18:23. Kraybill 1996 gathered together

many literary and archaeological sources regarding commerce in the Roman world.
80. Ezekiel 27:12–25. The long list of their goods in Revelation 18:12–13 reminded

educated hearers in the churches of Ezekiel’s even longer list of cargoes and ports of call for
the Tyrian traders. The list of goods in Revelation focuses especially on luxury items such as
precious stones and exotic spices, although there are also references to more common items
such as wine, oil, and grain.

81. Revelation 18:3.
82. 2 Kings 19:23 (LXX).
83. This meaning is based especially on certain uses of the related verb strhniavw.
84. Lycophron 438.
85. Revelation 18:7, NRSV; emphasis added.
86. Revelation 19:11–16.
87. Revelation 19:17–18.
88. Revelation 19:19–21.
89. Revelation 10:11.
90. Revelation 16:14.
91. Revelation 17:2; 18:3, 9.
92. Revelation 19:19.
93. Revelation 21:24.
94. Schüssler Fiorenza 1991:120.
95. Revelation 1:5.
96. Revelation 17:14; 19:16.
97. In Revelation 15:3 God is praised as the “king of the nations,” a title that comes

from Jeremiah 10:3.
98. Revelation 1:9.
99. Revelation 5:9–10.
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13. Revelation in This World

1. Barr 1998:151–80.
2. Schüssler Fiorenza 1991:6–15 dealt mostly with the second half of the twentieth

century. For an overview of earlier interpretation, see Wainwright 1993:11–103. Keller
1996:84–271 treats selected historical episodes.

3. E.g., Boesak 1987; Richard 1995.
4. Schüssler Fiorenza 1991:6–15.
5. Barr 1998:ix-xi, 1–2.
6. Barr 1998:145–47.
7. Keller 1996:2; author’s emphasis.
8. Keller 1996:11.
9. For an exploration of this idea from a cultural historian, see Boyer 1992. Wojcik

1997 deals with similar phenomena as a folklorist.
10. Keller 1996:7–15, quote from p. 15.
11. Keller 1996:18.
12. Keller 1996:19–20.
13. Seidman 1996:313–14 made a similar point about the absence of the category “em-

pire” in the discipline of sociology. The same is probably true of biblical studies.
14. Cantwell Smith 1997:65–83.
15. Revelation 19:11–21; cf. Barr 1998:137–38.
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